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FOREWORD
BY

Dr. C. MUTHU,
M.D , M.R.C.S , L.R.C.P.,

Associate of King’s College, London.

The revival of the Indian system of

Medicine at the present day is one of the

welcome signs of the times, and is seen in

such publications as the present volume by
Dr. T. G, Ramamurthi Iyer. The Ayurvedic

and Siddha systems of medicine date back to

a hoary antiquity, and became in the course

of time the parent source of all the other

Medical Systems of the world. The humoral

theof^r of the Hindus, though misunderstood,

dom‘inated the Grt^ek, Roman, and Arabian

medicine and in Europe down to the eighteenth

century. Many of their medicine plants and

drugs, spices and aromatics have been incor>

porated in the materia medica of almost every

nation in the .world. In fact, the influence of

their medical works, their materia medica and

therapeutics and plastic surgery, etc, can he

detected in the Persian, Hebrew, Greek,



Roman, Arabic, Chinese. Tibetan and even

in modem Europe—so that Colebrook was

right when he said that in medicine the

Hindus were teachers and not learners.

And yet, the ancient system of medicine

as practised by Charaka, Susruta, Aghastiar

stiikes one as so very new and modem. For

instance, the three huntouis* on which the

Indian medical system is beised, represent the

modem scientific ideas of metabolic, glandiilar

and endocrine activities and their disturbance

in the causation of disease. When the Siddha

physicians lay a great stress on the importance

of minerals in the treatment of disease, they

are voicing the present bioch^ical teachings

which show that the deficienc;^’ of mineral salts

in the human body is the main cause of many
diseased conditions, and health can be restored

and disease averted by supplying this defi>

ciency of tissue salts The Ancients pres-

cribed, as we do now, Oanim stramonium in

asthma; cowitch in worms^ nux vomica in

paralysis and dyspepsia, arsenic in intermittent

fevers, salt-free diet in Bright’s disease, flesh

and fatty foods in consumption, and mild pur-

gatives in the first stages of dysentery. When
the Hindus included in their pharmacopeia

such things as fat, bile, bone marrow, blood,



flesh, hoof, etc, they early anticipated the

therapeutics of the present day which pres-

cribes cod liver oil, ox gall, bone marrow,

haemoglobin preparations, raw meat, and

calf's foot jelly. And when we add to these

their knowledge of minerals and chemistry, of

hypnotism, hygiene, eugenics, massage,

postural treatment, organotherapy, of anaesthe*

tics, contagion, we cannot but exclaim that

there is nothing new under the sun in the

modern methods of treatment.

Well versed in all departments of human
knowledge, and bold and original in their

conception of disease and its treatment, the

Ayurvedic and Siddha physicians found a

remedy for almost every ailment the flesh is

heir to. They were experts in the purification,

calcination and oxidation of minerals, and in

gathering and storing medicinal plants, and

the efhcacy of >heir medicines remained for a

long time, and indeed grew with age. They
were masters in treating many difficult diseases

and poisoned conditions, as leprosy, snake

bite, etc, which baffle us at the present day.

Alas, some of their most important methods of

healing are lost to us from disuse, neglect and

want of support -lost to us in the ancient

medical works and manuscripts. What is most



urgently needed at the present day is a band

of earnest and enthusiastic re^eirch workers

who would devote their time and energy to

examine and study the ancient learning, delve

into the secrets of Indian medical science and

art, lay bare their treasures of healing, and

incorporate them with all that is best in the

modem ideas and discoveries for the benefit

of mankind. May we hope that this volume

would in some measure stimulate a real

interest in Indian Medicine both in the EUwt

and the West, and help the ninety per cent of

the Indian population who depend upon it for

the relief and cure of their sickness and suffer,

ing.

C. MUTHU.
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A
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Since the davm of history. South India,

with which is associated the Tamil language

and Siddhas has distinguished itself in many
aspects of human understanding from the rest

of the World, whether in religion or philosophy,

law or medicine, art or music, it possesses

many unique features which enables one to

reach the highest peaks of knowledge in spite

of the modern material civilisation.

In the following pages the reader will

enter into one such peak pertaining to the

medical field. As the name of the book indi>

cates, he will be able to get from it, many
gems if only one recognises them as such.

Some scientific persons may resent at the

Author’s attempt to correlate ancient things

with modem ideas. However, from a broader

OvrClook the book is a mine of information

regarding some of the fundamental principles

and reputed remedies of the ‘'Siddha System

of Medicine.”

C. S. Murugesa Mudaiiar.
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him light and cheer. His name is associated

with the Dharma of cow protection and in
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PREFACE.

This book is an attempt to present to

the Medical and Scientific world, a short

account of the principles and practice of the

time honoured Sidha System of medicine. It

does not pretend to be an exhaustive treatise

and is intended to provoke thought and sti*

mulate further study and research among those

who are eager to explore.

The subject matter of the book has been

derived from the study of various works of the

Siddhas. It is felt that adequate justice has not

been made to cull out from the great treasure

house further and further information useful to

the profession.

It has been often said that the Eastern

Physiology begins where the Western

Physiology ends and that correlated study of

both is bound to pay amply^ I'he system is

based up>on certain never failing "Laws of

nature” and human life, revealed and realised

be the learned Yogis.

The study of emotions and the pulse

forms p2urt of the work of. the Siddha Physician

and the whole system is based on a rational

and synthetic conception- This aspect is of



sprcinl importance and great signilicance

since we hear, even from great authorities in the-'

West of the imperfections and deficiencies ill

right emphasis in the study of Anatomy and-

physiological functions. It is no harm in

quoting from the “Hindu” a reference to d»e

utterance of Dr. G. F, Walker, Honorary

Physician and Consultant, Sunderland Royal

Infirmary in the “Medical World”.

“It is generally agreed that seilior

students spend far too little time in acquisition

of knowledge of human emotions, conduct and

behaviour. They get a very skimpy, scrapy

presentation of personal and family health

which daily beset future patients. If any

knowledge of drugs is imparted to them, it is

usually of a singularly impracticable nature.

As for knowledge of food stuffs and Diet,

senior Students’ ignorance of this branch of

Biology wo'.ild be laughable were it not <a

national menace. The whole structure of

education in anatomy and physiology needs e

ruthless attack with pick axe and dynamite.

The most dcvastiting commentary I have

known on modern anatomical teaching is pro-

vided by a medical .student when he arrives at

ward hospital fresh from his anatomical

teaching studies confronted by a patient and



wishing to apply his anatomical lore he is

inches out in lofidting the stomach. *

Hence the Siddha emphasis on usefulness

of the ’’Thathwas” Chapter IV can be well

appreciated. Special attention is invited to the

chapters on Tridosha, the Pulse, and the Moral

Code for the Physician. Chapter 20 deals with

general principles of therapeutics. There are

ample materials on children’s diseases, Sexual

Science, Nursing, Personal hygiene, and Sanitary

principles which require proper research and

dodification, and these points cannot be dealt

with in the present volume.

The greatne.ss . of its chemistry has been

accepted and there are still many hidden secrets

unexperimented by the ordinary physician.

The wonderful book ’’Amirthakalaignanam”

contains ample references to various minerals

and ;drugs,. some of which have yet to be
brought into the light of practical experiences.

Researches in this direction are urgent and
national treasure should not be wasted. When
medical research in the West is advancing by
leaps and the question of the Riddle of

Lile its origin, is discussed, the author hopc.s

that the Siddha view will gi^^' a cine to thi.s

and many other difficult pro!i!i m.s. Only t!)e

barest outlines have been indicated or. sevo.a!



usehil subjects as the Pulse and the Tri-doshas

and the Diet.

There may be mistakes and short-

comings in this book and this being the first

of its kind, indulgence is solicited.

In certain contexts quotations from

modern works have been freely used and as

references have been made to the sources, 1

express heieby my indebtedness.

1 beg to be excused for the delay in

bringing out the book and it was due to

circumstances beyond my control such as

domestic calamities.

My most hearty thanks are due to

M. R.Ry.; V. Rajagopalan, M.A.L.T., F.M.U.,

Headmaster, Board High School, Erode for

the very valuable help rendered in translating

the difficult verses, in conecting my msinus-

cripts and in the presentation of the themes.

My thanks are also due to Dr. K. Ranganadan

L.M.&S., Honorary Physician, Government

Hospital, Erode, for his very kind suggestions

and advice, and also for allowing the use of

his library, from time to time.

THE AUTHOR.
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THE GEMS OF SIDDHA SYSTEM.

CHAPTER I

The Amcient Sciences and Airts.

Those who intend studying any of the

ancient literatures or sciences of India, are to

know the civilization of the country and its

people, who wrote the sciences. The outlook

and wisdom of the ancient Hindus were quite

different from those of the present generation.

The moral code for life was of a higher order

than the present. They thought that the

physical body was moulded to undergo certain

incarcerations for the sins that had been com-

mitted in the previous birth, though it repre-

sents an extreme view. The physical body

and the soul were considered as two different

things and the body was considered as the

vehicle for the soul. The all-powerful one (God)

changes the coats to the soul, as a human
being, animal*, plant arid so on, according to

the nature of the deeds that are committed by
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the “Soul” while under a certain cover. The
human cover is said to be provided with afX

wisdom and faculties, by which one can do
wise and staiiiless actions, by controlling all

the sinful deeds or vices, and attain an eternal

bliss and thus cast off the covers which are

frequently changed, in one’s own life. To
attain this object of salvation, the ancient

Hindus have invented certain means to attain

this end. They are described in their scriptures.

Those scriptures are the Four Vedas, Six

Shastras, 64 Kalaignanas, 18 Puranas and 96

Tathwas. There are many subdivisions

among the above. These scriptures will

explain all particulars that are concerned with

the world, from the creation to the end, includ-

ing all that are found on the earth and sky

above, their qualities, composition and actions,

of what they are formed, their functions, the

necessity for their existence, how they sure

created, how they flourish and how they

disappear. Not a single point was omitted

from elaborate explanation. What we consider

as a useless subject, has also been analysed by

them.

The people of this land (India) were

the Aryans and the Dravidians. Both of them
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were Hindus. So, their culture was derived

from Hinduism. The Aryans wrote the

scriptures in Sanskrit and the Dravidians

in Tamil. These two languages were the

original ones, and the others that are found

were said to have developed subsequently.

If any thing was found in one of the two

languages, the one will be translated into

the other as these two races were

in intimate terms with each other and the one

was indispensable to the other. They both

were thus standing on a common platform.

The laws of the land, called the Manu-Dharma>

Shastra, (Lit: The Ethical Code of Manu)
were also observed as a common code to

govern the two races. There was cultural unity.

So long as the government were of the Hindus,

the * sciences described in their scriptures

flourished, and their history proves that they

were quite hale and healthy and lived long.

By developing the great arts, they were able to

perform, what we think “Miracles”, that were
very common in those bye-gone days, which
one could not hope to see again. The 64

Kalaignanas are the different arts. They are

detailed hereunder. For instance, by the

Yogic culture, one can perform “Ashta Maha -
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Siddhi”, (8 kinds of great achievements) the

super-natural powers, viz.

1 . Anima: by which one can penetrate

into all bodies, so as to make them vibrate

according to his will. He can enter into the

dead bodies and bring them to life.

2. SHCahima: by which one can bloat his

body to a very large size and comprehend the

universe in himself and exhibit through the

opening of the mouth, all that are found in the

universe, which is said to have been done by

Krishna and showed to his mother and Arjuna.

3. Laghima: or the lightness—by which

one could make his body as light as a feather

and float in the air or water.

4. Gariwa: by which one can make him-

self as heavy as a mountain and he canpdt be

moved from the place where he is seated or

standing by any means.

5. *Prapti: by which one can predict

future events, understand the unknown langu-

ages,including that of ^knimals and birds,curing

diseases, clairvoyance and clairaudience.

6. Pra-kaniya: by tvhich ons can remain

as a youth till death.
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7. Vasitvam: by which one Can tame and

subject men, women, animals and every ele-

ment.

8. IshatVam: by vhich one can obtain

the Divine power.

Thus, a Yogi, through his soul force, can

make himself lighter than the lightest substance

and heavier than the heaviest, can become as

vast or as minute as he pleases, can travel all

space, can animate any dead body, can render

himself invisible, can obtain all objects, can

transform himself into any animal or plant,

can also become equally acquainted with the

past, present, and future, which we consider as

miracles.

The explanation of these acts is beyond

the; scope of physical body. These miracles

are s&id to be |}erformed through the working

with the Ether material embedded in the physi-

cal body. This super-sensible substance is

said to pervade all space and enter into all

bodies. This is called the As^al body by the

Theosophists.

Thus, the sciences of the ancient Hindus

are far advanced and beyond the scope of the

modern material scientists.
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In this connection it will be wise to read

the sayings of Lord Bacon, found in his book
"The Novum Organum" in 1 620 A, D.

"The human intellect makes its own dif>

ficulties, and hence ignorance and mischiefs

innumerable.The entrance into the kingdom of

man, founded on the sciences, being not much
other than the entrance into the kingdom of

Heaven, whereunto none may enter except

as a little child.

"The mahnor of making experiments

which men now use is blind and stupid. Men
are inclined to turn aside from their experiments

for some practical application of them, like

Atlanta, they go aside to pick up the Golden

apple and let victory escape them, they should

seek for experiments of light, not for experi>

ments of fruit. *

"It is the peculiar and perpetual error

of the human intellect to be moved and exciu

ed by affirmatives than negatives, whereas

it ought properly to hold itself indifferently

disposed towards both alike.

"What a man had, rather were true, he

more readily believes. We suffer from the

mischievous authorities of systems, which are
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foviul either on common notions, or on a few

experiments or on superstition.

"The Glory of God is to conceal a thing,

the Glory of the king is to search it out.’*

It is the Yoga science that teaches the

development of the third eye of a man which

is situated between the eye-hrows into the skull,

called Agnachakra, by which one can see the

actual working conditions of his internal

organs, and it is how the ancient Hindus like,

Dhanvantri, Agastya who were the learned

scientists, had been able to describe the phy>

siology of the living body. None can describe

so without the inner sight. In the dead body,

we could not see their actual working or the

true colours of the organs or structures.

*
According to the customs of India, a

Siddha, Yogi, Rishi or Sanyasi means a mrm
that has mastered the Vedas and other scien-

ces and arts of the Hindus and he is considered

as next to God. Such a Siddha or Yogi is

considered as Guru and under whom the youn-

ger generation should learn the arts. A Siddha

is above all jealousies and vices and he has

no selfish motive and can live on meagre food

and clothing. The chill, heat or rains will not
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affect him. No animal or beast will prey on

.

him. The ferocious beaists and the venomous
reptiles will run away from him unless the sage

tames them. If any of them approach him
with a ferocious intent, they will have to reel

on the floor and die before him. Such are the

sciences he has studied and mastered and

such are his powers. It is those Shastras that

are classified below. If all the nations of the

world turn their attention to these sciences of

the east, every country will be benefited.

The 4 Vedat-

I . Rig, . 2. Yajur,

The 4 Sub-yeday.

1 . Ayurveda,

3. Dhanurveda,

The 6 Angay.

1. Mantra,

3. Nighantu,

5. Niruktham,

The 6 Shaslray

1. Vedanta,

3. Pattam,

5. Purvameemamsa,

3. Sama, 4. Atharva.

2. Arthaveda,

4. Gandharvaveda.

2. Vyakarana,

4. Chandopisitham,

6. Jothisham.

2. Vaiseshika,

4. Prabakaram,

6. Utharameemamsa
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'The 18 Puranas-

\ . Matsyam,

3. Varahzun,

5. Brahmam,

7. Bagavatham,

9. Ilaingam,

1 1 . Narathiyam,

13. Brahma Kaivaraham. 14. Skantham,

15. Markandeyam, 16. Agneyam,
17. Brahmandam, 18. Padumam*

The 64 Kalaignanams (Arts):

1. Akkaravilakanam, 2. Ligitham,

3. Ganitham, 4. Vedham,

5, Puranam, 6. Vyzikarnam,

7. Needhi Sasthram, 8. Jothida Sasthram

9. Dharma Sasthram, 10. Yoga Sasthram,

1j. Manthra Sasthram, 1 2. Saguna „

13. *Sirpa Sasthram, 14. Vaidya „

1 3 Uruva Sasthreon, 1 6. Idhihasam,

17. Kavyam, 18. Alangaram,

19. Madhura Palan£un,20. Nadagam,

21. Nirudham, 22. Sathabramam,

23. Veenai, 24. Venu,

25. Mirudangam, 26. Thalam,

27. Athira Pariksha, 28. KanagaPariksha,

29. Rada Pariksha, 30. Gaja Pariksha,

2. Koormam,
4. Vaman2uii,

6. Vaishnavam,

8. Saiveun,

10. Bowdigam,

12. Garudam,
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31. Dhasa Pariksha, 32. Aswa Parikshat

33. Rathina Pariksha. 34. BKumi Pariksha,

35. SangiramaVilakam, 36. Mulyudham,
37. Akrudavam, 38. Uchadanam,
39. Virhuvedanam, 40. Madhana Sastra,

41. Mohanam, 42. Vasikaranam,

43. Rasavadham, 44. Gandharva Vadham,
45. Paipeela Vadham,
46. Kavuthuga „ 47. Dhatu Vadam,
48. Garudam, 49. Nattam,

50. Mutti, 51. Agasapravesam,

52. Agasa Gamanam,
53. Paragayapravesam,54. Athirisayam,

55. Indrajalam, 56. Mahendra Jalam,

57. Agni Sthambam, 58. Jala Sthambam,

59. Vayu Sthambam, 60. Thitti Sthambam

61 . Vaku Sthambam, 62. Sukla Sthambam,

63. Katga Sthambam,

64. Avathai Prayogam.

The 96 Thathwas are described in a

separate chapter, as they are concerned with

the body and functions.

Every science, all arts and crafts were

learnt by the Hindus of this land.

These scriptures and sciences embody

all that was required for human advancement
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in this world and for man's progress in religion

and a study of these firsthand will be really

productive of lasting benefits. We need not

search for the thorns and bushes elsewhere for

the sweet smelling roses of ancient sciences

afFord complete fragrance to the human mind

and soul.

The modern translations create confu-

sion and difficulty in understanding the sub-

jects as conceived by the authors and therefore

the ancients who wrote them are criticised as

superstitious men and their works are consi-

dered as unscientific or exaggerated. We may
confess that we are still ignorant of many
things connected with the ancients and it is

only cur ignorance that belittles their greatness.

The revival of ancient systems be

they* in medicine or moral code requires a

faithful interpretation of the views of the

originators of the sciences and such a move-
ment will be useful and indeed is found

necessary since modern discoveries still are

incomplete and look forward to the ancient

works for the missing links.

The Siddha system deserves careful

and faithful examination since it has in
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itself many principles which may go a long

way to supply the defects and deficiencies

of modern conceptions.

It is necessary for us to realise that

modern researches of the ancient works are of

common value, to the humanity and enable us

to find answers therein to out many perplexi*

ties and doubts. The West owes not a little

to the Greek but India has to contribute a

great deal to the world’s progress. There are

large and momentous questions that should

engage the attention of all wellwishers of the

country and true citizens and statesmen. Infant

mortality, infectious diseases, venereal diseases,

the question of nourishment and poverty that

fight against each other. Diabetes for which the

Western system disowns all-perfect treatment,

growing population which disturbs the national

dividends and create anxiety for the state and

the consequent question of birth control etc.

Diligent researches and a correct understand-

ing of the sciences of the ancient Hindus

such as the Siddha system to quote only one

among others, will reveal to us hidden secrets

and that may really save Indian Society and

generally the world from many a besetting

peril.
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CHAPTER 11

History of the Siddha System.

This system of medicine is said to have been

in existence in South India especially in Tamil

Districts of the Madras Presidency for the last

many centuries from the time of the famous

Tamil Sangam, the first. Some are of opinion

that this is the oldest Indian system of treatment

and others, like Dr. Gananath Sen doubt the

existence of the same as an original and

separate system since there are many similarities

and instances of sameness of theory and

practice to show that this was an offshoot of the

Ayurveda. Whatever might be the similarity

and the rational basis for such a conclusion, it

will b^e difficult to deny to it, its rightful place

as a separate system having its origin and evo>

lution since it has certain definitely rharked

characteristic features which are peculiarly its

own. It may be that the system might have
been modified or adjusting itself to Ayurveda
by contact with North India and Malabar and

it might also be possible that the practi-

tioners of the code, as prescribed by the great

Siddhas, would have assimilated the good
features of other indigenous systems.
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lects and erudite men to investigate have b^r.

badfled and defeated. Three illustrious Tamil

authors have made a reference- Maharishis Sat-

tainatha, Boga and fConkana. The importarice

of this Siddhic school can be best realised by a

study of the quotation in the evidence given

before the Committee of Enquiry into the

indigenous system of drugs, in 1924. “The
eager and earnest desire of the late Monsieur

Herthelot, the illustrious French Savant and

the Doyen of the Chemical World of the west

can be amply satisfied if he is now with us to

review, if not to incorporate with his ‘History

of the Chemistry of the Middle Ages in

Europe,’ which 1 present the world with just

now, what 1 have unearthed, unravelled and

collated as below after my study and practical

research in chemistry for the last 26 years, to

present the Chemical section of the Human
society, to their wonder and astonishment of

the ancient Indian’s advanced systematic

scientific knowledge in the synthetic chemistry

of the Siddha school.” Under various heads

and in a very analytical manner,numberless

Siddhas from the presidential Agastiar have

handled and experimented on the materials

afforded. ’’Two among them, Bhoga and
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Sattainatha have left keys to their literature as

a clue to their cult with philanthrophic motives

so that men and the creation may outlive

like themselves and attain the beatific end.'*

^ It is accepted on all hands that the

Siddhas were capable of wonderful achieve-

ments. The word “Siddha* * means to be ever

sure and true* ever ready and ever lasting and

a Siddha is one who attains Kaya-Siddhi and

beatific end by protecting his constitution from

and against diseases' -the aim being to fortify

the body as the container of the soul for the

attainment of happiness. Some of their books

and songs show their wide knowledge and

varied culture and mastery of many sciences-

Astronomy, Astrology, Medicine, Surgery and

Alchemy. Their Pharmacopoea, chemistry and
metallurgical medicines seem to have been

perfected in a wonderful manner to suit their

own needs and aims. Their Rasa-Sastra is

indeed admirable.

An earnest attempt was made so late as

in 1921 to receive the study of this wonderful

system and the First Siddha Conference took

place in the famous Tamilian town of Tinne-
velly, under the distinmnshed presidency of the

Asiatic Sodet>, Calcutta
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late Rao Bahadur Poondi AppaswamiVandiar
of the famous faunily of Tanjore. 64 Siddha

physicians exhibited about 749 varieties of

important medicines. The 2nd conference

took place in 1923 at Madras, under the presi-

dency of the late lamented Dewan Bahadur

L. D. Swamikannu Pillai, whose knowledge

and scholarship are indeed a pride to South

India. About 90 physicians exhibited about

1892 varieties of medicines, and a third con-

ference was held at Madura in the year 1 927

under the presidency of the distinguished

Hon’ble Dewan Bahadur R. N. Arokiasami

Mudaliar, (Minister for Public Health, Madras

Government.) of beloved memory.

All these conferences were held under

the auspices of the Tamil Siddha Vaidya

Sangam, Koilpatti, Tinnevelly District, ' with

its able and zealous secretary, Swami Virudai

Sivagnana Yogi.

A committee under the chairmanship of

Hon’ble Sir Muhammad Usman, was appoin-

ted and the same reported in 1 7 - 2 1 923 and

again on 1—7
• 24, fully on the Indigenous

systems of Medicines. It is gratifying to note

that the recommendations of the committee

have been given some consideration.
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In Madras, a Government School of

Indian Medicine has been working from the

year 1925 and the Sicjdha system is given its

rightful place in the cunicullim and in the

General Indian medicine Hospital.

“There are two noble names which

deserve to be remembered for all time with

special gratitude.
.

They are those of H. E.

Viscount Goschen and the Hon’ble the Raja

of Panagal, the broad minded sympathy and

extraordinary insight of our Governor, the

patriotic statesmanship and the courageous

determination of our Chief Minister are, if 1 may
respectfully say so, worthy of all praise. It is

to these two noblemen that we, in British

India, owe the inauguration of the first school

of Indian Medicine under the direct auspices

of the Government” says Dr. G. Srinivasmurthi

B.A.B.L., M.B. & C.M., the distinguished

principal of the Government School of Indian

Medicine, Madras.

In the above institution young men
receive training and it is hoped that

they will receive further encouragement. Local

Bodies are trying to encourage the system by
opening Siddha Dispensaries.
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Still the situation is not yet fully satis>

factory. Further researches, more and greater

recognition of the value of the system and
benef^tions to further them are indeed needed

and it is the author's prayer that more and more
will be culled out from this mine of Sid-

dhas* revelations usefully and scientifically sc

that the world’s knowledge and methods ol

human relief and human welfare may be enri*

died and the glory of the Siddhas may spread

more and ever more.

CHAPTER 111

The Embryology.

The first portion of the philosophy of

creation deals with the Hindu Gods, and we
are not concerned with it. The latter potion

of the subject explains how the things tliat are

seen in the world are created. The first thing

was Ether from where the air appeared, from

air- the fire, from fire—the water, from water-

the Earth, from earth—the food, and in search

of food, the human beings, the animals, birds

and all other living beings found on earth.

"As they appeared from one another^ they

disappear as the original one."
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Athuva ThathTam

From food the juices (lymph) appear,

from which the blood, from which the flesh,

hrom which the fat, from which the bones,

from which the marrow, from which the semen

(males) and the sronitha (females)- -the female

sexual fluid. When the latter fluids combine

together, they take the form of a pearl drop

with a projection and a hole in its centre and

lodge into the uterus. The following is the

translation (approximate) of the ancient

conception as described in Tamil, relating to

the formation of the embryo:

—

“ The semen (male) and the sronitha

(female fluid) thus secreted in the body enter

the uterus in the form of the minutest visible

atom (or particle) and jump with a force like

that vhich is created when we beat forcibly a

big drum forming into a drop (like the one in

an eddy) and then a hole in that drop -the

gas and the matter forming the foetus.

It is even conceived that the coalescent

drop of the semen and the sronitha after assu-

ming the shape, described above, is “ blessed

by two letters” meaning OM. This means
that the Pranavayu and the Vyanavayu keep
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the principle of life active in the foetus origi-

nated,as the beginning of all life is the display

of cosmic energy in human form. If the semen
increases the child will he of the male sex,

if the fluid of the female sex increases

th^ child will be of the fair sex. If both divide

and increase, there will be Twins. If the

foetus grows in the uterus from the side of the

urinary organs, the child will be dumb. If it

grows by the side of the intestines the child

will be dull headed.

Before the entrance of the semen into

the uterus, the Apana Vayu will be lodged

there. As soon as the semen and sronitha

combine together and enter the uterus, the

Prana Vayu, the Uthana Vayu and the Vyana
Vayu accompany them, and the mouth of the

uterus will be sealed by contraction and the

Apana Vayu that was existing already will

come out and remain at the cervix as a sentinel

in the vagina.

The Uthana Vayu will look to the

growth of the foetus. The Vyanan will be

imbedded into the foetus. All these 3 kinds

of Vayu will perform the development of the

semen and sronitha into a child.
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The Growth.

On the first day, its size will be that of a

mustard.

On the second day, its size will be that of a

cumin seed.

On the third day, its size will be that of a

pepper.

On the fourth 3ay, its size will be that of a

bean.

On the fifth day, its size will be moulded

into a bubble.

On the sixth day, its size will be that of an

embelica officinalis.

On the seventh day, its size will be that of

an alexandrian laurel*

On the eighth day, the pancha boothas will

be lodged into it and five different colours

will appear; and in ten days will grow to

the size of an egg of a crow.

In fifteen days like that of a hen’s egg.

—

In the first month, that of a small flower

bud of a plantain tree.

—

In the second month, take a formation of a

mould.

—
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In the third month, head with its parts

marked will appeeur.

In the fourth month, figure (human) with

separation of parts with fingers, mouth,

tongue and nose.—

In the fifth month, the ears will be formed..

In the sixth month, the arms will be formed

and hairs will grow on the eyelids, brows

and head.

In the seventh month, the eyes, mouth,

nose, ears will be well developed and the

bones will become firm.

In the eighth month, the hairs will grow all

over the body and 72,000 nerves, will be

formed and there will be life and the

nourishment from mother will descehd to

the child through the top of its head and

excretion through umbilicus.

In the ninth month, the life and wisdom will

come on, and the nourishment passage on

the top of the head will be closed.

in the tenth month, the heat and vayu will

be increased and the Apana vayu will

deliver the child.
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Another Version.

The three gases will exhibit their activi-

ties into the matter thus formed.

In 5 days, the above forms into a shape.

In 1 0 days, the shape will be moulded.

In 1 5 day8,the mould will become egg-shaped

In the first month a pointed edge like that

of the corn (Kambu) will be formed in it.

In the second month, the head and back will

appear.

In the third month, the hands and legs with

fingers to half the size, will appear.

In the fourth month, the feet and nose will

appear.

In the fifth month, the navel, ears and eyes

w*ill appear.

In the sixth month, the nails will appear.

In the seventh month, the hairs, bones and

nerves (narambu) will grow. A body with

:';3 passages for urine and faecal matter

with pulsation and breathing will be

formed.

In the eighth month, the connection of nutri-

tion from the food taken by mother will be
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established, like a stream, on the passage

through the top of the foetus.

In the ninth month, the vocal mechanisms
will be developed, and wisdom will begin.

At this time, the child will pray the Crea-

tor to bless.

In the tenth month, the blessings of the God
of Wisdom called "Guru,” will be confer-

red.

Soon after this, the child will take a

downward course in the uterus and descend.

Then the child will be ejected out of the cavity

by the gas Apana Vayu (Co) when the child

will forget all that was thought by it in the

uterus, and weep with the knowledge of the

universe by attachments of the mechanisms

of the soul, and other 96 kinds of Thathvas.
f

This is how the pregnancy is passed in

uterus according to ancient Dravidian concep-

tion.

If the Pranavayu travels on the right side,

the sex of the child will be malejif on the left side

female sex; if it passes on both sides,a eunach

If no dosha affects for 2 hours at the time of

gestation, and the particular dathu that should
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be active at the time for the parents (as will

be seen in the Tridosha theory) the child will

live for 100 years; if it is not so, the age of

the child also will be comparatively less. If

the Vatha dathu is increased than normal, extra

organs or limbs will be formed; if appears tot>

tering, the limbs will become short, or the num-

ber will be less. The characteristics of the

constitution of the parents that ate formed at

the time of sexual intercourse, will be assigned

to the child as well. At the time of gestation

if Vatha is active, the child will bear the

colour of the Earth. If the character, mind and

the vatha dathu of the parents are equal, at the

time of sexual intercourse, the child will be

very intelligent. If the above 3 qualities simul'

taneoLUsly disagree, the child will be short-liv^.

If thetmoolagni (the heat in the rectum) is

excessive to both husband and wife, during

intercourse, the foetus will be abortioned.

The Nourishment of the body.

The food taken in will be formed into

faecal matter, urine and blood in 1 2 hours. In

24 hours, the faecal matter and urine will be
excreted, and the blood only will remain into

the body. One-seventh part of this blood will
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be formed into sperm. The remaining blood

will be kept spread up for Naligas(3 hours)

in each of the 7 kinds of dathus.

The body will be enclosed with two
doors, viz, the acts to perform good or evil.

The back bone will be the roofing centre, the

ribs on the sides of the chest will be tied up
with the nerves and formed into a roof, the

mud will be prepared with the water, the blood,

and a wall will be raised and the roof will be

protected by a mat of hairs, and the nine holes

in the body will be the doorways, and the chief

door way, the mouth will be supplied with

bolts of teeth, and the tongue will be installed

to produce noise, with Panchendrias.

From Moolathara to Agnai, there will

be 1 1 ,000 big nerves and 1 8,000 small perves.

In the arms and legs there will be 7000 big

nerves and 12,000 small nerves. In the navel

region, there will be 1000 big nerves and 2000

small nerves. In the 9 holes there will be 1 500

big nerves and 3500 small nerves. In the extre-

mities there will be 3000 big nerves and 600

small nerves. In the bones and intestines there

will be 7000 small nerves and thus the total

number of nerves will be 72,000.
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The following conception of tlie growth

and life history of the human body in the age

allotted for man’s span of life will be of

interest:-

The total age normally allotted is 100.

Till the 1 0th year, childhood and boyhood.

Till the 20th year, youth.

25, 30, 40 years, Eouvana or manhood.

45, 50 years, the climax of manhood having

been attained, the beginning of the down-

ward progress. The Bhootha ‘Earth’ begins

to dissolve and partake more of the proper-

ties of water Bhootha (Appu) with the

beginning of dimness of vision.

60, “Appu” coming close to “fire”

70,^“Fire”* to “Air”.

80, “Air” to “Ether”

90, “Ether" to “Athma”.

100, “Athma” to its origin.

"l he body will contain 3 ^ crores of hair

roots or holes. The breathings will be 21,600

a day; and 96 Thathwas, 390 palams of flesh.

\ measure of pitha, one measure of kapha. In

-such a body, the Pranavayu v/ill come out of 1

2

.bngers long, of which 4 fingers will be wasted
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and 8 fingers will submerge into the body and
rear the Saptha dathu, viz:-

Juice, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow,
and sperm.

The body will function with Vatha,

Pitha and Kapha. The Vatha will nourish

the body for the first 30 years, the Pitha the

next 33 and Kapha the last 37 years.

The Aryan conception of the

Embryology-

Extracts on the formation of the foetus:

-

The seminal fluid is cold and the mens-

trual blood is hot. All the creatures are formed

by their ccmbination and they rest in them.

Heat is eliminated from the body of the male

and the female by the Vayu. The sftmen is

secreted by Vayu and heat into the female

organ of generation, where it meets the female

germ and forms the foetus which is lodged

inside the uterus.

Signs of Pregnancy

Weariness, uneasiness, thirst, heaviness

in the thighs, stoppage of discharges, flushing

of the vagina, black discolouration of the

areola cif the nipple and of the lips, excessive
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growth of the public hairs, continuity of the

eye brows by the growth of hair, anorexia,

vomiting, dislike even for good smell, saliva-

tion, acid foods tasty, lassitude, milk in the

breast, feet appears wollen, elongation of the

vaginal canal or its orifice.

Duties of women after conception

When the above symptoms appear, she

should abstain from severe labour, fastings,

eating insufficient and less-nutritious diet,

foods that are undigestable,too sour or too hot,

liquor in any form, and meat; sleep during day

time, night-keeping or late hours, driving in

the carriages, and fright; unnatural postures

in bed or while sitting, excessive use of oily

substances, bleeding, and incline to stop the

natural functions of the body. She should not

wear rec^ clothes. If any part of the pregnant

woman be injured by external injuries, or in

anyway affected by the Tridoshas, the corres-

ponding part, the homologous member in the

body of the child, suffers in a similar manner.
Her desires should be fulfilled, her cravings

satisfied, otherwise the child will die by the

reflexion of the eccentric Vayu in the womb
of* the mother. So, if she insists for any
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injurious articles of food, such food should be

given in moderation and mixed with whole*

some articles of diet.

Effects of Unsatisfied cravings in

Pregnant women<

If her wishes are not satisfied, the foetus

becomes hunchbacked, or maimed, or lame,

or idiot, or dwarf, or blind or squint-eyed.

The child suffers from diseases of those

organs of sense, the cravings of which in the

mother remain unsatisfied. If she expresses a

desire to see the king, that predicts a very

fortunate and rich son. If she desires for silk

or ornaments, a good-looking son fond of

ornaments and clothes will be borne. If she

wants to see the Sanyasins, the child will be

religious and orthodox. If she wishes to see

snakes, the child will be envious. The child

will be of same character as an animal or bird

or fish, the flesh of which she likes to eat.

It has been said that conception, if it

occurs on the even days after the stoppage of

menstrual flow, a male child will be produced;

if it is on the odd days, a female child.
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Indications for the sex of the child and twins*

1( the milk is formed first in the right

breast, if the right eye becomes larger, if the

right thigh more bulky and heavy, if she likes

objects having names in the masculine gender

or sterner sex, if she dreams about the lily,

lotus, etc., if the facial expression becomes

jolly, and the natural colour brightens, a son

is expected. If the signs are opposite, a

daughter will be bom} along with the signs

opposite to a male sex, if the mother faints,

timid, anxious, unskilful, restless .-63n;npathetic,

heavy feelings on the lower parts, and feeling

that her joints are loose, a girl will be bom. If

the sides of the mother’s body become raised,

and the abdomen points forward, in addition

to the previous signs, an eunuch will be bom.
If there be a sulcus in the middle, a twin will

be born.

Origin of Organs*

In the foetus, the spleen and the liver

are formed from the blood. The lungs are

developed from its lather, and the appendix

from its excretion. The essence of blood and
phlegm when boiled by the bile, and set in

motion by the Vayu, form the intestines. The
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essence of the products of digestion of tfaBi

dhatus when moved by the Vayu forms the

bladder and anus. The tongue is formed of

the essence of phlegm, blood and muscles.

The Vayu being heated enters the flesh thr-

ough the vessels and transforms it into muscles

and tendons. The vessels become transformed

into nerves and ligaments, if they be united

with the oily parts of the fat. The vessels are

formed of partial, and the nerves and ligaments

of complete, assimilation. During the concep*

tion of the body, the dathus reriiain in distinct

places—and these develop into the particular

receptacles of the particular element By the

union of the blood and fat the kidneys are

formed. The Scrotum and testicles form by

the combination of the muscles, blood, phlegm

and fat. The heart is formed of blo<^d and

phlegm. All the vessels bearing life stream

originate from it.

Notable remarks*

1. Six months embryos are the last that

live when born.

2. Only as long as the child is within the

womb, does the womb enlarge.

3. As long as it is not born, it breathes in

accord with the mother’s breath. Only
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^ter being born on the earth the child

breathes the atmospheric air through the

lungs>

4. The vessels of the umbilical cord are at

birth, two arteries and one vein. The
cord is a triple one, because food is

three«fold; moreover the father Euid

mother are two and that which is born

is a third. Hence it is a triple cord.

5. Delivery takes place generally in the 9th

month, but it may be prolonged to the

tenth month, and rarely to the eleventh or

twelfth month*

6. During the fourth month, the foetal heart

is formed and thus the pregnant woman
becomes possessed in her body two hearts.

7 • Vi the seventh month, all the parts of the

foetal body become fully developed and
the mother assumes an anxious and weary
appearance.

8. In ,the eighth month, all the parts of the

foetal body becomes restless and full of

oja, the element of vitality; an exchange
of oja takes place from the mother to the

foetus and vice-versa. So, the mother be-

comes blanched and flushed alternately. In
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this month the oja is very volatile. Tho
mother should be properly nourished in

this month. This is a very important month
rather a critical period in the life of the

pregnant woman.

The oja, is strictly, to be termed as the

very life itself. In the eighth month, it has a

constant movement from mother to foetus. So,

if a woinan delivers when the oja is in the body

of the foetus, the child will live and the mother

will expire; and if it is vice versa, the child

will die, and the mother survives.

This phenomenon is generally known
to the Hindu ladles. When they happen to

know that a woman has delivered during the

eighth month, they at once question if the

mother and child are alive; and they rij,rely

expect the child to live.

This rare phenomenon is not at all

known to our friends of the west.

Somehow or other, the lay woman,

guesses that a child born on the seventh month

will live.

It is always considered as a period of

terror in the Hindu society, the beginning of
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the eighth month, after completing 7 x 30 days.

(210 days) Somehow the oja phenomenon is

understood by them.

(It is superfluous to describe here the

placenta membranes, the Amnion and chorion

etc., as the ancients have found out more than

all these, in their embryology, and they have

described all the minutest points.)

Dr. Girinoranath Mukerjee,

B.A., M.D., F.A.S.B.

(in the Journal of Ayurveda September, 1 930)

What is Oja?

Oja is also called ojus.

In the Hindu prayers, it is mentioned

as (^josi, Sahosi, Balamasi, Brajosi and so on.

Ojus fs Thejus, meaning the lively glowing

expression of the entire body including the

internal organs and the external. In the dead,

the external parts, or the muscles etc., found

inside, do not show a lively expression. Natu-

rally the blood, that nourishes the entire body
carries the lively expression to all organs.

It is this liveliness, that the mother

sends through the umbilical cord where the
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arteries are connected, from her living body, in

the beginning of the eighth month, and tries

to give her dear child her life. As the days

advance in the eighth month, she is able to

gradually establish this vitality in the child

without any harm to her body. The catastrophe

happens only, if delivery occurs in the early

days of the eighth month. Both the mother

and child may live if sufficient number of days

are passed, say sdter a fortnight in the eighth

month.

The practitioners of midwifery, according

to the west, generally conclude the sudden

passing of the mother during the early periods

of the eighth month as one of sudden shock or

heart-failure, and of the child as anything else,

and bury the dead who will tell no tales.

There is still another point that requires

elucidation.

The spinal cord extends to the middle

of the brain. The brain has got a heart-like

mechanism in it, and corresponding to it, the

skull bone of the foetus has got a gap and the

bones are not united. There ought to be some

reason for not uniting the bones there and for

the existence of such a big gap.
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The philosophers say that the spinal

cord is also gaping in the foetus at that centre

corresponding to the top of the gap of the skull

in the foetus.

Some of ths Tamil philosophers have

pointed out that the foetus in the womb is fed

through the top of the head and excretes through

the umbilical cord.

The umbilical vein and arteries are fully

established with their functions only from the

4th or 5th moi^th. How the nourishment is

carried to the child before these months? The
vague expression, feeding by placenta is not

enough.

The child probably gets nourished by
some vital elements through the top of this gap
on the skull, through the pores of the undevelo-

ped skin tissue, and manufactures the brain

substance, and nerves, as a first measure of

development. It is also found that the double
heart beat is heard only in the 5th or the 6th

month. So,the foetal blood circulation commen-
ces only at this time, and thus nourishment
through blood directly establishes only in this

rhonth. Probably till the 6th month, the nouri-

shment is absorbed through the skull gap, and
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may or may not continue after this period.

Perhaps on this basis, the Tamil philosophers

have written that the feeding of the infant is

through the top of the head, and the excretary

system is the umbilical cord. These points

require further investigation.

Concerning the Ojas, Dr. Ashutosh Roy
explains it from various authorities as follows:-

t . That it is a testicular hormone.

2. The finest product of chyle ?nd a most

important ingredient of the body.

3. The finest essence of all food principles.

4. If the flow of semen is checked the Ojas

is increased and vice versa.

3. It is an energetic substance possessing

both heating and cooling properties.

6. It is found in all places in the organism

where growth is active, viz , male and

females reproductive elements, foetal

structure, normal and pathological

growth.

7. All actions are performed under its in-

fluence.

8. Health and strength reside latent in it.
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9. The heart and sympathetic nervous sys-

tems are stimulated by this.

1 0. If deranged there is diminution of natu-

ral, bodily and mental activities.

1 I . If thi.c is completely absent, life cannot

go on.

CHAPTER IV

Tlie Tihatihvya Sluaslira.

This is a science that explains the func-

tions of the human body, from the cradle to

the grave. The principles of the Thathwas add

a great deal to the scientific aspect of the Ayur-

veda or Sidha System.

The Thathwa Shastra is the first and

forenjost of the conceptions, on which the

“Theory and practice of medicine” is based.

Captain. G. Srinivasamurthi, B. A., B. L.

M. B. & C. M., the learned Principal of the

Government ScTrool of Indian Medicine,Madras,

says, that “Every system of Hindu thought,

is at once Philosophy, science and religion, all

in one, and one in all.” The medical science

of the Hindus, is not exempted from this rule.

A proper understanding of the 96 kinds
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of Thathwas are therefore, essential, for an adt-

quate realisation of the Tridosha theory, the

examination of the pulse, urine, etc., the etio-

logy and prognosis of the diseases, and also the

selection of remedies.

There are 96 kinds of Thathwas, and

they constitute the essential functions of the

human organism and are at once the cause and

effect of our physical and mental well-being.

They are divided into three groups as

follows* The first group contains 30, the

second 30, and the third 36.

The original names, christened by the

sages, are retained here, so that the use of

modem terms, may not lead to confusion.

The First group of Thathwas 30<

^No*^
Thathwas. Explanations.

{a) Booihas 5-

1. Prithive Earth
|

2. Appu Water
3. Theyu Fire j- Principal eonsli-

4. Vayu Air i tuents of body.

5. Akasa Ether J

(i) Pori 5.

6. Sothiram Ear
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7. Thoku Body
8. Satsu Eye

9. Singvivai Tongue

1 0. Agranam Nose.

(c) Pulan 5

1 1 . Sabtham Sound Hearing

12. Sparisam Touch Sensation and tempe-
rature.

13. Uruvam Figure Sight

14. Rasam Juice Taste

15. Gandam Smell Fragrance.

(d Karmenthriyam 5.

16. Vakku Mouth Speaks with the aid of

Akash

17. Patham Foot Moves with the aid of

Vayu
18. Padhani Hands-Carries or throws with

'
,

Theyu
19. Payuru Anus & Urethra

Excretes with the aid

of Appu.
20. Upastham-Sexual organ

Secretes with the aid

of Prithivi.

(e) Kanmawishaya 5
21. Vachanam Speech Delivers at the ins-

tance of Akash
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22. Gamanam Motion Move at the instance
of Theyu

23. Visargam Excretion At the instance of Ap.
24. Dhanam Give & take „ Vayu
25. Anandam Pleasure „ Prithvi

(/) Karanam 4

The subtler aspect of the thought process.

26. Manam Mind Thinks. The starting

point of thought pro-*

cess about objects

and articles in the

world by Vayu-

27. Buddhi Knowledge. Differentiates the

thought process and
reveals the diverse

aspects of a subject

determines the reali

ties and implica-

tions by Theyu.

28. Agankar The Passion to posses

Stimulates cmd rouses

the process by pro-

gressive stages-crea

*ting a further desire

to know more and
more by Prithivi.

29. Chitham Will Conclusion of the

processes defined

above, resulting in
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complete action-by

Appu.

(g) i4r/tfu*

30. Arivu Wisdom The summation of all

thinking process*

Being in tune with

the Akasa, par-

taking of its nature,

at the vantage
ground of eminence
examining all

matters, resulting in

discrimination bet-

ween the good and
the bad.

The second group of Thathwas 30 .

(a) Nadi, 10 Nerves.

1 . Idakalai
]

2. Pingaiai

3. Sushumna
4. Singuvai
5. Alamburudan ' These are dealt rvith

6. Gandhari
i seperatly

7. Athi I

8. Alambudai
9. Sangini

1

0.

Guhu

(fc) Veyu, 10 Cases.

1 1 .- Pranan
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1 2. Apanan
13. Vyanan
14. Uthanan
15. Samanan These are dealt With

16. Nagan separaily

17. Koorman
18. Grikaran

19. Devathathan
20. Thananjeyan

(c) Asayam 5»

21. Amarvasayam. Stomach
Where the food (liquids

and solids) lodge

22. Bagirvasayam. Duodenum
Where they are separa-

ted.

23. Jalavasayam. Bladder
Where the urine is

collected

24. Malavasayam. Rectum •

Where the faecal

matter is collected

25. Suklavasayam. Testicles

Where the sperem is

collected

(d) Kosam.

26. Annamayakosam. The physical body
that is sustained by
food against decay
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27. Pranamayakosam The pranavayu and
the organs of action

and sense that

constitute the subt-

ler body;e.g., leading

to the subconscious

stages in sleep and
dream

28. Manomayakosam The mind in combina-
tion with the organs

of perception combine
to constitute the sub-

tler forces creating

life activity and the

causal principles of

life activity.

29. Vignanamayakosam The Buddhi and the

Poris (organs of

sense perception)

referred to above,
* • function together in

combination with
the subtler body

—

even in dreams.

30. Anandamayakosam The source of supply
and protection;8upply

of energy to the body:
the combination of

Pranavayu and
sushupti, the basis of

Karana body.
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The third group of Thathwas 38-

(o) .4Jharam 6-

1 . Mooladhaia Pelvic Plexus.

2. Swadhishtan Superior Hypogastric.

Plexus.

3. Manipuragam Solar Plexus.

4. Anagatham Superior cardiac Plexus.

5. Visuddhi Sup>erior cervical gan-

glia.

C. Agnyai Ganglia of Ribes.

(&) Mandalam

7. Agni Fire Situated above the

Mooladhara and
below the Swadhish-
tan, looking like three

fold flame down-
words.

8. Aditha Sun Between manipura-

gam and anagatham,
semicircular' ring,

about four finger

space, above the

navel region on the

spine.

9. Chandra Moon Above Visuddhi and
below the Agyai in

the centre of the brain

full of brilliance and

shining like thou-
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sands of moons and
suns, the seat of the

fundamental princi-

ple of life energy it-

self " Amirtakalai.”

This corresponds to

the Basel ganglia.

(c) Malam 3*

1 0. Anavam Selfishness.

Love of self and things

connected with self.

11. Mayai Jealousy. Illusion, attachment to

unreal things.

I2> Kamiam Greed and desire for

all things of the

world.

(d) Dosham,

13' Vgdheun Creative force Vayu,
originating in Vayu,
the action of Prana-
va3ni, leading to the

coalescence of the
two Boothas of fire

and water (with limi-

tation.)

1 Pitham, In the direction of the

Agnimandala, the
action of Vayu and
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water elements per-

meating and assimi-

lated in the heart lea-

ding to Pitham,

15. Kapham. Appu, Vayu and
Theyu, always acting

together and at the

ssune time not be-

coming extinct, as

separate elements or

principles, the con-

trolling and directing

energy being in

kapha.

Note :— A B C
Theyu Appu Vayu

Fire. Water. j4ir.

With Vayu as the originating force.

A and B are affected, resulting in Vath&m.

With A. as a subsidiary element, B& C
result in Pitham.

A, B and C join apparently and work

cumulatively resulting in Kapham.

For purposes of convenient classification

and identity, the symbols A, B & C are given.

In reality the interaction of these agents

or boothas-under the propelling force of Prana-
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Vayu results in the formation, and active

accumulation of three Dathus.

(e) Edani 3.

16. Ardha Aspire for wealth.

17. Puthra „ children..

19.

Ulaga „ worldly things.

(/) Cunam 3.

19. Rajasam Vindicated in kingly

and noble qualities,

e.g.Charity, chivalry,

egotisem of a high*

order, desire for glory

and success in war,
passion for know*
ledge and truth.

20. Thamasam Cunning, wrong dis-

putes, laziness, sleep,

anger and gluttony.

21. ^athveegam Humility,love,wisdom,
self-discipline, grace,

piety, penance, love

of higher self, truth

and justice.

(g) yikoram 8.

22. Kamam Passion.

23. Krodham Hatred.

24. Lopam Miserliness.

25. Madham Haughtiness.
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26. Machariam Animosity.

27. Mogam Illegal love.

28. Idumbai Indifference.

29. Asooyai Envy.

(h) yinai.

30. Nalvinai Good deeds.

31. Theevinai Evil „

(i) Avasthai.

32. Sakiram Lodged in the brain region.

33. Soppanam „ Neck ,.

34. Sushuthi „ Heart „

35. Thuriam „ Navel „

36. Thuriatheetham‘ „ Sexual organs.

Note:

—

Sakiram is an experience, formed of

Sound, Touch, Sight, Teiste, Smell, Speech,

understanding. Charity, excretion, happiness,

thinking Intelligence, haughtiness and Svill,

as 14 departments, at its command.

When these 14 actions submerge into

the last 4 kinds during sleep, in the neck, what

is forgotten as a dream, will be called

Soppanam.

When the Soppanam, qualities sub-

merge into the two last actions in the heart,

it will be Sushuthi.
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When Sushuthi qualities turn into one

or the other and found in the navel region is

called Thuriam.

When all the 14 qualities are absent, the

Athma will slumber in the Mulathara and then

it will be called as Thuriatheetham.

These are experiences, necessary and

physically inevitable and they illustrate to us,

the relation between the body and the mind

and psycho>phy8ical basis of human conduct.

The loftier and the nobler the experiences, the

greater will be the healthy and physical well-

being of man.

The basic principles of the ancient Hindus*

Every substance both visible or invisi-

ble^ animate or inanimate, is said to be

formed of Panchaboothas, otherwise called the

five kinds of elements viz;- the earth, water,

fire, air and ether. They might have been

formed by one, two, three, four or five of any
of the elements noted above. This is the first

principle or idea of a substance.

Secondly, everything is classified into

three kinds. Thirdly, these three kinds of
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substemces, are formed of either, Vatha, Pitha,

or Kapha or any two or three together.

The threefold basis of classification is a

remarkable feature.

The following illustrations will explain

their principles.

1 . The Hindu Qodi 3*

(a) Brahma— the creator—Vatha

(b) Vishnu—the preserver—Kapha

(c) Rudra—the destroyer— Pitha.

2. The Sun—Pitha

The Moon—Kapha

The Earth—Vatha.

3. The Air—Vatha—the gas

The Fire Pitha—the heat

The Water—Kapha—the cold.

4. The Doshas are three .

—

Vatha. Pitha and Kapha.

5. The principal Dathus are three.—
Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.

6. The principal nerves are three .—
The Ida—Vatha—Left Sympathetic

The Pingala- -Pitha—Right „

The Sushumna—Kapha—Spinal cord.
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7. The principal gases are three.

—

The Apanan—carbonic acid geis-Vatha

The Preman—Oxygen—Pitha

The Samanan—Nitrogen—Kapha.

8. The blood contains three kinds of fluids

and gases:—
Carbonic acid gas—Vatha
Oxygen—Pitha
Nitrogen—Kapha.

9. The principal divisions of the body are

three;

—

The head, trunk and the extremities*

1 0. The body is formed of three: - --

The skin, bone and flesh.

1 1 . The excretions are three;

—

The faeces, urine, and sweat.

1 2. The diseases are of three kinds:

—

^ « Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.

13. The diagnostic principles are three;- -

1 . Medical Science

2. Astrological Science

3. Occult Science.

14. The principles of treatment are three:

—

1. Medical and surgical treatments

with the aid of drugs and instru>

ments.
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2. Religious rites, as worshipping
God, charity, and the like.

3. Enchantments or occultism.

15. The medicines are of three kinds*

—

Vegetable, mineral and animal king-

doms.

16. The gases that follow and develop the

embryo are three:-—

Pranan, Uthanan and Vyanan.

1 7. The religious rites are done thrice a day:-

Morning, Noon and Evening.

18. Supply of food to the body is thrice a
day;

—

Morning, Noon and Night.

A^o<e:~ Thus, we see the threefold classification

is a unique feature.

CHAPTER V
Pancha Bhoothas.

One of the most interesting conceptions

of the Siddhas, as ih Ayurveda is that

what relates to the composition of the human
body. The Pancha Bhoothas what have been

referred to in the list of that deserve
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special mention and they emphasize the

material and physical basis of the human body.

Elements.

Prithivi:—(Earth) The hairs will grow; bones

will become firm; skin will become supple;

nerves will throb; Muscles will develop.

This shows that the bones, skin, flesh, hair,

and nadi (the nerves) arteries, veins, and
lymphatics are derived from Prithivi.

Qualities: Bearing, hardness, combining with
five senses:- I . the sound, 2. feeling the

touch or sensation, 3. figure, 4. taste and
fragrance.

Appu:— The urine will be secreted, blood will

circulate, spemi will be ejected out, brain

will be maintained in its function and
properties. Marrow will grow.

Qualities— Moulding-softness-combined with
the first 4 senses.

Tehyu:— Appetite will be sharpened; sleep
will be hypnotised. Fear will threaten,

coition and sexual intercourse helped,
laziness will twist the body.

Qualities:- — baking, heating combined with the

first 3 senses.

Va3ru:— Running and speed produced, sitting

will press down, lying will throw flat.
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walking will raise up, standing will keep
erect.

Qualities:—Moving, feeling the touch, combined
with hrst 2 senses:- Running, scratching,

walking, opening, closing the eyes, and
stopping—derived from Vayu. (air)

Akasa:— Passion will grow, love emanates.
Feelings, like, haughtiness and anger

roused, hatred, miserliness arid animosity
caused.

Qualities:— The causa! connection with feelings

combined with 1st sense only.

The following description of Pancha

bhuthas, by Dr. H.N. Cbattarjee M.A. Calcutta

will be of additional use in clearly under-

sUmding their working.

“The Akasa (Ether) is evolved from

Brahman and also the tanmatras of Va3ai,

Tejas, Apas and Prithivi. Akasa has the

capacity of sound. It is infinite and all

pervasive. Vayu emanates from Akasa and

has the quality of sparsa (Touch). It is a

subtle and gaseous matter.”

Tejas evolves from Vayu and contains

the energy of radiant heat and light. Apas is

formed out of Tejas with the capacity to stimu-

late taste or rasa. It is a subtle viscous matter.
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•Prithivi is evolved from Apas with the latent

power of Ghemda or smell.

So Ahasa has the quality of producing sound.

Vayu „ ^bda & Sparsa.

Thejas Rupa, „ „
Apas Rasa, „ „ „
Prithivi Gandha „

The 5 kinds of sound which are exhi-

bited by the 6ve bKuthas are differentiated in

Prachadesai as follows:

—

Akasa has a hollow booming sound,
Vayu has sibilant whistling sound, Tejas has
puffing, roaring sound, Apas has gurgling
sound and Prithivi has a splitting, rattling or
crackling sound.

Out of the above 5 hinds of matters,
that are embedded in them, different energies
remain^ as different matters in the universe,
®nd all that are found in the universe, inclu-
ding the Sky, Sun, Moon, Stars, the human
beings, animals amd plants, and all that me
found underneath, or above the earth such as
the mountains, metals, stones, etc., that are
said to number 84 lakhs, are formed by the
various proportions of these 5 matters. The
chemical formula called Panchkarana of such
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a kind of formation may be described as

follows:—
Divide each matter into two equal parts,

and subdivide one of these parts into 4. One
portion of the particular bhuta and one part

from the four parts of each of the other bhutas

make a Maha-bhuta.

Each of the five matters is individually

classified as Suk shma bhutas (subtle) and when
they are combined together they are called

maha-bhutas or Sthula-bhutas (Gross).

The Sukshma bhutas are homogeneous

and continuous,whereas the maha bhutas-have

anatomic structure.

Stracture of Maha>bhutas.

One atom of Akasa is composed of one

half of Sukshma Akasa and one eighth of

each of the other bhutas. * ^

One atom of Vayu consists of one-half

of Sukshma Vayu and one-eighth of each of

the other bhutas.

Similarty the other maha bhutas Tejas,

Apas and Prithivi are to be calculated.

The following table will illustrate the

points referred to above.

—
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Akasa Vayu Theyu Appu Prithivi

(Ether) (Air) (Fire)

1

1

1

(Water) (Earth)

These are divided into 2 equal parts.
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It is only under this proportion all the

84 lakshs of sthula (gross) organisms or

bodies are formed.

These Pancha bhutas are the different

manifestations of Prana or life, and are the

results of the cosmic energy. The cosmic

energy is classified into several kinds, accor-

ding to many annotators, as Chith Euid Sath,

Shiva and Shakti, Nadha and Bindhu apd male

and female energies. By the invisible inter-

action of these two kinds of energies found in

the universe, the Panch bhuthas are derived

in the following order, Viz. from Ether to

air, air into fire, fire into water and water into

earth.

The cosmic energy acts like the sexual

intercourse of a male with a female, ^and the

resultant product'are the Pancha-bhdthas, as in

the case of coition, the semen and Sronitha

(the fluid of the female sex derived from the

ovaries) are secreted. The products of exhaus-

tion after pleasure.

This shows that the cosmic energy is

form<id of 2 subtle energies and they combine

with one another, and in the course of their

activities, matters are produced.
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This cosmic energy is continuously

going on in the universe, and its source is

attributed to the ingenuity and wisdom of the

Creator.

It is interesting to note that the ancients

without Laboratory experience conceived the

composition of the human body rightly and

it will be useful for us to remember the descrip-

tion of the human body as a marvellous

structure by Geo. Black M. B. (Edin) in his

work which bears the same name. “The human
body and its marvellous structure.”

The Elements of the human body.

The human body is composed of the

same elements as are found entering into the

composition of the mineral substances found

on the ^arth surface. The following is a list

of the quantities of the various elements found

in a human body weighing eleven stone, or

one hundred and fifty-four pounds.

Lbs. oz. grs

Oxygen Ill 0 0

Hydrogen 15 0 0
Carbon 20 0 0

Nitrogen 3 9 0

Phosphorous 1 12 I9G
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Sulphur 0 2 217

Calcium
r

L 0 0

Flourine T) 2 d

Chlorine 0 2 382

Sodium 0 2 116

Iron 0 0 100

Potassium 0 0 290

Magnesium 0 0 12

Silicon 0 0 2

Total. 154 0 0

It will be seen that the first four

elements are oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen, and

Nitrogen. These are non-metalic elements, and

enter largely into the composition of all organic

beings. No organic being can be developed

without these four elements, hence they have

been called organic elements. The -next ele-

ments of importance are, undoubtedly. Phos-

phorus and sulphur. Chlorine, Flourine and

Silicon are non-metalic elements. The rest

are metals. Of these Sodium is most abun-

dant. and Iron and Silicon iae least.

Neverthless they are necessary. Even

the absence of the small quantity of Silicon is

accompanied by diseased conditions. Thus
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th* enamel of the teeth in a healthy condition

contains Silicon, but if this is absent the

enamel is not properly formed and the teeth

quickly wear away and become comparatively

useless. The elements, however, are not found

in the body in their pure state, but are mixed

together forming the following compounds;

—

Water
Gelatine

Fat
Albumen
Fibrin

Phosphate of lime

Carbonate of lime

Fluoride of calcium

Chloride of Potassium

Sulph$itqof soda

Carbonate of soda

Phosphate of soda

Sulphate of potash

Peroxide of Iron

Phosphate of potash

„ Magnesia
Silica

Total.

Lb. Oz. Grs.

Ml 0 0
15 0 0

12 0 0
4 3 0
4 4 0

5 13 0

1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 10

0 1 170

0 1 72

0 0 400

0 0 400

0 0 150

0 0 100

0 0 75

0 0 3

154 0 0
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The above are the principal permanent

compounds found in a human body. Water is

composed of Oxygen and Hydrogen, and consti>

tutes four parts of the bulk, and sometimes'

even more of the whole organic kingdom.

Gelatine is composed of the four in organic

elements, and is found in the cell walls of the

animal tissues. It is especially abundant in the

bone cells and in the ^in. Fat is composed of

Carbon, Hydrogen, and Oxygen. It is distributed

over the body in the adipose tissue, and is

also found in the marrow of the bones, in ihe

joints and other parts. Albumen contains the

four organic elements. It is found in the blood,

and is the principal substance entering into

the composition of the nerves. Fibrin differs

but very slightly from albumen. It is not found

dissolving in the blood like that substance,

but is suspended in it, and coagulates when

the blood is allowed to stand. It enters into the

composition of the muscular tissue. Phosphate

of lime is found in thie bones. A half part by

weight of the human skeleton is composed of

phosphate of lime. Carbonate of lime is found

also in the bones, in the proportion of about

10 per cent. Fluoride of Calcium is also found

in l^nes of human beings. It is often found
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in large quantities in fossil tones, and the

quantity of fluoride is said to be a guide to the

age of the bones in which it is found. Chloride

of Sodiun is found in the blood. It is necessary

to the life of human beings, as well as, animals.

Its use is universal amongst mankind, and

they suffer from disease when deprived of it.

Carbonate, Sulphate and Phosphate of Soda

are other forms of Sodium which are found in

the blood and tissues of the human body.

Chloride of potassium, and the same salts as

of Sodium, are also found in the body, hut

they are not so abundant as the latter. A still

smaller quantity of magnesia than of the

alkaline metals is constantly found as consti-

tuent of the human body.

From the above, we can understand

that'thb body contains a large quantity of Vayu
(Air) than the other materials In a body

weighing 1 34 lbs, if the gases are deprived,

we could get only 4i lbs of earth materials.

This shows that about 149^ lbs of gases of

different kinds are contained in a thin baloon of

4^ lbs of earth. These 4^ lbs of earth is only

the nerve fibres formed of calcium with a few

other chemicals, to keep the fibres pliable.

When so much gas is contained in the body,
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can any one say that the physiological hinc>

tions of the body are performed by the glar^ds

and nerves. It is quite absurd to be playing

with the earth materials for the functions of

the body. The physiologists ought to

direct their attention to the functions of the

gases in the body in future.

CHAPTER VI

Vayu.

Gas or Air-

It is one of the Pancha bhuthas, as

earth, water, fire, and ether.

Vayu is a force akin to Electricity. It is

cold, dry, light, clear, thin, rough and harsh

mobile, piercing, invisible, constantly moving
and produces constant currents on the organs

of the body.

All the 96 kinds of Thathwas contained

in a living body, are functioned by different

kinds of gases of which the Prana Vayu is the

principal gas, without which no other kinds

of Vayus can independently exist in the body

and show the expressions of life. When the

Prana Vayu departs from the body, life becomes
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extinct, and the mass of flesh and bones, and

the mere statue of a figure, is thrown down.

Readers should note, that the gas is important

for the existence of life in a body and not the

so called powerful “Nervous system”. The
nervous systems are only the routes for the

gases to travel, and thus circulate throughout

the body from head to foot.

The great Saiva Saints who are 63 in

number, viz., Sundramurthy, Pattanathar, etc.,

and the Sidhars, like Kuthambai have said

that our body is a mere “Baloon” filled up

with air, and it is uncertain to live for ever.

Thus the physical body is a baloon of flesh

and bone, and filled in with air. It is with this

view in mind, we should study the nature of

the Physiological actions that take place, in

the human body while living.

So the gases guide all the functions,

by coming in contact with the various mecha-

nisms made of flesh and bones. The so called

“Energy” is only gas. The gases are the

various chemicals in invisible form, when they

form a solution with watery substances, they

are liquid chemicals, and when dried, they

form crystals. These chemicals are manufac-
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tured in the Laboratories of the body with the

combination of foods and gases. The so called

cells, corpuscles are the various tissues formed

of food materials enclosed with gas, and thus

they are only air bubbles.

Somehow ot other, the ancient sages of

India, have found out the actions of various

kinds of gases, and have, given particular

names for each of them for identity.

Modern laboratories have isolated cer-

tain gases, of definite virtue, but it is still

doubtful whether “ Oxygen ” is Pranavayu.

Because, the Oxygen could not revive life

in a dead body even though the powerful

cells, muscles and corpuscles, the nervous

system and all other organs do exist and are in

tact in a dead body.

The Dravidian literatures, describe 14

kinds of gases, viz:— I. Pranan, 2. Apanan,

3. Vyanan, 4. Uthanan, 5. Samanan, 6. Nagaii,

7. Kurman, 8. Grikeuan, 9. Devathathan,

10. Thananjeyan, 11. Vairavan, 12. Mukian,

13. Andharyami, 14. Piavanjan.

Description according to the Dravidian

texts.

|. Pranan, appears in the middle of
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Lalada, falls into the Ckitra Nadi, jumps as

“OW” on Moolatkara, knocks the Nabisthana

as “AW” wherefrom they enter and follow

the Idakalai and Pingalai nadis, and circle the

“Kapala”, start through nostrils to 12 fingers

length, and leave otf 4 fingers, and bolt the

origin with the remaining 8 fingers.

Thus this kind of action is repeated in

the act of breathing at the rate of 360 per

Naligai (one hour = 2i Naligais) and are

called Swasams. The day and night comprise

60 Naligais and 21600 Swasams or breathings

are conducted in one day and night. The

breathings are said to be guided by the

ChakraS'wheelf, called Nerve plexuses, and

each plexus guides a certain definite number,

as follows:

—

Moolatharam 600

Swadhishtanam 6000

Manipopragam 6000

Anagatham 6000

Visudhi 1000

Agnai 1000

Nathantham 1000

Total. 21,600
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Of the 21,600 breathings performed, 7200 is

wasted away and the remaining 14,400 enter

inside the body; 4 Seconds cover one act of

breathing e. g. 1. Rechagam, I. Pooragam
2. Kumbagaun.

Breathing is formed of Expiration, Ins -

piration and the pause covered by time and

called Rechagam, Pooragam and Kumbagam,
meaning, spending or wasting, grasping or

filling up, and neither of the two respectively.

Thus, three kinds of acts in breathing are

covered by 24 hours for 21,600 breathings.

Thus in one second, one expiration, one ins-

piration and two pauses will be found. The
pauses or the absence of the inspiration or

expiration are found after each one.

While we are using our Vocal cords,

during a speech, then the Kumbagam or the

absence of expiration or inspiration will be

found, and the air concentrates its activities on

the Vocal cord and this is why, a man should

stop his speeches, and taJee breath through the

nostrils and resume his speech. The so called

“Yoga” exercise is performed by “Kumbagam”
i. e. neither breathe “out” nor “in”. Then only

the chakras or plexuses of nerves that direct

the breathings as noted above, the definite
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numbers assigned to each of them as normal

act, will work in the testicular hormones called

‘’Ojas”, and tickles the ‘'Kundalini Shakthi”

that lies, at the tail end of the coccyx near the

pelvic plexus, coiled like a snake, corresponds

to the hair spring of a watch, and coirvert the

semen unto a subtle energy and transmit their

energy through the finest thread of nerve fibre

that connects the brain with the spinal cord,

just liko'the current passing from one end to

the other through the solid metal wire connec-

tions in Electrical instalations. It is here also

the energy is supplied by the Pranavayu and

not by the delicate fibre thread, or the coiled

spring of Kundalini or the chakras even though

all these mechanisms do exist even in a dead

body, but only the so called energy which is

this Pranavayu, could not be found in the dead.

Such beiiNg the action of the Pranavayu no
scientist need search for the energy in a
cell or nucleus of dead body.

The phenomenon of Breathing (Woodroffe)

“The Hindus have long known that brea-
thing is done through one nostril for a period
of time, and then through the other.

“The Ida and Pingala, which are connec-
ted with the alternate breathing from the right
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to the left nostril and vice versa. The first,

which is ‘'feminine'* and the embodiment of

nectar, is on the left, and the second, which is

“masculine" as being in the nature of Rudra,

is on the right. They both indicate time, and

Sushumna devours time. For on that path,

entry is made into time-lessness.

“The Mooladhara is the meeting place

of the three nerves, and hence it is called

Yuktatriveni,

“Proceeding from the Adhara Lotus,

they alternate from right to left and left to right,

thus going round the lotuses.

“When they reach the space between the

eye brows, known as the Agnachakra, they

enter the Sushumna, making a plaited knot

of three, called Muktatriveni.

“The three after uniting at this point, run

separately therefrom and the Ida reaches the

right nostril, and the Pingala reaches the left

nostril.

“The normal breathing is 21600 times a

day. Ordinarily the breath goes forth a dis-

tance of 1 2 fingers’ breadth, but in singing,

eating, walking, speaking, coition, the
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distances arc, 16, 20, 24, 30, and 36 breadths,

ret actively.

“In violent exercises these distances are

exceeded, the greatest distance being 96 fingers

breadth. Where the breathing is under the

normal distance, life is prolonged. Where it

is above that, it is shortened. Puraka is

inspiration, and Rechaka is expiration.

Kumbaka is the retention of breath between

these two movements.**

2. Apanan, will be situated in the

navel region, and preside over the organs

lodged in this region and direct its action

downwards. Thus it is guiding the excretory

functions of the Rectum, bladder, testicles, and

the ovaries and Uterus of the female sex, such

as, excreting the foecal matter, urine, semen,

menstriiel discharge and push out all the

contents of the uterus including the foetus, and

without this energy of this gas, there can be
no normal deliveries at all.

3. Vyanan, is said to remain on me
shoulders and follow the 72000 nerves that are

spread all 'over the body, and conducts the

organs of locomotion, the sense of touch, and

fills ur» the various internal and external parts
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of the body with the nourishment derived

from food, and also prevents the excessive flow

of bile.

4. Uthanan, is said to generate the

fire called "Utharagni” meaning Utharam-

abdomen, and agni'fire that is required for

digesting the food taken in. This can be

conveniently termed as a baker and sells the

baked bread to Vyanan, who carries to the

hungry organs.

5. Samanan, is said to keep the rest

of the gases in equilibrium, removes the inju-

rious materials from the water and food taken

in and hands over for the supply of the body.

Perhaps this action precedes before

handing over to Vyanan by Uthanan.

6. Nagan, is said to produce Hic-

cough and vomiting. These actions shov/ that

it is situated in the stomach and Oesaphagus.

In different literature, it is stated that Nagan

will perform the acts of straining, laziness,

tonic contractions, Hiccough and swellings

and the power of understanding, sight, opening

the eyes and to make the hairstaAd erect on

their roots.

7. Kurman, re said to perform the
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acts of laughing, and yawning and the cheerful

expressions of the eyes, face and body by

remaining in the mind.

8. Qrikaran, is said to be remaining

between the eye brows into the corresponding

cavity of the forehead under the skull and

produces weeping, and sneezing with dis-

charges in the eyes and nostrils and also raise

up the eye brows.

9. Deoaihalhan, will produce anger

and laziness, stimulating and running and

walking and fighting while awake, and remain

in the pelvic region.

10. Thatiangeyan, is a terrible kind of

gas that will not leave the body even after

death for three more days. This will remain

at the root of the nose after all the gases have

left the* dead body, and produce the acts of

decomposition, such as, bloating of the body,

cracks formed in the muscles and acid smell,

and on the 3rd day after death, escapes through

the sutures of the skull by breaking them

open.

No literature explains, the virtues

pf the normal actions of this gas. But, a very

learned “Sanyasi” has explained, this gas will
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be the cohesive energy to keep the various

atoms of the internal and external organs

and thus keep the entire living body in

tact. This may be taken as a most
reasonable answer, as the dead body loses

the cohesive nature during decomposition

and this cohesive affinity passes off when this

gas turns hostile, and not by any other gas

.

that passes of immediately after death takes

place. If the dead body is cremated in fire

before the destructive work or decomposition

takes place, the gas will be driven out by the

fire. On the other hand, if the body is buried

under the earth, or allowed to remain under the

water, the decomposition will take place for

the 3 days and until that time this gas will

remain at the root of the nose. So, after 3 days

there will be no more process of decomposition

taking place, on the other hand the body will

become atoms and shrink. This gas is of

medicO'legarinterest.

11. koiroilon. is said to remain in the

hip joints and produces such diseases as, cough

and asthma and thus give trouble

Perhaps, this is the hostile gas that

produces such grave diseases, as Pots disease*
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Tubercular joints, Pthisis and other tubercular

atfections, asthma, when the vitality of the

constitution is low.

12. Mukkion: is said to remain under

the shoulder joints and keep the muscles and

bones of the body erect.

**13. Andharyamv, is said to show the

existence of life in the body, by movements of

linibs and organs for which the body is said

to ride over this gas.

14. Pravanjan:— is said to be the seat of

life iMelf(Pranan)who, along with Andharyami,
will protect the living body as a side rod and
central rod respectively.

According to the Dravidian conception

of the Embryology, the Pranavayu follows the

semen into the uterus, and the Appanavayu that

used to be in it, will come out of the cavity and
remain at the cervix and occupy only the

Vagina. The Vyanan will be rolling into

the cell. The Uthanan will develope the

cell. Thus, we can conclude that these

cells are charged with the gas, the Vyanan
and in consequence all the cells found in

the nervous system are the air bubbles formed
of the viscous and mobile grey or white matter
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found in the spinal cord and seminal fluid and

Vyana Vayu. It is in this way the cells have

acquired a force. For the further development

and increased quantity of cells, the 3rd ventri-

cles of the brain gets the cerebro-spinal fluid

called "amirtha” which is converted into white

and grey substances and are found into the

spinal cord, from which tha cells are formed

further

The quantity of cell matter required for

development of foetus is suplied further by the

fluid from the Ovaries of the mother during

the embryonic stage, and after the child is born

the testicles or the Ovaries of the infant contri-

bute this, from the nourishment derived from

its food; that remains as a subtle energy of the

7th tissue (seed) till maturity-the development

of the sexual organs, and fit for secreting, the

semen or. Sronitha.

CHAPTER VII

The Nervous Sysxem.

Dravidian Description.

Idakalai,—This nerve begins from the

root of the right toe, rises upwards and reaches
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the region of the pelvis, where from it turns to

the left, and runs across the spinal cord in the

shape of scissors along with the Pingalai nerve

into the cranium and enters the left nostril.

Pingalai,— This nerve begins from the

root of the left toe, rises upwards and reaches

the same region as Idakalai where from it turns

to the right and runs across the spinal cord in

the same shape of scissors and enters the right

nostril.

Sushumunai,- -This nerve begins from

the pelvic region and reaches the lase of the

skull in a straight line.

Singuvai,—Also begins from pelvic

region and reaches uvula and performs the act

of deglutition.

Alamburudan,—from pelvic plexus to

the Right eye ball.

Gandhari,—from pelvic plexus to the left

eye ball.

Ath»,—from the same source to the Right

ear.

Alambudai,- -from the same source to the

Left ear.

Sangini,— from the same source to the

sexual organ.
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Guhu,—from the same source to the

Rectum.

The three kinds of important nerves,

Idakalai, Pingalai and Sushumunai, paiss

upwards into the cavity of the brain, together,

and reach the nostrils in the shape of a horse’s

face, at their terminals. These three nerves

pierce through the 6 chakras (plexuses) and
three mandalas, in their course.

These 10 kinds of nerves are distri-

buted among the various channels and organs

contained in the body, viz, the channels that

convey food, blood, urine and faeces and the

organs that performs the act of bending,

straightening, compressing, and bloating of the

body, and are spread into 72000 branches, as a

spider’s net, and in the shape of s':issors, in all

parts of the body, as if all the organs are

tightened up with reins of strings.

In order to fully unaerstand the subject,

it is detailed below, the illuminating explana-

tions of Dr. Ashutosh Roy, L.M.S. Hazaribag,

Calcutta, on the important subjects required

for the purpose of understanding the Tri-Dosha

Theory, which is the basis of Ayurvedic and

Siddha sciences of medicine.
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Brain—Cavity

This figure repre-

sents the idea of the

Yogis regarding the

energies travelling

through the nervous

system, corresp>onding

to the circulatoiy sys-

tem, i.e., impulses tra-

velling from the various

regions of the brain to

the viscera and vice

versa. In many regions

both kinds of nerve

fibres communicating

and distributing will be

found enclosed in a

single sheath, by dis-

section. Here they are

not shown as found in

anatomy, but as they

distribute and commu-
nicate the impulses.
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Those Hindu sages of the past were

not only cultured in the medical sciences, hut

also they were well versed in all the Sastras

and Sciences such as, Astrology, Astronomy,

the Yoga sastra, etc, described in a separate

chapter. According to Yoga sastra, the Agna-

chakra (Ganglia of Ribes) is considered as the

third eye of a man, placed inside the forehead

between the eye-brows, and under the skull,

which is not developed in ordinary men. But a

Yogi has developed this. This ganglia is

placed in front of the optic thalamus wherefrom

the sight is derived to our common eyes. A
Siddha Yogi directs this energy to the ganglia

of Ribes, by concentration, and other exercises

on the three important nerves mentioned above
and on the chakras, directing the Pranavayu
backwards obstructing its normal passage. In

this method all the other chakras become
possessed of certain strange virtues, what are

called miracles, and this Agnachakra becomes
charged with eye-sight, by which one will be
able to look into his own body from top to

bottom and observe the functions that take

place in a living body. No one can be called a
Siddha or Yogi, who has not achieved perfec-

tion in Yoga sastra. As none of us could
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tell the exact temperature of the body without

the instrument called *‘Themometer** and none
could describe or observe the physiologicel

actions that exactly take place in a human
body, without developing the instrument called

the third eye of a man (Agnachakra.)

Such Yogis and Siddhas were living,

long ago, and they were regarded.

The plexuses are said to be formed

outside the spinal column, which are conside-

red as gross chakras. Arthur Avalon says

that there are subtle chakras inside the spinal

column corresponding tothe gross chakras found

outside. The axis of the gross chakras and

the communicating portions of the two sympa-

thetic chains meet at the spinal cord. There

fore, when the gross chedcras function, the

reflex action is produced inside the spinal

column also, which is but natural. Thus,

the statement of A. Avalon is quite possible. In

my opinion, the plexuses are only mechanisms

formed of nerves, but the so called chakras of

the Hindus are the whirl winds, caused in the

regions of the plexuses which include the

various shapes of nerves with their branches,

and the tissues around them by the Pranavayu
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that travels through the spinal cord and on the

spinal region outside the column along the two

sympathetic chains.

Therefore,the gross chakras are the whirl

winds that are formed on the plexuses found

outside the spinal column and the subtle chak-

ras are the whirlwinds formed inside the spine,

on the axis of the gross chakras and the commu-

nicating points of the two sympathetic nerves.

The whirlwinds will be formed only

when a man is alive, therefore, we are not able

to see them by dissecting a dead body. Then the

question arises as to the method of finding out

these whirlwinds in a living body without dis*

section, and how the ancient Hindus were able

to discover the whirlpools, explained already.

,
.The Idakalai nerve corresponds to the

left sympathetic nerve, but the Dravidians

conceived that this nerve begins from the left

toe, when it will mean that the left Sciatic

nerve is the origin of this nerve. This descrip-

tion may be taken as such, because in certain

forms of Yoga practice, a Yogi strains the

toes for this purpose*

The Pingalai nerve corresponds to the

right sympathetic chain but the right Sciatic
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nerve also is included as in the case of the

former nerve.

The Sushumunai corresponds to the

spinal cord.

These are the three important nerves

by which 72 thousand nerves are connected.

The rest of the 7 kinds of nerves can

be understood as what they are, from the nature

of their connections to various sense organs

but these seven nerves follow the courses of

the three important nerves, Ida, Pingala and

Sushumna, from the pelvic plexus intimately

and reach the respective organs.

The Aryans and Dravidians seem to

have counted the number of nerves found in

the body. Some of them state that there are

72000 nerves, others state that every hair is a

nerve and that there are 3 J crores of haks in

the human body.

These crores of hairs may be the out

grown or over grown fibres of the nerves.

When a man is conscious, if a hair is pulled

he feels the pain, which shows that the sensa>

tion is communicated from the brain centre, as

in the case of other nerves found inside the

skin. When a man is unconscious, if the hair be
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pull^ this expression of pain is not found.

Therefore, the Hindus are correct in saying

that there are 3j crores of nerves.

Whatever may be the number, it is to be

taken that the three nerves, the Ida, Pingala

and Sushumna, are the principal nerves that

contribute to the construction of all the struc-

tures of the body and its functions, and there-

fore it is essential to study the Anatomy and

Physiology of these three nerves.

The two sympathetic chains, the Ida and

Pingaia, are situated on the lateral aspects of

the spinal cord, outside the spinal column, one

on each side. These two nerves begin from the

left and right toes respectively, and reach the

pelvic plexus from where they cross each other,

communicate with the spinal cord, travel up
and reaph , the ganglia of ribes by crossing the

spinal cord at each of the six plexuses and end

in the right and left nostrils, respectively.

The spinal cord—the Sushumna is

situated into the spinal column. This nerve

begins from the lower border of the last lumbar

vertibra and ends with the medulla oblongata,

in the brain. Thus, this nerve is composed of

the grey matter called Chitra Nadi, the central
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canal called Brahma>Randra, the fibre of Reis>

sner—the finest fibre that connects the brain

with the coccygeal ganglia or Ganglia Impar,

that passes through the central canal apart from

the outer-white coating of the nerve or its sheath.

It is to the spinal cord, the medulla

oblongata, in which the Chandra-mandala

(Opticthalamus) and the Amirthakala (the

choroid plexus) that secretes the nectar called

Amirtha (cerebro-spinal fluid) with a triangu-

lar cavity called the Yoni-mandal (the third

ventricle of the brain) are connected at the

base of the brain.

The spinal cord meets*' Kundalini”

(ganglia Impar) below.

According to Grey’s Anatomy, the two

sympathetic chains, (the Ida and Pingala) also

meet the Ganglia Impar below. According to

the same author, the two sympathetica meet,

above at the Ganglia of Ribs.

According to the Dravidian conception,

the three nerves reach the Agnachakra as if

they were twisted together where from the Ida

ends in the right nostril. Pingala ends in the

left nostril and the Sushumuna remains at the

junction of the two nostrils.
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According to the Dravidians, there are

six chakras (plexuses) It is considered that

these chakras are connected with the above

tiuee nerves or are formed of these nerves. It is

also considered by them that the chakras are

placed outside the spinal column and the

organs andVi^era are connected to these

chakras that are found opposite to them. This

shows that several branches of nerves arise

from these plexuses and are distributed to

these organs. The Chakras are detailed in a

separate chapter and as well as in the Thath-

was.

Apart from these chsdcras, three manda-

lams are said to be found along the courses of

these three nerves on the region of the spine.

Agni Mandala (where the fire is gene-

rated) IS situated from the Swadishtana to the

Mooladhara chakra as a three fold flame, from

above downwards. '

Suriya Mandala is said to be situated

between the Manipuraga and Anagatha chakras

like a circle- which is considered as the Solar

plexus or abdominal brain by Dr. A.. T. Roy.

Chandra Mandala is said to' be situated
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between Visuddhi and Agna chakras, with

brilliance.

Next to God himself these Sidhas were
possessed of immense superhuman powers.

Any command that comes out of the lips of

these Sages will be taken as Gospel by
the other mortals and will be obeyed, for the

reason they possess such marvellous powers.

By Yogic culture, one will become possessed

with 8 kinds of marvels called Ashtamaha

Siddhis. These are explained in a separate

chapter. Suffice it to say, that these great

sages have explained to us, the Physiology of

a living body, from their Yogic culture, which

we cannot dream of observing by any other

means, known to modern Science. Net even

the X'Rays could photograph the functions of

the gases.

CHAPTER VIII

The Chakras.

Literally, a chedira is a wheel, whirl-

pool, or whirlwind.

"The tenn wheel is generally applied

for a material that has a circular frame or didc
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arranged to revolve on axis and used to faciU>

tate motion for various mechanical purposes”

(H. W. and F. G. Fowler)

In this case, there is a material f<»med

of nerves attached to the connective tissues of

the human body, in various regions of the

spinal column and in the brain, called nerve

plexus, of various shapes and sizes, wherefrom

different branches spring up, and are communi-
cated or distributed with the various organs

and structures of the body.

A Plexus is an intricate inter communi-
cation between the funiculi of adjacent nerves.

The apparent wigin of a nerve is where it be-

ccxnes connected with the surface of a nerve

centre. The real origin is where its fibres termi-

nate in the substance of its nerve centre, often

far away item where it plunges into the nerve
surface (Wilson’s Anatomy)

The nerves contain cells and fibres.

The cells are formed of albuminous material

and the Vyan Vayu. The albuminous material

is the Dixons Glycero-phosphate of lime etc.

called by Hindus as earth material. This Phos-
phate of lime is nothing but the stones that are

used frw manufacturing quick lime or chunam.
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which are taken from earth. We End this

material in the cells, semen, and the hones.

According to the Hindus, it is the semen that

forms into cells, and from which all the struc-

tures and organs of the body spring up. So, the

nerve fibres are formed of Phosphate of lime

the bhutha “Earth”. All the structures and

organs including the bones, are formed of

fibres, and these are interwoven to hold the

various juices, like that of “Sugar cane” and

thus the organs are the bulbous ends of nerves-

Therefore, every visible part of the body is

formed of earth. According to the Hindu

sciences, the body is formed of Pancha bhuthas

or the five kinds of elements found in the uni-

verse. Out of which, the hardest material is the

Earth. So, this contributes to the formation of

the whole body. The semen is the seed, and

similarly the secretion from the ovarfes of

the female sex. The food materials are trans-

formed into seven kinds of tissues called

Dhathus viz, the lymph, blood, flesh, fat. bones,

marrow ^md semen, in the process of nutrition-

of which the last product is the seed, from

which the entire body is formed.

It is to produce the seven kinds of

tissues and to convert the semen into the
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structure of the body, apart from the 96 kinds

of functions called “Thathwas”, a certain

mechanism full of vital energy is required.

X'he nerve plexuses and the vital energy of

Prana-vayu are here in the body to perform

the above actions. The plexus is a mere struc-

ture, with connections all over. The energy

is provided by the gas. Prana-vayu travels

along this route. When the Prana-vayu meets

the various plexuses, a whirl-wind is produced

just as we see in the clouds with thunder, light-

ning and booming sound. The numerous

plexuses found in the body are controlled by

the six plexuses explained in the Thathwas.

The gas or Vayu will pierce through any organ

and structure. Therefore, when a whirl-wind

is formed in the gross plexus outside the spinal

columnb, the same is found inside it. It is this

whirl-wind that is called Chakra by the

Hindus, and not the mere plexus of nerves,

because the whirl-wind appears like a wheel,

moving on an axis. These chakras are possessed

of different energies. For instance, the Moola-

dhara chakra that is considered as a mechanism
to deal with Earth material, naturally requires

the greatest possible energy for assimilation,

is charged witn an energy like that of an
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Elephant, according to the Hindus. To suit

the modern terms, let us take it as Elephant

power. In a similar manner each chakra is

charged with different animal energies, noted

on each of them, and Sir John Woodroff has

illustrated them in a very illuminating manner
in his book called “Serpent Power”.

According to the nature of energy or

power assigned to each chakra, a noise and a

lightning is produced there which are transmit-

ted to the organs and structures connected to

the plexuses found in the corresponding

regions. When we block both of our ears simul-

taneously, we could hear the booming sound,

that is formed as such, of all the sounds toge-

ther, produced by all the whirl-winds (chakras)

Different sounds are produced in each

branch of the nerve that springs from a plexus,

and all of them together will be formed into one

kind of sound and they are illustrated in the

form of letters or words of Alphabets which

denotes the sound produced by the palate,

when pronounced, (Sir John.) All further

explanations on this subject are detailed in the

accompanying rough sketches annexed to this

chapter.
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Apart from the energies like that of an

elephant and other animals possessed by the

chakras, there are certain kinds of movements

in them, called Hakini, Dakini etc, and these

are meant that the force of the whirUwind, is

directed forwards, backwards, jidewise or cross-

wise and so on, like that found in the loco-

motive engine wheels.

The Chakras are not visible and they

revolve in the regions noted. When they

revolve, not only the noise and lightning are

produced, but also the region beneath them

are found stained with different colours,

owing to the coagulation of the blood in the

tissues. Evidenlty, the blood undergoes

changes in the different regions of the plexuses,

as the Chakras work up with different elements,

which are detailed in the annexed sketch.

In conclusion, it is to be noted that the

chakras are subtle, and are capable of pro-

ducing sound, lightning, and colours in the

regions. Post-mortem will never reveal these

actions. It is only through “Yoga" exercises,

one'can realise them.
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DESCRIPTION

No.i
Chakras with
their energies.

Situation

(Sir Jhon
(Woodroff’s)

Name of *

Plexus'

(Dr. A. T.
Roy)

1

Muladhara
(Airavatha

Elephant
power.

Spinal centre

!

of region i

below
genitals.

Pelvic

plexus.

2
1

Swadishtana
(Makara
power)

Sp. centre

above the

genitals.

Superior

Hypogastric
plexus.

3
Manipura

(Ram power)

Sp. cen. of

region of

the naval.

Solar

plexus.

4
Anahata
(Antelope
power)

s. c.

of the heart.

Superficial

cardiac

plelus.

5

i

Vishudha
(White

Exlephant
power)

S.C.
of the throat.

Superior

cervical

ganglia.

6
Agna
(om)

Centre of

region

between the

eyebrows.

Ganglia
of Ribes.
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OF CHAKRAS-

No; of

Petals.

1

Letters on the

petals.

Regnent
Tatwa and its

qualities.

4
Va, sha,

sha. sa.

Prithvi, cohesion,

stimulating

sense of smell.

6
1

Ba, Bha, ma, ya,

ra. la.

Ap: contraction,

stimulating

sense of

taste.

1

10

Da, dha, na, ta,

tha, da, dha,

nla, pa, pah.

Tejas: expansion,

producing heat and

stimulating sight

sense of colour and

form.

12

Ka, kha, ga, gha,

1 nga, cha, chha,

ja, jha, nya,

ta, tha.

Vayu: general

Movement,
stimulating sense

of touch.

16

a, a, i, i, u, u,

ri, Iri, Iri, e, ai, o,

au, ang, aha.

Akasha: space

giving, stimulating

sense of

hearing.

2 Ha and Ksha.
Manas, mental

faculties.
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DESCRIPTION

Colour of

Thathwa
Shape of

mandala.

Bijaand its

Vahana
{Carriage)

Shakti ^
the Dhatu.

Yellow. Square.

Lang on the

Airavata
Elephant.

Dakini.

White. Crescent.
Vang on
Makara.

Ridcini.

Red.
Rang on
Ram.

Lakini.

1

Smoky.
Six-

'pointed

hexagon.

Yang on
antelope.

Kakini.

White. Circle.
Hnng on White

Elephant.
Shakini.

.... .... Om. Hakini.
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OF CHAKRAS.

Other thatwas %

here

'dissolved.

Moral and other qualities

Remarks.

organ

of Sensation ‘‘Source of a massive pleasura-

feet (organ jble aesthesia**.

of action)

Task—hand Credulity, Suspicion, disdain,

(organ of jdelusion (or disinclination) false

action) knowledge, pitilessness.

Form and

Touch arid

I I Credulity, Suspicion, disdain,

jdelusion (or disinclination) false

knowledge, pitilessness.

Shame, treachery, jealousy,

olour Si ht
Supineness sadness,

I ____ ‘ worldliness, ignorance, aversion

_j(or disgust) fear.

: Hope, care endeavour, mine-

. ness arrogance or Hypocrisy
ancf penis egoism.

Sound-
hearing

mouth.

Sukshma
Prakriti.

Discrimination , covetousness,

duplicity, indecision regret,

mercy, gentleness, patience or

jcomposure, dispassion, cons-

tancy, prosperity (spiritual)

Ithrill humility or sense of pro-

Ipriety, meditativeness, enterprise

I emotionlessness ma^^’^animity,

Iconcentration,
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These qualities are said to be associated

with the particular branches of nerves that

start from the plexuses, individually.

That they exist at any particular chakra

is said to be shown by their disappearance

when Kundalini ascends through the chakra.

In certain lower chakras, moral qualities

appear.. The qualities appear in Swadhistana
and Manipura are said to be bad. Those of

Anahata are mixed, and those that are above
are good.

Kundali corresponds to Ganglia Impar,

and it is a mechanism, similar to nerves and

plexuses. This is placed inside the spinal

column at the coccygeal end and is lying there

like a coiled serpent, holding the fibre of

Reissner. While the Kundali is placed thus,

the Prana-vayu travels from abovi; jplown-

wards and conducts the normal Physiological

functions. During Yogic exercises, the Prana-

vayu is redirected from below upwards, then

the Kundali mechanism rises up to a certain

height, as if a serpent raises its hood. Then,

the actions of the lower chakras are controlled

and the virtues of the higher chakras become

very powerful. It is then, the Yogi, becomes

capable of performing miracles.
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Chakras.

The actual workings of the Chakras
charged with respective energies, as revealed

by the Yogis or Siddhas. These should not be
confounded with the nerve plexuses or the

sympathetic nerves, as found by dissection.

This corresponds to the appearence of an
electric fan in motion. While inactive the

skeleton of the frame appears as crude and
simple.
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CHAPTER IX

Tridosha Theory.

This theory is the foundation stone of the

Ayurvedic and Siddha edifice and the doctrine

has been a perplexing problem to many a

thinker. A right understanding of this theory

in all its varied aspects is very necessary for a

rational diagnosis and effective treatment. It is

the key which unravels the treasures of the

Siddha system and opens out new vistas for re>

search in future. The terminology has been im-

perfect too and the simplicity and the directness

of the theory have been marred by a desire (not

unknown to many) to interpret this using the

language of Western medical vocabulary and

to find a justification by asserting that the

ancients knew things identical with or corres-

ponding to the terms and objects contemplated

in the Western medical terms. This desire,

though laudable in some respect, ultimately

leads to a confusion of the . issues and often

takes the student away from the path of the

essentials which form the distinguishing

feature of the system.

The above observation is based on the

authority of the great scholar. Dr. K. G. Se*'
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Saraswathi, M. A., L. M. S., of Calcutta. He
says while giving evidence to the committee

on the Indigenous systems of medicine, “The
theory of Vayu, Pitta and Kapha was also a

great discovery which unfortunately has bean

much misunderstood by western scholars

judging by wrong mercenary transactions

rendering these terms as “Wind, Bile and

Phlegm. The proper explanation of this theory

will take up a treatise by itself.”

1 . His own conception may be summed
up as follows:—

•

(a) Vayu-comprehends all the pheno-

mina that come under the central and sympa-

thetic neivous systems.

(b) Pitha signifies the functions of

thermogenesis or heat production and meta-

bolism.

(c) Kapha means primarily the process

of thermotaxis or heat regulation and seconda-

rily the formation of various preservative

Buids.

2. By Mr. K. L. K. Vishagratna:

(a) V'ayu represents nerve force, func-

tion substantive.
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(b) Pitha is metabolic and generates

body heat.

(c) Kapha is corelated to Pitha and
neutralises, excess of body heat.

3. Dr. Ashutosh Roy. L. M. 8c S.,;

Tri-Dathu the tissues and glandular

systems.

(a) Vayudathu- The nervous system.

(b) Pitha: The katabolic group of

endocrine glands.

(c) Kapha: The anabolic group of

endocrine glands.

He continues to de.«cribe that their

harmonious action leads to the preservation of

health and the contrary working leads to ill-

health. The entry of the morbid agencies into

the body is announced and communicated

by the Vayu dathu to the “Purush” (Inner

Man) which in turn sends appropriate orders

to the Pitha or Kapha group of endocrines as

the case may be to act and repel the morbic

agents either by Katabolic ring or by destroying

them.

4. Mr. B. V. Degweker, M. A. M. Sr.

L. L. D.,:- The Tridoshas are actual subs-

tances in the body.
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(a) Wat is a dravya a substance or

matter and it is a kind of gas and
cold to touch.

(b) Pitta is a liquid dravya-slighlly.

oily, and hard to touch, and acid.

(c) Kapa is also a dravya-a substance

or matter and that it is like the

secretion of any mucous membrane
in the system and cold to touch

1 he chief abodes of the above are

stomach, deodenum, large and small intestines.

It is needless to quote many more

rxainples of the opinions held by others in

ref;:ard to this theory. It is evident that each of

the numerous views lays emphasis on the

aspect most familiar to the writers concerned

and lacks a thorough analysis and grasp of the

fundamentals of this theory. Some times the

risk is this on account of the divergence of

opinions expressed by Indian writers and of

the imperfect descriptions of many, western

world refuses to believe the salient features

of this theory.

A consideration of the Tamilian or

Siddha view as described by the Sages of yore
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will reveal to us its completeness and useful-

ness.

The terms Tridathus and Tridoshas

have been variously understood. Some refer to

the derangements caused in the human body

and as the principal agents of these derange-

ments are traced to three kinds of forces, they

call them as Tridoshas Vatha, Pitha, Kapha.

Some others think of these as the principal

sources of the pulsation in the human body and

therefore acclaim them as fundamental in the

term Tridathus. It is needless for our purpose

to examine these differences of opinion on

these points. The principal motions in the

human body with all the visible and invisible

forces and products may be classified under

three kinds of actions or forces and they are

referredHo '^s Vatha, Pitha, and Kapha.

It will be useful if we may recall the

remarks on the very beginnings of the human
body in its embryonic stage and to the very

completion as detailed in the Embryology
(Chap III). There we see the beginnings of the

action of the Prana-Vayu, Uthana, Vyana
Vayus and the coalescense of these for the

proper maintenance and the protection of th.e
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life principle embodied in the pearl like drops

of semen which marks the commencement of

the conception falling as it does with a tre>

mendous force with the Sronitha. The energy

formation sees its beginning. It leads to gradual

growth and development. The Law of all energy

is activity and activity means tireless causation

of action, physical and whole sale, fresh reple*

nishing of energy and constant display of the

laws of motion, vibration and evolution, mani-

festing itself in perpetual and unceasing

motions and reactions. As the body devolopes

and grows, the principles of growth and

activity continue and in the human system

itself there arise certain processes by the very

nature of the activity involved in the automatic

nature of the cells. Again the peculiar condi-

tions of the environment and work, affect and

increase and demand the activities for the

physiological function of the body.

it is clear that the nature of the Dathus

can be best understood by keeping in view

the fundamental basis of all bodily functions.

The whole body the physical frame with

all the innumerable cells, nerves, fibrous struc-

tures, lung formations, hairs, nails, and ail the
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Thathwic experiences is the play house of the

working of these vital forces wich are engrained

in &e human system and which are at once

the cause and the effect of our very physical

existence.

The following (Tamil) views expressed

by the Dravidian Seers rendered as they are in

imperfect words through a foreign medium
will clarify our views and give an idea of the

working of the human body.

The effects of Vatha, Pitha, and Kapa
are generally to be seen in the pulse at the

forehand. (Ref:— -Pulse. Chap. X)

Vatha:- - in function depends on Apana-vayu

for its medium, courses through the Ida-

galai nerve, and takes its centre of action

below the navel region, working from

Mbofadhara. Through this marvellous

functioning, it affects the nerves connected

with sexual organs and the flesh, the bone
and through all the innumerable (72000)

nerves, enters the very hair roots that are

found all over, excretes the sperm, urine,

faecal matter, and sweat, in fact all

excretions the human system is capable

of, are due to. the Vatha. It is asserted
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that the wakefulness and the movements
of the limbs and the body are attributed

to the operation of this force, and by the

excretions referred to above which are

coursed out by the force of the Vatha, the

maintenance and sustenance of' life are

made possible.

Pitha:— courses through the Pingalai nerve

with Prana-Vayu as medium,—permea-

ting in the region above the navel, in a

gross and subtle way, traversing up to the

kidneys, befriends the Jeevagni origi-

nating in the Mooladhara, and finally

aids the functions of the heart, and take

its stand on the region of the heart. Its

effects are visible in the sphere of thinking

and emotional life of man—^love, feelings,

thinking, stages of consciousness and its

opposite e. g., giddiness. Its waves reach

the head and thence emanate its tangible

consequence**.

Kapha:— Samana-Vayu is the medium and

Sushumna nerve is the carrier of this

energy.

.Abstracting the vital fluid, the semen,

converting it into subtle form of energy and
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in and through the waves o( this force travels

up with a jerking force to Agyna Chakra and

transmits its effects, affecting the work of

palate and the tongue, uvula, fat, marrow,

blood and the colour phenomenon, nerves and

bones (the tiniest too) and in short lubricates

the joints of bones and the meeting points of

all nerves.

Thus the actions indicated are the

phenomena of the working of these forces.

Shall we suppose these to be the forces in the

body? The primary point is, these are the mani.

festations of the working of the life principle

and study of these is necessary for proper

diagnosis and treatment.

The Physiology of these is worth noting.

,
Yatha runs mainly through the Idagalai

(Ref. Ch. VII) and the central portion of the

creative force is the portion below the navel

region; that of the Pitha is below the neck

(roughly) and the centre of Kapha is below the

head, i. e., betw'een the head, and the seat of

Pitha is the emanating source of Kapha. The
seats indicated are roughly identified for pur-

pose of study. It should not be forgotten that

these are only the centres where we can see the
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main action and where from proceed the forces

of the actions of these, carried along in a

rhythmic series of waves. Just as the Idagalai

is the carrying way of the Vatha, so also the

Pingalai is the high way of the joining of

Pitha and Sushimuna is the carrier of the

Kapha.

The guiding nerves of these three Dhatus,

the region in the body where their predominent

creations are remarkably noticeable, the wes-

tern conceptions of the functions, the gas that

responds to the nerVe force and their normal

functions and abnormal actions and their cen-

tres are noted here under;

—

Detailed functions of the Tri-dathus and

Tri-doshas.

VATHA.

1. Name of the Dathu or Dosha-

Vatha.

2. The nerve that guides the Physiological

action-

fa) Idagalai—
•
(Hindu name.)

(b) Left Sympathetic nerve (.Anatomical

name.)
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1

3. The region assigned, for the Dathu

—

The navel region.

The western corresponding term of the

function

—

The metabolic energy.

5. The gas that responds to the nerve force

—

The Apan Vayu.

6. The normal functions

—

(a) The Hindu conception:- -

Spreads on the tissues and muscles

of the organs situated on and below
the navel region and excretes the

Sperm, Urine, Faeces, Sweat etc.,

(b) Other theories:

-

Conducts respiration, eliminates the

urine, faeces, semen, menstrual

fluid, and foetus.

7. The abnormal functions -

(a) The increased energy of Vatha will

aggravate the gases, Sannipatha,

otherwise known as the grave and
toxic types of fevers will be pro-

duced. The whole body will become
painful. Rheumatism and myalgia

will be causea. General weakness.
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Colic pains, flatulency, tympanitis,

anorexia, and Diarrhea may be

caused.

(b) Other theories:—

Obstruction of excretions, abortions

and miscarriages and sterility may
also be caused. Delayed arid diffi-

cult labours. Scanty, defective, or

excessive secretions of semen, and

menstrual fluids. Dysmenorrhea and

amenorrhea; tremors of the limbs.

Rough and dry Skin, desire for hot

things, delerium, hallucination,

fluid collections under the joints,

atrophy of the muscles and tendons,

all kinds of nervous diseases viz:

—

Paraplegia, and the mental disorders.

Fluid collections will be formed by
the combinations of different * gases

situated in the affected regions.

8. The six properties of the aggravated

Dosha

—

Hard, dry, light, cool, ocillating, and

atomic.

9. The counter actions for the above proper-

ties

—

Sweet, acid, and saltish products.
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1 0. The colour exhibited in the Dosha

—

On the tongue—dark

on the faeces—dark

on the urine— clear and white.

PITHA.

1 . Name of the Dathu or Dosha-—

Pitha.

2. The nerve that guides the physiological

action

—

(a) The Hindu name—Pingalai.

(b) The anatomical name -the Right

sympathetic nerve.

3. The region assigned for the Dathu

—

The middle part of the body (between

the heart and the navel region— -The

thorax.)

4.

'The western corresponding term of the

function

—

Katabolic, Thermogenesis.

5. The gas that responds to the nerve force •

The Prana-Vayu.

6. The normal functions- -

The Hindu (Version:- generates jeevagni

and conducts the digestion of food
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separates the Urine through the kidneys

and propells the hearts action.

Other yersions:—nourishes the Vital

fluids of the body, preserves the Eye-

sight, originates intellection and Digests

the food.

7. The abnormal functions- -

The Hindu yersion:- when aggravated,

affects the Vatha and increases the

energy of the gases in the abdomen.

Delerium, and mental disorders may be

produced. High fever, dryness of the

body. Tremor, nausea, dryness of the

tongue, fainting. Hiccough, syncope,

vertigo, deafness, migrane, acidity of

the stomach, indigestion, fever with

shivering or rigor. Bitter taste. Hectic

fever, and anaemia and chlorosis,' re.Tiit-

tent fever. Urinary diseases called

“Premega,” Jaundice, cachexia, stran-

guary, confusion of thoughts. Vomiting,

increased salivation, and burning sensa-

tions all over the body.

Other yersions:- excess of Pitha causes

Yellow complexion, insomnia, craving

for cold substances, loss of strength.
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vreeJcened senses, fainting fits, conjunc-

tiva, urine and faeces coloured Icterus

and causes suppuration in the different

parts of the body.

8. The six properties of the aggravated

Dosha

—

Green, hrey, cruel, liquid, acid and

pungent.

9. The counter actions for the above proper-

ties

—

Astringent, sweet and bitter products.

10.

The colours exhibited in the Dosha—

On (he tongue)
yellow (Sc Red

on the faeces )

on the urine Yellow.

KAPHA.
1 . V<lame of the Dathu or Dosha

Kapha.

2. The nerve that guides the physiological

action

—

(a) The Hindu name,- -Sushumna.

(b) Anatomy the Spinal cord.

3. The region assigned for the Dathu

The upper part of the body above the
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chest, the neck and head included, and
also the stomach.

4. The western, corresponding term of the

Annaholic; Thermotaxis and Thermo-

lysis.

5. The gas that responds to the nerve force

—

The Samana Vayu.

6. The normal functions

—

(a) The Hindu Veraion: - spreads the

mucous coatings over the tongue, uvula,

bones, blood, brain. Intestines, eyes etc.

(b) Other theoriea:—lubricates the joints,

produces glossiness of the skin, healthy

granulations in ulcers, builds tissues,

soothes the sensations, produces energy

and firmness of the limbs. • .

7. The abnormal functions

—

(a) The Hindu l^ersion: - Produces Kapha

doshas, Sannipatha (Pneumonia), loss

of’ flesh, body will become pale and

reduced, anorexia, cough, vomiting,

fainting. Phlegm and Saliva become

Slimy, Pain in the chest and its sides.

Spasmodic breathing. Respiratory
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troubles, fever, profuse accumulation or

discharge of Phlegm, and haemoptysis.

(b) Other theories:- causes paleness, cold-

ness, and numbness of the body, heavi-

ness of the limbs, drowsiness, languor,

a feeling of looseness of the joints, pro-

duces sleep, produce pus in various parts

of the body.

B. The six properties of the aggravated

Dosha- --

Heavy, cool wet or moist, soft, slimy

and sweet.

9. The counter actions for the above proper-

ties

—

Pungent, astringent and bitter pro-

ducts.

10. The colour exhibited in the Dosha

In the tongue ) Paleness and
In the faeces ) Slimy.

In the urine—cloudy & frothey.

The mechanism of the Tri-Datus can be
briefly outlined though adequate and full des-

cription is outside the scope of this hand book.

Grant that the activities inherent in the

body are always in full swing and any human
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being whether born in the frizid zone or the

tropica! climates is carrying within himself or

herself this big laboratory of electric workings

of these potent principles of activity, the

generation and regeneration of life forces.

Vatha is having its chemical action in

the navel region through the two plexues

Mooladhara and Swadhishtana. As indicated

in the chapter on plexuses, each plexus is in

a booming process carrying and transmiting

the energy formation and thore two are conduc-

ting the effects of Vatha through the Idagalai

(Left sympathetic nerve).

Pitha is concerned with the two plexuses

(Manipura and Anahatha) ard is connected

by the Right sympathetic nerve.

So al.so through the plexuses Vlshud-

dhi.and Agyana the K.-jpha energy is generating

and manifesting itself- being transmitted by

Sushumna (the spinal cord).

The effects of Vayu (Vatha) are visibly

seen in the excretary functions, as shown in

the statcinont, those of Pitha in digestive and

heart actions, and the Kapha arc seen in the

protection and the legulation of the other tv. o

forces.
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The characteristic features are rrote-

worthy . Each of the wave of the human system is

characterised by the combination of the 3 forces,

Vatha, Pitha and Kapha. Vatha and Pitha

forces are under the control of Kapha. Vatha

is keeping itself in perpetual touch with Apana

Vayu, Pitha with Pranavayu, and Kapha with

Samanavayu. Again the vayu referred to only

indicates the kind of gas with which each

Dathu is associating itself and which is at once

a manifestation and a cause of the said Dhatu.

The work of Kapha is really wonderful because

It controls and mingles with these waves at

the same time identifying itself and retaining

its separate existence and nature. It means

every action, nerve, fibre, and structure in the

human body, is to be partaking of the nature

of the Vatha, Pitha and Kapha. It is condi-

tioned by the very nature 6f the amount of the

preponderance of these products. Kapha sits

over the other two Dathus as a rider sits over a

horse controlling its actions, identifying him
self with the carrier, supplying its impetus for

motion and adjusting the motion, speed, and

the tramping of the animal. This comparison

is not thorough hut may he further suppli'.nented

hy the example of a pjirty whip who drives the
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two elements of the group and retains his

activity.

The chemical action of the Vatha, Pitha

and Kapha, is wonderfully noted. Working
through and on and from the plexuses referred

to above, Vatha is caused. It originates in the

Vayu Bhoota and is fed up by the Prana-Vayu,
which on this combination is fomenting the

Agni and water boothas which combination

and mingling results in the Vatha which is

at once a Dhatu or Dosha. In the region of the

Agni, with the help of Vayu bootha (Prana

Vayu) befriending the Agni so essential for

assimilation of food products, Pitha directs its

waves towards the heart. The boothas Appu
(Water) Vayu (Air) and Theyu (Fire) are

worked by and working with the primary

forces. The chemical action is assitnilated and

these are necessary for the proper growth of

the human body. These are in perpetual func-

tion, each mingling with the two ochers in har-

mony which' is the result of their merging their

natures and permeating throughout the body

and at the same time carrying on its identity

without actual coalesence without mingling

and loosing their individual nature, property,

functions, and qualities. Thus Kapha is caused.
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Of the pancha bootkas referred to

(Chapter.V.) Vayu(Air),Theyu(Firei and Appu
(Water) thus supply the motive power for the

creation and the permeation of the three Dathus

which Boothas and Datus again in close

relation, to each other, in the course of their

perennial activity sustain and keep up the life

itself by acting on the earth and Akasa boothas.

Any maladjustment and hindrance to the free

play of these boothas in action with the Doshas

is sure to result in the creation of maladies.

The energies produced by the processes

are necessary for the continuence of life itself.

Their products are visible in the crude forms

and gross matter. It is sad to think that many
writers mistake the crude forms for the funda-

mental Dhatus. Thus the Dhatus work in

myriad ways supplying the prop of life in

energy forms and also display their exertions

in outward manifestations, Kapha in phelgm,

Pitha in bile, and Vatha in gurgling winds and
wind troubles. Keeping these points in view,

we shall detail certain useful conceptions.

Dhatu:~This body is made up of lymph, blood,

flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen which
are the main instruments in function. The
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Pancha boothas in action are able to

assimilate the effects of food products and
to live upon energy for the proper function

and maintenance of these instruments and
for preventing the body from harriiful

diseases. As a result of the effects of the

food, first day the Rasa Dathu (lymph) is

touched and becomes saturated and on the

second day it is converted into blood, the

third day it proceeds to flesh and succes-

sively arrives in the formation of semen,

and on the eighth day it strengthens the

body.

Doshas:- The seven Dhatus being the main

props, the body is based on Prithvi

(Earth). The Prithvi bootha has inherent

qualities of lack of movement and slow-

ness in mobility and heavine;^s ^which

renders its progress in movement or

motion difficult. To put this in working,

three other Boothas are required. Appu
eeds on the Kapha which is the

quintessence of assimilated food products-

Theyu lives on Pitha and Vayu on Vatha.

These in turn keep up the Dhatus. So the

qualities of these three boothas are

naturally imbibed by the Doshas (Dhatus)
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Kapha, Pitha and Vatha and hence those

Dathus may be taken to be (oices in the

body. Irregular diet, and external condi-

tions ol work and living which may
increase or decrease the working power of

these Dhatus, may lead to derangement

and any excess of these forces (by the

amount of matter foreign into the body

by these and other causes) is thrown out

and this process is the indication of the

Doshas in swing. They show to us that

the Dhatus fight against the incoming

of foreign matter and struggles for

expelling the excessive matter, are the

manifestations (in the cognisable state) of

the functions of the Thri-Dhat'is. The
foreign matters if weak,are easily expelled

and ^f stronger and more powerful, affect

the course of action of these seven Dhatus

and therefore disturb the equilibrium of

thfe forces of the Dhatus rendering an

increase or decrease which act adversely.

Then the body undergoesVa*change in

qualities and the results of these changes

are manifest and recognised as diseases.

This theory reveals to us certain interes-

ting features about the working of the nervous
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system, the cells, and the chakras in the

human body. It is true that elaborate des-
criptions of the mechanisms have not been
made in the systematic and exhaustive manner
in which experts in physiology have done in

the west. But a comparative examination of

the principles and the methods of application

of this theory with those of the fundamental

conceptions in modern Physiology is sure to

be productive of immense good.The principles

of Tri-dosha and the channels of the operations

of these dathus reveal to us very useful con-

ceptions.

The total number of nerves is said to

be 72,000. This figure, though exact verifi.

cation is difficult, enables us to form a good

idea about the complexity and the intricacies

of the nervous system. All these derive their

strength and take their origin and principles

of growth and sustenance from the ten impor-

tant nerves. Of these ten, Idakalai(Left sympa-

thetic and the Left sciatic together)i Pingalai

(Right sympathetic and Right sciatic together),

and Sushimunai (the spinal cord\ are the

principal nerves. Each is characterised by a

specific kind of energy, Vatha, Pitha and

Kapha, respectively. Of the other seven,
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Gandhari, Athi, Singuvai and Alambunidan,

are 8upplement2tfy channels for the manifes-

tation of Pitha energy and are said to be 8us>

ceptible to the influence of the same. The
other three) Guhu, Sangivi and Alambudai

(Vairavan) are additional chahnels for the

display of Kapha and are specially liable

to the same. It has been accepted that in all

nervous, systems at any rate, of the higher

animals arrangements are made for the free

supply of oxygen and very short deprivation

of oxygen causes a complete block throughout

the system. Now, it cannot be doubted that the

primary principle of energy or force evolved

in the human body is produced by oxygen
which in the language of the Siddhas is Prana
Vayu. This Prana-Vayu emanates from the

central portion of the cerebrum and it owes its

activity to the influence of and its relation

with what may be conceived as the cosmic
energy existing in the universe. There is here

a correlation in the range of conceptions

between the Physical and meta-physical,

both of which were living realities in the

sphere of observation and enjoyment by the

sages. Prana-Vayu, then courses downwards
through the central canal of the spinal cord
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called Brahma-Vandra, as a ^sh of wind
forming tremendous vibrations and escapes

through the coccyx and again travels upwards

along the courses of the Idagalai and Pingalai

reaching the brain and distributing itself there,

escapes through the nostrils by exhalation and

on inhalation retraces the course. It is in perpe-

tual movement affecting all the sjrmpathetic

ganglias and the non>gangliated nerve plexuses

and all the regions inside the entire body.

Therefore, the free supply of oxygen is assured

and it forces its entry in ail kinds of nerves.

This Prana-Vayu makes effective and radiating

centres worth noting from which the energies

depending on the Vayu and created by the

boothas communicated their influence and are

transmitted to the parts of the body. These

centres of the tremendous manifestation of

Prana-Vayu are chakras which a*re ' six in

number situated in and outside the spinal

column. We have already made a reference

that each of the Dathus is manifesting itself

through the two chakras situated in the regions,

which we have assigned to each.

The Pancha boothas are the five

elements that contribute towards the formation,

growth and function of the body, and they
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begin their work and that work itself starts

with the seed of life, viz., the beginning of

conception in the womb of the mother

the coalesence of the semen and the

Sronitha, and directly their work is started,

the beginnings of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha
energies are made, even as the seed sown in

the bowels of the earth draws its principles

from the earth, In the soil therefore the Vatha,

Pitha and Kapha energies with the five ele>

ments create a special stage of their own. It is

interesting to note that the manifestation of

the energies begins even before the proper

formation of the nervous system in the embryo.

Therefore the nervous system itself is the vehicle

which comes later in the evolution of the

figure in the womb and directly an offspring

of the three dathus.
•

•

Therefore the nervous system itself

with all the numerous branches which are in

perpetual function is a necessary and natural

growth like that of a seed planted in the earth.

Recent researches as found in Starling's Phy>

siology reveal to us, the objects and purposes

of a nervous system. "In unicellular animals

such as Amoeba and Vorticella, there is iio

differentiation of any structure which can be
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regarded as peculiarly nervcus. A stimulus

applied to any part of amoeba may evoke
responsive activity in other parts. A slight

touch applied to any point on a Vorticella

will cause an excitation which is rapidly

propagated to the stalk causing this to contract

and so withdraw the organism from any

possible injury. In the lowest mehazoa, such

as, the sponges, we find no special nervous

structures. The cells forming the sponge may
react to changes in environment by contraction

or by alteration of their relative positions.”

It has been further remarked that “the

object of a nervous system is to ensure the

co-operation of the whole organism in any

reaction to changes in its surroundings.”

Again it has been observed that “in the

lowest definite nervous system withe which
we are acquainted that of the Jelly-fish, all

three types of cell, the sensory 'cell, the

reactive or central cell, and the^ motor cell,

are already developed and have under-gone

among themselves a considerable degree of

differentiation.”

Then the idea of the more “long paths”

and collection of special “central” cells is

conceived.
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The special cells into closely collected

masses (ganglia) are helping "so as to

concentrate the control of the reactions of the

body and to permit of the ready subordination

of every part to the needs of the whole.'*

These points illustrate to us the varied

stages of the developments and differentia-

tions in organisms and animals. The sen-

sations in the body and the reflex actions as a

result of the structural basis of the nervous

system are conditioned by and excited into

action,by chemical changes in the sunoundihg

medium of operations. What the Siddhas con-

ceived, though not so elaborately worded, is

similar in principle to the advanced views

of modern science. It is clear therefore that

the manifestations of the energies of Vatha,

Pitha,ard Kapha are possible even in orga-

nisms where there is no nervous system and it

is naturally more definitely traceable in the

advanced types of animals, the highest being

man himself. Therefore the evolution in the

human body of the plexuses and the mani-

festing centres of Prana-Vayu known as

chakras and the coursing of the Vatha, Pitha

andKapha,through their respective channels is

easily imagined. Further, as is observed in
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Starling’s Physiology, the concept of certain

central cells developing a special sensitiveness

“not to mechanical changes in the environ-

ment but to the proto-plasmic excitatory

processes arriving at them from the sensory

cell^*’ is atfording. the basis for the inference

that the idea of the Siddhas pertaining to the

working of the Mooladara chakra and the

work of the boothas, Agni, Theyu and Vayu
which result in the production of gross and

subtle forms of energy, is rightly conceived.

Recent researches by Mr. A. V. Hill and his

pupils refer to the small amounts of heat that are

produced when a nervous impulse traverses a

nerve. The quantity of heat which is set free

during the activity is said to be minute, aiid

it is followed “by the liberation slowly of a

further amount of heat 8 to 1 0 times as large.”

T his conception of heat waves has' alfeculy

been noted in the conception of the Agni bootha

working with other boothas manifesting in

Pitha and the existence of Agni (heat) between

the Mooladhara and Swadishtana chakras. The
modern conception of electrical changes in

living tissues is based upon the general law

that the material composing living cells and

tissues has been characterised “by the
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permeation throughout with water containing

electrolytes in solution." This has been anti>

cipated by the theory relating to the work of

Appu (water) bootha in the body displayed in

Kapha energy. The correctness of the theory as

conceived by the ancients is amplified by the

ideas pertaining to the characteristics of the

chemical changes worked by the living cell. The
essential condition of all chemical changes in

living beings, it has been agreed, is that they

takeplace in a watery medium. It is easy to find

illustrations to justify the basic principles of

the Tri'doshas in works on advanced Phy-

siology but suffice it for our purpose to note

the parallels quoted above. The theory of the

chakras and the boothas, thus being scientific,

it is useful to regard the doctrine of the

doshas as one of great import and lofty dis.

covery.

Further with the three dathus the process

of digestion and assimilation is carried on.

Dr. Geo. Black in his work on the "Human
body as a marvellous Structure," has struck

the key note, in his description of the true

theory of digestion. With apologies the follow-

ing are his words. "Digestion is a vital process

to which chemical and mechanical forces
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contribute. While the motions of the walls of

the stomach are necessary to mingle its

contents and while the chemical solvency of

the gastric juice is indispensable, both of these

combined cannot produce the true chyme.

That chyme into which every kind of food is

transformed can be produced nowhere outside

of the stomach. In this respect chyme is like

other products of the body. We may learn all

the constituents of the saliva or the bile; we
can produce neither of them outside of the

body. That mysterious force which we call

vital is the force which determines all.

Chemistry and mechanics play their part but

the all-determining guiding and controlling

power is the life principle.”

It is this life principle that manifests

itself in the three principal energy forms

Vatha, Pitha, Kapha.

TheVatha force is the root of all the forces.

It is considered fundamental and all pervading

for, as has already been noted, its effects are

seen in the work of the numerous nerves, and

starting from the pelvic plexus its influence is

seen every where. It derives its power and

motion for movement from the working of the

Mooladhara chakra, which is the basic chakra.
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being the earth material (Prithivi bootha). By

the mingling of Agni and water under the in<

fluence of Prana-vayu, Apana-vayu (CO^) is

caused and affords the medium of the manifes*

tation of Vatha. This Apana-vayu conducts all

excretory functions, without which the opera-

tions of the body cannot be successfully

conducted and therefore the work of Vatha is

of fundamental importance and holds the key

of operations of the other two dathus. There-

fore the common practice of Hindu Physicians

to attribute importance to Vatha and to study

the pathology, etiology and prognosis of the

same. If Vatha fails it is a premonition for the

complete disorder of the system, as affected by

the other two Pitha, and Kapha. It is interes-

ting to note that the derangements of Pitha

and Kapha can be easily rectified when Vatha

is sound, and the converse of it is difficult.

Cessation of Vatha means, the closing of the

life principle-the death. The Vatha affects the

work of important glands situated in its main
centre of creation as the testes tmd the prostate,

and the secretions of these form a part of the

forces and the energy forms carried by Vatha
throughout the system. As for Pitha, it is

responsible for the work of glands, such as the
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Adrenel,Liver, Pancreas, Spleen, and the inteS'

tinal juices, and the (unctions of the heart, so

far as its portion is concerned. The Kapha
affects the works of the glands in its region,

submaxillary. Thyroid, Pineal, Parotid, and

Pituitary, and is, as has already been described,

protecting and regulating by its properties and

functions, the permeation of the energy forms

of the other two and affording the basis for

equilibrium. Dr. Mukerjee has rightly pointed

out that the ancients have got a glimpse of the

endocrine glands and their functions.

What is now relevant to our point of

view is that, as these three forces are canied

out throughout the system, it is easy to

establish the interrelation of all the forces,

juices, and secretions of glands and any

dislocation in any part of the body or in the

work of any of these is resulting in not only

local affections but also in diseases that

disturb the equilibrium of health.

The conception of the Siddhas is there-

fore synthetic and it is to be understood

as such. The whole nervous system is not

divided into water-tight compartments but

should be regarded as the channel of the
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manifestation and working of the life prin-

ciple. No better authority is needed to illustrate

this further than an examination of the compo-

sition of blood itself. Wilson’s Anatomy

notices the existence of gases in the compo-

sition of blood. “The blood contains a very

large volume of gases partly in combination,

partly free. These are Carbonic acid, Nitrogen

and Oxygen. They differ in their proportion

in arterial and venous blood.” "The Oxygen

is for the most part in loose combination

haemoglogin of the red corpuscles. The
carbonic acid is in combination with the salts

of the serum, especially with the salts of

Sodium. The Nitrogen is suspended in Liquor

Sanguinis."

We have already noted that blood

being one of the seven kinds of tissues, is

marking a definite step iii the formation of the

building processes, and therefore is partaking

of the qualities of the Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.

VathainCO.j. Pitha in Oxygen, and Kapha
in Nitrogen.

It is for this very reason that the

ancients have even classified the food stuffs

as possessing the respective qualities of

Pitha and Kapha. Their belief is that th^
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human organism cannot escape the unerring

laws of nature and even the animal, the

mineral and the vegetable kingdoms are

exhibiting the qualities and the charecteristic

features of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.

One of the methods by which they

have brought home to our mind this synthe>

tic conception is their reference in their songs

to the nervous system and the growth of the

human body as equal to the growth of the

banyan tree which from the seed embedded

in the bosom of the earth sprouts into a plant,

grows, yeilding many branches and emanating

tender shoots which again course down very

often to the base of the mother earth.

Another interesting reference is their

comparison of the nervous systern of the

human body and its complex and intricate

mechanism, the parts of which are inter-

dependent and interrelated resulting in their

subordination to a common effort, to the

skeleton of the berries called “Luffa

Acutangula,”an Indian culinary vegetable

(Peerkjtnkai -Tamil), which when freed from

, its external sheath after riping, presents a

picture like the complex interwoven fibres of
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the nests of certain birds which hatint the

inside regions of the wells hanging these nests

on the brimches of plants grown therein.

These illustrations were probably

intended to impress even upon the ignorant

mind the wonderful truth that the human
organism is complex, intricate, and die fttnc>

tions of the nerves are interrelated and affect

in a synthetic way the whole of the body.

This synthetic conception can be

further examined in the light of the principles

and theories accepted in modem works

regarding the “material basis of the body,”

“the energetic basis of the body” and the.

laws of hygiene. Such examination is not with*

in the scope of this work, but a reference to

the basic doctrines may not be out of place.

The prdximate constituents as fats, carbo

hydrates, and proteins form the material basis.

The assimilation of fats, the composition of

the carbo-hydrates and the disintegration of

proteins, all contain matter that can be easily

grouped under Vatha, Pitha and Kapha, and
these substances form imporUmt sources of

energy in the vegetable and the animal king-

doms. Since Vatha is having a preponderance
of COa, not the mere COa, but in energy
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forms, Pithii similarly in Oxygen and Kapha
in Nitrogen, the work of the bhuthas, Vayu in

gas, Theyu in hre, and Appu in water can be
better appreciated. It has been accepted even

by modern research scholars that the necessary

knowledge for making a scientific classification

of the bodies based upon the disintegration of

proteins is wanting. Again to quote Starling

‘it is possible that in the future when we
know all the disintegration products of the

various proteins and the manner in which

they are arranged in the molecule, the classifi-

cation of these bodies will be based on their

constitution.” The Siddhas conceived that

every particle of foodstuff and every stage in

its assimilation in the human system should

display and affect its own properties into the

system. Hence the classification of foodstuffs

too, referred to above. Further, the Thathwic

experiences referred to, in the Chapter of

Thathwas, can be traced to their physical

causes and references are not wanting to show

the psychical and emotional effects of the

Dathus which differ according to the preponde-

rance or otherwise of the qualities of the three

Doshas. As has already been seen, the permea-

tion of these energies throughout the body is
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the basis upon which the study and treatment of

diseases has been made. The question may be

asked whether these principles adumbrated

above, can be appreciated and illustrated in

an exact laboratory, and this problem deserve

icareful consideration. It may be rightly

conceived that much of the literatures may

have been last, and further researches are sure

to repay.

But the best test of all theories is, does

it work? Are its applications successful? Are

the medicines and the principles of diagnosis

and treatment resulting in tangible good? Is

such treatment a true source of relief to the

suffering humanity? Can we adjust our ways

of living and our methods of cure in the right

way with the help of the fragments of science

left V> us? Does not the theory afford a

rational basis for concluding and giving a clue

to many, perplexing problems and the newly

discovered and yet unrevealed phenomena in

the human body? The answer to all these is in

the emphatic affirmative. Yes, age-long

experiences of Hindu physicians and practical

applications of every day life are proofs posi-

tive for the merits of this conception. The Tri-

dosha theory teJces into consideration the
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principles of Biological laws, the Physiological

woriiings, the Chemical processes and their

resultant phenomena, the Psychical and

Thathwic experiences which are so funda-

mental, and the physical basis, all of which

are elfecting in a synthetic way the workings

and the ^activities of the human body. It is a

pardonable temptation to presume that we
may be right in calling this wonderful concep-

tion of the Siddhas as the Laws of Vatha,Pitha

and Kapha,just as the Law of Gravitation is an

eternal principle that governs the univese. We
may safely assert that the human bodies like

other bodies, even plants and animals not

excluded, are governed by and subject to these

eternal Laws ofVatha, Pitha and Kapha. They

have stood the tests of many a Siddha of

vision and science and it is indeed a marvel

that the discovery of these laws was made in

this ancient land. Hence the prediction that the

many missing links in modem physiology

and hygiene may be related and given a

scientific place by the careful and wise appli-

cation of this rich and all pervading concep'

tion.
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CHAPTER X

Pulse—Nadi (Tamil)

The examination of the pulse has been

recognised as one of the principal means of

diagnosis and prognosis of diseases in this

ancient land from time immemorial. It has

become almost an instinct on the part of

patients, in this country, especially in the

Tamil Districts of the South, to extend their

hand to the physician for the examination of

their pulse. This habit reveals to us that even

the most ignorant person has understood the

location and the feeling centres of the pulse

waves.

The presentation of the Doctrine of

Pulse as conceived by the Siddhas, is indeed

a very* difficult task. The theories of pulse, as

adumbrated in the songs of the Siddhas,

though not materially different, are agreed on
certain fundamental conceptions. Every one of

the Siddhas has pointed out the importance of

the Nadi (pulse) and described the methods
of observations and treatment according to the

working of the Nadi.

The true theory of Nadi (pulse) can be
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best understood in relation to the primary

conceptions that have arisen in our doctrine

of Tri-dosha. The human body as we have
seen already, has a material basis, a structural

basis, an energetic basis and the protoplasm

of life by its very nature and laws of growth

and activity as revealed in the working of the

Laws of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha, is conditioned

for its excitement and adjustment by these

very energies.

The term “Pulse” is inadequate to

represent the rich conception and the complex

range of perceptions and observations which

the Siddhas have meant by the term “Nadi.”

Nadi as has been found in the utterances of

the Sages, means more than the thought

contents and the experiences in the tangible

world of reality as pertaining to the working

of the human system, that can be connoted by

the modern term “Pulse” with which we are

familiar. Nadi is the term that will be used in

the references below and it may be taken to

be equivalent to the term pulse for purposes

of study and identification.

“Nadi” in the language of the Siddhas,

is not merely the ordinary arterial beating as the

wave that is felt when the physician feels in the
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hands of the patients. It is not the perceptible

movement that can be traced along the nerves.

It should .not be supposed to be the vibration

that can be percieved among the 72 thousand

nerves, nor should the term be confused with

Vatha, Pitha and Kapha. It is the term

which indicates to us and unfolds to us the

principal, the Vital principle of life, the

cause of all life, the source of all energy

that is manifest and immanant in all the

varied orders of the creation in the universe.

The creations in the universe have been

divided under 7 heads. Devas, (the beings in

the higher worlds) human beings, animals,

the flying birds or the winged creatures, the

crawling insects, the aquatic multitudes, and

the vegetable kingdom. The principle that

give^ liie to and vitalises these groups of

beings, animates human beings. It is this

principle that pulsates and manifests itself in

the human kingdom. It is the manifestation of

this when working in the material base with

the aid of the structures afforded by the human
organism that causes the formation of the three

energies and a correct reading of the Nadi
should presuppose this basic principle of

existence and activity. It is this principle that
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can be seen in all the vibrations of the

numerous nerves, and that is responsible for

the fundamental actions of all the energies.

We have already seen that the figure begun
in the womb itself is under the influnce of the

life principle that is embedded in the drop of

vital fluid and the beginnings of Vatha, Pitha

and Kapha are made. To emphasise this idea

and to enable the physicians to recognise the

value of the basic relation with the energy,

the Siddhas refer to what they describe as the

“Guru Nadi,” This Guru Nadi is in ce£isele8a

activity and perforce manifests itself in-

fluencing at the same time, the three prin-

cipal energies Vatha, Pitha and Kapha. These

energies are in the perennial ebb and flow

in the human system even as the waves of

the sea and the tides are in ceaseless motions.

The Guru Nadi is always, as a matter of course

in ceaseless vibration entering the principal

high ways of the energies, spinal cord,

(Sushumana)the left and the right sympathetica

(the Ida and Pingali) and the three Mandalas

or regions, the Agni. Soorya and Chandra, (the

Fire, Sun, and the Moon respectively) in the

human body. The sphere of its vibrations

is not confined only to these regions but
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diroughout the human frame from top to toe,

moving like the blades of scissors in action

even as the sympathetic nerves are connected

with the spinal cord. It has been noted that

the Idagalai and Pingalai and Sushumna all

reach the Sahasradala Mandala (the cerebrum)

wherefrom radiate the energy forces. This

conception is confirming what was described

as the synthetic notion of the Siddhas per-

taining to the work in the human body. The
vibrations of this Guru Nadi are compared to

the motions of the swinging of the toy top

and to the peculiar sound waves of the noise

of the drum, known as Udukkai (a small drum

tapering in . the middle shaped X)
and references are ample to illustrate that the

Nadi is all-pervading and even active.

The praise of this Nadi has been sung in

various verses. It enables the being to make a

conquest of all ills when in form. It is respon-

sible for the prevention of numerous maladies

and guides and directs the energy processes

benehciently influencing the same. It is sup-

posed to animate and vitalise the myriads of

created beings. The essence of the same is

partaking of the cosmos which is the cause of

all life. It has been referred to as “Athma
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Nadi” and “Prana Nadi”. It takes its main
driving force in concurrence with Jeevagni.

It may be safely concluded that Agni Bootha,

known as Jeevagni, is the King of all the

Boothas.

The measurement of this Nadi cannot

but be made with reference to its work as

seen in the waves of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.

Vatha is the root of all the forces, since its

emanating centre is Mooladara chakra as

pointed out in the Chapter onTri-dosha. These
energies, as was noted, go to make up and aid

the formation of the seven tissues, viz., the

lymph, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and
semen. And like the unending motion of the

waves of the sea which sound and resound

reverbrating, throughout the energies are

working. The most convenient and perceptible

channel of observation for identifying and

perceiving the condition of the rhythmic

series of waves is the coursing of the blood

especially in the artery, since it contains the

pure blood which embodies in its compo-

sition and circulation the achievements of the

individuals as determined by the play of and

subjectivity to the three forms of energies, for

blood itself contains certain proportions of

Vatha, Pitha and Kapha.
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Therefore the Guru Nadi in its associa-

tion with Vatha, in its association with Pitha

and in its association with Kapha presents

itself in particular forms of vibrations which

can be identified and traced for purposes of

study. Hence when we speak of Vatha Nadi,

we mean the pulsation of the Guru Nadi in

tune with Vatha. When we speak of Pitha

Nadi we mean the natural and necessary

vibrations in connection with Pitha. Similarly

the Kapha Nadi is indicating peculiar motions

as conditioned by its association with the

primary Nadi, i. e., Guru Nadi. The Pitha has

another special function allotted to it. It

stands on a pre-eminent footing. Its measure-

ment is useful as indicating the general state

of health in its relation to Vatha and Kapha
and under the influence of Guru Nadi. Besides

this it has* another function, since the Pitha

energy affects even the thinking and emotional

life of man. It derives its force by befriending

the Jeevagni rising from Mooladhara. Agni

is the king of the boothas and the subtle

effects of this energy are necessary for proper

equilibrium of mind and sound emotional life.

Abnormalities of Pitha are sure indications of

more than ordinary derangments very often in
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mental diseases; and the work of the Boothas

can be judged by the state of Pitha. Sound
Pitha means a sound emotional and in-

tellectual life which is necessary for proper

health. It being the result of the king of

Boothas shows the fundamental condition of

bodily and mental health and special reference

has been made to it as the “Bootha Nadi."

This differentiation of the Bootha Nadi

revealed in Pitha, lays emphasis as between

body and soul. Pitha is thus twice blessed.

All the Siddhas have laid due emphasis

upon the necessity of understanding theTheory

of Nadi scientifically conceived and he who
is able to read and mark the movements of

Guru Nadi as the basic vibration is really

considered to be the right discoverer. These

principles should always be borne in mind

when we consider the question of the move-

ments of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha as seen in

the examination of Pulse.

The Siddhas have referred to and differen-

tiated these vibrations by comparing them to

the movements of certain animals and birds

which were familiar, not only to themselves,

but also to the humanity as a whole. It is true

that there had been no Pulse Tracing Machine
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as we find to>day. Their classification of the

vibration of the Nadi and its corrolaries Vatha

Pitha, Kapha Nadis in terms of the cognisable

movements of birds and animals leads us to

appreciate their rich and marvellous knowledge

of Natural History and Natural life within

their range.

The centres of examination.

The following are the regions noted

down by the Siddhas:

—

The Heel, Legs, Joints, Abdomen,
Hands, Chest, Neck, between the Eyebrows,

Ears, Nose.

Dr. Ashutosh Roy states in his Pulse

in .Ayurveda, the following sites for examina-
tion:

At the Wrist the Radial Artery.

At the Ankle Posterior Tibial Artery.

At the Neck—External corotid Artery.

At the Temple -Anterior temporal
Artery.

The common practice is to examine the

radial artery at the wrist.

Hinli: - Stretch the patient’s arm and
relax the fingers. Place the three middle fingers

of the right hand over the radial artery one
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finger above wrist, press and release the artery

alternately with the fingers, notice the size of

the wave as the feeling of a wheat grain found

underneath the fingers.

The right hand, in the case of males,

and the left in the case of females.

Note:- This practice can be explained

by a reference to the conception of the Siddhas

regarding the reasons which determine the sex.

It has been noted that certain phenomena at

the time of sexual intercourse determine the

sex. If the husband during the time is having

the predominent influence of the “breath

range” in the right -masculine, and under the

influence of the right testes, the child conceived

will be male. Similarly, if under the left range

of breath feminine, and under the influence

of. the left testes, the child will be female.

Therefore the masculine emphasis of the

breath range imparts masculine features and

the masculine aspect is on the right side. So

in the case of males the currents visible on the

right arm are bound to give a truer and a more

accurate picture of their movements. Similarly

the female have their feminine range on the

left arm which gives a more faithful picture

on their behalf. Hence the tradition of
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examining the male in the right hzmd .ancl the

females in the left hand.

Observe :—The wave felt under the

index finger is Vatha, under the middle finger

is Pitha and under the ring finger is Kapha.

In males; - Normal Pulse- Right armj

The movement of Vatha will be felt

and is compared to the gait of the Peacock,

the Swan and the Cock.

Pilha: - Like the movement of Tortoise

and the Leech and

Kapha: Like the gliding Snake or the

leaping of the Frog.

In Females: Normal Pulse Left arm.

Vatha- Cobra.
• Pitha Frog.

Kapha- Slow gait of the Swan.

The differences in the normal pulse

between the sexes are note worthy and give

a clue to their physiological differences.

The ratio of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha
are as 1: L in normal pulse, called “Mathrai”

in Tamil.

Note: The breath force of Vatha (Ida-

galai) in the right nostril is calculated to be
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16 fingers’ length, that of Pitha (Pingalai) iit

the left nostril is 1 2 fingers length and Kapha
is regulating these two, from behind.

The ratio mentioned above is in pro-

portion to the strength and the consequent

facility for identification. Vatha having the

largest ratio of strength and Rhythm is notica-

ble first under the Index finger; Pitha relatively

less than Vatha but more than Kapa is

discernible under the middle finger; Kapa
being of the least proportionate ratio is to be

seen to the feel of the ring finger.

Classes and conditions of persons in

whom pulse cannot be properly and accurately

ascertained:

1 . Persons exhausted by sexual intercourse

and also completely weakened by
excessive indulgence for a long time.

2. Exhausted by riding Horse or Elephant.

3. After hearty meals.

4. Those under the influence of intoxicants

and Narcotics.

5. Those suffering from difficult micturition

serious form of Diabetes and Leprosy.

6. Sufferings from chronic Dropsies and

emaciated by malignant fevers affecting

the bones.
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7. Under fear.

8. Under influence of Poisons.

9. After a run.

10. Under severe Sorrow.

1 1 . For women during menses.

12. For women suffering from menorrhagia

and metrorrhagia.

1 3. After oil hath.

14. Under the influence of anger.

1 3. Insane.

16. When the hands are fractured.

17. Exhaustion.

18. When touching the dead bodies.

19. Fasting.

20. Wet in the rains.

21 . Exhausted after singing & dancing or

continuous Study.

22. While controlling their breath.

• Times in the day which are marked by

the predominant influence of the pulse, in

normal cases:

—

Early morning—Kapa.

Midday—Pitha.

Evening—Vatha.

Deviations from these principles indicate

derangement.
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Special times for the months irr which
clear reading is possible: -- -

Chitrai & Vaikasi (Tamil) ) at dawn and
1 5th April to 1 5th June. ) sunrise.

Ani, Adi, (Tamil)
1 5th jun'* to 1 5th August.

Appisi, Karthigai (Tamil)

1 5th Oct, to 1 5th December.

Margashi, Thai and Masi
(Tamil)

^
at sunset.

1 5th Dec. to 1 5th March. )

Panguni, (Tamil)
]

15th March to 15th April. '

Avani, (Tamil) i at night.

15th Aug. to 15th Sept.
I

Purrattasi, (Tamil)
1 5th Sept, to 1 5th Oct J

These are approximately the hours in

which the pulse will be very clearly traced.
* 1

The stu^.y of the abnormal pulse, i.e. pulse

in relation to diseases has not been neglected

by the Siddhas. All the diseases are traced by

the differences in pulse movements and even

mental diseases have received their attention.

It is gratifying to note that the study of pulse,

as revealed in Ayurveda ’ has received the

attention of Doctors like Ashutosh Roy and

^

at noon.
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the scientific study has been related to the

S|ihygmographic tracings. The Siddhas have

dealt with the tracings of pulse by comparing

them to the movements of animals and birds

previously noticed. The primary point for

consideration is that the practice and theory

of pulse have been based on the theory of

Tri'dosha. A detailed and critical examination

of the pulse is beyond the scope of this hand-

book.

CHAPTER XI.

ConsHtistlons and their features.

The Tri'dosha theory has been the basis

of the classification of thelconstitutions of

human beings. Human beings derive theii

featured aifd constitutional qualities even from

their birth as a part and parcel of their being

Even when the first protoplasm of life is con-

ceived in the womb of the mother, there begins

the formation of the constitutional features for

the growing figure in the womb. The nourish-

ment drawn from the mother and later the

feeding and the environment of the child deter-

mines the constitution which ultimately forms
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the physical vehicle for the display of the soul

in the human being.

It is the opinion of sages that a consti*

tution is likely to be built up with a predomi-

nance of any one of the Doshas. or one or two
in combination which mark out the special

features, susceptibilities to diseases, and the

possibilities of adjustment in treatment and

diagnosis. Thus a child may have Vatha as

the most dominant quality in his or her consti-

tution; and another may have Pitha; another

Kapha; still another may have Vatha and

Pitha more in proportion than Kapha, and

thus it is possible to make permutations of

these. The facts gathered in respect of this

principle of classification have been noted

hereunder:

—

c

Constitutions.

1 . Vatha comlilution- Predominant dosha

in the body is Vatha.

Will be robust and flabby

and hence weakness for even slight exertion.

Body will be cold, muscular pains; daik or

rosy complexion.

PuUe:—Slow.
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/n/e//ecZ:- Generally dull. Yawning,

constipation, Indigestion, tendency to take less

food.

Scanty semen and less inclination for

sexual intercourse.

Confused speech. Tendency to empha-

sise the false aspect as true with a view to

gain their ends or attain success.

Eyes dark and watery. Motions dark.

2. Pitha :—Predominant Dosha is Pitha.

BodyStrong,Warm and Muscular—Complexion

fair; Pulse-Rapid; Will-strong and determined

to perform difficult tasks; appearance of grey

hairs in comparatively young age. The outer

or inner canthus of the eye balls will be blood

shot Pleasant tone of speech; Eloquence. Dis-

playing ‘Vikaras or tempers (Vide Page 51

Section, g.) Intelligence and perseverance

in examining things; Unsteady mind; Regard
for elders; Relish for sour taste. Eyes -green

and rosy; Motions—Yellow and Red; Urine

—

Yellow; Tongue—Yellowish red; Teeth-slight-

ly tinged Yellow and not pure white.

3. Kapha :—Predominant dosha is Kapha.

Well built body, mildly cold, hoarse throat -
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Pulse feeble and palpitating— long and flow-

ing hair on the scalp- Chaste hates false

hood and thieving tendencies. Relishes sweet.

In illness spitting phlegm and in serious dis-

eases profuse phlegm - Tendency toSannipada.

in the event of sexual intercourse on the day

of oil bath. At the time of death, the Prana will

escape though the eyes and the eyelids will be

open.Eyes-Pale with muco purulent discharge;

Motions Pale; Urine—frothy and cloudy;

Tongue- - Pale wet with saliva. Teeth—White

as pearl.

4. Pioj/u and Pilha with slight predomi-

nance oj Payu:—Dark complexion, Weak
health; loyalty to truth; liable to be shaken and

leaning on falsehood; Desire for sexual

indulgence; abnormal— Pione to anger; Relish

for pungent and tannin articles of food.

5. Vayu and Kapha: Flabby constitu-

tion. Slow to move. Rosy complexion; tendency

to court Yoga Sadhanas and the like. Relish

for the pungent and sour food.

6. Pitha and Vayu:- Complexion fair,

intelligence, pleasant voice, appreciates sweet

odours, Short cough, Dry skin. Relish for

pungent and s’our foodstuffs.
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7. Pilha and -Complexion akin to

the colour Champaka flower; Strong sexual

appetite; Pleasant voice; tendency to court

the company of the learned; a moderate degree

of desire to peep into the mysteries of Yoga

and occultism; abundant charity and kindness

towards the whole creation.

8. Kapha and P\iha\—Rosy complexion

tinged slightly green; hair red; brilliant speech;

clear tone; steadfast loyalty to truth; capable

of attracting and kindling sexual desire. Relish

for sweet and sour.

9. Kapha and Vayu: Body robust; Dark

or rosy complexion; excessive sexual appetite;

Yearning after the mystic sciences and eager

desire for research; reverence for elders and

love for the learned; forward in action; Relish

for sour and pungent foods.

The points noted above, though they

may lack the scientific precision of the laborer

tory, are indicating relevant features of human
bodies and describing broadly their physiolo-

;

gical tendencies the observation of which is $o

useful in dav to day practice. The diseases

which the flesh is heir to are to be traced to.

the peculiar characteristics of the constitutions,
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taking into consideration other additional

factors as climate, occupation and mode of

life.

CHAPTER XII.

Constitutions and common diseases*

After the description of the various

constitutions and their features, it is useful to

note, certain practical conceptions, regarding

the common ailments, which affect such

bodies It is believed that the preponderant

Doshas in the body are by the very nature of

such preponderance susceptible to different

diseases.A Study of these will be useful for the

Physician to take ^ such corrective measures as

are necessary for checking the diseases in their

initial stages. It is true that there are various

causes for the origin and spread of diseares, but

the idea that certain specific diseases are the

result of the constitutional t^Hdetncies derived

from the features of the Dosh'af fundamental.

The list given below is not therefore exhaustive

and the purpose of this cdiapter is merely to

take notice of the particular modes in which

the different constitutions are affected and

their results:--
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1. Vayu Constitutions:—Passing mucus in

the -motions, flatulency. Tympanitis,

Diarrhpea, ascites. Dropsy, Arthritis,

orchitis. Hernia, Hydrocele, Urinary

diseases. Piles.

2. Vayu & Pitha:- - Vomiting, Indigestion,

belcJiing, urinary diseases. Spermator-

rhea Myalgia, Laziness, nervous

debility. Gastritis, tastelessness.

3. Vayu and Kapha:—Numbness of the

extremities. Rheumatic pains, cough,

fever, Sannipatha, fissures. Heart affec-

tions, Asthma, coiivulsions, oedema in

any part of the body.

•4. Pitha:—Excessive warmth of body.

,
Hectic fever. Diarrhoea, Dysentery, in-

sanity, Anaemia, Peripheral neuritis.

Confusion of thought. Thirst. Vertigo,

Biliousness, Fainting, Menorrhagia,

Metrofliagia, Haematurea.

5. Pitha and Vayu:- -Nocturnal emissions.

Dyspepsia, Arthritis, Diarrhoea, Indiges-.

tion. Gurgling noise in the .abdon)6>ii

Ascites, Exhaustion, Fainting, Trance^

.Intermittent fever, oedema. Piles.
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6. Pitha and Kapha:—Chronic fever.

Asthma, Pthisis, Jaundice, Gastritis,

ulcers arid growths in the Nostrils,

Haemotoma, Anaemia, Chlorosis.

Kapha—Pthiris, Asthma, Spasmodic

cough, Bronchitis, Pneumonia, Pleurisy, Fever,

Hiccough, Heart diseases, skin diseases.

Ulcers, pain in the region of the chest. Chlorosis

Anaemia.

Kapha and Pi/Aa-Oedema, Malaria, Neural-

gia, Gough, Vomiting, Chest pain. Asthma,

Hiccough, Chlorosis, Sprue.

Kapha and Vayu- Gastritis, Swellings or

oedema. Pyrosis, Colic, Paralysis, Asthma,

Bronchitis, Chlorosis, Rheumatism, Paraplegia,

Hemaplegia.

When Vayu constitution is affected by heat:-

Diarrhea, Neuralgia, menorrhagia. Anorexia,

Eczema, Hematurea, Ascitis, Synovitis.

When Vayu constitution is affected by in-

creased Vayu-- -Convulsions, Numbness of

parts. Myalgia, Torticollis, Neuralgia, Cramps,

Catalepsy, Apnoea.

When Vayu constitution is ajfected by cold:-

Spasmodic cough, - Myalgic and neuralgic
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Pains, Pneumonia, Malaria, Ulcers, Vomiting

Pyrosis, Exhaustion, Swellings and Oedema,

Arthritis, Chlorosis, Hemiplegia. Cyanosis.

fVhen pilha constitution is affected by heat-

Pthisis, Chronic (ever. Vomiting, Colic,

Diarrhoea, Dyspepsia, Piles, Bitter taste. Wet
dreams, insanity. Neuritis, Thirst.

When ^i€6a eons£i6uCion is affeefeef 6y '5’ayu-

Gastralgia, Rheumatism, Vomiting, Hiccough

Anorexia, Insanity, Indigestion, Spur Belching.

Pain on the region of the liver and chest.

Vertigo, Nocturnal emissions, Dibitity.

Wfien <Ti£6a eons£i£u£ion is affeeteef 69 eolcf:-

Loss of appetite. Proctalgia, Cough,

Malaria,Jaundice, Swelling or Oedema, Tongue
coated.

Vfficn l?ap6a eonsfifution is affeeteef6y ficaC-

Thirst, Cough, Asthma, Multiple abscesses

and Boles, Yawning, Rhinitis, Amblyopia.

Y?f5en i^apba e?ns£i£ufion is affeefeef6y Uayu

Dyspepsia, Asthma, Hoarseness of throat.

Syncope, Increased Salivation, Slimy feeling

of Tongue, Dysentery, Muscular pains, numb-
ness, Convulsions, .Anaemia, Fainting,

Hiccough.
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V?fien l^apfia eonsfifufion is affcefccf 6y eold:-

Asphyxia, Shock, Syncope, Cyanosis,

Fainting, Sweating, Hiccough, Convulsions,

Tympanitis.

CHAPTER XIII.

Diseases.

We shall consider in this Chapter the

diseases as conceived by the Siddhas and

revealed in their songs. It has been accepted

on all hands that excessive or irregular diet,

unsuitable food- stuffs, conditions of work, ab-

normal sexual idulgence, and other external

causes affect the equilibrium of the working

of the Ohatus and seven tissues and disturb

the normal functioning of the organs of the

physical frame. The three Dhatus are always

in perpetual working protecting themselves

against the entry of foreign and undesirable

influences and struggling hard to keep them-

selves in equilibrium. This is not possible

always, and wher. they are overworked or

underfed and when they lack the usual alert-

ness in their physiological functioning, the

body tends to diseases.
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The words of the Siddhas are indeed

difficult to interpret and to be translated

effectively in a foreign medium. It has been

described that the number of diseases comes

up to 4448. They have classified them as those

affecting the different parts of the body. They

have also analysed them as far as possible to

be traced to the doshas. A complete examina*

tion of their analysis and description may not

be quite necessary in a small hand book as

this. One very interesting conception relating

to the wounds or injuries that can be inflicted

on the human body contemplates as many as

700 varieties. The diseases of the tongue and
the teeth are reckoned as 76, and those of the

eye are of % kinds. Boils and abcesses number
60. Leprosy 18; Neuralgias 6: Tubercular
diseases 7;Grahani (Diarrhoea and dysenteries)

25; Intestinal worms 6; skin diseases 90; and
Janni or Sannipada 76 of which 13 are very
important. Diseases like Piles number 9;

Sterility of 6 kinds; Hiccough, Ear diseases,

have received due attention. In fact they have

brought within their range of vision almost all

kinds of diseases, including eruptic fevers and

cholera.

They have enunciated the principles

of discovering these diseases and described
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the main sources and channels of the origin

and spread of these maladies in regard to the

nervous system as affected by and working

widi the different kinds of Vayu. The rational

basis upon which they have proceeded to

zmalyse the physiological processes is indeed

admirable, and they have not forgotten their

Synthetic conception which recognises the

working of the Idakalai, the Pingalai and the

Sushumna, as creative factors of Vatha, Pitha

and Kapha. It is needless to repeat that the

study of the diseases, their causes and their

workings (which is beyond the scope of this

hand book) as conceived by the Siddhas

deserves further research, closer examination

and will form a treatise by itself.

The chief diseases are enumerated below:

-

Vatha doshas produce 84 kinds' of

diseases.

Pitha „ 48

Kapha „ %
Vayus are of 3C0

Fevers 85

Eye diseases 96

Skin diseases 90

Janni or Sannipatha 13

ff

»•

kinds.

II
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Diseases of the Tongue

and Teeth 96 kinds

Poisonous bites and

stings of animals etc. 96 tf

Grahanis 25 Sf

Atisara 25 ff

Tumours and Systs 12 f?

Intestinal worms 6 If

Ear diseases 10 If

Nose diseases 10 II

Wounds and injuries

700 If

Toxemias due to

bites 500 If

Boils and A.bceesses 60 If

Children’s diseases 100 If

Hiccough 10 II

Vomiting 5 II

Mega Roga 20 n

Tubercular diseases 7 II

Piles 9 II

Neuralgias 6 II

Fainting and collapse 7 II

Leprosy 15. If

Diseases of the uterus

that causes sterility 6 II
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THE JANNIES.
1. Anthakon.

Very high temperature. Body will be
stiff. Increased salivation, hiccough, vomiting,

cough, thirst, confusion of thought,anxiousness,

swelling, shivering, restlessness, restlessness

of the head, burning sensation in the stomachy

delirium, and death may occur in 1 0 days.

2. Seethangam,

Pain all over the body, chill feeling,

shivering, perspiration, diarrhoea with a gurg-

ling noise in the abdomen followed by tym-

panitis, thirst, anxious look, hiccough, vomi-

ting, exhaustion, fainting, collapse, weakness,

hoarse throat, cough, spasm, choking of phlegm

rise and fall in the bed, and death will follow

in 1 5 days.

3. Kandakuchan.

High fever, neuralgic pains all over

the body, shivering, itching sensation, head-

ache, sleeping, dryness, ulcer, and furred

tongue and throat, bleeding from gums,

diarrhoea with tympanitis, delirium, anxious

look and speech, vomiting, hiccough, phlegm,

spasm, hazy vision, deafness, rising, weeping

and falling in bed, death in 1C days.
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4. Chitha yibraman.

Pain, high fever, Vatha and Pitha will

be increased, delirium, senselessness, weeping,

laughing, dancing, singing, happy expressions

of the eyes, rising, falling, weeping and rolling

in bed, crying, exhaustion, vacant look, extreme

kindness towards visitors, and feeling happy,

deep breathing sighing, can be cured if the

patient survives 21 days.

5. Thandril^an.

Severe pain in the joints, perspiration,

thirst, headache, salivation, cough, vomiting,

fainting, restlessness, rolling, sleeplessness,

confused thought, weakness, can be cured in

7 days.

6. Pralabhan.

•Pafn, fever, chill, shivering, thirst, hic-

cough, muttering delerium, plhegm in the chest,

cough, spasm, biliousness, rising in confusion,

tottering, sexual desire, abnormal cries as one

in misery, cure after 1 4 days, if surviving.

7. Karuniasan.

Pain all over, fever, head ache, thirst,

loss of memory, biliousness, fainting, vomiting,

hiccough, cough, sleeplessness, sudden risini;
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from bed, Period of suffering is about 60 days,

likely to be cured if surviving.

8. Silethma—Janni.

Phlegm in the chest with moist rales,

perspiration, thinking unusual things, requiring

constant company, hates everything, persis-

tence at everything, exhaustion, fainting,

slimy tongue, urine and faeces pale.

9. Sathi- Janni.

Fever, head-ache, fainting, frequent

rising from bed, blood shot eyes, confusion

of thought.

1 0. Mantha- Janni.

Fever, extremities cold, tongue quoted

dark, constipation, frequent urination, fainting,

pain in the face and head. * ,

11. MugaOatha - Janni. -{Facial Paralysis)

Neuralgic pains in the eyes, brows and

temple, will lead to the turning of the face

and mouth to an angle.

12. Vedi—Janni. (Otitismedia)

Sevejre pain into the Ear with heavi-

ness, leads to the turning of the face to one

side and the tongue will be troubled.
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13. Saga—Janm.

Pain all over, fever, blood shot eyes,

perspiration, shivering, collecting the clothes

and raising up from bed, confusion of thought.

This is said to be produced by the

sexual intercourse, while exhausted from taking

oil bath, or after taking a hearty meal with

curds and indigestion or sexual indulgence,

and the prognosis is said to be serious.

14. Kapale—Janni.

Severe pain in the nape of the neck,

preventing the movement of the neck to the

sides, neuralgic pains in the head and ears,

itching sensation, loss of consciousness,

stiffness, contraction of the face, nose and eyes,

perspiration, feverishness, exhaustion, shive-

ring, buriffng sensation in the hands, emacia-

tion.

Valippus (Fits)

(guiareecJm (Tetanus)

Frequent and interrupted neuralgic

pains, powerful contractions, perspiratipn,

the tongue will not be steady, choking

sensation in the chest, the entire body will

be bent back. Jaws will be locked^
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ot fffueluMuuUux Urm ot

Fever, perspiration, locked jaws,

contraction of the body, feeling deep seated

pain, dry tongue, thirst, wind passing through

anus with loud noise, anorexia.

^akkai miippu {kakkai-cnw, g^pa-Sts) ^0psy.

Pitha circulates in excessive propor-

tions, produces confusion of thought, senseless-

ness, fainting, and drags on the tongue, lips,

nose, eyes and brows together and produce

fits, shakal the limbs and throws down. White

frothy saliva will flow and upward movement
in breathing.

IbfAirtf jfolifa.

Eyes and brows congested, arms and

legs will be turned to one side, neilralgir pains

white frothy saliva will flow, vacaht look

upon the sky, the limbs will be felt hot, the

body will shiver and throb, phlegm in the

throat.

^matakaaia isippa.

Eyes and mouth turned angular, neu-

ralgic pains in the arms and lege from one side

to another alternately, fever, severe head ache,

restlessness, trance
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gfiyalkaaia isippu.

Bites the floor by falling on the side of

face, frothy saliva flowing, role the eyeballs,

vacant look, cramps, neuralgic pains on the

shoulder and chest and contract them, fainting

and feeling sorrowful.

N.B.—The above are also grouped as

jannies, because of their troublesome nature,

with complications and usually lead to death

or render the patients chronic decripts.

Complications.

The following complications may set

in, if the treatment is not proper and adequate

or the diet regulations are violated:-

1. ^paihia i§osJu.

The foodstuffs that are cold and that

will Yiot be digested will produce. Trance,

unconsciousness, excessive thirst, delerium

and pain in the chest.

2, §angama §osJm.

The sexual intercourse will produce
pain all over the body, burning sensation in

the chest, frequent rising from bed, rolling in

bed, low muttering delerium, extremities

^ling cold, vacant lode.
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3. yishaaui^esha^ —(Toxic effects^

Very high fever, low muttering delirium,

excessive! thirst, burning ' sensation in the

stomach, trance, and rapid vatha pulse, sweat
ing, burning sensation all over the body.

4. ^isJima ^ettha (gosha.

Vertigo, high (ever. Rigor sets in 2 or 3

times in a day with shivering, excessive thirst,

head>ache, furred tongue, low muttering

delirium, vacant look and rolling in bed.

5. ^elha Jimmaba (Sosha.

Tongue coated yellow, fissured and dry;

high fever, trance, vertigo, perspire, angry look

shivering.

6.
§aklba Jimmaba (gosba.

Tongue red, elongated and sKarp*, high

(ever, thirst and burning sensation.

7. ^Srisboa gmmaha gosba—(the most serious

kind of Doshas)

Tongue dark and furred, frequent rising

from bed, unconsciousness, itching sensation

all over the body, sweating, spasm, burning

sensation of the body, very high fever, throbb-

ing, weakness and the body will become dark.
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The above Doshas set in. due to the

affection of cold and always follow the Janni

and in most of these diseases, blood shot eyes

or green eyes, dark colour of the body, furred

tongue, yellow, red or dark coloured tongue

are the chief symptoms.

II- Mega Diseases.

There is another set of diseases, called

Mega Rogas, and the descriptions are note-

worthy. These are of 20 Kinds, of which

4 are due to Vatha Dosha, 6 to Pitha and 10 to

Kapha and they are to be found out from the

examination of urine.

Vatha Mega Rogas.

1. csffefiia^and (SiWega -(Sub-acute Nephritis)

' The urine will be like that of ghee and

with a wick it will burn. The patient will

look tired, he will be much debilitated and

swoon.

2. SudfSn Wcfja—(Acute Nephritis!

The urine will be like that of the cow’s

and burn brightly with a wick. The patient

will have a changed complexion and figure,

spasm and exhaustion will b< found. The
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patient will die if it is not alright within

2 wedcs.

3. Raffia ^raiDia Wcga- -(Cfie nearest parallel

fc/ng—Gfironie *Srig6C’s disease)

The urine will look fatty, heavy, and

smelling mutton. If boiled, it will condense

like honey, if it is not cured within 6 months,

the patient will die.

4. Wangisasiraui Wega- - (JHaeroofioporpfiy-

rinurca.)

The urine will look like the fat of a

goat, when boiled it will appear like the goat's

^ee, and smell like the juice of sugarcane.

Duration 5 months.

The constitutional symptoms for the

above are, burning sensation in the arms, legs,

eyes and body. Teeth, tongue, and throat will

become dark; dry tongue, trance, restlessness,

incoherent talk, excessive appetite and thirst,

foul smelling, wind passing, and the changes

in the pulse will be notable.

Pitha Mega Rogas.

J. Apia Mega—(Gravel in urine)

Excessive urine secreted with force like

that of an elephant. Kaolin coloured salt will

be depomted on boiling. Duration 8 months.
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2. PUha Pramiya Mega (Mucous urine)

Urine will be like Aloe juice and smell.

It will emanate very nauseating smell on

boiling. Duration 3 years.

3. Savirana Mega (Bacteria in urine)

The urine will be ammoniacal with

nauseating smell, fleas and ants will remain

on the floor where the urine is passed. Duration

2 years.

4. Mathu Mega— (Diabetes Mellitus)

Yellow coloured urine passed with

burning sensation and pain in testicles and

urethra frequently. White sediment will form

when boiled. The body and eyes will become

pale. Duration 5 years.

5. Sandhira (Albumenurea)

. The urine will be clear as crystal. The
Scrotum and Urethra will be painful as if in

Urethritis and flow like juice of stalks of

Thashai and in large quantities. It will smell

pus when boiled. Duration 5 years.

6. Arlia Mega. (Haemaglobinurea)

Blood coloured urine, bad smell and

saltish, Urethritis smell mutton when boiled.

Duration 9 months.
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The common symptoms exhibited in the

constitution are as follows:

—

Anaemia, burning sensation all over

die body, and urine will smell like fish,

stomatitis and Pyorrhea, hiccough, anorexia,

nausea, fever, restlessness, fainting, trance,

dry tongue, thirst, vomiting and exhaustion.

Kapha Mega Rogas.

1. jfosa tiegt (Fat in the unine)

Urine appears like the mixture of fat

and smell mucous, frequent micturition.

A layer will be formed on the floor where the

urine is passed. The same smell will be found

when boiled. Duration 7 years.

2. Qolhama (Polyurea)
«

Urine appears like clear water and ' on

boiling it will be the same. Duration

10 months.

3. .^acAot Mtgi. (Marrow in the urine)

Urine will appear like bone marrow in

colour, as if the same is mixed up in it. It is

said to be formed of the melted marrow of the

bones. Duration 3 years.
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4. i^fdiika (Glycosurea)

The urine will be like that of the water

from tender cocoanut in colour and smell, even

when boiled. Excessive thirst, debility, anxiety,

and the emaciation of the body. Duration

7 years.

5. ^tgt. (Chylurea)

Urine like palmyra toddy and frothy.

First it will flow clear and gradually flow

thicker. When boiled it will smell toddy.

Duration 7 years.

6. ^tkUa .^ega. (A kind of Spermatorrhoea)

Urine will appear like sperm and white.

It will show a tendency to be curdled when
boiled. Duration 3 years.

7. ffttakfl
I

Urine will resemble the water that

remain after washing rice in it, and flow in

large quantity, white sediment like calcium

will deposit when boiled. A bad smell will

emanate from the body. Duration I year.

8. IPjAsa Mega (Haematurea)

Urine like honey. Sediment waxy
when boiled. 1 he fleas and ants will be
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attracted in the ground where the urine was
passed. Duration 5 months.

9. (Phosphate>urea)

Urine coloured chunam (Lime.<alciutti),

the sediments will be found like Kaolin earth

and chunam when boiled. Duration 15 years.

10. ^tga. (Pus in urine)

Urine like that of the mutton washed

water with bad smell and flows in a twisted

manner from the urethra. When boiled the

same mutton smell will emanate. Duration

3 years.

General condition of the body-

The body will tend to obesity, pale,

there will be itching sensation, excessive

appetite and thirst, cough, phlegm, ecihapstion

and Rheumatic pains.

The 10 kinds of troubles in Mega Rogas are:-

1 . Uneasiness in the lowest part of the

abdomen.

2. Exhaustion after passing urine.

"3. The wind will be troublesome.

4. The Tri-Doshas will be increased.

3. Loss of semen.
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6. Excessive thirst and consequent

sediments in urine.

7. Nausea and uneasy feeling.

8. Carbuncles may arise.

9. Diarrhoea.

1

0.

Memory will fail before death.

These diseases may be caused by

hereditary tendency or indulgence in sexual

intercourse or of venereal origin.

Leprosy.

Another interesting subject is Leprosy.

This is divided into 18 varieties and they are

defined as under; - •

1 . Pundareeka Kushta.

Eruptions with itching sensation will

be found in the body, face and ears. They

may be dark, pale or red and appear as the

lumps oP petals of the lotus flower and ul-

cerate, There will be burning sensation, and

pain. There will be oczing of thick serum in

the ulcer and the blood will not stick on the

ulcer, as if a smooth and slimy surface is on

the ulcer.

2. Viipotako Kushla.

The whole body will become red and

pale with itching sensation all overi followed
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by eruptions and ulcers like that of the hood

of a cobra. There will also be unbearable bur>

ning sensation.

3. Bama Kushta.

Red and white patches like the petals

of the lotus flower followed by boils or blebs

and itching sensation in the body. Epidermis

will peel off like that of a cobra; there will be

swelling and the fingers and toes will become

shortened.

4. Ekasarma Kuthla.

The whole body will become dark,

epidermis will peel off and turn red. Then,

there will be itching sensation, seborrhea like

eruptions, dry skin, heaviness of the toes, pain

in' ‘ the body anaesthetic patches, fissures,

swelling and debility.

5. Kama Kushta.

The skin will become greenish and

fissured with small itches spotted. Tri-doshas

will be increased, body will tend to obesity

and of the colour of the flower Clitorea

Ternatia (Black variety,) and also swelling.

6. Sigulha Kushta.

Yellow patches will appear on the skin,

then turn pale and become dark finally.
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Fissure and pus will be formed. The lower

part of the abdomen, i. e., below the navel,

the muscles will become hardened and pus

will ooze out. There will be anaesthesia and

burning sensation on the skin.

7. Krishna Kushia.

The whole body including the arms and

legs from top to toe will become dark, anaes-

thetic patches with nauseating smell and pain.

Increased heat in the body, ulcers will be formed

in the head, and a few in the soles of the foot

and femoral region and anxious look.

8. Aoalhumhra Kushia.

Boils in groups, like that of the buncli

of grapes, will be formed and appear dried and

the whole body will become dark. There will

also be itches, anaesthesia, serous exudation

and fainting.

9. Mandala Kushia.

Red and greenish patches on the scalp

and all over the body. And also white patches

on the scalp, ulcers all over the body, raised

and dark patches, itching and oozing of serum.

10. Aparisa Kushia.
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and untouchable sensation, increased Vatha
Dosha, swelling and troublesome nature.

1 1 . Visarchiko Kushia.

Due to Vatha -Pitha. Glossy pale skin,

burning sensation, red patches, thick and red

skin, furred, pain in the abdomen and produce

anger.

12. Vipaihiko Kushla.

Due to Kapha Pitha. Fissuied skin on

the body, unbearable and uneasy, feverish,

fissures on the hands and legs. Eyelids, ears

and neck, swelling, glossy skin like that of a

cobra, black patches in the joints.

13. Kidipa Kuihta,

Whole body greenish, the skin becomes

thick like that of an elephant, frequent micturi-

tion, oozing of water on the body, nauseating

smell, increased Vatha Dosha.

14. Sorma Kushta.

Pain all over the body followed by

uneasiness and fissures as if they are out into

two parts. The skin v ill have greenish,

whitish and black colours. Raised patches

with itching sensation and discharge of pus.

The touch of the part will be unbearable,
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swooning, debility and pain in the body will

be produced.

l3. Thatharu Kushta.

Red patches, pale, profuse curly growth

of hairs, increased Pitha-Kapha, bloated body

and anaesthetic regions in the body.

16. SUhtna Kushta.

Due to Vatha-Pitha. Begins like the

flower of bottle gourd, with raised anaesthetic

patches all over the body. Yellowish and

oozing of blood, unbearable itching and

forgetfulness.

17. Satharu Kushta.

Due to Vatha*Kapha. Raised patches

on the body with red, white and greenish

colours and form ulcers. Itching and burning

sensations^ Raised margins of the ulcers.

The slcin will be hanging like the serpent’s.

Patches on the nose, eyes, cheek, and ears

will be found.

18 Swetha Kushta.

There will be white patches on the

skin. The hairs on them will also turn white.

If these patches appear reddish dark, it is

said to be due to Vatha, if reddish white like
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the red Lotus flower, it is due to Pitha, if

whitish it is due to Kapha.

Out of the above 16 varieties, 6 of

them are said to be caused by Mega rogas and

Kirandhi rogas. (Kirandi rogas are those

that are allied to Scabies, Pempigus, itches

etc. in Western system) This is hot considered,

in this systen, as a superficial skin disease,

but deep seated and a constitutional affection.

Eight of them are said to be caused by the

fleas, and 4 by parasites.

CHAPTER XIV.

Fevers.

Fever is supposed to be one of the most

terrible maladies which attack human behngs.

This certainly shows that serious typ^ of fevers

have been examined and dealt with by the

Siddhas. Fevers are mainly of seven kinds and

the classification is based on the conception of

the derangements of the doshas in several

ways.

General symptoms-

The temperature may rise up with rigor.

Shivering, pain, restlessness, anorexia.
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vomiting, uneasy feelings, headache, nausea,

constipation or diarrhoea, delirium, confusion

of thought, unconsciousness, hiccough, thirst,

raving, sleeplessness or profound slumber,

cough, spitting of phlegm, feeling heat or cold

(according to the predomenance of Pitha or

Kapha). Sometimes cramps or fits may ensue.

1. ''?a£6a Juram. (Juram—Fever)

Pain all over the body, neuralgic pain

in the joints, pain in the waist and chest, head

ache, shivering and rigor concomitant symp>

toms, constipation, loss of appetite, tamarin

taste in the tongue, spasm, loss of heat in the

extremities. Face, mouth, eyes, urine and

motions will become darkened in colour.

Sleeplessness, thirst, exhaustion and yawning.

2. ^iCf/a Juram.

High temperature, babbling, burning

sensation in the chest, biliousness, vomiting,

exhaustion, heaviness, perspiration, thirst,

irritation in the throat, tongue parched, bitter*

Face, eyes, urine and motions yellowish. Irre-

gular appetite. Fever subsides with the decrease

of bile in the stomach. In chronic cases blood

is impoverished, body becomes pale, swelling
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and frequent shivering follow. Severe constipa>

tion results and death ensues.

3. Sleffima Juram. (Kapha Fever)

Excessive heat and consequent intense

nervous and bodily excitement produced,

carries excessive secretions to the head, head-

ache, pain and fever. Catarrhal discharge from

the nose. Violent cough, phlegm discharges.

Pain in the chest, giddiness, burning sensation

in the eyes and nose. Intermittant fever, pers-

piration in the face and the head. Urine affected

(it is compared to the urine of the ass).

Motions hardened, tongue rough and pale,

taste sweet and saltish. Excessive salivation.

Body, eyes, phlegm get pale, and mucous in

the motions.

4 Vaffia SlefBma Q^cuer.

Rise of temperature, shivering, blabbe-

ring, grinding the teeth, deafness, dimness of

vision, tongue becoming rough, cough, haemo-

plysis, '' hoarseness of the throat, constipation,

anorexia, extreme exhaustion, spasm.

5. Vaffia ^iC6a Sfeoer.

Shivering all over the body, tongue

coated dark, weak and plaintive tone, exhaus-

tion leading to sleep, motions pale and yellow.
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bitter taste, emaciation, hesitation aud gicldi>

ness.

6. Sleffima SPeuer.

Profuse sweating,blabbering, exhaustion

and sleep, cough, pain in the chest, thirst,

headache, pain in the nape of the neck, slimy

tongue, loss of taste and smell.

7. Juram. (There are 8 kinds.)

(a) ^hoota Juram- Neuraglic pains, rolling

eyes, tendency to question too much, too much
craving for food, desire for the favourite things,

singing and dancing, and sleep.

(b) i^jeerna Juram - High temperature,

spasm, hiccough, loss of appetite, chest and

thigh painful, acidity and belching, vomiting,

thirst, heaving, colic, flatulence and shivering.

(c) i^bikatha Juram- Causes’ Too much
walking, horse and elephant ride, carrying

heavy loads, exhausting toil, exposure to and

wandering in the chill, wounds and injuries-

These affect the Dathus, chiefly the marrow

and the blood.

Symptoms— - Sweating, trance, . melan-

cholia, blabbering, change of complexion, pain

all over the body, fever.
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(d) /uram— Excessive shivering,

emaciation, cough, burning sensation of the

body, pain in the head and eyes, pain all over

the body, sleep, giddiness pale complexion,

icterus eyes, flatulency, vomiting, burning

sensation of the eyes and palms, thirst, fever,

blabbering.

(<^1 Jurom— (Corresponds to the

Malarial, intermittant fever.)

(f' ^kccka ^eetho Juram - High fever,

severe pain, specially in the head, chin a^
eyebrows, slimy tongue and lips, sleeplessness,

benumbing, shivering, thirst and giddiness.

(g) (^wathccdara ^uram— Slight pain in the

anus, sometimes blood and mucous in the

motions, rise of temperature, thrist, bloating

and paleness of the body, lassitude, bitterness

and cough.

(h) i^hathukatha Juram— This is a compli-

cated type, resulting from the residual effects

of Nos. (e) (f) and (g), in case these are not

properly treated

This is a persistant type, negligent

treatment of the above, first affects the lymph

dhatu, after 7 days the blood, after 21 days

the Medha Dhatu( fat), after 5 months the bones
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after 2 years the marrow, after 3 years the

semen. This is too malignant type of chronic

Malaria.

Malignant types of fevers produce the

following characteristic features which portend

danger:—

(1 ) Partial paralysis of memory, (2) Imagi-

nary conversation with the departed, (3) Con-

fusion of thought bordering on insanity

(4) Shortened breathings (3) Staring eyes with

out winking, (6) Change of voice, (7) Abnor-

mal burning sensation all over the body,

(8) Unconscious movement of the hand over

the face constantly, (9) Cold and clammy pers-

piration all over the body, (10) Last breaths.

Some are of opinion that treatment is

possible in the first 3 stages and afterwards it

is hopeless. Others consider that treatment

should be made even upto the 9 th stage. At
all event the physician should not lose heart

but continue to give effective treatment to

check the onslaught of these symptoms euid

his responsibilities are onerous.

Symptoms of abatement of fever.

Disappearance of the evil symptoms,

such as, indiscriminate cravings for all kinds
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of food burning sensation, exhaustion, foul

odour, pain in body and unsteady mind.

Appearance of the following good

symptoms indicates relief and complete cure:-

Lightness of the body, the normal

workings of the five senses, perspiration, snee-

zing, keen appetite for food, a pleasant itching

sensation of the scalp.

Classification of Fevers.

The Fevers may be classified as follows:

—

(a) Acute fevers—the function will be

deranged.

(b) Chronic fevers- the seven kinds of

Dhatus will be affected.

(a) Acute Fevers—May be classified on

the basis of the derangement of tlKe doshas,

as follows:

—

1 . Those which are due to the derange-

ment of one function:

—

(i) Vayu fever; (ii) Pitha fever;

(iii) Kapha fever.

2. Those due to the derangement of two

functions:

—
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(i) Vayu and Pitha; (ii) Vayu and

Kapha; (iii) Kapha and Pitha.

3. Those due to the derangement of three

functions:

—

(i) Sannipatha; (ii) Surgical and acci-

dental.

(b) Chronic Fevers— They are of two

kinds

(i) that which consumes a few of the

Dathus.

(ii) that which consumes all the tissues.

Fevers and rise of temperature of body

are not always synonymous, since in certain

kinds of Sannipatha, temperature is seldom

perceptible and in certain cases of the presence

of temperature, the symptoms are absent. So,

the idea of the Siddhas also is similar to the

clinical classification noted hereunder:—
1 . Symptoms of fever with rise of tem-

perature.

2. „ without „

3. ,, with subnormal

temperature.

4. Absence of symptoms of fever but

rise in temperature.
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CHAPTER XV.

Eruptive Fevers.

These are acute infectious diseases

characterised by cutaneous eruptions.

Some of them pass through the stages

of papule, vesicle, pustule and crust and some
pass from the stage of papule to crust directly.

According to the Dravidian conception,

these are said to be caused by excessive heat.

In India, the various kinds of eruptive fevers

are generally found during the hot season in

the months of April, May and June and sub>

side in other months.

It is also stated by them that the disease

may be infected if another healthy person is

frightened at the sight of the one that suffers

from it.

According to the modern West, the

Etiology of this disease is doubtful or unknown,

even though these eruptive diseases do exist in

the world even many centuries before B. C.

The dravidians classify them into 14

kinds of eruptions with fever.
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Vaccination is only a preventive against

Small pox. Recent researches show that, when-

ever there is an epidemic, revaccination should

be tried to make sure whether one is immune
or not to the disease. Thus, the vaccination

theory is still doubtful. At any rate, we are

not yet provided with a vaccination for all the

14 kinds, described below. It cannot be said

that Small pox alone is fatal and the others

like Chicken pox and Measles are not so

dangerous at all. Many infants die in India,

every year, out of the latter two types, or suffer

a good deal from their complications.

In the absence of a bacterio-therapy,

for all the 14 varieties, we have to conclude,

that the excessive heat of the body, may be

the chief factor to produce fever and eruptions,

and invariably the children are very suscepti-

ble to these diseases.

Description of the 14 kinds.

1 . Panaimugari— There will be mild

temperature. The body will shiver. Eyes will

be tinged red. There will be swelling of the

neck and nose. In women, there will be

metrorrhagia. There will be delirium and

Sannipatha.
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2. Paulamwai— There will be high

temperature on the third day of the fever,

eruptions will be found on the face and head,

body will be painful, on the 7-th day the erup-

tions will become a vesicle and pustule, and

on the 9-th day, they will turn into crusts. Bath

to be taken on the 11 th or 1 5th day.

3. Varaguthiri— High fever, eruptions

found on the head on the 3rd day. There

will be haemorrhage through the mouth and

urethra. On the 7 th day the eruptions will

turn into pustules and on the 1 1 th into crusts.

4. Kollammai— High fever, delirium,

sannipatha symptoms, and convulsions will be

found. Eruptions will be found on the 3rd day

on the head. Virulency 13 days.

5. Kallulhiri - Very high fever, diarrhoea,

vomiting, eruptions on head on the 3rd day.

On the 7th the eruptions will turn like the

fruits of Clerodeudron Neriifolium. On the

1 0th day it will subside or begin to dry up

into crusts. Bath on the I ith day.

6. Kadugammai— Mild fever, eruption

on the head on 3rd day. The whole body will

become swollen. There will also be found

hoarse throat and voice, and also diarrhoea.
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7. Moshukkon- Low fever, pain all over

the body, back stiff, body swollen, burning

sensation. Eruptions appear on the 7th day.

8. Uppiidhiri -Fever, eruptions on the

head on the 3rd day, the whole body will

appear as if coated with the powered salt.

Become pustules on the 5th day and subside:

on the 7th. Bath on the 1 Ith day.

9. ^Carumianacfii- High fever, eruptions

on the 4th day. Body painful, becomes dark,

further eruptions may not be found outside,

but will be formed inside the body. Diarrhoea

and fainting may be found. If the bowels are

constipated the symptoms will subside on the

13th day. Otherwise ulcers and fissures will

be formed all over the body and maggots or

some tiny worms will be found in the ulcers,

when '* the breathing will be contorted. If 21

days are passed the patient may recover, but

generally the majority succumb to this disease.

10. Vendayammai—WAA fever, eruptions,

on 3rd day, become pustules on the 7th, and

subside on the 9th day. Bath on the 13th day.

11. Paasipayarammai-Fever with delirium

eruptions
.

on the 3rd day, become pustules on
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the 7th, subsides on the 9th day. Bath on the

1 7th day.

12. Vichirippu Fever, eyes red, vomiting

and purging, eruptions on 3rd day, and speard

up all over the body like paddy husks and dis>

appear. There will be slight pain in the

abdomen, Bath on the 7th day.

13. Neerkuluoan Fever, pustules on 3rd

day, appear like the fruits of Clerodeudron

Neriifolium. Subside on the 7th day. Bath on

the 9th day.

14. Thavalai Fever with pain in the

joints and prevents movements. Anorexia.

Eruptions on the 3rd day and subside on the

9th. Bath on the 1 1th day.

The above varieties of Eruptive fevers

are given the Tamil names of some of the

natural products, as the eruptions are similar

ir. appearance to them. For instance:

—

1. Panaimugari— appear like the exter-

nal bark of the

Palmyra Palm tree.

(Panai—Palmyra)

2. Paulammai pustules appear like a

pustule bontaining

milk. (Paul milk)'
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3. Varaguthiri- “like the food corn called

Varagu.

4. Kollammai—like Horse gram.

5. Kalluthiri—like stone -hard.

6. Kadugammai - like mustard seeds.

7. Moshukkan---like Bees wax.

8. Upputhiri like salt crests.

9. Karumbanachi— that turns the com-
plexion dark.

10. Vendayammai— like the seeds of

Trigonella Foenum

11. Pasipayarammai Like the seeds of

greem beans.

12. Vichirippu like paddy husk.

13. Neerkuluvan as if the water is

formed into a beb.

14. Thavalai like the skin of a frog.

There are various kinds of treatments

for the* various symptoms and their complica-

tions iri the Siddha system. They are dealt

with below:

Treatment.

Preoenting the Virulency.

(a) Triturate Shorea Robusta with the

juice of Indigofera .Augustifelia for 12 hours,

and divide into a pill of 1 0 grains each. Give
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one pill in hot water, once a day, for 3 days,

whether eruptions are found or not.

(b) Burn the soles of old shoes into ashes
and give this ash in 10 grain doses, once a

day for 3 days in hot water.

If the eruptions do not come out pro-

perly, but produce internal symptoms, threaten-

ing complications

—

Boil in water a tender Cocoanut, after

scraping of the external skin only, leaving the

fibres in tact over the shell. Take this Cocoa-

nut water and dissolve in it 60 grains of Cumin
seeds, powered finely or 1 i Tolas each of

Strychnos pctatorum and Cyperus Pertenius,

and triturate well with the Cocoanut water,

and given for 3 days, as a single dose every

day, will set right.

Treatment for complications.*

I . Diarrhoea.

(a) Take 4 ounces of the leaves of Fabina

Imbricate and place them in a new (unused)

mud pot, pour over it -I a pint of food fermen*

ted water (which is detailed elsewhere) and

shake well for some hours and jgive 4 to 8

ounces of this, 3 times a day, after throwing

out the leaves.
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(b) Take dried Ginger, the central sticks

that are attached to the leaves of Margosa

(Tamil—Veppan Eerku), the roots of the

Lemon tree, and Cyperus Pertenius in equal

parts, gently fry them after bruising, and

prepare a decoction of these, according to

formula, and give in 2 to 4 ounce doses,

3 times a day.

2. Dysentry.

(a) 2 ounces of the bark of Jambul tree

bruised with 4 ounces of Cow’s milk(unboiled)

and taken as a single draught, twice a day,

for 3 days.

(b) The entire plant of Cassia Auriculata

(bruised and fried) made into decoction accor-

ding to formula, and given in 2 ounce doses,

twice a day.

(c) The inner pulp of Mango seed, fried

gently, and triturate with curd (fermented and

solidified milk). Pulp 1 to 2 tolas, and curd

2 to 4 ounces, twice a day.

(d) Take two fully ripened Bael fruits,

bruise and fry gently and boil with 1 pints

of water, reduce to h part, strain and add

10 grains each of powdered Cloves and
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Aconitum Heterphyllum, and taken 3 times

a day in 2 to 4 ounce doses.

(e) Basma of Hart’s horn prepared as

follows:

—

Cut the Hart’s horn in small pieces

from 3 to 6 inches long and \ to ^ inch thick,

after scraping of the marrow. Keep them

immersed in the juice of Coccinia Indica leaves

for 3 days, and apply a paste made of the

same leaves (fresh) to the broken pieces of

horn separately and burn with Cow dung

cakes. Q. S. (for 9 tolas of horn, say 2 lbs

of cakes). Give this Basma in 5 to 15 grain

doses with cooled water, thrice a day.

3. Throat affections.

Bezoa (Gorochan) .... 5 grains

Juice of Anisochilus *

Camosus .... 2 ounces

Sig, 1 dose. B.D.

For gargling in throat affections—Prepare

a decoction out of the flowers of Pomegranate,

add to it some honey and lime juice and

gargle every 4 hours until relieved.

4. Continuance offetter after eruptions.

Prepare a decoction out of the following:
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The root bark of Lemon tree^

Cardamom seeds
|

Khus khus root [-equal parts.

Tinosporo cordifolia

Mullago cerviana j

Give in 2 to 4 ounce doses B. D.

5.

Flatus due to constipation.

Give the following as a single draught:

—

Onions- —bruised H Tolas.

Sugar candy- powdered 1 S „

Triturate with Castor oil 1 to 2 ounces-

6.

Thirst,

Clean the Hart’s horn with water, and

take fine filings of this horn about 2 to 4

ounces and place them in 4 pints of hot water.

Give this water for drinking frequently as re-

quired. ,

7.

Inflammations in the conjunctions

Bruised seeds of Cumin, bundle with a

clean linen, dip in mother’s milk,and foment the

eyes frequently.

To prevent eruptions into the eye balls:

While the symptoms of the fever begin

and when it is suspected that Small pox or

other eruptions may follow, a healthy person
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may be requested to chew some onions and

blow the air into the eyes of the patient.

8.

Bleeding ihrnugh the Mouth and Urethra.

Cleaned Earth worms, called

Bhunagam, (by immersing
them in water wash

off the mud) 5 Nos.

Root bark of Sarasaparilla Tola

Filings of Hart’s horn I „

Triturate them together in the water in

which the filings of Hart’s horn are kept

immersed already, for the purpose of drinking,

2 to.4 ounces and give it as one dose, twice a

day, for 3 days.

9.

Arthritis.

Foment and apply to the parts affected

some, cold straw (paddy hay)usedfor the roofs,

and Margosa leaves, submitting them to the

process of steam, for 6 days, or

Apply similar fomentations and appli-

cation of poultice made by boiling the entire

plant, Althae Radix.

10.

Ulcerating eruptions and Inflammations.

Scrape the pulp of the fully ripened

Cocoanut and mix with it equal quantity of the
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dark brown skin layer of the Tamarind seeds,

and squeeze them together and collect the oil,

and apply this.

It is believed in India, that there might

be cpnjestion and ulceration internally and

on the organs,, even after the external symp>

toms subside. Therefore, it is insisted not tc

use any pungent or hot foods or drinks or

baths for some months, after the disappearance

of external symptoms.

Convalescence*

During convalescence the following

methods are to be adopted: -

1 . The tender flowering
i

pods or berries of Go-
ssypium (cotton)plant

'

, The tender berries of '-each I Tola
Ficus Glomerata.

Nutmegs
I

Cumin seeds. j

To be triturated with butter milk

(churned curd) about 4 ounces and taken for

1 or 2 days, once a day.

2. After the above, the following paste

made of,

Cynodon Dactylon,
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Margosa leaves.

Turmeric.

to be applied from the top of the head to the

toes, and given cold bath every alternate

day, 3 diems

3. After the above bath, Margosa leaves

and Turmeric made into a paste and applied

as before, and curd should be rubbed over the

paste and bathed as before in cold water on

alternate days, 3 diems.

4. After this, the leaves of Cassia Auri-

culata to be triturated with butter milk (churned

curd) and applied to head and trunk, and bath

every alternate day--3 diems.

5. After this Castor oil to be rubbed to

scalp and the whole body and given bath twice

a week, for which the powdered leaves of

Usilam(Tamil-Oonjaltree) as soap for removing

the oil.

Those who are afraid of taking bath in

cold water, may keep the water under the

Sun’s rays, and thus make it warm, and then

bathe.

Diet- Rice (raw or boiled paddy),

cow's butter milk or curd, and onions are to

be taken.
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Such a treatment shouid be adopted

for 6 months. This will improve the health of

such convalescent persons in an appreciable

manner, better than all other kinds of Tonics

If bath is taken before the eruptions

subside, fever will set in, and the eiuptiohs

will come up again.

In such cases give the following:

Nutmegs
Cloves
Cumin seeds

Piper Dichotoman 1

each 1 1 Tolas.

Prepare a decoction and add equal

parts of lemon juice and onion juice after

boiling them separately, add one or two

teaspoonful of honey and give in 2 to 4 ounce

doses, once a day for 3 days. Then apply the

following paste over the eruptions.

The leaves of Althae plant and camphor,

in equal parts, say, 1 tola each. Triturate and

mix with castor oil, about 4 ounces.

For Opacity or ulcer of the Coruea.

Take the tender shootings of the

Palmyra palm tree (that which spreads into
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fan like leaves) bruise and squeeze the juice

into the eyes every day. in drops.

or

The flowers of Moringa Plerogos-'l

perma
i

„ Tribulus Terrastris ' equal

„ Tabernaemontana
! parts,

coronaria
;

Cumin seeds. j

Bruised and folded in a clean cloth and

the juice squeezed into the eyes every day. in

drops.

CHAPTER XVI.

Cliioleira.

This infectious and fearful disease has

been referred to as Oozhi Katru. (Oozhi—the

end. Katru- Air). Therefore, it means that the

disease is fatal and is caused by the contami-

nation of the air. The contamination of the

air causes the infection of water and food and

the human bodies by the taking of such water

and food. Epidemics of cholera spread,

specially in particular seasons of the year, and

in crowded centres and places of pilgrimage,

where unusually large nun^bers gather. It is
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very often found in marshy tracts. The fact

that the ancients had a shrewed sense in

regard to the cause of the disease and have

described preventive measures and remedies

for the same, shows to us the wide sphere of

observation and carefulness they possessed.

Admonition has been made that prevention of

this infection can be effected by covering the

head when a person moves about in the in-

fected area. This shows that the infecting

agents are present in the atmosphere and easy

entry is possible through the scalp, the tender

parts of the ear, the region of the neck, the

cheeks and the nose. Further admonitions, as

using of Camphor for breathing in, reveal to

us the need for keeping the air antiseptic. All

constitutions in the infected area are not easily

susceptible to the infection and therefore an

emphasis upon our conception that certain

constitutions are characterised by great strength

of resistence as determined by Vatha, Pitha

and Kapha energies inherent therein.

This disease is said to destroy the con-

tents of the blood and make it watery and

produce watery 'Ihotions. More interesting ate

their classifications and treatment of the
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ditferent varieties of Cholera. Three types

have been mentioned!

—

(!) Komban; (2) Kudarpaduvan; and

(3) Akkaran.

Symptoms.

1
.

jKomiflii-' There will be vomiting, diar-

rhoea, exhaustion, chillness, sweating, neural-

gic pains all over the body, cramps, dry tongue,

hiccough, colic, and janni. If any part of the

body is touched, it will appear as a moist

gum and slimy. Pulse will be absent in the

wrist. It will kill a man in 1 2 hours. Soon

after the first motion, it will produce fainting

and prostration and exhaustion.

2. jSttdarpttduvaa- Irresistable diarrhoea,

deafness, trance, colic pain below the navel

region, after profuse watery motions blood and

mucous will be excreted, cramps and neuralgic

pains, body will become chill, feeling loose

joints, the motions will appear watery, cramps

of the internal organs of the abdomen while

vomiting, and lead to a state of collapse. If the

patient survives for 3 days, after the attack,

he Vrill recover.

3. Diarrhoea motions will appear,

like that of indigestion, and of the constituency
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of thick syrup. The undigested food wiU

be passed in the motions. Severe thirst,

Chillness of the body, and there will be myal>

gic pains from the chest downwards and in

the extremities. This will appear as indiges>

tion in the beginning but gradually all other

symptoms will develope.

In all the 3 kinds of Cholera, trance,

chillness, cramps, hard and quick breathing,

deafness, the .change of voice, pain on the

region of the liver, sweating, dark colour of

the nails, absence of the pulse, pitting of the

eye balls, contraction of the cheek, and non

secretion of urine will be generally found. In

some cases, worms also will be found in the

motions and vomit.

Treatment.

Melt in a frying pan 3 tolas of Potassium

Nitrate (8 times purified according to the

methods of its manufacture in the factory) and

while it begins to melt, add to it equal quantity

of the Umbilical Cord of the first child, deli*

vered for the first time, cut into small piece*

and after they are melted together allow it to

cool. A kind of Sunnam or Calcined Basma
of the salt will be formed.
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The above Sunnam
Purified Corrosive submate

„ Crude calomel(Native)

„ Cinnabar
Camphor
Opium
Powdered dry ginger.

„ pepper
Pure Musk
Seeds of Cannabis Indica

Saffron

Triturate with the decoction ofCarnabis

Indica for 8 hours, with the decoction of

Plumbago Zeylamia for 16 hours, and finally

with the juice of Datura leaves for 8 hours to

the constituency of a pill mass. Make into

pills of the size of a pepper, dry in the shade

and preserve in bottles.

Doses.

For the Ist vauriety of Cholera:

Administer one pill, dissolved in brandy

or country Arrack (J ounce)

For the 2nd variety:

—

Dissolve 2 Teaspoons of Turmeric powder

in about 2 ounces of water, set aside

and decant the supematent fluid, and

dissolve one pill in it and administer.

equal

parts.
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For the 3rcl variety:—
Fry one tola of Pepper lightly, and churn

with 4 ounces of water, boil and reduce

to 4 , strain, and dissolve one pill in

this decoction and administer.

Repeat after 4 to 6 hours, when necessary

or according to the virulency.

Another Formula.

Powdered dry ginger

„ Pepper

„ Cumin seeds

Each 3 Tolas.

Powdered Long pepper

„ Ajwam seeds

„ Hyocyamus Niger

White poppy seeds (Kasagasa)

Valeriana Indica

Cardamom seeds

Cloves

Abies webbiana

Coriander seeds

Flowers of Banhinia Tomentosa

Arrow root flour

Barringtonia Racemosa

Magharapoo (.Tamil) ?
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Rhus Suceedaneft

Three tnyrabolans

Celastrices Paniculata

Wrightia Tinctoria seeds

Saaraiparupu (Tamil)

Liguorice root

Anacyclus Pyrethrum

Aplotaxis auriculata

Cubebs

Embelia ribes

Galls

Saffron

Bezoa (Gorochan)

Musk
Ginnamon bark

,, Tamala
Aconitum Hetrophyllum

Clerodendram Serratum

Alpinia Chinensis

Root of pepper tree

„ Long pepper tree

Rubia cordi folia

Each 2 Tolas.

Camphor Tola.

Jaggry (Sugar cane or palmyra

palm) 18 Tolas.

Purified cannabis Indica 12 Tolas.
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Fry and powder -finely and Triturate

with sufficent quantity of Honey to form a

pill mass.

Preserve in a glass bottle.

Dose 10 to 30 grains.

Make into a round ball and swallow with

water, three times a day, for all the three kinds

of Cholera.

Along with any of the above preparations

the following decoction should be frequently

given to prevent thirst, collapse and peritonitis

or tympanitis: --

Achyranthes Aspera root

Tamarind bark

Horse Radish bark

Crataeva Religiosa bark

Plumbago Zeylanica root

' Indigofera Asphalthoides root

Calatropis Gigantia Flowers

The small berries (shell not formed)
of Cocoanut palm

Each 3 Tolas.

Bruise and boil with 8 pints of water and

reduce to 2 pints.

If the body is found chill, rub over the

body, the following powder: -
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Powdered Camphor 1 ounce

Cowdung ashes 10 „

(mix well)

Diet:—Fry the rice and boil as a conjee,

and add pepper, salt and the leaves of Mrraya

Konigii (curry leaves), making into a thin

gruel.

Take 4 lbs of Sugarcane juice (Red

variety), rock it in a basin for one or two hours<

pour it in an earthenware jar, cork and seal

with cloth, bury the jar in a pit and close the

pit with earth. Remove the jar after 3 to 6

months. Strain the liquid and perserve in well

corked bottles. A Strongly fermented wine will

be formed. Give in teaspoonful doses, every

3 or 4 hours, well diluted with cold water.

CHAPTER XVII.

Diagivosj.s.

The need for diagnosis, the methods

and the instructions for the physician have

been elaborately dealt with. Emphasis has

been laid on the paramount necessity for

understanding the patient and his ailments

from a study and observation of the external
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and the internal conditions under which he is

placed. The physician is one who evinces a

keen interest in the progress and welfare of

the family as a whole, and the economic

possibilities of the individuals concerned.

The physician must not be satisfied with th^

more examination of the patient from a study

of any one of the aids suggested, but should

take a comparative and synthetic view of all

the aids and symptoms indicated by the

patient.

The external causes may be due to the

excessive and the perverted use of (1) the

special senses, (2) the body, (3) the mind,

(4) the seasonal variations, (5) the natural

disadvantages of the age, (the growing or

declining period of life which will determine

the capacity to yield or withstand the diseases

and to be profited by treatment). Other factors,

as extraordinary or voluntary use of persons

of all kinds and sudden mental shocks,

incidents of sorrow or joy or exitements should

be carefully enquired and noted. The
importance of external causes cannot be undcv>

valued, for they produce tangible effects upon
the working agencies and the engines in the

human body, and individuals vary in their
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adjustment of these. Therefore, he is the right

physician who makes a proper note of these

and traces the causes of derangements and

adopts the necessary measures and secures

suitable conditions for recovery.

Eight methods have been suggested

and these eight, measure the position of the

patient in his relation to the control of the

Vatha, Pitha and Kapha energies which have

their being and movement in the physical

frame. The Pu'se indicates the forces of the

movement of the three energies. The eyes

indicate the colour, the discharges, and the

sensations of heat or cold as determined by

the predominence and derangement of the

doshas. The movements in the ears which

are felt by the patient himself and the experi-

ences he has therein are the additional indica-

tions by which the diagnosis can proceed.

The observation of the body, i. e., the skin

with its colour and feeling phenomina is a

further aid suggested. Recent discoveries have

shown the value of the functions and secretions

of the skin in the economy and maintenance

of the human organism. The tongue with its

coatings and tastes is a powerful indication

of the resultant actions of Vatha, Pitha and
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Kapha. The vocal cord and the manner of

speech, besides exhibiting the dominant play

of the triple energies, reveals not only the

physical and the physiological but also the

intellectual and the emotional aspects which

affect the patient and which are influencing

him. The motions (the faecal matter) of the

patient, their colour and constituents, the

presence or absence of worms are indications of

the doshas, since they are constituting one of

the main excretary processes under the pro-

pelling influence of the Law of Vatha, condi-

tioned by the chemical changes of the three

energies. The urine being another of the

secretions of the human system, manifests the

condition of the patient by its colour and

composition, and therefore, deseives careful

analysis. These are the important aids for

proper diagnosis and undue emphasis upon
one, to the neglect of the other is incomplete

and inaccurate. Therefore, the science of

Nadi has always been viewed not apart by
itself, but certainly studied in its synthetic

relation to the foregoing other tests.

1. The Pulse.

The Doctrine of Pulse has been out-

lined in Chapter X and we shall here enumerate
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certain practical points in relation to the

movements of pulse in diseases, as illustrations

of their close study.

We should recall to our mind the

matrais or the units of strength of the rhythm

of the pulse noted in that Chapter. The
strength of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha is in the

following proportion, I: h The Vatha, Pitha

and Kapha are manifested in the main carriers,

Idagalai, Pingalai and Sushumnai, respectively.

When these are working with and worked by
the Apema-Vayu (resulting in CO^), the

Prana-Vayu (oxygen), and Samana-Vayu

(Nitrogen energy) differences in the motions

of the energies are caused and therefore the

chemical processes and the strength of the

rhythm of the Pulses vary. This import and

conception should not be forgotten and strict

injunctions are given for the need of an adequate

realisation of the proportionate strength of the

waves of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha. Bed side

study and care are enjoined upon the physician.

The study of death signs is of great interest

and each of the Siddhas has elaborately dealt

with the science and the premonitions for

death. In all these observations, we find a

beautiful blending of the effects of the
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symptoms and indications of all the phenomina
of pulse, the movements of the ears, the eyes,

the body and the skin ('the structural basis),

the tongue, the sound or speech, the motions

and the urine. It is difficult to divorce one
from the other, for the emphasis will become
one sided and the rationale will lose its

harmony and unity. But for purposes of study,

an analysis in presentation is imperative and
hence the points noted below in relation to

pulse.

Pulse indicating the derangement of

Doshas.

1. Valha—The measured rocking of the

cradle, in which a baby sleeps. The
movements of cobra, leech and Onan,
that of the birds that hop over; and
that of the tortoise.

2. Pilha—The walking of swan, peacock,

dove, sparrow, and the sacred eagle,

followed bv the gestures of the lion.

3. fCapAa- -Walking of cock, crane, sparrow,

spider.

4. Vaiha-Pilha—Walk like a small bird

followed by fluttering of peacock and
calotes veisicolor.
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5. {^a/Ad-ACapAo-walk like a wild dock fol-

lowed by the flutter of leech.

6. Pitha-Kapha -crawls like a snake, hop

and flutter like a frog.

7. Indigestion—Walking of an elephant out

of its senses.

8. Appetite—Flutter like a small crow.

9. Janni-Xn certain types, as if a man carrying

a load on his head and walk with

difficulty. In other types. Swing and

flutter followed by the slow move-

ments of a swan and leech.

10. Suga Janni Dull movements of hens.

snakes and small rats followed by a

stillness after a fluttering flame of the

lamp wick.
«

1 1 . Vaiha Fever—Jump and flutter like a fish

in water, followed by calmness of a

cobra that was frightened when caught

and again appear as a troublesome

elephant-

12. Pregnancy- the Vatha pulse appear as if

an ant crawls, or shake like a tortoise,

or appear soft as cotton to the touch,

and indicates the phenomenon. Also
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appears like a Kundalapushu (A kind

of worm that rolls itself up—Tamil

Lexicon). Jumps like a Locust during

the 3rd month of pregnancy.

13. k'i^ara Nadi (abnormal)-Pitha pulse ap-

pears as if a worm is turning to its

dorsum or the kindling of sudden

flames by pouring ghee over the live

charcoal, or the sudden taking to

wings of parrots, or ebb and flow of

tides in the ocean, or flutter of palpi-

tation.

14. Boolha Nadi—Pitha pulse, indicating the

force of a stone thrown at a distant

object, the attack made by a ram, the

pestle attached to the working of the

oil mill, the hissing sound of a musk
rat in anger and pouncing, the rising

of a rubber ball thrown on the floor.

1 5. If Kapha beats above the normal, tongue
will be sweet, if Pitha, bitternessii

and if Vatha, acid taste.

16. If Vatha is doubled in volume, the body
will be painful, confusion of thought,

loss of appetite will result.
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M. In (ever due to indigestion, Vatha will

be seen like the rolling o( a ball. i(

Vatha is confined to the feel of one.

finger and roll within that area and

moves slowly, there will be toild

fever. Fast movement of VaCi^
rising above the limit of .the. one.

finger feel, indicates Malaria.

18. Conslipalion- Vatha wave moves back-

wards and flutters, showing accumu-

lation of old faeces.

19. High fever—Vatha does not show its full

movement and moves like a worm
and subdued. Dosha will follow in

seven days. Tongue will be disabled

and speech becomes incoherent.

Movement of Vatha in small and big

waves, rolling and hopping and

throbbing like the cut end of the tail

of the lizard, shows complications.

20. Rheumatism - {Sarvanga Vatha). Vatha

pulse can be felt like the scratching

of the earth by the fowls.

21. Dysmenorthdea—(Soothaga Vayu) and

other menstrual disorders. The waves

of the diree pulse (Vat^, Pitha and
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Kapha Nadia) cannot be diatinguiahed

hrom otie another and loae their natu-

ral rhythm on account of complete

exhauation.

Death aigna in Pulae.

1 ; Fluttering of the three wavea like the

winga of a bird followed by the peraistence of

the diaeaae under queation ahowa collapae in

10 montha.

2. Kapha reaembling the movement of

the horae raiaing ita head and chest erect

ahowa death within a month.

3. Kapha pulae assuming the movement

of the Pitha in the morning, Pitha fluttoring

in the noon, the absence of Vatha will end the

life soon.

4. Kapha becoming disordered and

fluttering like a leech caught and prevented

from* moving, shattering and throbbing, death

will ensue in 7 days.

5. Fast throbbing of the pulse and a

swelling movement of the same at the waist,

thigh, and below the cheat and the presence of

only one kind of pulse at the wrist with exces-

sive thirst, dull sight tind open mouth, show

the imminent death.
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2. The Eyes,

In Vathaatfectionsl-Eyes become dark coloured

(smoky) and restless, secr-

ete water, tearful, rolling

of the pupils.

Pitha „ becoming hot, red or g^reen

in colour.

Kapha „ Pale and muco-purulent
discharge.

Janni „ Red shot and greenish.

Jaundice „ Y'ellowish.

*3. The Ears.

To the touchrrhQt or cold.

Hearing—dull, deaf or normal.

Any discharges or pains. The sound
heard, very useful in prognosis.

i. The Body.

The colour of the skin, the warmth or

cold, palpitation of the organs, enlargement or

swelling or painful places; the smell emanating

therefrom, perspiration or dryness, soft or

rough.

5. The Tongue.

Vatha'—Dark, fissured- glands enlar-

ged, feeling like thorny

leaves. Taste-Acid.
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Pitha—Yellow and red. Taste-bitter.

Kapha— Pale, and secreting excessive

saliva. Taste-sweet.

Tri-dosha-Assuming all colours, dark,

rough, dry, excessive saliva.

6. I he Mouth.

Teeth',— - Vatha—Dark or slightly blackened,

often assuming the colour of

the ashes.

Pitha—Yellowish.

Kapha-Pale.

Tri-doshas—Mixed .colour^.

Speech'-^ Hoarse, loud, weak, confused,

coherence or incoherence.

Vatha— Medium tone, neither loud

or low.

Pitha—Emphatic voice.

Kapha-Enfeebled.

Tri-doshas—Different kinds.

Smell:—Foul stinking or normal.

7. The Motions.

Constituency ofthe motions:-constipated or loose.

Colour.— Vatha—Dark.

Pitha—Yellow or red.
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Kapha—White or pale.

Tri'doshas—Varying colours.

8. The Urine Analysis.

The Urine analysis in this system is

intended to find out the predominence of the

Tri-doshas and also the prognosis. The process

is very simple, and requires no equipment or

a.laboratory. Only the chief modes of analysis

in common practice are noted below:

—

1 . Colour of the Urine.

—

(a) Opaque or milky indicates-rVatha.

(b) - Slightly yellowish red, — Pitha.

(c) Deep yellowish red, - - Jaundice.

(d) Frothy urine, - Kapha.

(e) Deep red, like Saphire— is a dange-
rous sign.

(f) White as milk— is a difficult case.

(g) Honey colour shows the disease will

be cured with some delay.

(h) Straw or yellow colour—disease will

be cured.

2. Examination of Urine by Gingelly oil

(Sesame) process:—

Take urine in a cup of . china or glass.

Place the cup in broad day light. Pour one

drop of the oil slowly over the column of urine.
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The elongation of the spot of oil indicates

Vatha.

If it spreads on all directions, it is Pitha*

If it looks like spray, it is Kapha.

In Tri-dosha, all the above 3 varieties will be

seen.

If the oil drop separates in many drops, or if

the drop does not divide, the disease will

be cured slowly.

If the oil drop spreads slowly, the disease will

be cured early.

If the oil sinks to the bottom, it is difficult to

cure the disease.

If the oil drop appears like the limbs and

frame of the human body, fish, temple

(Holy) with surrounding space, elephant,

hill, umbrella, bunch of hair, sacred fan

used in Hindu temples, Lotus flower

elephant tusk, cap, mirror, conch, Veena
(the musical string Instrument), a square

house, leaf of momordis charantia, lotus

flower bud, chair, the patient will be

cured.

If it appears like a drum, pot, pig, the potter’s

wheel, the disease will be cured slowly.
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If it appears like I ; 3 or 4 legs with flabby

constitution, headless trunk of the body,

knife, spear, pestle, bow, bill hook, snakes

'cat, rat; bottle gourd, fowl, tiger, monkey«

lion, horse, cobra, betal creepers; bullock;

bird flying, tortoise, scorpion; or if the

space of the oil area contracts or foams

and disappears, the disease is incurable or

fartal.

The examination of the urine constitutes

a distinct branch by itself and the ‘‘Nirkuri

Sastram,” the science of the examination of

the urine, is of great interest.

GKAPTER XVIll.

Prognosis.

The principles and methods of progr

nosis have been amply described. Here again.

One cannot escape the conception and the

practical application of the Laws of Tri-dosha.

Successful prognosis depends upon a faithful,

careful, and intimate study of the symptoms

and the working in the' patient’s body. Isola-

tion of functions of the different organs lead to

confusion of the issues and therefore a thorough

observation is necessary. AU the functions in
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the human body reveal in speech, feeling;

imiell, saliva, and all the movements of the

eyes, limbs, and work of the stomach and the

heart deserve a careful notice. The patient's

capacity for assimilation and maintenance of

life is affected by diseases and careful bed

study is needed for making a correct prognosis.

Besides the principles mentioned each physi>

bian has his own rich field of experience to

help him to make a correct forecast.

For instance; the whole procedure haS

been made by the sense of touch and the

intellectual skill of the physician which contri..

bute to the scientific work With which he is

entrusted. He has to remember the methods of

operation along which the Pancha-Boothas;

the energy carriers, and the energies and the

Nadis carry their work and respond to the

.'reatment from time to time;

The following points have been noted

and they show to us the importance of the

diligent study and observation to be made.

The Literature on this subject is profound and

a thorough study of the same will amply repay.

Symptoms observed in patients, indi-

cating bad prognosis.
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1. If the speech is like that of

Veena instrument, the death

in 2i hours.

Trumpet 25 ..

Blowing of conch 50 .,

Loud and echoing

Noise produced while

17 days.

shaking together a
number of Cypraea
Moneta (Varatica, Kavdi,

or choli) shells ’l v ..

2. When the patient’s body appears to the

touch, as that of

the back of crocodile,death in 1 2 days.

the back of tortoise 56 „
the tail of the fish 45 „
Icy'chill 30 hours.

Moderate heat or chill 2 days.

Extreme hot H
the elephant skin 1 2 hdtirs

the wood 56 „

the stone 45 ,.

the thorns in lotus creeper 12 minutes

the edge of the chisel 56 .,

the file 45 ..

3. If the body appears.

Red as the Sun and glazed.

death in 2 months.
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Red as Moon and glazed 3 ..

Bright red, like live tinder

and glazed, 4 „

Gold colour with glaze 5 „

Pure white and pale, 6 „

Dark and glazed, 7 „

4. If the hitter articles do not taste bitter,

and other articles taste bitter.

death in 1 wede

If sweet articles are not sweet

and other articles taste sweet I month

If sour or acid articles are not

sour and other articles are sour

or acid. 1 5 days.

If pungent articles appear so

changed •} a day

If saltish articles appear so

changed. I hour.

5. If the patient does not realise the natural

smells of the following flowers.

Bamboo flower death in 7 minutes
s

Margosa „ 7 hours.

Pandanus odorotismus 17^ „

Agathi grandiflora 7 days

Cassia Fistula 7 months

Small champaga 14 „
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6. If the faecal matter is cliy and of the size

of the Goat's, he will die.

If Jelly like — it is slightly good.

White good

Red earth — not good.

Dark — bad.

7. If the Saliva is like

cocoanut water—it is the best

milk ---very good

butter or cream good

whiteand catdy -- bad

frothy as that of

horse worse*

If the patient could not spit the saliva anc

adheres to the mouth or tongue, it is,a

bad sign.

s

8. If the urine is creamy tike ghee, if it

amalgamates with ghee, and burns

when a wick is lighted with it, he will

die semn.

'

If the quantity of urine passed is un-

usually large, in fever, dial)ctes, and

syphilis, and if the urine is not secreted

in anaemia, chlorosis, diarrhoea or

sprue, it is dangerous to life.
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Many other dangerous signs are noted

under Urine Analysis.

Other Signs.

If the patient observes his wrist ani^ller

than its actual size, when placed in eontikct

with the bridge of his nose between the . 'eyes,

he will survive; on the other hand, if it apjj^s

to him larger than the normal size, he wifi die

shortly- i

If the patient’s shoulders do not quiver,

when his ears are pinched from behind his

back, widiout his knowledge, the death is

near. If he realises the pinch, he will rptsayct.

When the palms of the patient’s hands

press close on his ears, if he does not. realise

the noise, like the waves of the ocean, ke< will

die in 7 days.

If a patient suddenly loses his si|^t, he

will die in 5 days. (Such happening^ are

common in Nephritis

—

Author).

If the nostrils cannot inhale the smell

of an article placed before him, he will d^e in

3 days.

If the tongue does not realisie the

natural taste of a thing, he will die in 2 days.
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If the body does not fed the touch, he

he will die in a day.

When the ears and nose look stiff and

shoulders drop down, the chest raised, paleness

of the aqueous humour and the lens, indicate

dangerous signs, and will end the life.

If the patient passes watery motions,

dark in colour, hates the bed and rolls on the

floor, and if the motions are passed before

the urine flows, indicates danger.

If the patient cries with hoarse throat,

unconsciously and in delirium, as “Lift, lift,”

he will die.

If the patient speaks unconsciously,

imagining that the dead friends or relations

stand before him, and attempts to jump out

of bed, imagining that the Holy Vemanam
(the celestial charriot) has come to carry him,

or mutter often that the Yama (king of Death)

has come or scratch the floor unconsciously,

indicate danger.

Oedema on the back, extremities, chest,

rectum and the generative organs, combined

with chillness, are dangerous.

If the breathing that comes out of the

nostrils is cold and through the mouth warm.
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combined with excessive thirst, indicate

danger.

Foul smelling diarrhoea in anaemia,

chlorosis, dyspepsia, pthisis, cystitis, diabetes,

rheumatism, jaundice, and the 1 3 varieties of

Sannipatha,, are dangerous signs.

Hiccough, oedema, hard breathing are

dangerous symptoms in sannipatha, chlorosis,

dyspepsia, diabetes, sprue, fevers, chronic

dianhoea and pthisis.

The following complications indicate danger;

Diabetes in Mega Roga, Rheumatic

pains in diabetes. Hiccough and colic in Rheu-

matism, dyspnoea in Miccough, Spasms in

Dyspnoea, Carbuncles in Diabetes, excessive

thirst with Carbuncles, burning sensation of

the body 'with excessive thirst, fainting with

burning sensation of the body, cold and clam-

my pcr&piration with fainting.

If there be sweating, phlegm in the

,

throat, and Hiccough in the above diseases,

the patient will rarely recover.

Gastritis in Rheuinatisvn, Diarrhoea in

Gastriiis, Peritonitis in Diarrhoea, Phlegm in

^
the throat in peritonitis. Hiccough in diseases

affected with Phlegm indicate danger.
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C«rtM« sigiM olwrvJ from tko |wlto,

nidicatiiif lUiifor or death.

If'Vatha and Pitha wave in die piilae.

rabmerge in Kiqiha and rev<4ve, death is

immediate-

If the thvee waves quiver like the

fiddling of a Veena instrument, death in 3

days.

If Kapha wave appears like the hopping

of a tired frog or toll and creep like snake,

death is immediate.

If Pitha waves roll and turn like a

worm to its back, or suddenly rise up like a

live charcoal tinder while ghee is poured over

it; or sudden rise of a parrot when frightened,

or rise and fall like waves of the ocean, or

quiver and fastly palpitate, indicate danger.

If Pingalai nerve force, viz., Pitha wave
is prominent for the whole of the day, without

alteration, death in 3 years.

If Vadia is prominent for the whole of

two consecutive days, death in 2 years.

If Vatha is prominent foi' three conse*

cutive days, death in one year.
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If Pitha wave appears smaller than

normal and looks like a raging sea drawing

back its waves in confusion, death 6 months.

If Pitha appears dull without oscilla-

tion for 2 consecutive days, death in 3 months.

If the above is observed for 3 conse-

cutive days death in 45 days.

If Kapha wave is prominent for

3 consecutive days, death in 3 days.

2 ., .... 10 ..

I full day, .... 15 „

25 hours and change, will recover

under the treatment.

If Pitha wave appears greater than the

normal shape and size foi three days conse-

cutively and appeals like the frequent pro-

trussion of the tongue of the Cobra, or moves
like the rocking of the bell, or like the gradual

measured increasing sound of the beggar's

hand trumpet, will end in death.

In Sannipatha,

Burning sensation all over the body, high

fever, dry tongm;, excessive thirst,,

vomiting. Hiccough, Dyspnoea, Syn-

cope, low muttering delirium, are dange-

rous symptoms.
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Body feels chill, unconsciousness- vdfk

delirium, thirst. Diarrhoea, cough,

apnoea will lead to death.

Fissured tongue and lips, high fever,

malena. Hiccough, numbness, deafness

will stand in the way of recovery.

Pain all over the body, cough, vomiting,

thirst. Hiccough, fainting, painful head

and chest, when combined together,

obstruct recovery.

In Convulsions: -

Dianhoea, Dysentry, Dyspepsia, Pthisis,

Chronic fever. Chlorosis, Diabetes,

Oedema followed by convulsions are

incurable signs.

In Diarrhoea and Dysentries of all types:

Motions appear like flesh or honey, fol-

lowed by hiccough. Dyspnoea, oedema

sweating, arc bad complications.

If the above disease occurs in. women
during‘pregnancy or after delivery, it is

very difficult to cure and also if anorexia

Indigestion, and colic follow.

In Mega Rogas:

Diabetes. Rheumatism, Colic, Hiccough,
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Dyspnoea^ Carbuncles, thirst, fainting

Sweating are bad.

Cold and clammy perspiration, gurgling

noice of choking phlegm in the throat,

with Hiccough, lead to death.

In Pulmonary Pthisis:

—

Continuous high fever, excessive phlegm,

perspiration. Haemoptysis and Haema-

temisis show that treatment may not be

effective, wasting of the muscles, high

fever, exhaustion, difficult breathing

are dangerous signs.

Chillness of body, hairs standing erect

on roots, are bad signs.

With all the above symptoms or with a

few of them, if there be acute neuralgic

pains in the joints and on the back bone,

the death is at hand.

In anaemia and chlorosis.

Excess of Pitha and Vatha with dysentry is

a bad sign.

With the above symptoms, if mucous is

frequently passed in the stools, and

phlegm, hiccough, and fainting follow,

will lead to death.
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In dyspepsia and gastralgia.

Vayu troubles, diarrhoea, tympanitis,

phlegm, hiccough, are difficult to cure.

In metorrhagia and menorrhagir

Burning sensation all over the body. dirt>

coloured discharges, stinking smell,

palpitation of the heart, dyspnoea,

phlegm, cough, will gradually emaciate

the body and recovery is difficult.

When a patient is suffering from any

disease, if he unconsciously moves down
from the headrest to the side of the foot,

in his bed. he is sure to die in a week.

Practical Hints.

Tie a bandage cloth soaked in ghee or

oil around the wrist and remove after 1 V hours

and observe the following:

If Vatha pulse jumps and draw back,

death immediate.

If it curves like a snake, in 22 days

If it kicks and draws back 9 ,,

If it crawls like a leech 3 ,,

If it springs like a string, death before

the day passes.
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If it moves to a side, go forward and

then draw in, death in 30 days.

If the pulse (all the three) is belt hot

and soft or walk like a swan, the patient will

recover.

If the sole of the left foot is felt cold

and the right hot, and the knee joints become

cold, death in 1 0 days.

If both the knees are felt cold, sweating

on the top of the head, nose stiff, hiccough and

hard breathing, body cold, sight hazy, death

in 3 days.

If the back of the neck, forehead, and

front of neck felt cold, eyes become blue, and

phlegm is found in the thioat and chest, death

in 3 days.

If one nostril, and the bend of one

elbow felt cold, and if the sole of the left foot

warm and there is irritation of the throat, he

will die in 5 days.

If the thighs and the soles of both feet

felt cold, and both the ears appear stiff, death

in 2 days.

If the sole of the left foot is warm, the

right sole is cold, perspiration found on the
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top of the head, and the whole body is hot or

warm or if the forehead, eyebrows, and the

left palm is hot and the top of the head is cold.

If the breathing is observed only in the

right nostril for three days, continuously and

then change to normal (both the nostrils),

death in 6 months. (The Ida nerve force)

If one breathes through the left nostril

alone for two days consecutively death in three

years. (The Pingala nerve force)

If one breathes for ten days conse*

cutively, very slowly, death in one month.

(The Sushumna force)

If one breathes through the mouth,

without being able to do by the nostrils, death

in three days.

When general dropsy developes in a

patient who has been emaciated from the

diseases caused by the derangment of Kapha,

death in one month.

Similar dropsy found in an emaciated

patient due to the derangement of Pitha, death

in 3 months.

If the pulse in Kapha bear quickly, as

the new floods in the river, death on the next'

day.
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If Pitha pulse flutters, death in 3 days.

Vatha „ 8

Vatha and Pitha together 5 ,,

All the three „ ,, 48 ,,

,, ,, like the

cut end of a lizard in 1 day.

If the three, together flutter like the tail

of a scorpion and move like a boat, death will

ensue in one month.

If the right nostril and the sole of the

right foot are felt hot and if the left nostril

becomes red when rubbed, and the whole body

is felt warm or hot, the patient will recover

If the eyes, nostrils, ears, top of head,

navel region, soles and palms, turn pale and

the feet become cold, death in 2 hours.

The 10 stages of approaching death:

1. The patient will feel, as if he s:nells

the smoke of the burning dead body.

2. 1 alks Philosophy or abuse others

whom he does not like.

3. (.'onfusion of thought.

4. I’.xhaustion and hard breathing

5. Looking up the roof.

6. Body becoming chill.

7. Likes to take food.

8. Hazy vision.
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9. Body turning pale.

1 0. Death.

If the face is assuming the elongated

appearance, as the shape of the needle, and if

the veins become prominent, if the sight

becomes very hazy and dark with dryness in

tongue and increase of delirium, it shows the

ensuing death.

CHAPTER XIX.

Moral Code for the Physician.

The moral code laid down for the

physician in this system is of great importance

and high ethical value. The physician and his

functions form a necessary link in the social

organism and therefore the Siddhas have not

failed to bring home to the mind of the physi-

cian his duties and responsibilities to the

society. The injunctions prescribed help us to

bunclude
^
that the practitioners of the System

cannot show irresponsibility and should not

trifle with humanity. The value of the indi-

vidual life is sacred and therefore, all possible

care should be taken b}< the physician to equip

himself fully for the tremendcus responsibili-

ties of his task.
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Th« physician should observe the

following principles.

1. To be always ready to attend the sick

without hesitation at any time of the

day and night.

2. To get thorough grasp of the Science and

the art of healing by a disciplined

study under a Guru (Teacher).

3. To learn to prepare medicines himself

well and according to sciences.

4. To treat all women as his mother or

sister.

5. To be affable, instil confidence in his

patients and to win popularity by his

character and kindness.

6. Tq diagnose intelligently and to oc

scrupulous about details given by
patients and about the symptoms
observed.

7. To be careful in giving decisions and

not to threaten patients.

8. To avoid falsehood, to show kindness to

men, women and children as God is

kind to all.
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9.

To SO conduct himself as to earn the

respect and affection of his patient by

showing parental care.

10. To wear clean and white dress and to

avoid gaudy or spotted cloths.

11. To bathe early, to worship God, to wear

sandal paste and other sweet scents

when visiting patients.

12. To observe the principle of equality with-

out distinction of caste, or colour and

to treat everyone as his own.

Those who are not well versed in the

science should not administer medicines and

no attempt should be made to hide their defici-

ency in knowledge by sweet speech as, such a

work, is both harmful aud sinful.

As for the patients the following^ points

deserve notice :

1 . Hardhearted men, highway robbers,

men prone to excess of anger, unchaste men and

women, disemblers (men who having wealth

profess poverty), misers, cannot be successfully

treated.

2. Those who commit the five kinds of

sins, (the evil minded, the unfaithful, those
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who fear no God; who commit injustice; and

are cruel to their fellowmen^ are worse than

deadly poisons.

3. The following deserve kind treatment

and they will be cured;- The poor, the charita-

ble, the faithful, the pious, men of good princi-

ples and lofty virtue, men of devotion and

honour, those who make a plain request to cure

them with confidence, those who pay liberally,

according to their might, those who take the

medicine with confidence and trust, and those

who are engaged in priestly work and observe

their Charma.

4. The following persons are considered

unworthy for treatment or acquaintance:

Drunkards, Black magicians, rogues, thieves,

spendthrifts, the shameless, the enemies of

physicians.

5. The physician should be careful to

collect the fees due, as soon as possible. It is

interesting to note that evasion of fees is men-

tioned and the ancients have recognised this

common tendency.

Omens to be observed by the Physicians.

The omens indicate good or bad results.
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or dangerous signs, observed when a ine8>>

senger invites the Physician.

1. If the messenger has tied round his

loins a red cloth, if he is seen scratching his

hands or legs or if he speaiks looking up the

sky, or if the doctor is rubbing oil on his scalp

before his bath, it may be determined that the

patient is suffering from a disease by which

he will collapse having cold in the extremities.

2. If he invites the physician by holding

a post or a pillar or a wall yawning or sneezing,

or cracking noise with his fingers joints, the

patient can be said to be in a precarious con>

dition.

3. If he has allowed his hairs of his

scalp to fly loose in the air, holding a cane or

stick in his hand, scratching his body, pulling

out his Anger nails, keeping his hands folded

behind his back, it may be determined that it

is difficult for the patient to recover.

4. If he speaks to the doctor looking

towards:

(a) East the patient will get alright.

(b) South ea.«!t (Agni) the patient will die

immediately.

(c) South (Yama)- danger or death.
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1

^d) South west (Niruthi) - Sure to die.

(e) West (Varuna)—treatment can be at-

tempted.

(f) North west (Vayu) piles complaint,

(g)

North & N. East (Kubera & Easanan)
good. If treated, can be successfully

cured.

5. When the messenger goes to the

doctor’s house to invite him or if the doctor

starts to the patient’s house, if the followinp^

are seen in front of them, they are good.--

Pot with water, mutton, curd, milk

drum beating, flowers, young girl, two Brah-

mins, chank (conch) blowing, married woman,
ghee monger, Crane (Narai-Tamil) or crow or

Kadai (Tamil) flying across to the right, and

a Kite (Gerudan-Tamil), or ccck or hen passing

to the left, are good omens.

If any person with his hairs hanging

loose or if a bald headed man or woman, a

yogi, a sanyasi, a Brahmin, widow, person

whose nose is eaten away, blind, firewood

bundle on head, oil moncrer, goldsmith, com^
in front, are bad omens.

The following are the auspicious and

inauspicious days for preparing and adminis-

tering medicines!
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Sunday — auspiciouador preparing.

Tuesday ) Do for adminis-

Thursday ) tering.

Friday — will increase disease.

Monday
^

Wednesday > produce bad results.

Saturday )

It is better to prepare and administer

medicines on Sundays and Thursdays only.

If a person falls ill on the following

days with particular asterism (star) noted

against* the disease will be troublesome.-

(Day) (Tamil)

Sunday Bharani

Monday Chitrai

Tuesday Uthradam

Wednesday Hastham

Thursday Kettai

Friday Pooradam

Saturday Revathf

(English)

Arieties & musca

Virginis Spica

Sagitari

Corvi

Scorpionis '

Sagitari

Piscium

Two points of criticism deserve our

attention;—
1 . The modern scientific world may

laugh at the injunctions of omens in this ancient

system. Despite the forces of modernisation,

one cannot deny the existence to a very large
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extent of these beliefs. Viewed rightly, these

show the thoroughness of attention paid to

minutest details of form and manner, procedure

and approach to the doctor, and the extreme

care to be exercised by him. Still the belief

in the phychic and the spiritual forces that

operate on us and determine the mysteries in

daily life, has not disappeared altogether, and

assumes importance now and then.

2. Regarding the moral code prescribed

for the patient and physician, it cannot be

denied that a high standard of ethical and spiri-

tual life is demanded. It may not be possible to

base the practice of medicines on such a lofty

code as conceived by the Siddhas, in this age

of fissiparous and disruptive tendencies that

act and react on the society, and in an age when
the normal code of the ethical and social conduct

is undergoing a revolution. But this is helpful

to the physician since it is a salutary reminder

to him and through him to his vast clientale

that a pure, moral., emotional, and spiritual

back ground in ones character is a fundamental

and imperative Ingredient for human well being,

the sound health of individuals and a success-

ful cure. It reminds a practitioner that he

should not leave aside the moral aspect of his
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patient’s life and he himself should be a

living embodiment of the virtues and the social

qualities enunciated in the code. He is the

messenger not only of health, but also a cons>

tant example of virtue, morality, courtesy,

freedom from avarice and greed (the besetting

sins of mankind) and truthfulness and love.

He should so move and have his living in the

midst of the community of whose health and

cheer he is the trusted guardian.

CHAPTER XX.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Introduction.

The literature relating to the science

and art of preparing drugs so as to make them

useful and efficient for administration is a vast
«

store house of information and practical hints.

The basis of selection and the principle upon

which the classification of drugs and delinea-

tion of their effects have been made, deserve

our appreciation. The genius of the Siddhas

and their wonderful knowledge of the different

varieties of materials available for treatment

cannot but elicit the admiration and the adora-

tion of even the most critical minded. The dis-
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covery of the working of the principles of the

three Laws of Vatha, Pitha and Kapha has

been the main source of inspiration that has

led them to make an exhaustive survey of the

products and their qualities found in the uni>

verse. Drugs have been selected from the

mineral, the vegetable, and the animal king*

doms. The material basis of the body is

derived from the elements that go to make it

up and the conception of the Pancha-bhootas,

as affording the proce.ss of growth and suste*

nance should be recalled. Every one of the.

drugs is characterised by properties and quali*

ties pertaining to the Pancha-bhoothas. The
minerals have the composition and the pro-

perties of the Bhoothas and they are divided

into the following 6 kinds; • Salts- 25;

Poisons 64; Sub-metals— 112; Metals- -9;

Mercury 1; Sulphur I.

The products found in the vegetable

and the animal kingdom besides possessing

the properties of the bhoothas, take their

origin and growth in the light of the operation

of life principles. .Mention has been made of

numerous varieties of species (as many as

8,40,000) and differen'^iation has been made
into groups, taking into consideration theii
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respective generative organs and means dy

which they come into existence They are

chiefly four in number:— 1 . Uterus; 2. Eggs;

3. Through perspiration; 4. Seeds.

The varieties of beings include—84

Lakhs., viz. Devas 1 1 ; Men 9; Beasts 1 0;

Birds 10; The aquatics 1C; The crawling

insects 13; Vegetable kingdom 19 lakhs.

These numbers show the tremendous

labour the Siddhas have bestowed on their

study and observation of the numerous forms

and shapes which are multitudinous in this

wide world. Some of them are visible (sthoola)

some are subtle or invisible (sukshma), and

others are “Karana” which means the

“subtlest and the innermc^st rudiment of the

body-Causal frame” (Tamil Lexicon). This

division of bodies as subtle visible, and karana

is a characteristic feature of the ancients in

their study of Nature and human life. As

can be naturally inferred the subtler bodies

cannot be used for medicinal purposes and

only the gross and the perceptable form of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms have been

selected. Among the 19 Lacs of varieties of

the vegetable kingdom, 3300 varieties are,
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marked for medicinal purposes, which are

scientifically grouped under 6 main species,

capable of yielding, 6 varieties of tastes.

The six species are: I . Trees, 2. Shrub,

3. Creepers, 4. Juicy plants, 5. Jujceless

plants, 6. Milk yielding plants.

The six tastes are: (1) Saltish,

(2) Pungent, (3) Astringent, (,4) Sweet,

(5) Bitter, and (6) Sour.

It can be easily granted that the identi-

fication of these different diugs will constitute

a life study by itself. Owing to the sad neglect

and the vicissitudes that have attended the

system by lack of encouragement and tradi-

tions of organised research, many cannot be

identified and it is pertinent to remark that

research will amply repay. We note only some

of the varieties that are easily identifiable and

in common use.

The mineral kingdom:

1. Salts; 0) PottuKippu, Kambiyuppu,

Vediyuppu, tPotassi Nitras . 2) Paravuppu

Induppu, vRock salt\ (3) Kalluppu, Karuppu

Uppu (Black salt\ (4'i Kariuppu, Common
Salt iSodium chloride\ l5 V’alayaluppu,

English equilent not known (Bangle salt*,
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(6) Attuppu Salt extracted while manutacturing

saltpetre from certain kinds of earth, (7) Poo-

neer, Uvaruppu, salt collected from certain

fields that are unfit for cultivation during

natural efHoresence in certain seasons of the

year, identified as crude or impure carbonate

of soda. (8) A.muriuppu, literally salt taken

from urine, (9) Moongiluppu, Bamboo manna.

The following salts are called Pancha

Lavana!— 1. Nitre, 2. Rock Salt, 3. Black

Salt, 4. Bangle Salt, 5. Sodium chloride.

In addition to these. Borax, Ammonium
chloride. Alum and Camphor are also consi-

dered as salts.

II. Poisons: --( 1 ) White arsenic (Vellai

Pashanam), (2) Yellow Arsenic (Cowrie),

(3) cinnabar (Lingam), (4) Crude calomel

(Rasakarpur), (3) Perchloride of mercury

(Veeram), (6) Red Oxide of mercury (Rasa

Sindhuram), (7) Orpiment (Thalagam),

(8) Plumbi Oxidom (Mridarsingi), (9) Plumbi

Oxidum rubrum (Eyasenduram), (10) Red
Orpiment or Realgar-(Manosilai).

III. Submetals:- called Uparasam,

(I) Copper sulphate, (2) Zinc, (3) Mica,

(4) Magnet, (5; Karpur Silajit, (6) Asbestos
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(Kalnar), (7) Asphaltum (Silajit), (8) Conch
(Sangu), (9) Shells of insects and tortoises,

(10) Earth worm, (II) Pearl, (12) Coral,

( 1 3) Diamonds, ( 1 4) Iron sulphate, ( 1 5)Os Sepie

(Kadalnurai), (16) Red Armenian Bolus

'Poongavi), (17) Cyprae moneta (Sozhi),

IV. Metals:— (I) Gold, (2) Silver,

(3) Copper, (4) Lead, (5)Tin, (6) Zinc, (7) Iron.

(8) Bellmetal, (9) Brass.

The vegetable kingdom:- -

The names of the vegetable varieties

are too numerous to mention here and many
of them find a place in the several prescrip-

tions detailed. The root, barks, stems, leaves,

pulps, berries and fruits, seeds, juices, the

milky secretions, gums and resins and flowers

of plants and trees are invariably used.

The animal kingdom:- -

The therapeutic properties of the prc

ducts of the animal kingdom have found a

definite place in the Science and art of the

Siddhats. The hairs, nails, teeth, flesh, blood,

bones, secretions, and excretions of animals

and birds have been carefully studied in respect

of their healing properties and definitely recog-

nised as potent means of effective cure.
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The following articles are of special signi-

ficance:- -

Kasturi
-
(Musk) ; Gorochan— ( Bezoa'

;

Punugu— Civet^; Amber—(Amber gris) Urine

of cows, goats, ass and even of young

children, milk of cows, goats, ass, and women,

faecal matter of particular varieties of rats and

cats, human hairs, bones of horse and fowls,

the blood of hare, the nails and teeth of tiger,

horns of bison, ivory, feather of peacock, skull

of human beings, dogs, and asses.

The properties and qualities with the

use to be made in different diseases have been

detailed in respect of almost all articles, in the

mineral, vegetable and the animal kingdoms

elaborately and a special book entitled as

“Patharthaguna Chinthamani” ‘The science of

the qualities and properties of articles), which

corresponds to the simple Materia Medica and

therapeutics is worth reference, A translation

of this book and of different editions of this

branch of science will exceed on small a volume

and it is hoped to bring out an edition soon.

Certain important details should be noted.

1 . Preparation of medicines depends upon
the accurate knowledge of the ingredients

required.
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2> Identification is an essential - condition foT

success.

3. The specific parts to be used or the pro-

ducts to be corrected should be carefiilly

selected, cleansed, and purified according

to the injunctions laid down.

4. The juices of flowers, leaves, barks, or

stems, should in all cases be fresh. The
milk collected from plants should not be

stored up for an unduly long time and

should always be genuine and fresh. The
principle of freshness and purity applies

to the urine and the milk of animals, and

mother’s milk.

5. Care should be taken to remove the seeds

and to throw them away whenever necess

sary. The seeds of the following should

be carefully removed; - 1. The three

myrabolams called "Tripala” namely:

—

I. Terminalia chebula, 2- Phyllatithus

emblica and 3. Terminalia bellerica.

6. In certain preparations the parts specified

to be carefully selected and should be

gathered viz: — Plumbago zylonica and

Ipomea Tjirpithum, in which the barks of

the rootb are important.
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7. Certain cases require the removal of the

barks as well as the external layers or

pulps of the fruits and the use of the seeds

alone is necessary, viz:- Bignomia Indica,

Gmelina Arberia; (Tamil—Perungumil)

Sterospermum Suaveolens, Aegle Mar-

melos, Prem-lntegrifolia, Garlic, Ginger,

Asperagus Sarmentoses Tinospora Cordi*

folia.

Group Names:— The following group names

are in daily practice and therefore deserve

special mention.

1. Trikadugu—Dried ginger. Pepper and

long pepper.

2. Tripala—The three myrabolans.

3. Trikshara--Ammonium Chloride, Soda

carbonas impura, (Dobhys earth) Potasium

carbonas impura.
,

Preparations:-— The following are the main

kinds of preparations, simple or compound

found in this system of treatment.

I. Vegetable Juices, 2. Decoctions,

3. Powders, 4. Pills, 3. Oils, 6. Confections

(Lekyams), 7. Ghee, 6 Paste (Kuzhambu),

9. Waxy pigments. fO. Distilled waters,

II. Syrups, 12. Distilled acids, 13. Fumigation,
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14. Lozoiiges, 13. Fomentations, 16. Enematas,

17. Eye preparations, 18. Reduced into Basmas,

Sinduras, and Calcination, 1 9. Binding of

—

Mercury, Sulphur, Metals, and Salts, 20 Oint-

ments, 21. Blisters, 22. Gauze.

This is the classification into which

the numerous preparations mentioned and

detailed in this system may fall. There are

very many varieties of each kind noted above.

There are laxatives, cathertics, drastics,

among the purgatives. There are diuretics,

sedatives, ecbolics, febrifuges, tonics, car-

minatives, aphrodosiacs, unaphrodosiacs,

astringenis and others of therapeutic value, as

found in the Western Materia Medica. The
advantage of this system is, that most of them

are definite correctives or specifics for Tri-

doshas and are intended for helping and setting

right the equilibrium of the three energies.

The whole of the science of therapeutics is

based on the recognition of the tremendous

influences of the doshas on the system and an

average physician can easily select the remedies

suitable to his patient. Certain purgatives and

emetics alone are of great' curative value and

found effective in curing many diseases. The
medicated oil baths cure many diseases of the
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eye, the ear, the nose, the throat, and the

nervous system The use of certain juices and

oils is of paramount value yielding marvellous

results. It has been said that the use of certain

medicated oils on the sole, effect cure of the

diseases the- eye; that applied on the eyes,

the drseaties of the-ear; that on the ears, the

di^aBes of the head; and a complete oil bath,

specially applying the oil on the head, relieves

the patient from many disease's and imparts to

him a vitality and potency which affords a

preventive for susceptibility to other diseases.

This 'ehoWs^thot the Siddhas have had a glimpse

and a perfect understanding 'of the synthetic

working of the numerous glands and organs

and' their common subordination to the whole.

In ^complicated cases where the selection of

remedies according to the Western science is

bafflingi-or uncertain, it is easy to select suit>

able remedies and- therefore -the fact •hat some,

times even the quacks are able to treat success-

fully '.by the appl.cation of some of the remedies

is not surprising.

The unique feature of this marvellous

system is the preparation and administration of

BasmaSi sendUras, and sunnas and elaborate

descriptions relating to the processes of
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correction and calcination are given. None of

the details is to be neglected, for each has a

practical and scientific value.

Definition of certain terms.

1. Kadi.

Fermented rice water cook the rice

and preserve in water for 6 months in a clay

pot. Decant the fermented water and use where

necessary.

2. Dadhimasthu.

Boil cow’s or Buffaloe’s milk and curdle

it by adding a few teaspoons of buttermilk,

and squeeze out the juice. This is. to be used

in the preparations and the solid portion to be

thrown away.

The Pharmaceutical Processes.
s

I . Bruising.

Cut the ingredients into small pieces and

pound or smash them in a stone mortor (Fig.l)

with a pestle.

2. Triluralion

The powdered ingredients are to be

placed in a stone mortar of special make,(Fig.2)

and rubbed with liquids with a pestle to the
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constituency of a pill mass for a prescribed

time.

Fine powders, such as, Bhasmas and
Sinduras are also to be treated in the same
manner

3. Inslillaiion.

(Surukkiduthal)The ingredients are placed

on a wide mouthed frying pan (Fig.3) made of

iron or burnt clay. The pan should be placed

over a hearth with fire underneath and the

liquids poured over the masses of ingredients

in drops or teaspoonsful gradually and allowed

to be dried thereon by the heat, and the process

repeated until the required quantity of the

liquid is exhausted or till the prescribed time.

4, Steaming the ingredients.

There are two processes. The one is

to fill half of a mud pot (Fig.4), wide jmouth,

with certain liquids, and to spread and tie a

piece of clean linen over the mouth of the

pot. Over which the ingredients are to be

spread and to cover them with another mud
pan that fits exactly to the rim of the pot

containing the liquid and seal the two rims

together with clay cloth. Place the pot over

the hearth and boil. This is called Dhoopa

Yantram.
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The other is called Dola-Yantram.

Place the liquid in a narrow mouthed mud pot

(Fig. 3), tie the drug in a piece of linen and

suspend it into the liquid by means of a string

and fix the string to a pole placed horizontally

across over the mouth of the pot and then boil.

5. ^distillation.

(a) Medicated Wax Oil

—

Mayana
Thailam. Place the ingredients in a narrow

mouthed mud pot that will hold a gallon of

water and place another small mud pot

that will hold a couple of pints of water,

having the same size of mouth as the big one.

(Fig. 0) Tie round, both the rims by means of

a cloth with the paste made of the seeds of

Phaseolus Roxburghii several times and allow

it to be dried in the sun. Over this, bandage

the rims of the two pots together with a wet

clay cloth and allow it to dry. Place the big

pot with its ingredients on the hearth, so that

the side of the big pot may be on the hearth

and the small pot be outside the margin of the

hearth, as in Figure. Make a small hole

underneath the small pot and place a vessel on

the ground with a funnel underneath the hole,

to receive the oil drops. The upper portion of

the small pot, is to be kept cool with a few
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layers of wet cloth, by steeping the cloth in

cold water, now and then.

In the beginning, a moderate heat

should be applied to enable the wax to melt

and mix up with the other ingredients

uniformly and then gradually increased, till the

oil ceases to drop.

(b) Acids of salts called Dravakam are

also prepared in the same manner, but the pot

may be smaller than the previous one. In

this case the ingredients are powdered and
mixed together and divided into 3 parts. One
part of this is placed in the big pot and sealed

and distilled as before. The first few teaspoon-

ful of the acid dropped in the vessel will be
opaque which should be thrown out. The
straw or pale yellow coloured acid should

be collected. This liquid should be poured

over the 2nd part of the ingredients and dried.

Again place the 2nd part of the ingredients in

the big pot and repeat the process and collect the

yellow acid. This liquid also is to be mixed
with the 3rd part of the ingredients which
should be subjected to the same process as

before. The white acid coming at first should

be thrown out and the yellow acid alone

collected.
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(c) The third process of distillation is

called Kuzhipuda Thailam. Take a mud
pot with a capacity to hold ^ to I gallon of

water, according to the bulk of the ingredients.

Make two small holes at the bottom and pass

an iron wire through them from outside so

that the ends be outside, like the letter "U”
Fill the pot with the ingredients, cover it with

a clay pan and seal the lims. Place the pot

on a vessel so that the holes with the wire

ends be in the centre of the vessel. Then seal

the rim of the vessel with the bottom of the

pot, by means of the vegetable powder and

also clay cloth. After drying them place

the entire apparatus in a pit with some pieces

of fresh A.loe pulps underneath. Fill up the

pit with earth to quarter the height of the pot.

Over this, cover the whole apparatus with cow
dung cakes, so that it may seem like a cow
dung heap. Set fire. After the fire has cooled,

remove the burnt ashes and collect the oil

found in the vessel. (Fig. 7)

The oils of Garlic, Sulphur, Yellow

yolks of eggs, certain roots like Oleander, and

of the seeds of Semicarpus Anacardium are

extracted by this process.
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(d) Sudar Thailam;—Spread the ingredi>

ents over a cloth and roll it into a wick and dip

it in the prescribed oil and light the wick.

While it is burning pour the prescribed oil

over tile wick, with a teaspoon and collect

the medicated oil drops falling from che wick

in a cup placed underneath the burning wick.

(Fig. 8)

Certain compound oils such as sulphur,

Neem, etc. are thus prepared.

(e) Medicated Distilled Waters:— This

is liquids, juices and drugs with water as the

basis. The ingredients have to be carefully

mixed up after bruising them with water or

liquids mentioned in the prescriptions in suit-

able proportions, and then distilled. (Fig. 9)

Great importance is attached to the use

of earthern vessels (clay pots) in preference to

costly metalic vessels, since the preparation of

medicines in clay pots enhances the properties

thereof.

6. Decoctions

t . Internal u^e - one part of the

ingredients and 1 6 parts of water.

Boil and reduce to i part.

2. Gorgle— do 1/5 „
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3. Steaming do 1

N

4. Eyes do }i

5. Lotion do 1/12

6. Washing the face do 1/9

7. Bath do 1/3

8. Enema do 1/7

9. Emetic action do J
2

10. Purgative action do 1

f-i

1 1 . Conjee P or one part of flour,

barley, soojee, sago or rice, etc.

add 64 parts of water and reduce to i „

12. Fbr preparing oils and ghee.

Boil and reduce to
5 ,,

The decoctions are to be prepared in a

mud pot, and drunk in a cup ofGold for Pitha,

of Brass alloy for Vatha, and of Copper for

Kapha, diseases. For Pitha diseases the

decoctions should be drunk after cooling, for

Vatha and Kapha diseases it should be warm,
and for all the Tridoshas it should be slightly

warm. None of the liquids preparations

should be reboiled.

In preparing the decoctions, the ingre-

dients are to be cut into small pieces and

bruised. The pot should be measured of its

depth beforehand, and then the bruised ingre-

dients are to be placed in it. Then water is to be
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added up to the required height. A graduated

stick may be used to ascertain that the required

quantity ^of water has been added and reduc^,

by measuring the depth of water. Further

boiling is to be stopped.

The proper way of treating the ingredients

used in decoctions.-—

1 . The gum rerins, sealing wax (Komba>
raku), flowers with small petals, flours, tiny

seeds and others that may float on water, are

to be tied up in a cloth and placed in water.

2. The flesh of animals, barks, leaves,

fruits, berries and seeds are to be boiled

separately.

3. The hard parts of trees, plants, grass,

and creepers and their roots are to be bruised

and allowed to steep in water for somfetime

before boiling.

4. The hard parts of trees and plants are

to be boded for 7 days, the creepers and tiny

roots to be boiled for 3 days, and the leaves,

barks, fleshes, bulbous roots, and corns to be

boiled for a day, for extracting their active

principles to produce the desired therapeutic

actions.
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7, Kalkam or Doughymass.

All the roots, barks, leaves, and other

bazar drugs that are required for preparing oils

and ghee, are to be bruised and finely triturated

with juices of plants or milk that are to beused

for the oil or ghee before mixing them up in

the preparations.

8. Choornams or Powders.

The ingredients are to be dried under

the sun or shade or fried in a pan until they

are changed brown, each of them separately,

and then bruised well and strained through

linen or through fine meshes of sieve. Mix

them up in a wide mouthed mud pot according

to the required quantity.

The nutmegs, Hydnocarpus inebriens,

poppy seeds, and such other ingredientt

that contain oils are to be triturated in a stone

mortar and mixed up with other powders.

9.

Pills.

The ingredients are to be separately

powdered and placed in a stoue mortar (Fig.2)

triturated with any of the liquids prescribed

for the particular kind of pill until the prescri-

bed time to form a mass that will net stick to

the pestle or mortar, by gradually adding the
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liquids, in their order. The musk, Gorochan,

Amber, Saffron, Pachakarpoor and other aroma-

tics are to be added lastly, and triturated for

an hour before the pills are divided. The pills

are to be dried in the shade and preserved

in stoppered bottles.

Such ingredients, as Haritala (Trisul-

phuret of arsenic, orpiment yellow) should be

finely tiiturated first, the croton seeds should

be triturated along with other ingredients

just before the aromatics are added.

10. Confections or Lekyams.

Generally all the confections are to be

prepared by boiling with water, decoction or

milk, the sugar, sugarcandy, or jaggery, into

a thick syrup and the powders are gradually

added while the syrup assumes the required

constituency, and lastly sufficient quanfity

of ghee and honey are added after removing

the vessal from the hearth. The Confections

should not stick to the vessal or hand.

It should be a doughy mass.

The quantity of sugar, sugarcandy or

jaggery for preparing a syrup should be in the

proportion of one to four parts of particular

kind Cl decoction.
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Proportion of ingredients for making

Confections in general:'

—

For 1 part of ingredients, sugar 2 parts,

ghee to be half of sugar quantity, honey to

be half of the ghee quantity.

The test for syrup and the time for

adding the powders:- -

1 . When the boiling syrup is felt by the

fingers and pressed, it should produce fine

fibres, then is the proper time to add the

powders.

2. When the boiling syrup is poured in

drops in water the syrup particles should go

down and settle without being dissolved in

water.

Such seeds of volatile and essential oils,

as almonds, acroot, Pistha are to be shelled

and well cleaned, triturated with water, and

their essences added to the boiling syrup

before it attains its constituency.

1 1 . Medicated Oils.

(a) Process by Boiling: The various

ingredients used for this kind of oils are to be

made into decoctions in the first instance. The

soft ingredients ate to be boiled with four parts

of water and reduced to the quantity necessary
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for each kind of oil as described under decoc'

tions. Those that are slightly harder than thei

hrst are to be boiled with water 6 times of

its weight; the harder ones with 8 times;

and the hardest 16 times of their weight.

If an oil is prepared with the ingredients

mixed up with water, the milk should be 1 the

quantity of the oil. if it is prepared with roots

and barks, the quantity of milk should be „ of

the oil. If it is prepared with juice of plants,

mutton, curd, or buttermilk, the quantity of milk

should be

(b) Fixed and Volatile oi7«:-0ils extracted

are of 1 2 kinds.

1. Those that are prepared by boiling

the bruised seeds with water are called

Soiled oi's as the oil of castor seeds.

2. Those prepared by boiling the yolk of

eggs or butter are called the Mjelted oik.

3. Those that are prepared by the

destructive process are called P'-ido Th^^ilont

(See Fig.7)

4. Those oils that are subjected to distih

lation process, such as, Sandal wood oil etc. are

called Qisti’dcd oils (f- ig.9)
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placed under hot sun, W<0rmed;idre
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2. Kudi Thailam (Kudi—Drink) Thai

which is u$^ ihlemally.

3. Pidi Thailam (Pidi—Massage) That

which is rubbed or massaged externally.

4. Thulai Thailam (Thulai- -Hole)That

which is instilled or syrenged into the 9 holes

of the body.

5. Seelai Thailam (Seelai-—Cloth) That

which is used for ulcers and Sinus generally

soaked in a gauze.

The different kinds of fuels or firewood

that should be used in boiling the oils!-

(a) For preparing oils for fever and other

kindred diseases, Cassia auriculata and Pavania

zeylanica, fuel is to be used.

(b) For the oils to be used into the eyes,

ears, nose and feet and alsc for internal use

the fuel cf jujube tree (zizyphus jujube) and

Oonjal tree (Tamil),Btack Sirissa is to be used.

(c) For oils for massaging the painful

parts of the body or to produce heat in the

parts, the fuel of Tamarindus Indica, and

Ba isia Latifolia is to be used.

Where particular kinds of fuel arc

unprocurable, any single variety of fuel pos-

sessing the quality of the above, may be used-
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Oils for bathing are to be made in the

following order to suit the Tridoshas. There

are 3 kinds of processes and tests.—

1 . MriJhu Pakha or the Soft process:

—

In this case the sediments are formed into the

constituency of wax with water traces, when
examined while boiling. This Pakha or stage

is useful in Vatha Doshas.

2. Sikku Pakha:—In this case the sedi-

ments are sticky to the touch, and in this stave

the oil is useful in Pitha Doshas.

3. Manal Pakha^—The sediments in this

stage are like sands to the touch, and the oil

taken in this stage is useful in Kapha
disorders.

Such oils taken before the first stage

and after the third stage are injurious to the

health.

All the flavouring agents such as, the

powders of Pachalai, Poolangilangu,

Curcuma Azedoaria, are to be added before

the oil is removed from the hearth while still

hot; set it aside so that the sediments may
settle down to the bottom. Decant and strain-

without disturbing the sediments. Repeat

the decantation until all oil is drawn out.
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Never squeeze the sediment to express' the oil.

Finally before corking the bottles, the cevet,

Amber, Saffron, Pachakarpuram should be

powdered Bi^added; if prescribed.

' These oils jsJiibijjd be kept buried in the

^ects.
.

•.'.'ij 'iif. > i- ;;b ill i ,1.

>v,.v.

should be boiyf W,A
tree aqd is to pe fined up in 2 ^

tubs or to be

bbur€^‘on^ffie^'heaa so thy\^'6v‘e)^‘'l^rt tit the

it; ii'Jr.k!.? g.-fl; fu r:>j{»!}

For washing the oil from t;he>ibQd}i«

»SClthq;fi^st§,J»r5p?irsd ffVj{,gf ^c^cU J^pncinna,

tte aedirofiWi^i. jleft^.behiftd,, pflyn^i^g j^}|^

seeds of Bassia Latifolia for extracting qil;,. ^
thp pow^erec^j leaves of Oonjpl ^rei^.. These

'•'I

the* oily prdjiaiktl'dns' ’ cohtaiA

I^Hee, ’the"' fiotir'’qf' ’phaWblosy'Mu’iSgo

^een jgrdni;- shotilU fed'hs^d fof so.^p.' ' SoriVe

medical^ oils Will ciire-cdrta'ih (Ji'sease^ of fhe

eyesSr rubbbd 'bh the 'S'olcs'^of teet. ‘ Soir<e/‘{Aiife

the eaV^d'i’seases'lf apillle'd'iVitd the eyes.’-' Arid
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some otKers cure the diseases of the head such

as migraine and other kinds of head aches, if

oil is dropped into the ears or nostrils.

The time for oil bath in several seasons

after sunrise:

—

1 5th Ap. to 1 5th June

1 6th June to 1 5th Aug
16th Aug to 1 5th Dec.

16th Dec. to 15th Feb.

16th Feb. to 15th Ap.

To preserve health in the tropical

climate, one should have oil bath twice weekly,

males on Saturdays and Wednesdays, women
and children on Tuesdays and Fridays.

On days of oil bath, one should avoid

heavy and undigestable foods, curds, sexual

intercourse wandering in the sun, rain, and

winds, exercises, any labour causing

exhaustion, alchoholic drinks, any internal

medicines, narcotics, tobacco in any' form, and

sleep during day time.

12. Reduction processes,

1. Basmas are generally of white colour

and some are of ashy grey and float on water.

2. SinJuras are red. black, blue and

dark, and grey or yellow in,some cases.

before 9 a.m. •

„ 10 a.m.

„ 8-30 a m.

, , 7 a.m

.

„ 9 a.m.
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3. Sunnam —are white in almost all

cases, and in a few they are ashy grey, and

they turn red or brown when mixed with

Turmeric Indicating calcium.

Generally the Basmas float when
sprinkled in water showing their feather

weight but in all cases they are not so.

The latest test, for metalic preparations

is to pour a few drops of Nitric acid on it.

If they emit smoke or fume with the odour of

the metals if any, colrnired brown or red, the

metals are not properly reduced and are thus

unfit for internal administration. In such cases,

they are to be again submitted to the burning

process called ‘'Pudam". (explained below)

The Gold, Mica and Silver will have

to be submitted to Pudam, until their gloss

or brilliance passes off. Test a few grains by

rubbing between the fingers.

Thus every article should be reduced

into ashes. Only in such an assimilable form,

the preparations will act in the system. Other-

wise they are injurious to health. The various

processes for preparing them are detailed

below:-
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1. The Metals, Uparasas, etc. are to be

triturated well with the prescribed juices and

made into lozenges, dried well, and placed

in a mud pan, in such a manner, that one lozenge

does not touch the other, and cover the pan

with another mud pan of the same size,

without crevice. Then seal both the rims

together (Fig 10.) with a cloth socked in fine

clay, and allow it to dry. Submit this to the

prescribed process of Pudam until the rnetal is

completely reduced to ashes. The mud pans

should be allowed to cool down of their own
accord. Then the pans should be separated

carefully slitting, without allowing dust to get

in, and examine the ashes as directed. When
complete they should be finely triturated and

stored in well stoppered bottles.

2. The ingredients are to h'' triturated

well with various juices, milk or decoctions

as above, made into lozenges ai d enclosed

in certain paste made of vegetab e roots or

barks and submitted to pudam, as prescribed.

3. The ingredients are treate* i as before,

dried, and enclosed in Chunam iQyicklime,

calcium), paste applied on cloth find rolled

as a ball and again dried and M^bmitted to.

pudam.
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4. TKe.ingre^ji^^^s a)r<^ tr^at!^<j[ -as before,

dried., powderp^.a.odj in,^^ f^iaak,.^nid

placed ii| theicentre_,,Q(,a rpi^di.p^^
,
(ponted.pi.r^

sand. PIftce- the.pqt ori fhe. he^|rth, ^d ,^pply

beat fpt certain, fi^ed ^our§.j, A.l|p^w it^^o

of its our accord and rqmoye. the ^p:^tepto frpna

the flask, powder and store as .before,
,

!.•
,

3 . The driedi Iczenges are j ter be enctlo^eidl

as above’ and pUced in a mud*!.pot without

sand. Submit the. pot to the above procesa.

6. To fry the ingredients with tKjs aid of

some juices or vegetable powders or 'roots

or stickes until the ingredients turh into asKes,

by combusMon.
* -

7. Articles like Harts horn shpuld be cut

into pieces, and the rnorrow should be scraped

off, purified by keeping thern socked in various

juices, and placed directly over the cowdung
cakes and set firev.

8.

' Some metals like Tin and lead ate

first purified, and thei^ made into thin plates#

cut into small; pieces- On a rpMgh cloth over

which some vegetable . .powder is pptead
,
up,

placet the c.ut pieceiS-.vrithout allpwing thern tp

come -in contiact, with , each Other, roll and

burn from one edge.
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i: L^r 9. Sonie.>/artiblest A\]l^ H^ritalav i fin etc.,

afre ^
• to^

’

'bd r»ntrQcl^Gecl into ^ W ^bole, made in

certain >'bulboua4rdot 'or'trudk of •wood, corked

With the.'tom&materialr, sealing the slit portion

with Jclayi' cloth, -and burnt with

9x^yrdpng 93]^
I 10. ;

Some iAgredients are powdered

and^ trituratedi together after purifying them

and used ^as it is.

Sudani: is the process of burning with

cowdung cakes in the manufacture of Basmasi

Sindurams, and Sunnams. They are of 6

kinds, viz;

1 . Kadai (Turnix Taigoor)

2. Kowdari (Indian Partridge)

3. Kukudam (Cock)

4. Varagam (Pig)

5. kajam (one yard)

6. Ganam (about 2 yds)

These Pudams are named after the

birds and animals etc. to indicate the approxi-

mate height of each. (e. g.) “Kadai” Pudam
means the calcination or reduction of metal

etc. in a pile of dried cow dung cakes approxi-

mating to the height of the bird, Kadai.
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The cowdung cakes should be of equal

thickness, circular in shape, and weighing

about 15 Tolas each. Any slight variation will

not injure, but any abnormal variation will

mar the therapeutic actions of the ingredients.

Process:—Dig a pit and spread the cakes

one by one on all sides, put the mud pans in

the centre and fill up the pit with cakes

covering the pans on all sides to the prescribed

height and set fire at the top of the heap.

Until the fire completely burns and cools the

pans should not be removed.

1 3. Mezhugu.

It is a semi solid preparation approxi'

mate to bees wax or pigment. It is made b>

triturating the ingredients to soft mass

according to the direction.

14. Ghrila (Ghee^

The principal basis is cows ghee. Mix up

the ingredients with the juices or decoctions

and boil until all water is eyaporatocl. Set

aside and decant the ghee and strain. The
sediments to be thrown out without squeezing

as in the case of oils.

13. The process of extraction of mercury
from Cinnabar.
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1st method^

The native cinnabar called Hingula in

Sanskrit, and Lingam (ulanda) in Tamil,

which appears as reddish brown and shining

masses, are to be broken into small pieces of

the size of a small bean, and rolled as a ball

with pieces of cloth of the size of a cocoanut.

Take an Iron frying pan and place this ball in

its centre; cover the ball with a wide mouthed

mud pot by placing 3 or 4 pieces of flat stones

1

"
in height around this ball, so that the mouth

of the pot rests over them for the air to enter.

Sprinkle some kerorine oil over the ball and

set fire to it and cover up the prepared pot

over it. In 3 to 6 hours everything will be

burnt off and the pot will be cooled. The
mercury will stick on to the pot and some may
be found in the frying pan Pour cold water

over all the vessals and wash the ashes. The
mercury will be separated from the ashes.

Filter this mercury through linen several times

until all the ashes are cleared. By this process,

3 tolas of Hingula will yield I I to 2 Tolas of

mercury. (Fig. 1 1)

2nd method.

Take a big pot to hold the Cinnabar

crystals, and another smaller one that fits
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well to the mouth of the big one, so that both

.

the rims fit well. The small one should be

painted with the juice of the leaves of Erythrina

indica (Indian coral tree), inside the pot, and

dried in the sun. This process should be

repeated 7 times. Powder the barks of plum-

bago zeylanica about I to 1 lb., and place it

in the bigger pot, over which the small crys-

tals of cinnabar is to be spread up. Seal the

rims of the 2 pots together with clay cloth,dry,

place the bottom of the big pot on the hearth.

Set fire to the hearth and burn gradually for

8 to 12 hours. Allow it to cool. The particles

of mercury will be found adhering to the

ccated portion of the top pot. Wash them in

water and collect. (Fig. 12)

16. The method of extracting oil and flowers

or crystalline substances from

“Frankincense”.

This is a gumresin containing oil, having

a fragrent smell and commonly used in India

for fumigation. In its crude form, it is used in

Gonoverhea by mixing with ghee. It is an

antiseptic and used in ulcers Oi- wounds. It is

a hepatic stimulant and a stimulant expectorant

and an antiseptic, internally.
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The volatile oil is^ai.'hrigrant y6iie, and

in this form, it is conv^ientitiaxisrA internal^

in 1 to 5 minimum dose^^^^, j^^iSja |good

liniment for head ache, t^yafgi^ ^d neuralgias

and it is non-irritating.'* ,The flowers axe'used

in pills in this system,' ' lipr ehrargements of the

liver and spleen 'atong' With* 'Gdi^Ochan,^ and

also in respiratory disea^s. “‘T '

rr-i r, ir-'J/ Vfi/'f .i-

1 he rlowers ar? es^tracted as rpllows: -
A' ffjt v

I . Lup containing powdered rrankinccnse^ nAa!<i uf? tro

3. Mud basin containing sand to the
dfn;,d fi

wl lx>«>g -nii (o

in fe -?"?!!

up well so thal the fumes mav not evaporate.

Fill the.basip with sand to the brim of fhe cup.

iPiace it bn‘ ^'R^4^^iK/‘arid'13iit*H‘b^^ iWthp* with a

wick of the '^M'ze ^an-6Wfrt4ry lidd p^

(Margosafill the lar

oil). Burn for o to 1 2 hours and let it cool or

Ks' 6#Vi 'acidit’d'. ••AftSr ' It ' is' cooled) gently

'rdhldve’tke^^^'; '-The cap wil'l’contairi needle

T:ike Crj^tSl^.-' ‘ Collect’ ahd
•

preserve • in glass

s^dp^e^^d bottled. •
,

,
. ;

;
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The method of extraction of oil and

flowers of Frankincense together.- - (Fig. 14)

1 . Big mud pot.

2. A D'bulur cylinder to hold the cup

made of clay.

3. Cup containing water to 3/4 of the

depth-

4. Powered frankincense.

5. Another pot filled with water placed

on the other.

6. Seal brim of the first pot.

This apparatus to be placed on a hearth

and burnt with small sticks of fire wood for

8 to 12 hours continuously and the flame is

to be that of a lamp. The water in the top

pot (No. 5) to be repl.aced by cold water as

it becomes warr;.

In this process, boih the oil and flowers

will be found floating in the cup.

The Correction of Drugs.

This system lays dow definite injunc-

tions in the matter of coirecting the drygs

before use, for the reniedial agents get their

properties and become useful only after they
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are purified and corrected in the manner pres-

cribed. The underlying idea is that the

thorapeutic actions ate due to the corrected

state and the media of correction ought not to

be deviated unless allowed.

1 IVhUt arsenic— Roll with pieces of

cloth into a ball, and place it in the steaming

of clothes by the dhoby. Repeat this 7 times.

2. Kei/ou; orsenic Triturate equal parts

of pepper and seeds of phasedus roxburghii

with the milk of calatropis gigantea, apply

over the mass of arsenic, dry, and roll into a

ball with cloth and submit to bhoby’s steam.

Wash with young boy’s urine.

3. Cinnabar. Steep in honey and mother’s

milk f<H' a day in each, and submit to the

process of ‘SurukiduthaP with the following for

3 hours, equal parts of the juice of acalypha

indica, lemon juice and mothers milk.

4. Crude calomel: (Rasakarpooram)

Submit to the process of ‘Dola yantra* in the

decoction of pepper and betel leaves, after

steeping in it for 3 days.

5. PerchloriJc of mercury: Place in a

‘Dt'la yantra' 2 or 3 pints of tender cccoanut
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rriasi‘iryiecklM4^|i««iee dfiTinen.-^y>««

fiMil boil 09iti) '<thoiti«iiterf(lfc

eVi^rkisSrf;^ rioi.: .!nvu fo -ilri,-!* -jHj htia ^h-}^,

6. ‘Jiasa 5iWura: -^lefep’iAiTi^ifl^iyrs’ilii

for ^;12-liqur4ii ->/ iTnX 'j.;,ti?.-'s? AIA' H I

.[;k4^c^^

^ h4&^ 'cJf-iliiAck lik\4'^i\t4^s^iAfc'fo'^fete^

'ilviweii»;boililn9jiiv^ter, tk.4 heat,

stibsidissii RjEipeatr{t^ia<pr9i3e6* lo

'WT^K^Gfefs'tlWn^j'.'
/.ro h v.fun f>flj wv>

• UTt; /Ji; >''
i '•> iiiijxiiis b.-i; (hh/ ||(.A

9. Jflt ercuru: Drawn from cmixabar nera
I 1

• Wi'**'" >•• ''’•< ‘j.niov ;i{.r// fb:f]./4
not be submitted to any correction. 1 hat which

li^ obtttihleid'^i'ieiMi^tbe' b((2^ shovtttlMib^ treated
'^

io\ Jliin•'<!': .('<(.» fii vr.b

'

. ,

' Steep m\lle ‘^1Ic'ol*l4^dhrd^_ „

fora day.^hd 1^Fie|n 'triturate 'lor'

each of the 'following.
'

' Pow'ciered'bficlcii,^ SdBb

Wsbs, ” cbu^fW/lsugar ^fsti^av cahe sbgsAr) and

l4hn(tti fniit jliiiddM • '‘ji j:; >.fj <»! ;u;!>

10. Sulphur. Melt, with,’ |ow fire and

pour cow’s milk. While melting add* k few

drops of* cow’s -ghee, r Repeat the jfrocess

rO titles. •'• ' ' ' •; ^ ' i‘- ^
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1 1. Gold:— Reduce into thin plates, after

applying over it a paste of Red ochre and

burning in a charcoal furnace to red hot.

12. Silver: Burn red hot-and reduce to

thin plates or filings.

13. Lead, Tin, Zinc: Melt by adding a

pinch of Ammonium chloride and pour the

oil of the seeds of Bassia Latifolia. 7 times.

14. Copper Make it red hot in a furnace

and dip in a solution made of the paste of the

Reaves of Moringa pteregosperma, quick lime,

and water, 7 to 21 times, or in the Juices of

Tamarind leaves, Acalypta Indica, butter milk

and Khadi, 7 times in each.

1 3. Iron: Steep the iron filings in lemon

Juice for a day, mix with gingelly oil

and roast, wash with Khadi, and finally boil

in a decoction of the bark of Acacia Arabica.

16. MagnetV Boil in lemon juice, and

Khadi and heat and steep in the juice of cow
dung 7 times.

17. Iron Sulphate: Fry white.

18. Mica: — vide-Basma.

19. Aconite :— Cut into small pieces and

keep them steeped in cow’s urine foj 3 days

and dry in the sun.
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20. Cannabis Indica '—Remove the seeds

and sticks adhering with the leaves, and keep

it steeped in pure water containing a pinch of

common salt for a night, and wash well with

water 7 times. Squeeze with a clean linen,

and dry them up in the shade.

21 . Croton Seeds:— Vide article on the

subject.

22. Dried finger: -Scrape off the externa!

layer, apply a paste of quick lime—dry and

wipe the chunam.

23. Pepper:- Keep them steeped in sour

butter-milk for 3 days,wash, dry, and fry gently.

24. Long Pepper',- Keep them steeped

in lemon Juice for a day and dry.

25. (a) Smilax Glabra Cut into small

Orchinensis piexes and boil

(b) Withania
i
in cow’s milk for

Somnifera ' 3 hours and dry

(c, Ipomaca in the sun.

Turpethum '

As for the drug (c) take only . the root

bark and throw off the jcentral fibre.

26. Acorus Calamus - Burn in charcoal

and use in the preparations. This should not

be administered in a raw state.
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General Hints.

The Juices are to be procured fresh

always, at every time.

The roots and barks- To be selected

from matured plants and it is stated that the

roots that spring to the north of the tree possess

more virtues than the rest.

The Decoctions are to be fresh and

those that may be kept for a week should be

boiled and strained everytime before use.

The powders of barks and roots and

seeds, called choornam ,may be kept on for 3 to

3 months, without any deterioration.

The pills of vegetable products may
keep its virtue for a year only and that con-

taining animal product, such as,musk,gorochan,

or arsenic and mercury preparations will keep

on indefinitely.

The oils for bath will maintain its

efficacy for about six months; for internal use,

from I to 2 years; the external applications,

such as, for dressing of ulcers from I to 2 years

and the liniments for the same period.
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The confections or Lehyams, will loose

their action after 6 months, especially those

that contain milk, ghee, and plant Juices.

The confections that contain no milk or

ghee or Juices, but prepared in a raw state

will iceep on indefinitely if honey is added.

The Ghritham or Ghee preparations

will not become rancid till 6 months.

Pastes are to be prepared fresh every

time.

Waxy pigments called Mezhugu will

become effective as they grow old.

Distilled acids will keep on indefinitely

in a well stoppered bottle.

Fumigation products should be fresh.

Lozenges will keep on from 6 months

to one year.

Fomentations should always be fresh.

Enemates- -the medicated waters to be

fresh and oils cf not more than a year old may
be used.

Eye preparations, except lotions, pastes,

and Juices which should be fresh every time,

the other preparations willkeep on indefinitely.
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The Basmas, sinduras, calcined or

bound products, produce good results as they

grow older and the virtues will keep on even

after a century.

Ointments will keep their virtues from

6 to 1 2 months.

A general Formulae of Doses.

Juices, adult

Children

Decoctions, adults

Children

Choornams, adults

Children

Pills, adults

Children

I to 2 ounces.

•] to I Teaspoons.
I to 2 ounces.

1 to 2 Teaspoons.

I
to 2 Tolas.

3 to 15 grains.

I to 10 grains.

k to 4 grains.

According to the nature of the ingredients

contained in them.

Oils (internal), adults i to 2 ounces.

Children -i to I Teaspoon.

„ (containing poisonous

ingredients), adults 5 to 30 minim.
Children I to 5 minim.

The Basmas, Sinduras,

Sunnas, and bound
products, adults ' to 3 grains.

Children i to I grain.
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South Indian Measures and weights.

Measures.

8 Ashaku 1 Measure
8 Measures 1 Marakal
5 Marakals 1 Parai

12 Marakals 1 Kalam
360 Paddy grains 1 Sodu

5 Sodu 1 Ashaku K Measure
2 Ashaku 1 Ushaku 1

1 99

2 Ushaku 1 Uri
1
‘2 It

2 Uri 1 Nazhi 1 ..

8 Nazhi 1 Kuruni 8 Measures

2 Kuruni 1 Padhak 4 Vallams

3 .. 1 Mukuruni 6
2 Padhaku 1 Thooni 8 ..

3 Thooni 1 Kalam 24 ..

I Vallam 4 Measures

The present official measute is 66 tolas

(Capacity)

Weights.

3 s Kundri (Abrus Precatorius seeds)

32 „ or 9 Panavidai

1

4

Varaganidai

10 „ (360 Kundri)
8 Palams
24 ..

40 Kundri
5 Seers

I Panavidai

1 Varaganidai

I Kashanju
1 Palam
1 Seer

1 Pucca Seer

1 Kashanju
I Viss
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Ancient weights and approximate modern
equivalences (imperial).

1 Kundri 2 Wheat grains or 4
Paddy grains or

I s grains

10 1 Scruple

32 ..
. .

1 drachm (60 grains)

1 Varaganidai 6 grains

1 Panavidai 7 grains

1 Kashanju 73 grains

Varaganidai 1 ounce
1 Tola 180 grains or 1 Rupee

Silver coin

3 Tolas 1 Palam
24 Tolas 1 (Kacha) Seer

60 „ 1 Pucca Seer

40 .. I Pound (lbs)

120 1 Viss
8 Viss 1 Maund

Time.

60 Minutes 1 Horai 1 hour

24 Horas 1 day

60 Vinadi 1 Nazhigai

2.J Nazhigai I Horai 1 hour

1 Muhurtham

7h .. 1 Jamam 3 hours

8 Jamam 1 day 60 Nazhigas
24 hours
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THE SIDDHA PHARMACOPOEIA.

Basmas amd Smduiras.

1. Copper Basma.

(a) Take thin pieces of Copper piates

purify, apply a thick paste made of the leaves

of Polygamum Barlatum. Place in a mud pan

crucible, cover with a pan of the same size,

seal the edges with clay cloth, and submit to

Gajaputa, (1000 cow dung cakes), cool, and

collect the Basma, Triturate into fine powder.

(b) Take very old copper coins, steep

them in the juice of Boerhavia Diffusa (Swellia

Punarnava Sans); Vellai- Saranai (Tamil)

for 7 days. Remove the coins from the juice

(fresh) Repeat this process seven times.

Prepare a pair of tubular cup shaped

Tin (Vel, Vangam Tamil), crucibles, that fits,

into one another, with closed bottom. Place

the coins into one crucible, and pour over

them, an ounce of the above juice, cover with

another crucible and seal the entire crucible

with seven layers of clay cloth. Roll over

this, rags of linen, to the extent of a cubit

(H xH)like a foot-ball. Pour castor oil over

this ball until the linen is completely wet
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with it to its entire depth. Set fire to the cloth

ball Let it burn down completely and allow

it to cool. The coins will be found burnt into

ashes. Triturate into fine powder.

(c) Corrected Copper filings 3 Tolas

,, Mercury 1

„ Sulphur > 1 Tola each.

„ Orpiment )

Triturate with milk of Calatropis Gigantea

for 24 hours, prepare lozenges of the size of

half a rupee silver Indian coin, dry, enclose

in clay pans, seal the rims with clay cloth and

submit to Gajaputa (1000 cow dung cakes)

cool and remove the lozenges fron the pan,

triturate again with the juice of Boerhavia

Diffusa (called in Tamil the particular variety

Sathi- Saranai ) for 1 day, prepare lozenges and

dry as before, enclose in pans and burn as

before with Gajaputa.

(d) Correct thin plates of copper as

follows:

—

1 . Apply over the plates, a paste made
of Panchalavana and Lemon fruit juice, bum
them over a furnace (Black Smith’s) red hot

and dip immediately in a pot containing

the juice of Vitex Negundu leaves. Scrape off

the saline crust. Repeat this process 7 times.
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2. Again apply over the plates, a paste

made of Thri-Kshara (Sarja'Kshara, Yavak-
shara, and Navachara) with Lemon fruit

juice, bum red hot, dip in the above leaf juice

as before, repeat 7 times.

3. Take a plate weighing 3 tolas, apply

over this a paste made of 1 ^ tolas of mercury

and I ^ tolas of sulphur, triturated with the milk

of Calatropis Gigantea (white flowered variety)

uniformly on all sides. Dry, enclose in a clay

pan crucible- seal—and submit to Gajaputa.

The copper plate will be reduced. Triturate

this with the following.

Honey, sugar cane jaggery, cow's ghee.

Borax and the seeds of Abrus Precatorius,

each i tola.

Prepare Lozenges- - dry—enclose and
seal in clay pan, and again bum with 1 000 cow
dung cakes. Repeat this processs 3 times.

Powder finely—and store in bottle

Dose:— i to 3 grains twice a day.

Any of the above preparations of copper

may be used in the following diseases with

appreciable results.

in all kinds of diseewes of the digestive

system, suck as gastritis, gastralgia, acute
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and chronic dyspepsias, haemoptysis, ulcers

of the stpmach and liver. Also, in enlargements

of the spleen and liver. In all forms of leprosy,

chronic rheumatism and arthritis. Diseases

of the bones and joints and of the nervous

system. Piles and Fistulas.

Modes of administration.

Aphrodosiac—in Ghee—for 24 days.

Myalgia— in Garlic oil—for 3 days.

Vathajwara—'in honey do

Sannipatha—in the boiled juices of the

following barks:—Vitex Negundu, Morringa

Pterogosperma, and Crataeva Religiosa for 3

to 6 days.

Pitha disorders-in Eclipta Erecta juice

for 48 days,

Dhamaraka Vayu— (diseases of the

heart like, angina Pectoris)—In Decoction of

Smilax Chinensis, the roots of Clerodendron

Inerme and Tri-kadu k tola each; boiled with i

seers of water and reduced to. $ of it, for 48

days.

For all kinds of Leprosy and chronic

skin diseases—In inner pulp of the seeds of
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Hydrocarpus Inebrieus and Garlic oil. for 48

days.

Ascites—In cow’s urine for 7 days.

Chlorosis and OrcKitis-ln Goat’s urine

for 7 days.

In all other diseases-In Honey or Ghee*

No restriction of diet—use plenty of

ghee, butter and curds. Avoid tamarind. In

Sannipatha and Ascites— Rice conjee or Barley

conjee to be administered without salt.

2. Rasa Basma—I (Mercury)

(a) Mercury drawn from Cinnabar 24

tolas.

(b) Distilled acid of the following:

—

Nitre 30 tolas and Alum 72 tolas.

Powder and mix together. Distil and

collect acid which is yellow.

Place the mercury in a stone mortar,

pour over it a couple of ounces of the acid and

keep it under the Sun’s rays. In a few hours, a

layer of white powder will be formed. Collect

these in a bottle. By repeated pouring of the

acid over mercury, the whole quantity will be

reduced to white powder.
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(c) Collect and store them in a stoppered

bottle.

(d) Take about 2 lbs of Ken’s Egg Shells,

(hatched) boil them in the following solution,

Slacked lime \ lb, Dhoby’s earth (Saraimannu

or Uvarmannu -Tamil) i lb, and water 4 lbs.

For two hours, wash in water, clear off

the mucous membranes adhering inside, wash

and dry.

Take purified egg shells 24 tolas.

Allum „ 24 „

Triturate them in stone mortar for 10

hours in each of the following:

Lemon juice and white of hen’s eggs.

Prepare lozenges of the size of half a

rupee silver coin (Indian), dry them under the

sun, and submit to Pudam, with 500 cow-

dung cakes. Allow it to cool, collect the

lozenges and powder.

(e) Take equal quantities of the prepared

(lowers of mercury (c); and egg shell basma

(d); triturate with sufficient quantity of acid

(b); again for 2\ hours. Prepare lozenges as

before, dry, enclose and seal in a clay pot.

Place the pot over the hearth, and bum for
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10 hours, by gradually increasing the heat

Cool and powder.

Doe s: — 5 to 1 0 grains twice a day, mix

with sugar cane jaggery and administer (or 6
days. No diet restrictions.

For all kinds of Diarrhoea, anaemia,

chlorosis, and menstrual disorders; Jaundice,

Dropsy, asthma, chronic Bronchitis; Piles and

the attendant diarrhoeas caused by the same;

Vatha and Pitha disorders: Gastric troubles and

pains; all kinds of Kapha diseases; and the

body to become firm. Ascites, Pitha pandu,

bilious form of anaemias. Leprosy, Black spots

in any part of the body said to be a type of

Mega roga, obesity, spasmodic coughs, mig-

raine, neuralgia,rheumatism, arthritis, synovitis

primary, secondary and tertiary syphilis.

The preparations of mercury in the form

of Basma, possess a very powerful action in

the body. They correct the irregular composi-

tion of the blood and thus maintain the equili-

brium of the Tri-dathus.

Therefore, the Basma of Mercury, is a

valuable acquisition to the medical science.
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3- Rasa Basina—II.

Triturate 3 tolas of mercury with the

juice of Sphaeranthus Indicus, until the mercury

turns into a pill mass, or when the mass is

squeezed, mercury does not flow in a free state,

make the mass into a round ball, cover this

with a paste made of the above leaves, and

dry it. Again cover with seven layers of clay

cloth and dry under the sun. Burn with 20

cakes of cowdung.

Dose:- -- 2 to 5 grains twice a day, in

sugar cane jaggery for 7 days.

Diet: Use only cooked Rice and hot

water. Avoid all other articles of food,

including salt, tamarind, ghee, oil etc.,

A specific in scrofula and Soolai Rogas,

such as arthritis and diseases of the bones and

joints.

4. Rasa Basma 111

Take an Iron frying pan and clean it

with brick dust until the interior part becomes

bright. Pour in it 2 seers of the juice ofAcr.lypha

Indica and 1 }, tolas of Mercury. Place the pan

over a hearth, boil and be triturating the mer-

cury in the juice while it is boiling. Boil

until the juice evaporate and the mercury is
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left behind. Continue frying the mercury until

it is reduced to ashes—be triturating with a

spoon or rod of Iron.

Dose and actions are as the previous one.

5. Rasa Basma— IV

Prepare by destructive distillation an

oil of Sulphur and Wild Garlic* equal parts as

followsi

Bruise garlic and sulphur and place

them in a mud pot with a hole at the bottom.

Attach a china cup to the bottom. Seal the

top of the mud pot with a mud pan and clay

cloth tightly. Place the mud pot in a pit

containing some pieces of Aloe Indica fresh

petals removed of their external sheaths.

Arrange cowdung cakes from half of the mud
pot in a heap and set fire at the top. After

cooling, remove the pot and collect the oil

found in the cup.

Take 3 tolas cf corrected mercury, tritu-

rate with the sulphur oil for 2i hours, place

under the sun. The paste will turn into ashes.

Again triturate the ashes with the same oil;

make into small lozenges, dry them up; enclose

in clay pan crucibles seal with clay cloth and
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submit to a pudam of 20 cowdung cakes. Cool

and collect the lozenges, powder and use.

6. Aya Senduram (Iron)— 1.

New Iron filings I seer.

Powders of:- -

Tinospora cordifolia 1 seer.

Three myrabolans each 1 seer.

Juice of the fruits of:-

Eugenia Jambolana I measure.

Bark juice of jambolana 1 „

mix together in a new mud pot and set aside

for two months. Dry them in the sun. Place

in an Iron frying pan and fry until the

vegetable ingredients become ashes and blown

of in the air, leaving the iron alone. When
the Iron filings are red hot, pour into the pan

one seer of cow’s Ghee and fry until the ingre-

dients take combustion. When cooled, the

filings will be found red. Powder in a stone

mortar and bottle it.

Dose: 1 to 3 grains b. d. In honey

or ghee.

7. Aya Senduram II.

Steep in lemon juice 1 2 tolas of Iron

filings for 3 days, wash with water and
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similarly in the country vinegar (fermented

Rice water) and also in the milk of Jatropha

curcas.

Finally, triturate with the latter milk

for 1 2 hours, make lozenges, dry, enclose and

seal in clay pan crucibles, dry and burn with

1000 cowdung cakes. Repeat 10 times.

Triturate and burn as before and also

with the following, as noted against each.

(n Barks of Myrica Nagi, Euginea

Jambolana, and the entire plant of Aloes,

equal parts, bruise together and collect the

juice. Steep in this juice for 25 days and then

burn the lozenges triturated with the same

juice. Repeat 64 times.

(2) Yellow leaves of Eclipta Erecta

(Potralai Karippan Tamil) and Tinospora

Cordifolia equal parts, bruise and collect the

juice.

Triturate and burn 25 times. Finally

powder the lozenges and store.

Dose: A to 3 grains b. d. in honey

or ghee.

For Anaemia, chlorosis, general dropsy,

eye diseases, obesitv, improves the blood, a
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powerful tonic, and aphrodo$iac. Hairs will

grow in the bald head, and the grey hairs will

turn black.

In general, this will rebuild the seven

tissues of the body, correct the three dadhus

and improves the general tone of the body.

Such minor ailments as, indigestion*

anorexia, nausea, debility, weak sight, hearing,

sprue, and digestive and intestinal troubles

will be cured.

8. Sulphur Basma.

(a) Corrected sulphur 3 tolas.

Leaves of Amaranthus Tristis 3 „

Triturate well for 24 hours continuously,

make lozenges, dry, and enclose in clay pan

crucibles; seal and burn with 20 cowdung
cakes.

Dose 2 to 3 grains b. d. in honey.

Acute or chronic skin diseases, syphilis,

rheumatism, arthitis, scrofula, boils, abscesses,

carbuncles and chronic ulcers.

(b) Corrected sulphur 1 5 tolas.

Triturate with the white yolk of hen*s

eggs for 3 hours, make lozenges, dry, enclose

in clay pan crucibles, seal and place the pan
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under the sand, over which arrange 10 cow-

dung cakes. Set fire and burn. Cool and

take out the lozenges and again repeat the

same process by increasing the cowdung cakes

to 1 5 times and to 20. After burning three

times in this manner, triturate the lozenges

with the juice of the leaves Aegle marmelos,

make lozenges, dry, enclose in crucibles, clay

pan, seal and burn with 25 cow dung cakes.

This time, the sand need not be used.

Cool and power the lozenges.

(c) Corrected sulphur 2 tolas.

Burnt ashes of the barks of

Terminalia Arjuna 1 \ seers.

Take a mud pot with narrow mouth,

fill in it, ; seers of the ashes and press them

down, place over this the sulphur, fill up with

the remaining ashes by pressing all round.

Place this pot over a hearth and burn with

mild heat for 3 hours. Cool and take of the

sulphur, dust the ashes from the sulphur mass.

Prepare a cup out of the leaves qf

\calypha Indica and Amaranthus Campestris

by triturating them together into a paste; allow

in to become firm after airing a while, place

the sulphur into this cup, cover w ith a lid
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made of the paste of the same leaves, enclose

the cup with the layers of clay cloth- -dry

—

and burn with 3 cakes of cow dung.

The doses and action are the same as

the former.

(d) Take 3 tolas of purified sulphur and

triturate with equal quantity of mushroom

(Agaricus Campestris), make lozenges, dry,

enclose and seal in crucibles and burn in kaadai

pudam.

9. Magnet Sinduram.

(a) Purified magnet 3 tolas.

„ sulphur 3 tolas.

Triturate together with the milk of

Calatropis gigantea for 6 hours, make small

and thin lozenges, dry, enclose in clay pan

crucibles burn with 20 cow dung cakes.

Repeat this 9 times. During the 1 0th time add

to the prepared magnet, 3 of its weight. Nitre

and triturate with the same milk (cal'atropis)

make lozenges, dry, pack in clay pans and

burn with 10 cow dung cakes. Cool emd

powder.

Dose I to 2 grains b.d.

For anaemia and Chlorosis— in honey.
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(b) Puribed magnet ... 12 tolas.

Finely powdered root

barkes of cassia Auriculata 1 2 tolas.

Triturate together with the juice of

Aloe leaf pulp for 1 2 hours make small lozen-

ges, dry, enclose in a flat bottomed clay pot

(specially made with clay with heavy bottom

to stand the heat), apply a cover lid, seal and

burn over the hearth adjusting the heat in

moderate degrees to conflagration for 12

hours. Set aside after 1 2 hours- collect the

lozenges, finely powder and store.

Dose j to 2 grains in honey oi ghee b.d.

A specific for sprue, chronic diarrhoea,

and all kinds of diarrhoea in anaemia and

chlorosis.

Diet avoid all pungent articles, use

plenty of butter milk.

10. Rasa Karpura Basma (Crude calomel).

Corrected Calomel 3 tolas.

Alum 6 tolas.

Melt the alum and insert while melting

the mass of calomel in the centre arid heat

until the alum is excicatted. Powdeir finely

and store.
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Dose ^ to 2 grains in honey and other

suitable vehicles b.d.

Influenza, Bronchitis, and Syphilitic

affections.

11. Veera Basina (Corrosive Sublimate).

Corrected Sublimate I tola.

Place the mass between the powders of

dog’s skull, in a crucible, seal with 3 layers

of clay cloth and burn in Kaadai Pudam.

Cool and Powder.

Dose;- - i to ^ grains b.d. in honey.

In complications followed by pneumonia

such as Phlegm Gurgling in the throat;

Influenza, Plague, and in all stages of collapse.

12. Gold Basma

—

1

Triturate 54 grains each of Gold leaves

and corrected Hen's egg shells together and

drop in it 5 drops of the milk drawn from the

plant of Daemia Extensa (hot the juice of the

leaves) and mix. Place this in a gold smith’s

crucible, cover it with a lid pan, seal with

clay cloth and dry.

Take a big mud pot, fill half of it with

the paddy husks, place the crucible over the
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husks, fill up with more of the husks. Burn,

cool and powder.

Dose: 1 to 2 grains in ghee, butter or

honey, b.d.

Aphrodosiac. Reduces the fat and in-

creases the vitality. Rebuilds the seven tissues

of the body, also useful in asthma and pulmo-

nary pthlsis.

13. Gold Basma 11.

Immerse 1 drachm of gold in the juice

of the leaves of Solanum Indicum for 3 days,

wash, file into small atoms and triturate with

the juice of Euphorbia Pilulifera (slightly red

tinged variety), for 6 hours. Prepare lozenges

dry and apply a paste made of the leaves of

Anthocephaliis Cadamba, half an inch in thick-

ness, enclose: in a mud pan crucibles, seal with

seven layers of clay cloth, dry, and burn with

100 cowdung cakes, cool and powder.

This is a special process for Leucoderma,

and Leprosy. In treating such cases, the Gold

Basma is mixed with the following vehicle

and administered for six months continuously.

Place 8 seers of the juice of the leaves

of Trichosr4nthcs Palmata under the sun, until
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it turns into a pigment or pillmass. Add equal

to its weight of the mass, the leaves of

Adathoda vasika, triturate well and add 3 tolas

of civet and gold basma, triturate well and

prepare pills of the size of a phyllanthes emb-

lica fruit. Dry them under shade, until they

become hard. Keep these pills immersed in

about 6 to 8 seers of Gingelly oil. Swallow

one pill morning and evening for 6 months.

Rub the gingelly oil, in which the

medicine is kept immersed, to the scalp and

body, and take oil bath once a week.

14. Gold Sinduram.

Gold leaves 54 grains.

Mercury drawn from cinnabar 432 grains.

Triturate with the juice of Artemesia
Indica for 6 hours, make lozenges, dry, pack in

pans, burn with 25 cow dung cakes. Again
triturate with the juice of Trichodesma Indicum
and burn as before.

Dose and action are as the Basma.

15. Silver Basina I.

Fine silver Flings 3 tolas.

Ashes prepared by burning the

tender shootings of the edges of

the roots that spring from the

branches of the Banyan tree 3 tolas.
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Triturate together with the )uice of the

tender edges of the roots found on the branches

of the Banyan tree (by bruising them) for 7^'

hours, into a pill mass, prepare lozenges, dry,

enclose and seal in clay pans, dry-and burn

with cow dung cakes heaped to the size of

ll'x lA’x IV. Repeat this process three

times

Dose:- to 2 grains b.d. in ghee.

Cools the system, increases the strength

of the 7 kinds of tissues of the body. Gleet

and similar urinary troubles will be cured. An
aphrodosiac.

16. Silver Basma—11.

Fine silver filings 3 tolas.

Hen’s (hatched) egg shells (boiled

in sodium carbonate solution and
purified by removing the internal

mucous membranes ’> 3 tolas.

Triturate together with the juice of

Aclypha Indica for 7i hours, lozenges, dry,

enclose in clay pans, seal, dry, burn, with 100

cow dung cakes. Repeat three times.

Slightly yellowish Basma will result.

Dose:- I to 2 grains in ghee b.d.

Uses as No. I

.
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1 7. Silver—111.

Melt 3 tolas of pure silver and while

boiling with bubbles, pour gradually over it, 6

tolas weight of the fresh flower juice of Mimu-
sops Elengi. The silver will loose its hard and

pliable qualities and can be powdered easily.

Triturate this silver with the juice of

the same flowers for 3 or 4 hours and make
lozenges and dry. Apply over these lozenges

a paste made of the roots of Gynandrosis.

Pentaphylla (Mukkavelai-Tamil)and the above

flower juice, dry, enclose in gold smiths

crucible, place a coves lid, seal, and burn with

100 cowdung cakes.

18. Silver -IV.

Silver filings I kalanju ( I Kalanju I oz

Mercury I „
Ammonium Chloride 1 „
White arsenic 1 „

Triturate with the juice of the leaves of

Rhino-Canthus Communis for 10 hours con-

tinuously, make lozenges, dry, enclose in clay

pans, seal, burn with 30 cowdung cakes, cool

and see if the lozenges contain no metallic

appearance. If there is any suspicion, repeat

trituration with the same juice and burn again.
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Dose: I grain in butter p.d.

Gleet, Gonorrhea (chronic), .stricture,

urethra and Vatha rogas, like Myalgia,

neuralgia.

19. Zinc (Nagam) Basma.

Take purified Zinc (by melting and

pouring into the oil of the seeds of Bassia

Latifolia, seven times) 3 tolas.

Melt in an Iron frying pan and while

the pan is red hot, sprinkle over the melted

zinc, a handful of the entire plant of Aerna

Lanata(fresh) cut into small pieces-and be over

turing the metal with a bundle of sticks of the

same plant, and blow the bellows speedily

until the contents of the pan burn well. By

such a sort of combustion, the zinc will turn

into flowers. Collect the flowers, leaving

the unburnt metals. Powder and use.

Dose:—2 grains in Ghee b.d.

Gonorrhea, urethritis, and Piles.

In the same way, instead of the plant

of Aerna Lanata, 3 tolas each of nitre and the

tender leaves of Achyranthes Aspera triturated

together and gradually sprinkle over the

molten Zinc and reduce by combustion.
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This may be given in the same doses

(or Internal piles and its complications like

bleeding, inflamations Diarrhoea, watery

oozings in the anus, pus discharges.

20. Naga Rasa (Zinc and mercury) Barma.

Corrected zinc 3 tolas. Melt in an Iron

frying pan by placing over the furnace of the

smith, sprinkle over it a handful of the entire

plant of Phyllanthus Niruri, cut into small

pieces, and be turning up and down (don’t

triturate). Zinc will be reduced into flowers

by combustion.

Select the flowers, completely burnt add

equal parts of purified mercury and triturate for

10 hours with the juice of the tender shooting

stems of the Palmyra palm by warming the

stems over the fire, make Lozenges, dry: enclose

and seal in clay pan dishes, burn with 15

cowdung cakes. Powder and preserve.

Dose:- - 2 grains in ghee or cutter.

For Piles, Fistulas, Gonorrhea, Cancers.

21. Naga Rasa—II.

Corrected zinc 3 tolas.

I ^ tolas.mercury
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Melt the zinc and before cooling hard^

pour the mercury. Thus an amalgam will be

formed. Powder and sprinkle over an Iron

frying pan burnt red hot in the smith’s furnace,

the powders will be reduced to flowers. Collect

and triturate with the juice of the leaves of

Abutilo Indicum or of phyllanthus Niruri for

5 hours, dry, enclose in clay pans, seal and

burn with 1 5 cowdung cakes.

Dose:— 2 grains b. d. in butter or ghee.

Piles, Fistula and Gonorrhea, and their

complications.

22. Silajit Basma Karpoora silajit.

(Foliated crystallized Gypsum-in Tamil
Lexicon).

(Corrected by Dolayantra process in

any of the following, Lemon fruit juice, liquor

calcis, or cow’s milk)

Take 3 tolas of the purified product and

apply over the mass, a paste made of the fresh

leaves of Phyllanthus Niruri or Achyranthes

Aspera to a thickness of about half an inch

all round, enclose in a linen with the pastes

of chunam (quicklime) and burn with 10 cow
dung cakes.

Dose: 5 to 15 grains in butter.
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23. Silajit—II

When large quantities are to be pre-

pared, say about a viss (120 tolas) keep the

masses soaked in cow’s milk for 6 hours and

wash with water. Take a thick rough linen,

coat it with the paste of quick lime on both

sides, place over it 3 tolas of sulphur, over

which the silajit pieces, and another 3 tolas

of sulphur over the masses, fold the cloth, tie

round, apply chunam paste over the cloth

allow it to dry. Burn with 200 cowdung cakes

cool and powder.

Use in same doses for the above
diseases in butter.

24. Silajit Nitre and Borax Basma.

Silajit 3 tolas.

Nitre 3 tolas.

Borax 6 tolas.

Triturate with Liquor calcis make
lozenges, seal in clay pan crucibles, dry and
burn with 60 cowdung cakes.

Dose: 5 to 15 grains b. d. in butter

or decoction of cumin seeds.

25. Tin (Vel Vangam Tamil),

Corrected Tin 3 tolas.
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(Tin and lead purify as follows: melt and

pour in the oil of the seeJs of Bassia Latifolia

7 times ^

Draw into thin plates to a thickness of

the Tamarind leaf and cut into small pieces

with scissors of the size of a horse gram, mix

with 24 tolas of Pepper, bruised coarsely and

spread it over a rough linen P x ^ to a thick-

ness of the linen itself. If there is surplus,

spread over this powder, another of the same

size and spread the remaining, roll like a rod

or ruler, and tie the ends and the middle

parts .with a twine in 4 or 5 places, and set

fire to the two ends. Keep this in a corner of

the building where there is no breeze. The
next day the whole thing will be found burnt

and cooled. Remove the burnt linen and

collect the ashes. Separate the ashes and

collect the burnt tin flowers. Powder and

store.

Dose: 1 A to 3 grains with ghee and

Silajit Basma. In Gonorrhea, Gleet, urethritis

and skin diseases.

Tin may be reduced into flowers, also

by packing with the following* -
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Equal parts of Turmeric and the oil

cakes of the seeds of Bassia Latifolia, powdered

coarsely.

Or Mullago carviana plants powdered

similarly.

26. Lead Basma. (Karu Vangam- -Tamil.)

Purify as for Tin.

Take 3 tolas and melt in an Iron frying

pan While the pan is red hot, sprinkle 3 tolas

of the powder of Bisulphuret of Arsenic

(Realgar of Red orpiment—called manosilai

in Tamil) gradually and rub with an Iron ladle

or spoon. Place this over a'stone mortar with

3 tolas of Silajit (boiled in cow’s milk already)

and triturate with the juice of Lemon fruits for

10 hours Lozenges— dry enclose in clay pan

crucibles- Seal and burn with 15 cow diiitg

cakes. Repeat trituration with Lemon juice

and burning 3 times. Powder.

Dose: i to h grain in honey or Ghee
b.d. from 3 to 5 days.

Gonorrhea, Leucorrhea, Buboes, Skin

diseases. Syphilitic ulcers or eruptions in all

stages, Diabetes mallitus and Insipidus, and

Leprosy.

Avoid— fish. Sheep, Oils, Tamarind.
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27. Lead Basma—11.

May also be prepared as follows!

Melt and pour in the juice squeezed cut

of Vitis Quadrangularis and Cow’s urine

bruised together 7 times, and in gingelly oil

7 times. Finally melt in an Iron frying pan,

6 tolas of this lead, while the pan is red hot,

sprinkle powdered nitre and rub with an Iron

ladle until the lead is found amalgamated with

the Salt and freed from metallic lustre. This

will take about hours-

Triturate with the juice of the Aloes

indica ' (pulp juice or root juice) for 1 0 hours.

Lozenges—dry pack in pans- -burn with 23

cow dutig cakes. Repeat with 50 cow dung

cakes and again with 75 cakes.—after tritura-

ting them with the same juice every time.

Dose:- i to I grain b.d. in honey or

ghee in similar diseases as before.

26. Conch Basina. (Sangu Basma Tamil)

3 tolas of ccnch shell to be broken into

small pieces and steeped in cow’s ghee for 2

days. Enclose them in a paste made of the

leaves of Gynandropsis Pentaphylla of the size

of a tennis ball and cover with the same all
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over the ball. Roll over it 4 layers of clay

cloth dry and bum with 50 cowdung cakes.

or

Steep in a solution made of Tamarind
fruits and water, 3 tolas of broken shells; for

a night, wash, arid enclose in clay pan cmcibles

seal and burn with 30 cowdung cakes, powder.

Dose: - - 2 to 8 grains in honey or

Lemon juice b.d..

In colic, indigestion, anorexia. Acidity

of the stomach.

29. Tortoise Shell Basina.

Enclose broken pieces of Tortoise shells

in a pasts made of the fresh cypems Pertencusis

(fresh and green) as a ball and burn with 3Q
to 50 cowdung cakes.

Dose: i to 3 grains in honey or ghee.

Indigestion and anorexia.

30. Cinnabar Sinduram (Linga Senduram.)

Purified cinnabar 3 tolas (in a mass)
(Purification,) Keep it steq>ed in mothers
milk and honey, one day in each, place this

mass in a clay pan over the hearth, and instil

the following solution in drops for 3 hours so
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that the solution may be obsorbed by the heat

underneath.

Place the cinnabar in a clay pan over

the hre, and instil the juice squeezed by brui-

sing the tender berries of Margosa, for 1 0 hours,

until the juice is absorbed by the heat. Allow

the crusts to remain on for a couple of days.

Take a mud pot and fill in it
’I
seer of

the dried seeds of margosa, place the prepared

cinnabar over it, and fill up with another if

seer of the seeds. Place the pot over the hearth

and burn until the seads inside the pot burn

by combustion. Set asid for a day remove

the cinnabar, next day, and triturate well in

a mortar and preserve in bottle.

Dose; to 2 grain in hohey a day.

For all kinds of Fevers-

31. Cinnabar Basma—11.

Triturate 3 tolas of Cinnabar wi th half

a seer of the milk of calatropis Gigantea for

y d^ya continuously-lozenges'-dry, enclose in

clay pans, seal, dry, place it, in a pot containing

sand, cover with more sand, burn over a hearth,

gradully increasing the heat, until the sand,
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becomes red hot, cool and collect the lozenges,

powder.

Dosel— h to 2 grains b.d.

A specific for fevers of all kinds, con-

vulsions, sannipatha. Rhumatism, myalgia.

32. Cinnabar Sinduram.

Take a clean iron spoon and put in it

I i tolas of powdered sulphur and place a mass

of purified cinnabar weighing 3 tolas and

cover the mass with another 1 ) tolas of sulphur

powder. Place the spoon over Are; while the

sulphur begins to melt instil ^ pint of Ass’s

milk in small quantities for 1 2 hours. Cool

and wash off the crusts, powder and store.

33. Cinnabar.

Take a dozen fruits of Aegle marmelos,

remove the shells, dry the pulp until the water

is slightly dried up, and collect to the size of

a cocoanut, Insert into this, 3 tolas of cinnabar

purified, in a mass, roll over this 7 layers of

clay cloth and burn with 30 cakes of cowdung*

Set aside for a day. Remove the cinnabar on

the next day, clean, and powder.

Dose: - i to I grain in honey or fresh

ginger juice (boiled) b.d.

A specific in Fev ers caused by Pitha*
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34. Abraha Basma.

For this, the white variety, that appears

like glass, should be used.

Take 6 tolas of the above, cut them into

small pieces, soak them in a pot containing

young boy’s (below 8 years) urine and quick

lime (chunam) mixed together, set aside for

3 days and wash with water.

Take 1 3 tolas of powdered Borax, and

spread some in a small mud pot, place over it

some pieces of mica, and (ill up the two drugs

alternately one over the other in layers, and

press them down to the pot. Place a cover

lid of mud pan to the mouth of the pot. Seal

with clay cloth, dry, bum with 200 cowdung

cakes. Cool and collect the charred mica.

Triturate with Lemon fruit juice for 3 days

consequtively, prepare lozenges, dry, enclose

in clay pan crucibles, seal and burn with 40

cowdung cakeSi Repeat this process 3 or 4

times until the lozenges assume white colour.

Dose: I to 3 grains.

35. Abraha Sinduram.

F or this, Krishna Abraha, (black variety)

should be used.
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Take about 3 or 4 lbs., of the above.

Hold the pieces with a pair of forceps, heat

(red hot) and dip once in a mixture of equal parts

of urine of the cows and Goats, and pound

them in a big stone mortar with crow bar (iron

pestle) mix with equal quantity of paddy

(grains), add water and boil. Place them in

a rough cloth, fold into a bag, immerse in a

basin containing fermented rice water (Kadi),

and rub the bag with the two palms so that

the molecules of mica (very hne ones) drop in

the fermented water. Set aside for a day, decant

the water, and collect the fine mica. This is

called'Abraka navaneetham’ Lit.Butter of Mica)

Take 30 tolas of this, triturate with the

juice of the bulbous roots of Raphanus Sativus

for 1 0 hours, make lozenges, dry, enclose in

clay pans, seal, and burn with I COO cowdung
cakes, repeat trituration with the same juice

10 times and burn similarly every time, and

also with the following 1 0 times in each,

(I ) A decoction made of equal parts of

the barks of Banyan tree. Ficus

Religiosa, Ficus Glamorata and

Eugenia Jambolana yambul boiled

with 16 times of its weight of water

and reduced to ( part.
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(2) A decoction made in a similar

manner of the root barks of Plum>

bago Zeylanica.

(3) Juice of Lemon fruits.

(4) Trichodesma Indicum plant.

(5) IS Ocimum Basilicum „

(6) •f Siru cheruppadai (tamil) „

(7) IS Potralai Karippan (tamil)

slightly yellow coloured

eclipta erecta.

(fi) ft Flowers of Butea Frondosa.

(9) • f Pomegranate fruits (Kum-
matti madulai.)

(10) Pomegranate fruits, sour

variety.

Powder and store.

Dose:-- - I to 3 grains.

A<lminister in suitable vehicles, like

honey, 'milk, choornams, pills, dococtions. or

confections in the following diseases.

Pulmonary Pthisis, Mega rogas, Ure*

thritis, Leucorrhea, (jtonorrh^. Mega Vayu,

Sprue, janni, - Chronic fevers. Dryness of the

body. Peripheral neuritis. Gleet, and emacia*
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tion of the body due to any unknown cause.

Improves the tone of the seven kinds of tissues

of the body.

36. Annabedi Sinduram. (Ferri sulphas)

Ferri Sulphas 3 tolas.

(a) Steep in fermented Rice water for

a day and triturate with the juice of 3 lemon

fruits, make lozenges, dr}', enclose in clay pan

crucibles, seal, and burn with 10 cowdung

cakes.

or

(b) Triturate with the juice of the leaves

of Euphorbia Nerifolia (maan -sevi kalli' •

Tamil) lozenges, dry, and burn as before.

Dose: - - i to 2 grains in honey.

Anaemia, chlorosis, dysentry, diarrhoea,

.sprue.

37. Paranda Basma.

Skull bones of the dogs, ox, and human
beings equal parts (say each 3 tolas.)

Powder and triturate with ass’s milk

for 1 2 hours continuously, make lozenges of

the size of a rupee coin, dry, enclose in clay

pan crucibles, seal and burn with 30 cowdung

cakes. Triturate into powder.
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Dose:— 5 to 15 grains twice a day, for

6 days with:

—

Ass's milk; Fresh ginger juice; and

White sugar; Each ) Teaspo<m.

In all kinds of mental disorders, such

as Melancholia, Hypochondria or any violent

forms of insanity.

38. Thalaga Basma. (Pulipani)

(a) Purify Haritala (Yellow orpiment)

by placing a mass of it rolled in a linen, in a

heap of quicklime stones and smearing over it

ass's urine or boiling water. Repeat this pro.'

cess from 10 to tOO times as far as possible,

change the stones every time with fresh ones.

Take a single mass of corrected orpi-

ment weighing 3 tolas, and apply over it a

paste made of equal parts of the leaves of

Acalypha Indica and Quicklime triturate to.

gether finely, to A an inch in thickness all

round the mass. Over this, roll clay cloth,

seven rounds tightly. Allow it to dry for

sometime until the layer of clay is dried up.

Burn with 30 cowdung cakes. Cool and

powder.

(b) Corrected orpiment 3 tolas (one

mass.)
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Triturate Tenninalia Chebula (removed

oi seeds) (or 6 hours with water into a paste.

Apply this paste to thickness over the

orpiment mass. Roll over it clay cloth tightly

all round. Place it in an egg shaped mud
crucible, cover the lid with a piece of clay slab,

seal with clay cloth. Dry and bum with a

couple of cowdung cakes.

(c) Corrected orpiment 3 tolas (one mass)

Purify as follows:

—

Take a mud pot, place' in it i seer of

chunam stones (Quicklime), place on this the

mass of orpiment and cover this with i seer

more of Quicklime. Sprinkle over the stones

I seer of toddy drawn from Palmyra Palm,

cover the lid of the pot with a sauce pan and

set aside for 24 hours. Remove the orpiment,

wash with water and again repeat the above

process a second time. Wash the orpiment

and place it over the hearth, and apply heat.

While the hearth is burning, instil over the

mass of orpiment, the following solution, in

small quantities, for 3 hours, allowing the

solution to be dried with mass. Take the

mass out of the hearth and triturate with fresh

solution of the same, for 3 hours, into a pill

mass.
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Before triturating the orpiment with the

solution, get ready, a pair of clay pan crucible,

say, about 4'' in diameter, and coat the inside

with quicklime solution 6 or 7 coatings and

dry them up in the sun. Spread the pill mass

into one of these pans, and keep it under the

sun till it is dried up.

Cover the lid pan, seal with clay cloth

and burn with 7 or 8 cowdung cakes. Repeat

this process 3 times. The solution referred

above is called Puli-vediuppu Jeya Nir. (Tama-

rind and Nitre-vinegar.) Take 30 tolas each

of old tamarind fruit pulp (freed from seeds

and fibres). Triturate together into a pill mass

and spread it on a big clay sauce pan. Place

this pan over a hearth and set fire to the

hearth. The preparation will burn and reduce

into ashes. Collect these ashes, place it in a

procelain cup and place the cup in the night

dew. The ashes will be found watery. U it

is not the dew season, take 2 seers of Quick-

lime and dissolve in water to a syrupy cons-

tituency, pour it in a wide mouthed vcssal of

clay or copper, place the porcelain cup into

this solution by arranging 3 small stones to

the bottom of the cups, and cover the whole

with another big vessal so th.at air may not
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enter the ingredients. In this manner also the

ashes will he converted into water. Collect

the supernatant fluid for the above purpose.

(d) Take the bulbous root of a plaintain

tree, cut a hole in the centre to hold a piece

of Thalagam weighing 3 tolas, and place the

mass in the hole and cork with the cut piece

of the root. Enclose with clay cloth and burn

with 500 cowdung cakes, cool and collect the

mass.

Dose:— ^ fo 2 grains b. d. in honey

and long pepper powder.

For all kinds of fever. Pulmonary

Pthisis, Asthma, Chronic Bronchitis, Influenza.

39. Reduced Magnet.

Take 12 tolas of purified magnet and

1 2 tolas of finely powdered dried root of bark

of Cassia Auricuiata, place them in a mortar

and triturate with the juice drawn from Aloe

for 10 minutes and make into lozenges, dry,

and place them in a flat bottomed clay pot,

cover with a suitable lid of claj’, pack tht: lids

with clay and cloth and put over a hearth and

set fire. Gradually increase the fire, for 1

0

hours and keep the pot aloof until cooled.
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Then remove the lozenges and powder finely

and preserve.

Dose:— 2 to 3 grains in honey or ghee.

Especially useful for Sprue. A general

Tonic, as Iron.

40. Reduced Iron and Magnet.

Corrected Magnet 6 tolas.

„ Iron filings 6 „

Place them in mortar and triturate with

mothers milk for 1 0 hours and make lozenges

of the size of a half an anna piece. Dry, pack

them in flat clay crucibles, dry and burn with

50 cowdung cakes. Repeat the process by

triturating with the juice of Eclippa Drecta

Naarum and Karandai (Tamil) once in each.

Dose!— 1 to 3 grains, in honey.

Used in Jaundice, anaemia, Chlorosis,

Chronic Diarrhoea, Sprue, Myalgia, and in

fissure of the feet, which is supposed to be

caused by Pitha dosha.

(Another process:— Iron and magntt.

)

Purified magnet 6 tolas,

., Iron filings 6 „

Triturate in a mortar for 71 hours with

the juice of aloe petal make lozenges.
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dty. Pack in cnicibles. Bum with 20 cow
dung cakes Repeat process 7 times.

Useful in the same diseases as above, in

the same doses

41 . Borax Karpoor 3ilajit, Hart’s Horn
and Kalnar Basma Compound.

Powders of the above in equal parts

(3 tolas each),

Take enough of the roots of Gossypium

(Indian cotton root) and burn them into ashes.

Collect I seer of the ashes, dissolve it in 24

seers of water. Set aside for 3 days in a closed

pot. Decant the supernatant clear liquid on

the 4th day.

Triturate the above powders with this

water into a pill mass for 1 2 hours and prepare

lozenges, dry them under the sun, enclose in

clay pan crucible and seal the edges with clay

cloth, dry and burn' in a heap of cowdung
cakes (IT x U' * 1 T). Cool and collect the

lozenges.

Transfer them to a mortar, adding one
'

pie weight of each of the following ingredients:-

Ammonium chloride. Camphor, Hydrar-

gyri Perchloride, and Sodium Carbonate.
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Again triturate with the above water for

1 2 hours, prepare lozenges, dry under the sun.

Place the lozenges in mud pan crucible,

containing slacked lime, cover the lozenges

with more of the same lime, place the iid pan,

seal as before and burn with cowdung cakes,

(1
J' X U' X U')

Cool and collect the lozenges.

Triturate again with the white yolk of

hen*s eggs, make lozenges, enclose in clay pan

crucibles without lime, and burn as before.

Cool and collect.

Weigh the lozenges and add one half of

its weight, of cinnabar (purified) triturate well

and preserve in bottle.

Dose:— 5 to 15 grains twice a day in

tender cocoanut water.

Ascites. Dropsy, Urethritis, Gravel or

stone in the bladder or Urethra, Stricture

Urethra, Retention of urine.

42. Coral Basma- 1.

Steep 3 tolas of the broken pieces of

coral in Lemon fruit juice for 24 hours, wash

and collect them.
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Take equal quantity of (3 tolas) Karpoor

Silajit and triturate with the juice of Vitis

Quadrangularis along with the above coral,for

1 2 hours into a pill mass, make lozenges, dry

pack in clay pan crucible, seal, burn with cow

dung cakes arranged to I x I x l-V. Repeat

this a second time. For the third time -triturate

with the juice of Oxalis Corniculata, for 5

hours, make lozenges, dry, pack in crucible and

burp as before. Cool and powder.

Dose:- - 5 to 15 grains b. d.*

In cow’s butter, for ail kinds of Mega
Roga Rickets, emaciation of the body, due to

any causes. Diabetes meilitus, all kinds of skin

diseases, ulcers and diseases caused by the

increase or decrease of Vatha.

43. Coral- II.

Place in a crucible (used by Gold-

smiths), 3 tolas of Coral and sprinkle over it

1 1 tolas of purified white arsenic, cover the

crucible, with a suitable plate of copper corres-

ponding to the rim of the crucible, and over

it with a clay pan. Seal with clay cloth and

burn with 13 cowdung cakes Coo) and collect

the contents,
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Triturate with the milk of calatropis

gigantea (white flowered variety) make lozenges

dry, enclose in a clay pan, burn with 1 0 cow
dung cakes. Cool and powder.

Dose:— J to 1 grain in honey.

A specific in Sannipatha, especially in

puerperal sepsis.

44. Coral III.

Wash 3 tolas of coral in water after

steeping in it for one day.

Make a paste of the leaves of Tiaridium

Indicum, place the coral in the middle of this,

enclose in 7 layers of clay cloth, dry this under

the sun, burn with 50 cowdung cakes. Cool

and collect the coral and steep in a cup of

cow’s milk, dry under the sun. Pack this coral

in the ripe (yellow coloured) leaves of the

Banyan tree and set aside under a heap of

Paddy or granery of paddy for 3 days. Powder

and use.

Dose:— 3 to lu grains b. d.

Pulmonary Ptihisis, Asthma, Chronic

Bronchitis, Eczema, and other kinds of skin

diseases.
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45. Coral-lV.

Steep 3 tolas of Coral in lemon juice

for 3 days wash with water and enclose in a

paste made of the leaves of Zizyphus Jujuba,

enclose with 7 layers of clay cloth, dry, and

burn with 50 cowdung cakes. Cool and collect

the ashes and steep in cow*s milk and dry

under the sun.

Dose:- 3 to 10 grains in Ghee or honey,

actions as No. 3.

46. Coral~V.

Take a mud pot, fill half of it with the

fine shootings of red coral (sold in bazaar at

3 pies per tola) fill up with the juice of cepha-

landra Indica (Coccinea Indica) leaves, cover

with a lid, seal and burn with 100 to 200 cow
dung cakes according to the quantity of coral

used (4 to 8 seers) Cool and powder.

Dose: —3 to 5 grains b. d. in honey
and long pepper water.

Used in diseases as No 3 and 4.

A cheap and efficient preparation, use-

ful for charitable dispensaries.

47.

Coral—VI. (Compound)

Take 3 tolas of orpiment and immerse

clay pot containing common salt bym a
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placing the pot over the hearth of the Black-

smith, and blow until the pot becomes red hot

and mutilated by melting. Cool and collect

the orpiment which will be found melted and

brown.

Add to this equal quantities of coral and

Karpoor Silajit, Triturate with the milk of

Calatropis Gigantea (white flower)^ for 10

hours make lozenges, dry, enclose and seal in

clay pans Place this pan in a big pot con-

taining sand, cover and seal the lid with a

clay pan.. Place over the hearth and slowly

bum for 10 hours. Cool and powder.

Dose:— ^ grain b. d.

Along with suitable anupan (choor-

nams or lakyams) for Asthma and other

diseases of the respiratory system.

48. Coral-VII.

Take Solanum Xanthocarp berries—the

variety that possess blue Howers (2 lbs.)

Bruise and spread half of them in a clay pan

crucible, place over it 24 tolas of purified coral

and spread upon it. the remaining bruised

berries. Place the cover lid pan, seal, and
bum with 200 cowdung cakes.-
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Dose:— ^ to 2 grains in cow’s ghee b.d.

Nasal catarrh. Pharyngitis, Bronchitis,

Asthma and Pulmonary Pthisis.

49. Coral-VIII.

Steep coral in cold water (or 1 day

(24 hours) wash well. Again steep in cow's

milk (or 1 day, spread over clay pan bruised

berries o( Tiaridium Indicum, place the coral

over the bruised berries scattered, and spread

more of the berries as to cover up the

coral. Place a cover lid pan, seal and bum
in Gajapudam. Cool and collect the coral in

a china cup, pour sufficient quantity of cow’s

milk as to soak the coral and place it under

the sun until the milk is dried up. Triturate

the coral into fine powder, transfer to a bottle

and place the bottle in a heap of paddy for 4

days, and now the basma is fit for use.

Dose: — t to 3 grains in honey or other

vehicles suitable in the following diseases.

Asthma, and 96 kinds of skin diseases.

50. Vediuppu Sunnam.

Take powdered Tortoise shell 1 5 tolas,

spread half of it in a clay pan and place over

it 3 or 4 sticks of Nitre weighing together 3
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tolas, fill up with the powder, cover with

another suitable pan, seal, dry, and burn with

1 5 cowdung cakes. Cool and collect the pieces

of Nitre which will appear like marble powder.

Dose:— 2 grains in tender cocoanut

water twice a day.

Retention of Urine, Gravel or stone in

the Urethra or bladder and urethritis.

31. Hart’s Horn Basina—1.

(a) Hart’s Horn I Tola

(b) Nitre 1 „

(c) Ajwan Seeds 1 „

Triturate (b) and (c) with water into a

paste and apply to (a), and dry. Roll a layer of

clay cloth over it and dry. After drying, place

this between a heap of charcoal (about 2 lbs.)

Set fire to charcoal heap and be fanning. Cool

and remove the hart’s horn. Powder and store

in bottle.

Dose:— 5 to 15 grains b. d. in honey.

A stimulating expectorant. When any

drugs are administered for fevers with chillness

in the extremities, this Basma may be used as

a reliable vehicle. '
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52. Hart’s Horn -ll.

Break the hart’s horn into pieces of 2 or

3 inches in length, scrape off the marrow
thoroughly, Apply a paste of Acalypha Indica

leaves over the pieces, dry, and arrange them

between the cowdungs cakes of about 100

burn and Triturate with cow’s milk, make
lozenges, dry enclose in clay pans, seal, bum
again with 100 cowdung cakes, cool, and

powder.

Dose:— 2 to 8 grams b. d. in cow’s

ghee.

Fevers—Feelings of heat, thirst, ure-

thritis.

53. I-avana Sinduram.

Black salt called Kalluppu or

Gandaga. Uppu in tamil 1 2 tolas.

Mercury 3 „

Aegle mamelos Juice (Leaf) q. s.

Triturate into a paste for 6 hours continu-

•ously until the mercury becomes invisible to

the naked eyes. Transfer to a small mud pot.

Place this pot over a black smith’s furnace,

with bellows, blow the fire until the pot turns

red hot and appears as if the pot will
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melt. Remove from the furnace and allow

the pot to cool. The ingredients will be found

melted and settled down.

Remove the melted ingredients and

triturate with the juice of Pistia Stratiotes for

10 hours, divide into small lozenges of the

size of a rupee (Indian coin) dry, enclose in

mud pan crucible seal and submit to a pudam
of cowdung cakes I}' x 1^' x H'. Repeat

this process 5 times. Powder.

Dose:— 3 to 1 5 grains twice a day in

honey.

Gastritis, Gastralgia, Dyspepsia, acidity

of the stomach. Gout and intestinal disorders.

54. Paachalavana Bmoui.

Rock salt, Vid salt. Common salt. Nitre

and Black salt each 3 tolas.

Triturate with the following juice for

2i hours in each, to a pill mass, prepare

lozenges, dry, enclose in crucibles, seal, dry and

bum with 20 cowdung cakes.

Aloe root juice, Uitex negundu, Vitis,

Quadrangularis, Mortinga Petrogoqierima bark,

and Acalypha Indica leaves.
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Dose:— 3 to 10 grains b. d. in butter

milk or boiled rice preserved water.

Myalgia, Dysentery, orchitis. Indiges-

tion, Diarrhoea, and ascites.

53. ' Alum and Cinnabar.

Place 30 tolas of powdered Alum in a

broad clay pan over hre, melt and when the

water is evaporated, a kind of frothy surface

will be formed. At that time, make space in

the middle of it with a knife, and put in it

3 tolas of finely powdered cinnabar and cover

it with the alum froth from the sides, cover the

pan with another p«ai, until all water evapo-

rates and becomes dry. Scrape all from the

pan, triturate well in a mortar until every-

thing is completely mixed up. Store.

Dose:— I to 4 grains in ghee or honey.

In biliousness. Vomiting, sleeplessness,

Dianhoea, Dysentery, bilious fevers, etc.*

36. Veera Rasa.

Rasa Sindura (sold in bazar) 1 tola

Cinnabar 1 „

Perchloride of mercury } ,.

Silver nitrate 4 „
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;

Triturate in a mortar for half an hour,

place under the bright sun for half an hour.

Repeat this process 4 or 3 times and store,

Dose:— ^ grains in fresh ginger juice

and the juice of the flowers of Leucus cepha-

lotes, one teaspoon each.

Very efficacious in fevers with severe

thirst, and excessive perspiration that lead to

the coldness of extremities, also in fevers

caused by sexual intercourse, and in cholera.

This should not be repeated more than

twice.

57. Iron and Perchloride of mercury.

TrU’irate 3 tolas of fine Iron filings

and 3 tolas of Perchloride of mercury with the

juice of camphor-smelling-Betel leaves for 2

days, at 5 hours a day, make lozenges, dry and

povader them. Place this powder in a small

clay pot of the size of a wood apple, with

narrow mouth, and close the mouth with a flat

alate slab, and seal the edges with clay cloth

and dry.

Place in another clay pot (to hold I ^

measures of sand) one inch height of dry sand

and put in it the above sealed pot, fill up to
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the brim with more sand. Put this pot over

fire and burn with fire wood (or 1 0 hours, regu-

lating the heat, gradually increasing it. Allow

it to cool. Scrap off the medicine, powder

finely and preserve.

Dose:— 4 to 1 grain in honey.

In all sorts of painful affection of

muscles and joints, chronic fevers, sannipatha

variety of fevers.

Diet:— Soogee or Rice Conjee.

58. Pancharatnam.

Iron filing 1 tola

Magnet 1 „

Orpiment 1 .,

Mejrcury 1 „

Gold leaf 1 „

Triturate gold leaf with mercury until

they mix together, and add other ingredients

and triturate well with the juice of the roots of

Aloes, for 1 0 hours, and make into one lozenge.

Dry, pack and seal in a pair of clay pan. Bum
with 25 cowdung cakes. Cool again, triturate

with the juice of the leaves of Acalypha Indica.

Pack and burn as before. Repeat this process

5 times: 'triturating alternately, with the ^bnve

juices, and cool, powder and store.
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Dose:— I to 3 grains in kon^ or ghee.

A very valuable preparation in Asthma,

'

Chronic Bronchitis, and Pnemonary Pthisis

and a powerful tonic.

Diet:— Nutritious food to be taken,

59. Anmmga Sindiiraiii.

Fine iron filings 24 tolas

magnrt 12 „
Perchloride of mercury,^

sub^hloride of mer* / I drachm
cury, cinnabar, sub C each,

phur. J

Triturate well in a stone mortar for 30

hours with liquor calcis. Lozenges, dry, pack

in clay pan crucibles, seal with clay cloth and
bum with 30 cow dung cakes.

Triturate with the following juices and

bum twice in each variety.

1 . Unripe tamuind fmit juice

2. Lemon Juice

3. Sour pomegranate fruit juice.

Finely powder and store.

.

Dose!— ^ to 2 grains in honey or ghee

twice a day.

Very efficacious in pernicious anaemia,

chlorosis. Gastritis, Gastralgia, Chronic fevers.
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Enlargement of spleen, Rheumatic fever,

itflKritis. ascites etc.,

60. Kastttri Karappu.

I Pacha Karpoora; 2. S2iffron;3. Bezoa

(GhorochanV, 4. Cinnabar (purified); 5. Crude

calomel (purified) 6. Sulpher (purified)

7. Orpiment yellow (purified) 8. Mercury

(purified) 9. Rasa sindura (purified\ 10. Long

pepper; II. Ajowan; 12. Orpiment Red
(purified); each I tola. Musk I /8 tola.

Triturate mercury and sulphur well and

then add one by one and lastly the musk after

everything is completely mixed up. Store in

tightly corked bottle.

Dose:— 2 to 10* grains in honey.

In all kinds of fevers, pains, weakness,

of the heart due to any kind of disease. In

intense thirst in fevers, restlessness, delirium,

insomnia, Facial Paralysis, Hemiplegia,

Myalgia, Rheumatic fevers, Migraine.

61. Jalamanjari.

1 . Couch shell powder; 2. Sagastrabedi;

3. Magnet; 4. Silajit (Karpoor); 3. Kalnar;

6. Borax; 7. Iron filings; 8. Sulphur; 9. Alum;

each 2 tola. Nitre 4^ tolas.
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Triturate together well, and place in a

cup shaped crucible, and melt over charcoal

fire, and allow it to cool by pouring over a
clay pan. Powder well and preserve.

Dose-'— 3 to 6 giains.

Very efficacious. Diuretic, Tonic, in

Dropsy due to heart, liver or kidneys, and

extreme anaemic conditions like Pernicious

anaemia or chlorosis

To be given in cocoanut water, lemon

juice, hot water, or decoction of Eclipta Erecta,

as the case require.

62. Megachintamani Sinduram.

I. Magnet; 2. Coral; 3. Gold leaf;

4. Sulphur; (each 2 parts).

I . Reduced mica; 2. Mercury; (each

5 parts).

Triturate in a stone mortar gold leaf and

mercury together until the mercury completely

disappears and then add sulphur and t'iturate

well until everything becomes black, and then

add other ingredients one by one and triturate

well with the root juice of Aloes for 1 0 hours

and dry with the mortar itself.
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Take a flask (Kaasi Kuppi) cover it

with 7 layers of clay and dry. Place in it the

powder, pack the mouth with a piece of

soft slate stone and seal with clay cloth and
dry.

Take a clay pot to hold(2 or 3 measures

of water) fill \ of it with fine sand, place in

the centre the prepared flask and fill up on all

sides with more sand upto the brim of the

flask. Place the clay pot over hearth and

burn with fire wood for 1 0 hours, first low fire

and gradually increase the fire. Remove the

flask after it is cooled, break the glass flask

and carefully scrape of the contents, place in a

mortar and triturate with aloe root juice again

for 1 0 hours, make into lozenges, dry, and pack

in clay pan crucibles, and seal with clay cloth

and burn with 10 or 12 cow dung cakes^ if

the quantity of the preparation is below 2 or 3

tolas, or increase the cakes if it is more. Cool

and see if the lozenges show any glittering of

Gold, if it is so, repeat trituration with above

root juice, and burn with cow dung cakes

until the glittering disappears which will be

alright in 2 or 3 burnings.

Dose: 1 to 2 grains in ghee or butter

twice a day.
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An excellent preparation for diabeies

and rebuilds the 7 tissues of the body.

63. Balasanjivi Sinduram.

1 . Rasa Sinduram; 2. Cinnabar;

3. Crude calomel; 4. Purified croton seeds;

each } tolas.

Triturate well in a stone mortar, add

6 tolas of the fresh leaves of azima tetracanttra,

to a pill mass, make a single lozenge, dry. put

in a clay pan, fry over charcoal fire, without

allowing it to fume by roasting one side after

another by frequent turning, until it assumes

the colour of brick red. cool, powder and store.

Dose!— i to 2 grains for children.

3 to 6 grains for adults in honey.

In bronchitis, fevers, asthma. Myaliga

Infantile convulsions due to indigestion or

fever.
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2. Matihirais. (Pills)

1. Sanjeevi Mathrai.

(a) Rasam, Thalagam, Gandagam, Ven-

garam, Nabhit Nirvisham, each 3

Kazhanju.

(b) Sukku, Milagu. Thippili, Kadukai,

Nellikai, Thanikai, each J palam.

(c'> Valaparuppu 3 k Palams.

Purify the ingredients (a) and (c) as per

directions for purification. Finely powder the

ingredients (b) and pass through a fine sieve.

Weigh the ingredients separately as above.

First triturate Rasam and Gandagam together

and add the rest one by one.

Triturate all the ingredients together

with juices of Nochi, Murunkan, Kuppameni,

Kaian, and Adathodai for 24 hours in each,

continuously adding sufficient quantity of the

juices. Make into a pill mass. Prepare pills

of the size of a pepper.

Dose: - I to 3 pills.

For, Migraine with cow’s milk, in-

ternally; Eczema and other skin diseases of

the scalp mix one or two pills with the Juice

of Acalypha Indica and apply, externally: AH
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kinds of skin diseases— with the Juice of

Cherupadai, externally; Leprotic ulcers of the

Scalp with the juice of Daemia extensa,

externally; Hemicrania with the juice of

the fruits of bitter orange (Narathai), exter-

nally; Cataract with the juice Dacalypha

Indica, to be dropped into the eyes; Hazy

vision—with the juice of Clitoria Ternatia;

Opacity of the cornea-with mother’s milk;

Blepharitis-—with the juice of the leaves

of Butea frondosa; Vayu- with the jiiice

of Betal leaves, internally; Kapha—with
the powder of Horse gram; Diarrhoea with

the juice of the bark of Ficus
^
Glamorate;

Janni -with the juice of Vitex Negundu;

Grahani -with the Buffalo’s butter; Chronic

Dyspepsia - with the urine of the Buffalo;

Gastritis- with the juice of the leaves or bark

of Crataeva Religiosa; Constipation - with

Pepper powder; Enlargements of the liver or

spleen- with the juice of Cassia Tora;

Otorrhea and otitismedia drop into the Ears

with the juice of Embelica officinalis; Orchitis,

internally, with the juice of Cardiosperrr.um

Halicacabum; Arthritis with the juice of

Boerhavia Diffusa; Snr.ke bites with the juice

of Mcnioidica Charantia leaves; Vath Fever-
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with Vitex Negundu leaves juice; Venomous

bites. Coma, Collapse and other unconscious

state the pill to be rubbed with the betal leaf

juice and instilled or blown into the nostrils.

2. Mantha Mathrai (for children).

Sukku, Milagu, Thippili, Amaiodu,

Omam, Kadugurogini, Vaivilangam,

Periingayam, Inthuppu, Neervalam (Purified)

equal parts.

Tortoise shell to be kept immersed in

the juice of Dacmia Extensa for 24 hours and

powdered before adding to the preparation.

Triturate the whole with pmre water

and prepare pills of the size of abrus Preca-

torius seeds.

Dose: 1 to 1 \ Pills for children.

To be administered in the juices of

Agati Grandiflora, Erythruia indica, ginger,

etc., for intestinal disorders due to constipation;

and fevers due to indigestion with constipation.

Once or twice a day.

For adults in similar conditions 3 or 4

Pills per diem.
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3. Maha Kodatoori Mathrai.

(a) Thalagam. Gowri, Sembuthotti,

Vengaram, Veeram, Lingam, Thurusu, Mano>

silai, Vellaipashaneun, Rasam, Vaalam, Paltu>

tham, Gandhagam, Padikaram, Annabedhi,

(all purified) H Virageinidai.

(b) Thirikadugu, Jadkipatri, Manjisbtii

Lavangam, Kurasani Omam, Devatharam,

Chithramoola (Ver pattai) Kadukai, Nellikai,

Thanikai, Koshtam, Siru Nagappo, Vasuvasi,

Kadugurogini, Valamburikai, Jathikai, Ganja-

Ver (Root of Cannabis Indica). Fry these

ingredients until they all become slightly brown

each 1 1 Viragan.

(c) Pachakarpooram, Induppu, Pooneer

(impure Sodium Carbonate) Perungayanrr,

Sandana thool (Saw dust of Sandal wood),

Pereechankai, Dhraksh?, Vellai Poondu, each,

l.i Viragan.

Triturf te a, b, c. together with the Juices

of Eclipta e:ecta (Karisalanganni) Vitex

Negundu, and Evolvulus alsoinoides, for 7

days in each continuously, and prepare pills of

the size of green gram.

Dose:— 1 to 2 Pills.
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For, gleet—in the decoction of the roots

of Cynodon Dactyolon; Suga-Janni—in Iroiled

juice of fresh ginger. Thirst— in sugar; Hectic

fever in butter milk; intermittent fevers - in the

decoction of cardiospermum Halicacabum; for

Orchitis, Jaundice, anaemia, and billious

affections - in the decoction of Tri-pala, or

Cow’s urine; for Internal piles- in sugar; as

antidote for poisoning- in black Datura juice;

for 84 kinds of vatha diseases - in the juice

of Crataeva Religiose; for 84 kinds of Gunma
rogas, such as Dyspepsia, Gastralgia gastritis,

and vipruthi, (Multiple abscesses), asthma,

ascites, dropsy, inflamations of the liver, spleen.

Uterus or ovaries, and for 96 kinds of Kapha

rogas ("Respiratory), in the Juice of Colocynth

fruit.

For ulcers, scrofula- carbuncles, and

Syphilitic ulcers, one pill to be mixed with a

teaspoon of butter and applied on. For

venomous stings and bites, make a paste with

lemon juice and apply on the part.

4. Gororhana Mathrai.

Gorochanam, Kungumapoo, Pachai-

karpooram. Rasa sinduram. Rasa Karpooram,

Elam, Abiaha Sinduram or Baspam, Lavangam,
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Koshtam, Jadhikai, Akrakaram, and Sambrani

Pathangam, equal parts. Musk i part.

Triturate, well in the decoctions of

Sandal wood, Chambaga flowers, and Saffron,

each separately for 5 hours in each and prepare

pills of the size of an abrus precatorius bean.

Dose: - 1 to 2 pills.

For Pharyngitis, laryngitis, Tonsil-

litis, Pneumomia, and all kinds of respiratory

diseases, attended with fever or not, in honey,

ginger juice, the juice of adathoda Vasika lea-

ves, solanum jacquini leaves, solanum tribola-

tum, ocimum sanctum. Garlic and Alpina

Chinensis, baked in steam or juice squeezed

by bruising.

For 13 kinds of Janni, Hemicrania,

neuralgia, convulsions, fainting, collapse, shock

syncope, tetanus, and all kinds of fevers in

children - to be administered in nim oil, garlic

oil,egg oil, or in Decoctions containing chiretta,

tinospora cordifolia etc.

In Gastro-Enteritis in children with

mother’s milk or honey.

In similar conditions in adults 3 to 6

pills may be administered.
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5. Kattuvathi Mathrai.

Jathikai, Jathipatkri, Mackikai, Lavan*

gam, Koshtam, AthimatKuram, Athividayam,

aphini Vilampishin (gum of Feronia Elepkan-

tum tree)each .} tola

Triturate well after powdering them and

insert them in 2 pomegranate fruits (half ripe)

about 6 ounces in weight each, making space by

removing a portion of the seeds (especi-

ally the sour variety of pomegranate are

preferred),and close the cut portion with the

outer skin of the fruits, cover or roll the fruit

with pieces of white linen, and paste cowdung

over the cloth. Dry. Burn with 5 or 6 cow

dung cakes until the cloth is burnt well.

Let it cool. Remove the burnt cloth. Triturate

the pomegranate well in a mortar and prepare

pills of 5 grains each. A decoction of Nutmegs

may be used for trituration if required to pre-

pare a pill mass.

Dose:— 1 to •' pill for children.

1 to 2 pills for adults, in honey

or in curd for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, bleeding,

piles, atisara.
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6.

Anandabairava Mathrai.

Kara Nabhi.Lingam, Gandagam, Mano>

silai, Rasam, Poritha Vengaram (ezciccated

Borax) purified, equal parts.

Triturate into a pill mass with lime juice

and divide into pills of the size of green gram.

Dose:— I to 3 pills in mother’s milk,

honey or ginger juice (boiled) twice a day.

Specific for Malaria, and all kinds of

fevers.

7.

Amirthadhi Mathrai.

Athimathuram, Shanbagapoo, Elam,

Gorochanam Sathirabedhi, Vettiver, Koshtam

Mackipathri, Vilamichamver, equal parts.

Triturate with Athandai, (Kathotti)

Juice for 2i hours and prepare pill of the size

of black gram.

Dose:— 1 to 2 pills b. d. in mothers milk.

A very useful preparation, for children

in all kinds of fevers, thirst, and Doshas.

8.

Lavangadhi Mathrai (Lexative)

Lavangam 6 viraganidai

Milagu 4 „

Pooram 1 „
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Lingam I ,i

Rasam 1 „

Gandagam t

Poritha Vengaram 2 „

Purified Valam 10 „

Triturate with the decoction of Chebulic

myrabolans for 3 hours and prepare pills of

the size of black gram.

Dose:— I to 2 pills for children, may
be given in Ajowan water, pepper decoction

or mother’s milk.

For Infantile convulsions, fevers, in-

digestion, fits etc. If administered twice a

month regularly for infants, prevents many
diseases brought on by constipation; this is

a safe purgative.

9. Sandhanadhi Mathrai.

Moongil Uppu, Vellai Kasikatti,

Machikai, Elarisi, Valmilagu, in equal parts,

finely powdered.

Triturate with sandal wood oil into a

pill mass. Make 1 0 grain pills.

Dose: -
1 pill b. d.

Swallow with cow's milk (boiled) and

sugar candy.
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The first ingredient should be trituiated

with superior quantity of Rose water for 7 days

together, make into lozenges and dried before

adding.

An excellent preparation for Gonorrhea,

Urethritis, acute or chronic.

1 0. Mandoora Mathrai.

Pungam Pattai, Devadaru Pattai,

Manjal, Maramanjal, Lavangapattai, Val>

milagu, Chitramoolaver pattai, K o r a i

Kishangu, Sevviam, Triphala, Trikadu, each

I \ tolas.

Corrected mandooram 22J tolas. Cow’s

urine 3 pleasures.

Boil and reduce the urine to the cons*

tituency of syrup, and add the finely powdered

ingredients in the urine, boil to the cons*

tituency of a pill mass. Make pills of the size

of seeds of abrus precatcrius.

Dose: -- I pill b. d.

To be swallowed with water.

In torpidity o£ the liver, enlarged

spleen, anaemia,* Dropsy, Chlorosis, Chronic

fevers— Piles.
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I i . Deepagni Mathrai.

Jeeragatn, Perungayam (fried), Induppu,

Lavangam, Elam, Ganja (corrected), Sukku,

Milagu, equal parts.

Powder and triturate with lemon juice

for 5 hours. Divide into pills of 10 grains each.

Dry in shade.

Dose:— 1 pill.

To be swallowd with water if there is

indigestion or loss of appetite.

1 2. Swasakasa Mathrai.

Lavangam 1 tolas.

Poritha vengaram(fried borax) 1 „

(Fried white) Thurisu 1 „

Purified Arsenic \ „

Moosambaram 1 „

Thippali I „

Abini ^ „

Triturate with the bile of black goat for

1 0 hours and prepare pills of 2 grains each.

Dose: - I pill every 4 hours to be

slowly chewed.

Indicated in spasmodic cough, althma,

and in all diseases of the respiratory system

where the phlegm is accumulated in the lungs.
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13. Grahani ketari Mathrai.

Rasatin, Gandagatn, Abraka Basma, Iron

'Baama, Jathikai, Lingam, Athividayam, Karu

nabi, Thrikadu, Kattatbipoo, Kadukai, shells

of the fruits of Fenoria Elephantum (wood

apple); Korai Kilangu, omum, Root bark of

Chitramoolam, shells of Mathalai (Pomegranate

fruit shell), fried borax, Vetpalarisi, Seeds of

Datura, Seeds of Bouducella, Gum Bombax
malabaricum (silk cotton tree gum,) Root of

Bilvam, each \ tola. Abini (Opium) 2 tolas.

Triturate for 10 hours with the juice of

the leaves of Datura.

Make pills of 2 grains each.

Dosel— 1 pill b. d. in honey or ghee.

A valuable remedy in all kinds of

Diarrhoea, or Dysentry whether acute or

chronic.

14. Ramaban Mathrai.

Trikadu, Jadikai, Lavanga, Wood apple

gum, Bombax malabricum gum,Aegle marmelos

gum, Athividayam, Bonducella seeds, Jeera*

kam, Omum, Karkadasinghi, Tender fruits of

Pomegranate (unripe', Pulp of Aegle marmelos
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fruit. Pon-musuttai root, Kattu rr alii root, Kattu

Elam. Equal parts.

Fry them in gingelly oil, to light brown

colour, and triturate well with curds to a pill

mass.

Make into pills of the size of an Areca

nut (about I drachm) each.

Dose:— 1 pill b. d. in water, squeezed

out of curds.

A safe remedy without opium for

Cysentry, Diarrhoea, Atisara, with or without

fever.

13. Nava Boopathi Mathrai.

Gold leaves. Silver leaf, zinc filings

Iron filings. Pearl, Rubies, Mercury, Sulphur,

Cinnabar, Realgar, Litharge and Aconite root,

H tolas each.

Triturate well with lemon fruit juice for

10 hours, make lozenges of the size of a rupee,

dry, enclose, in clay pan crucibles, and seal

the edges with clay cloth dry burn with

30 cowdung cakes-cool. Remove the lozenges

and add equal weight of cinnabar, triturate

with mother’s milk for 10 hours and prepare

(like a suppository) sticks I" x I" dry.
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Dose:— 1 to 3 grains, in mother’s milk,

honey, or fresh ginger juice (boiled)

A very valuable specific in 13 kinds of

Janni, Tridoshas, and in all kinds of fevers

and other brain or nervous symptoms (plague.

Influenza aud pneumonia.)

3* Choornams. (compound powders)

I . Nilavagai Choornam.

Senna (entire plant dried) 30 tolas.

Pepper; Chebulic Pdyrobolans; Beleric

Myrobolans; Cumin seeds; Celestrius Pani>

culatus seeds; Mesua ferrea; Cardamoms;

Cinnamon bark; Picrorrhiza Kurroa; Ipomea

turpethum; Abies webbiana; Nutmeg: Cloves;

Long pepper; Cubebs; Rock salt; Arrow root;

Dried ginger; Each ^ tola.

White sugar equal to the total weight

of the rest of the ingredients.

Dose:— ^ to 1 drachm in honey, or

ghee.

Chronic skin diseases. Syphilitic erup*

tions. Vertigo, Hepatitis. Dyspepsia, Habitual

constipation.
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2. Jeeraka Choornam.

Immerse the required quantity of Cumin
seeds, in the Lemon juice, Eclipha Erecta

juice, Bryonia scahrella juice, Phyllanthus

Emblica juice, Solanum tribolatum juice,

Margosa bark, decoction; Leucas caphalotes

juice, in order for 24 hours and dry the seeds

under the sun after every immersion. Lastly

powder and pass through fine sieve and mix

with it sugar, J to the weight of the powder.

Dose:— i to 1 drachm with water.

In Pitha disorders, such as biliousness,

Nausea, Vomiting anorexia, and indigestion.

3. Karpooradhi Choornam.

Exciccated Boreix, Cumin seeds, and

camphor, equal parts.

Bruise the cumin seeds and triturate

with camphor and fry over a clay pan without

allowing them to fumes, by gentle heat, and

lastly add the borax powder.

Dose:— i drachm.

To be administered in ounces of the

following decoction twice a day for 1 0 days.
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Bruised, Pedalium murex (entire plant)

1 ounce.

Water 10 ounces.

Boil and reduce to 2i ounces.

For Gonorrhea, Urethritis, Cystitis,

Spasmodic or senile Retention of urine and in

stricture urethra.

4. Induppu Choornam.

Rock salt 3 tolas.

Cumin seeds 9 ,.

Dried ginger 15 „

Ajowan seeds 6 ,.

Long pepper 12 „

Chebulic myrabolans
(freed of seeds) 45 „

Fry the ingredients, xecepting the salt,

to light brown, and Bnely powder all the

ingredients.

Dose:— i to I drachm b. d. with
water.

Anoraxia, Indigestion, Gastritis, and

habitual constipation.

5. Ashta Deepagni Choornam.

Dried ginger, Pepper, Long pepper,

Ajowan seeds, Cumin seeds, Nigella sativa,

Asafoetida, and Rock salt, equal parts.
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Fry all the ingredients except the salt

powder and mix with the powdered salt.

Dose: \ to I drachm.

To be taken along with food.

In all diseases of the digestive system,

due to Vayu dosha, including colic pains.

6. Perangipattai Choornam.

Smilax chinensis 24 tolas*

Azima tetracantha root bark 6 ,,

Indigofera aspalathoides 12 ,

,

Adenema hissopifolia 6 „

Take 1 Ib. each of Euphorala antiguorum,

and tirucalli, cut in small pieces and bruised,

mix with 16 measures of water and place them

in a big clay pot. Cover the mouth of the pot

with a white linen and tie around the lid.

Place over this linen smilax chinensis,

cut into small pieces, cover with another clay

pot and seal the edges (rims of the lower and

upper potsi with clay and cloth. Place the

pot over fire and boil for hours. Remove- dry

in the shade, and finely powder. The other

ingredients are to be dried under the sun

and powdered finely.
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Mix together with 30 tolas of white

sugar.

Dose:— J to 1 drachm h. d.

Secondary and tertiary syphilis, chronic

skin diseases including leprosy and scrofula,

urticariel rashes, chronic rheumatism, and all

kinds of muscular and neuralgic pains.

To be continued for 20 days, and if

necessary repeated after a fortnight.

Diet: Avoid, Turmeric, Mustard, Gin-

gelly oil. Fish, Mutton, tobacco in any form,

old foods emd sexual intercourse.

7. Vajravalli Choomam.

Selected stalks of vitis.

Quadrangularis (corrected)

Dried and powdered each 30 tolas.

Alpinia Chinensis 3

Cloves 3

Dried Ginger 3

Long pepper 6

White sugar 6

Dose:— J to 1 drachm in honey.

Note:

—

The first ingredient should be corrected

as follows:

—
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Take well grown stalks of vitis quad,

throw of the joints found on both sides by

cutting them, collect only the jointless stems

and boil them with 2 pints of sour curds

mixed with Saindalavana (6 tolas), until all

the curds evaporate, dry the stems in the

shade and then powder finely before powder-

ing the rest of the ingredients mix.

For gastritis. Indigestion, Anorexia,

Biliousness, Hepatitis, Neuralgic and myalgic

pains. Arthritis, Skin diseases. Chest pains.

Gurgling noises in the abdomen.

8. Sundavathal Choornam.

Dried fruits of Solanum;Verbasci folium;

Muraya konigii leaves; Inner kernals of mango
seeds; Ajowan Seeds; External shells of

Pomegranate fruits; Dried fruits of Phyllanthus

Emblica; Trigonella Foenum—Equal parts.

Fry the ingredients, bruise and powder

finely.

Dose:— i to 1 drachm in Curds b. d.

Diarrhea, Dysentry (acute or chronic)

9. Vallarai Choornam.

Hydrocotyle asiatica leaves

Powdered 30 Tolas.
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Cloves; Cardamoms; Nutmeg; Nutmace;

Galls; Flacourtia Cataphracta; Thri-phala;

Each 3 Tolas. White Sugar; equal parts

Dose;— ] to 1 drachm, in Ghee.

Hectic fevers caused by megaroga, hot

feelings in the rectum, burning sensations

all over the body and the body will fee' a

cooling sensation,

Alterative, Tonic, Diuretic, Emenago-

gue. Indicated in Scrofula secondary and

Tertiary syphilis, improves faculties, Leprosy,

Skin diseases, Dysentry and other bowel

complaints in children.

Note:- The fresh leaves of Hydrocotyle

..liould be submitted to steaming process.

0 . Amirtha Sanjivi Choornam.

i .iiiu:! ol Cocculus Cordifolinus

(Guduchi Sathwam) 3 tolas.

Dates, Cubebs, Aplotaxis, Auriculate,

Liqiorice root, Thrbkadu, Phyllanthus

I .mhlica (dried fruits), Withania Coagulaus

F^'-oniandhu pattai (Tamil), Cardamoms,

Mu. ima pruriens seeds, camphor, cumin seeds

S IV/ dust of sandal wood, Saffron, NutmCj^,

( nnamon bark, Masua ferrea, Flaeciirtia

( at? phracta. Cubebs.
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Finely powdered each 3 tolas.

Asparagus Sarmentosus

(dried and powdered) I \ tolas.

Hypoxis Orchioides

(dried and powdered) I \ tolas.

Khus Khus root, Trlbulus l^armuginosus

fruits (dried), Nelumbium Speciosum root.

Nymphaea Edulis root. All dried and powdered

each if tolas.

Dose: - h to 1 drachm in ghee.

Urethritis, Gonorrhea, Stricture Urethra,

Cystitis, Neuritis, Rickets, Debility, Menor-

rhagea, Metrorrhagia, Leucorrhea, Haematurcd,

Haemoglobinurea

1 1 . Meharajanga Choornam.

Khus khus root, ajowan seeds, Cinnainou

bark, Nutmug, Saffron, Gorochan, Mesua ierre:!.

Nelumbium speciosum root, Macc, Clove .s.

Aplotaxis auriculata,^ Phyllanthvis emVjlica

(dried fruit), Hypoxis orchioides root, Cubebs,

Dates, Grapes, Sandalwood, Pachaparpoora.

Thri-kadu, Liquoric root, Paddy seeds fried

into flowers, Withania coagulans, Rhii> sure*

danea, Powder, each tola.

White sugar equal pari.-
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Dose:— \ to 1 drachm in cow’s butter

for 48 days.

Burning sensation of the hands and

feet, (phosphateurea, Polyurea, Albummirea,

Gravel, Urethritis, Cystitis, Dryness of the

skin, Hectic fevers. Tuberculous affections,

expecially the disoeses that arc caused by

Pitha and heat.

12. Uppu Choornam.

Long pepper. Cloves, Ajowan,

Cardamom, Bangle salt, black salt> Rock salt.

Common salt, and Nitre each I tola.

Senna leaves 2 tolas.

White sugar 6 tolas.

Dose:— 10 to 30 grains, at bed time

with water or milk.

Vatha disorders. Gastritis, Constipation,

Hepatitis. Indigestion, Heavy feelings iitthe

abdomen, Pitha, Colic, Diarrhea, and expells

th<^ accumulations in the intestines.

i. Kasbayams. (Decoctions)

1. Adakashayam.

Chirella, Margcsa bark. Liquorice root,

Ad.athoda vasika root, Bassia Latifolia flowers.
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Cardamoms, Terminalia Chebula, Solarium

Jacquinii root, Cierodendron Serrata, Ocimum
Sanctum root, Plumbago capanis (root bark),

Coriandri fructus, Cyperus Pertenius, Aplo>

taxis auriculata, Anethi fructus. Sandalwood,

Tragia Involucratea, Pavania Zeylanica,

Pavania odorata, Tinospora cordifolia. Dried

ginger, Terminalia Bellerica, Long pepper,

Vitis vinifeta fruits, L.eucus Cephalotes root,

Solanum Tribolatum root, Phyllanthus Emblica

(dried fruits) Stereos perrnum Suaveolens root,

Tricbosanthes Cucumerina, Toddalia aculeata.

Black Pepper, Cinnamon bark, cloves, Embe-
lica Ribes, Khus Khus, Evolvulus Alsoinoides,

Mullago Cerviana, Picrorrhiza Kurroa.

Equal parts Bruised.

To 1 part of the above and add 16 parts

of water, boil and reduce to \ part.

Dose-'— 1 to 2 ounce b. d.

Any pill, like gorachana, Vajrakandi,

Anandabairava, used for different kinds of

fevers and doskas ' may be administered with

this decoction.

For fevers of all kinds due to the derange*

ment of one or more doshas. Malaria, Typhoid,

Typhus, Para, Typhoid, Pneumonia etc.
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2.

Bilva Kashayam.

Aegle maimelos root 1 1 tolas.

Withania somnifera root 1 I ,,

Dried ginger 1 1 ,,

Water 4 pints.

Boil and reduce to j pint.

Dose! I to 2 ounces.

For Hiccough and Vomiting.

3.

Kashayam for Malaria.

Jambul bark, Mango tree bark, and

kicus Glamorata bark, Each tolas. Water

2 pints.

Bruise the barks soft, boil and reduce

to j pint

Dose! 1 to 2 ounces b. d.

May be repeated from 5 to 10 days.

For Ratabedi bleeding through rectum.

4.

Kashayam for Madhumega.

Cassia auriculata root, bark, seeds,

flowers, and leaves, each 6 tolas.

Casearia esculenta bark 6 tolas.

Myrica Nagi bark 6 ,,

F-ugenia Jambolana seeds 6 ,,

,, „ bark 6 ,,
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Asparagus sarmentosus 6 ,,

Stercospermum suaveolens root 6 ,,

Coscinium fenestratum 3 ,,

Kalnar (tamil) 3 ,,

Hyocyamusniger t „

Powder and mix together.

Take 1 tola of the powder, boil with

8 ounces of water, reduce to 4 ounces, strain

and drink with some milk and sugar,Twice a

day. (I tola of the powder is for a single

draught), for 48 days continuously.

Reduces sugar in the urine, in diabetes,

relieves the thirst and burning sensation of the

body which are constantly found in such cases,

5. Decoction for thrist.

Achyranthes Aspera (entire plant,) dried

stems of Plantain tree (commonly used in

south India for folding snuffs, and also used as

dishes for serving foods) Earth worm
(boonagam) each one handful.

Try them until they become ashes,

Pour one pint of water and reduce to \ pint,

and strain.

Dose: 1 to 2 ounces b. d.
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Zuenches any kind of thirst however

obstinate it may be.

5* MeshugU (Pigment)

1. Panchasootha Meshugu,

Purified mercury. cinnabar, Rasa-

karpoora (Ciude Calomel Indian ), Parchloride

of mercury ,Rasa Sindura ( Red Sulphide of

of n>ercury ) each i Tola.

Place them in a clay pan on a hearth,

with mild heat, and Instil on the ingredients

3 tolf'.s of the oil drawn from marking nuts.

Garlic and Yellow yolk of hen’s egg.

Mixed in equal quantity in drops until

the whole quantity becomes saturated, and

finally triturate with the mixed oil at the rate

of 3 to 4 hours a day for 5 days, consecutively,

to rorm a soft pill mass.

Dose; For infants | to 1 grain.

„ Adults 1 to 2 grains.

For infants along with mothers milk and

for adults in Palmyra palm jaggery. This

should not be repeated for more than 3 days at

a Jme.

For infantile convulsions, Paralysis Tri-

dosh.a fevers (Janni).
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For adults, facial Paralysis, Paraphlegia,

Memiplegia, Neuralgia, Rheurmatism, Arthritis

Secondary and Tertiary syphilis, Sannipatha

fever like Pneumonia, Threatening collapse,

and Toxic forms, all kinds of myalgic or

Neuralgic pains.

Salt free diet:— Only boiled rice, and

hot water to be taken.

2. Lavana Meshugu.

Black salt, common salt, valayaluppu

(Bangle salt). Nitre, Rock salt, Attuppu,
Karuppu, Ammonium chloride. Impure sodium

cao'bonate (pooner), Aplakaram, Borax and

asafoetida each 1 1 tolas, corrected croton seeds

3 tolas.

Take fully ripe cocoanut and pour

away the water, and insert through the hole

the above ingredients, triturated together, and

fill the remaining space of the cocoanut with

the juice of the leaves of Daemia Extensa, and

tightly cork the hole with a margpsa stick.

Cover the cocoanut with fresh cowdung V'

thickness, dry, burn with 15 cowdung cakes.

As soon as the cocoanut shell breaks, remove

it from the fire, throw of the shells, and tritu-

rate the rest well for 6 hours, until the whole

appears waxy soft mass.
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Dose:— 5 to 20 grains.

Swallowed with water.

Dymenorrhea, amenorrhea, Gastralgia,

Lumbago, Neuralgia, Myalgia, Gastritis,

Anorexia, Indigestion. Acidity of the stomach.

A powerful carminative and antacid.

Should not be repeated for more than 3 days

at a time.

No diet restriction, avoid indigestion

use easily digestable foods. In severe cases,

Rice gruel is useful.

Note:-- Especially indicated in sterility in

women.

Moosambara Meshugu.

Extract of Aloes (barbadensis) 21 tolas.

,, (Indian) 12

Saffron 6

Very old Jaggery (Palmyra palmj 12

Camphor 3

Asafoetida 6

Triturate with honey to a soft pill nuiss.

Dose: 5 to 1 5 grains b. d. followed

by a decoction of Anise. 2 to 4 fluid ounces.

Expels the retained discharges in the

uterus after delivery. Regulates the flow of
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menses in Dysmenorrhea, and relieves the

Colicky pains at the time of menses.

4. Megachintamani Mezhvgu.

(A) Curcuma aromatica; Thespesia

Populnea bark; Alangium decapilalum bark;

' Euphorbia Antiquorum lOot bark; ’ Euphor-

bia Tirucalli bark; each 15 tolas.

Note:- Chadliurakalli pattai; ' Kombu Kalli-

pattai. (Tamil)

(B) Calatropis Gigantia root bark;

Indigofera Aspalathoides entire plant; Plum-

bago Zeylanicca root bark; Smilak Glabra

Chinensis; Terminalia Chebula ^Remove seeds^

Picorrhiza Kurroa; Senna root; Clitorea

Ternatea; White, seeds, each 7 A tolas.

(C) Nigella sativa, Cubebs, Moringa

Pterogosperina seeds, Psoralia Corylifolia

seeds, Vernonia anthelinentica, each 1! tolas.

(D) Hydrargyium Perchlorlde, (Rasa-

karpooram) Crude Indian calomel, mercury,

cinnabar. Red Sulphide of mercury. (Rasa

sindura ) each 22! grains.

A to C ingredients are to be finely

powdered and filtered and triturated wi th D,

by adding sufficient quantity of k.oney to form

a soft pill mass.
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Dose:— 5 to 1 5 grains b. d. for 20 days

Chronic syphilitic ulcers Buboes, Black

patches in the body and plams, Leprosy,

Urethritis, Orchitis, Arthritis, Gonorrheal

Rheumatism. Asthma, Myalgia, Neuralgia,

Dyspepsia, Gastritis, Head-aches, Jaundice

and every kind of syphilitic affections, like

Gunma.

Diet:- Avoid brinjals. Potatoes, Mustard

,

Gingelly oil. Sexual intercouse, Pumpins, and

similar kinds of vegetables, fowls and hsh as

well.

5. Valai Rasa Mezhuga.

Cut into small pieces 1 00 seers of the

leaves of Margosa tree, place them in a big

mud pot and fill it up with, water, boil until

the leaves become spongy and the water forms

a syrup. Strain and collect the water through

a blanket.

Take a wide mouthed clay pot with

thick bottom, pour the margosa water into

this pot and add to it 6 tolas of mercury drawn

from Hingula (cinnabar). Place the pot over

the hearth and boil without allowing it to

foam. The mercury and margosa water will

become waxy together, reduce to 30 tolas
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Add to this, puriBed croton seeds 3 tolas.

Asafoetida 3 i.

Plumbago zeylanica root bark 3 „

Powdered dried Ginger 3 „

„ pepper 3 „

Triturate them together for 10 hours

continuously and preserve them in glass jars.

Dose:- 2 to 5 grains b. d. in honey.

Gunma, Vatha and Pitha doshas. Such

as dyspepsia, Gastralgia, Rheumatism, A-thri-

tis. Syphilis and its complications. Mental

diseases, diseases of the nervous system.

6. Dravakam (Acids)

1 . Sanka Dravaka.

Potassii Nitras

Alum
Rock Salt

Iron Sulphate (fried red)

Copper Sulphate (fried white)

Sodium Chloride

Ammonium Chloride

Borax (fried)

Impure Sodium Carbonate

(pooneer>tamil)

18 tolas

9 „

9 .,

22 i .,

6 „

6 „

3 ,.
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Distil as per detailed process by

dividing the ingredients into 3 parts- Distil

the first part and add to the second, then distil

and add to the third and the finally distilled

product to be stored for use.

Dose: 5 to 15 minims. In one fluid

ounce of water b. d.

Gastritis, Intestinal Colic, Anorexia,

Anaemia, Chlorosis, Enlargements of the liver

or spleen, Malarial cachexia, Dysmenorrhea,

Amenorrhea, General dropsy, and ascites.

2. Panchalavana Dravaka.

Potassium Mitras

Alum
Common Sait

Ammonium Chloride

Borax

Distil as before.

9 Tolas.

9

9 „

4 ! ,

4 .^

Dose* 5 to 1 5 minim in water b. d.

flatulence, Colic, Ghee, Gastritis,

Dyspepsia, and other diseases as No. 1.

3. Chandana Dravakam.

Sandal Wood Chips; Andropogon Muri-

catus; Cardamom Seeds; Fennel (anethi.)

Each j lb. Water 1 gallon.
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Bruise the ingredients and keep them

soaked in water for 2 days and then Distil.

Dose:— i to one ounce (fluid) add

2 grains of Pachakarpoor to each dose.

Produces coolness of the body,

improves the constituency of the i semen,

removes giddiness. Anxious look, Thirst,

Feeling of heat, and improves the general tone

of the body

4. Milagu Dravaka.

Pepper 1 lb.

Water I gallon.

Bruise, and keep immersed in water for

2 days and Distil.

Dose. - 1 to 2 drachms (fluid)

Bronchitis, All kinds of coughs, and

Vatha and pitha disorders.

3. Ulli Dravaka.

Bruised Garlic 30 tolas.

Tender cocoanut water 4 pints.

Set aside for 3 A days and distil.

Dose:— 1 to 1 ounce.

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Sprue and Malena.
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6. Sangottai Dravaka.

Bruised marking nuts 48 tolas.

Water 6 pints.

Set aside for 2 days and distil.

Dose:— 1 to 3 fluid drachms.

Burning sensations of the body due to

Vatha or Pitha disorder. Anxious look,

Frequent micturition. Flatulence, and un-

controllable thirst.

7. Nei. (Ghee)

I . Thoothuvalai Ghritham.

Roots of solanum Tribolatum, Ocimum
sanctum, Oldenlandia Umbellata, Bryonia

scabrella, Toddaliac radix, Solanum Nigrum,

Amaranthus Campestris, Adathoda vasika,

Withania somnifera, each 6 tolas, water

8 pint

Bruise the ingredients, boil and reduce

to 1 pint, strain, add i viss of cow’s ghee, boil

until all the water is evaporated, strain while

hot and add 6 tolas of powdered sugar candy

and preserve.

Dose.’— 1 to 2 drachms b. d.

Asthma, Bronchitis, Pharyngitis,

Pulmonary Pthisis, Peripheral neuritis.
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2. Vallarai Ghritham.

Fresh juice of Hydrocotyle Asiatica

„ Eclipta Erecta

„ Lipia Nodiflora

each 2 pints.

Lemon fruit juice ) pint.

Cow’s milk 4 „
Cow’s ghee 4 „

mix the above together and add the following

triturated with cow's milk q. s.

Nutmeg. Mace, Galls, Pistacia Integer-

rima, Bauhinia tomentosa flowers. Pepper,

Cardamoms, Cloves and Liquorice root, i tola

eacht

Boil until the water is evaporated, decant

the ghee strain and add 6 tolas of powdered

sugar candy.

Dose:— 1 to 2 drachms b. d.

Skin diseases, Secondary and tertiary

syphilis, Chronic ulcers, Phosphaturea,

Urethritis and Leprosy.

1 grain of reduced mercury may be

used with advantage for each dose.

3. Naval Nei.

Jambul bark bruised 1 20 tolas.

Water 40 pints.
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Boil and reduce to 8 pints, collect the

decoction and add the following, triturated

with \ measure or 4 ounces of cow’s milk:---

Bark of ailanthus malabarica, Root bark of

Cassia auriculata. Seeds of cassia auriculata,

Aplotaxis auriculata, Cinnamonbark, Rhus
succedania, Liquorice root, Aconitum Het'o-

phyllum, Nardo'slachys Jatamanja, Arrow root,

Deodar, Mesua ferrea, Curculigo Sarasaparilla

root, each J tola; Cow’s ghee 2 pints.

Boil and Strain.

Dose;— 1 to 2 drachms b. d.

Menorrhagia and Metrorrhagia.

4. Avarai Nei.

Cassia auriculata root bark 60 tolas'.

Tender berries of cocoanut palm 60 ,,

Jambul bark. Ficus Glomerata bark,

Phyllanthus thultiflorus root, each 30 Lolas.

Bruise and boil with 40 pints of water,

reduce to 5 pints, strain.

Add, cow’s ghee 4 pints.

Fresh ginger juice J „

Juice of bryonia scabrella I ,,
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Liquorice root. Cumin seeds. Pepper,

Althae radix. Pazhampasi (Tamil ) root, Rhina-
' canthus communis root, each 3 tolas.

Kaempferia rotunda root (chengazhunir

KisKangu-tamil), Lotus root. Cloves, Nutmeg,

Mace, Amaranthus, Campestris root, Portu-

lacca, quadrifida root, Phylanthus emblica.

Cardamom, each H tolas.

The external brown thin layer of

coating of Tamarind seeds. Seeds of Cassia

Auriculata, Tender leaves of Varapoola (Tamil )

each 6 tolas.

Cynodon Dactylon root, and gums of

acacia arabica, Margosa, Wood-apple, Acacia

ferruginea (white variety) and mango tree,

Khus khus root dried and fresh, each tolas.

BchI and strain. Add 4 tola of powdered

long pepper, 6 tolas of white sugar add j> pint

of honey, lastly.

Dose:— I to 2 Drachms b. d.

Diabetes mellitus, uncontrollable thirst.

Polyurea, Phosphaturea. Albuminurea, Ure-

thritis, Gravel, Gonorrhea, Gleet, Sperma-

torrhea, Menorrhagia, Metrorrhagia.
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5. Adathodai Nei.

Entire plant of Adathodai vasika, cut

into small piecesi dried and bruised 1 50 tolas*

to be boiled with 20 pints of water slowly

reduced to 2 pints strained, add to it 2 pints

of cow’s ghee and 1 5 tolas of flowers of the

above plant triturated with sufficient quantity

of cow’s milk to a soft paste, boil and decant

the ghee.

Dose:— I to 2 drachms with a teaspoon

of honey b. d.

Pulmonary Pthisis, Asthma, Bronchitis,

Raktapitha.

6. Sathavari Gritham (for children)

Asparagus Sarmentosus juice 15 Tolas.

Cocoanut pulp milk 15 .,

Cow's milk 15 „
Goat’s milk 15 .,

Cow’s Ghee 15 „
Smilax Glabra Orchinensis 3 „
Cardamom seeds U M
Sugar Candy
Boil and decant the ghee.

7i ,.

Dose:— 1 to 2 drachms.

For, Rickets: Emaciation, Debility, etc.

.rior to Cod liver oils.
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8* Lekyam. (Confection)

i. Jadikai Lekyam.

Prepare a thick syrup with 1 2 tolas of

Palmyra palm sugar candy and ) pint of cow's

milk add the following powders and make a

confection with honey and cow’s ghee q. s.

Galls,Nutmeg, Poppy seeds, Rhus

succedanca Cfried), external skin (dark brown)

of tamarind seeds, each 3 tolas.

Dose:— 1 to 2 drachms b. d.

For, Enteritis, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,

Bleeding piles. Sprue, etc.

2. Kukil Valladi Lekyam.

Purified sulphur, Balsamodendron

mukal, each 24 tolas.

Marking nut (remove the pointing edges')

sugar of Gulancha (Guduchi sathvam) Sesamum
seeds, each 1 2 tolas.

Plumbago zeylanica (root bark) 6 tolas.

Dried ginger. Pepper, Long pepper,

Cuminseeds, Nigella sativa. Three myrabolans.

Gubebs, Coriander seeds, Aplotaxis auriculata,

Liquorice root, Hyocyami niger, Celestrus

paniculatus, Alpinia chinensis and galanga.
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Cloves, Clerodendron serratum. Cinnamon
bark. Nutmeg, Cardamoms, Wrightia tinctora

seeds, Emblica ribes, Withania somnilera,

Smilax chinensis, Abies webbiana, Mace,

Cinnamon leaves. Pepper root, Tender berries

(dried) chebulic myrobolahs, Rhus succedanea.

Mucuna pruriens seeds. Arrow root, Aconitum

hetrophylllim, Cyperus rotundus, Scindapsis

officinalis, Hypoxis, Orchioides, Sara seeds.

Mercury drawn from hingula (Cinnabar)

each 3 tolas.

Purify the marking nut and sulphur.

Triturate mercury and sulphur. Finely

powder the rest of the ingredients and mix all

together by trituration for. 3 or 4 days, add

equal weight of Palmyra palm jaggery. Pound
them together in big stone mortar (household)

with Iron wooden pestle, until everying radient

is completely and uniformly mixed up. (no

boiling process)

Dose: - ^ to 1 drachms b. d.

For 24 to 58 days, as required.

Anaesthetic leprosy, and all kinds of

Leprosies, Chronic ulcers. Skin diseases.

Scrofula, Buboes, all kinds of enlarged glands.
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Cancers, Mega rogas, and all syphilitic affec-

tions.

3. Karunaikishangu Lekyam.

Roots of, Aloes indica, Dracontium

polyphyllam, Typhonium oxixense, Sansevicria

zeylanica, Vitis Quadrangularis, Vitis setosa,

Cyperus rotundus, Dried ginger, CKebulic

myrabolans, inner pulp of mango seeds. Plum-

bago zeylanica root bark, cassia fistula gum,

finely powdered, 6 tolas each.

Make a thick syrup with 3 seers of

Palmyra palm jaggery and water, add the

above powders and make a soft mass.

Dose:— I to 2 drachms b. d. With or

without zinc basma.

In bleeding or inflamed Piles.

4. Kumari Lekyam.

(a) Pulp of Aloe leaves washed

in water 7 times 1 Viss.

Sugar candy (powdered) I „

Cow’s milk I pint.

Sarasaparilla decoction

(24 tolas to 2 pints

reduced to ^ pints) i „
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Pc^py 8eecl8(Ga8aga8a-tainil)

juice (24 tolas triturate

with sufficient quantity of

water and squeezed out)

q. 8.

(b) Hygrophila spinosa seeds,

ocimum Basilicum seeds,

cinnamon bark, cumin

seeds, cubebs and nutmeg

powdtts, each 3

Finely cut date fruits (remove

12 tolas.

Process:— Place the ingredients (a) in

an iron frying pan over a hearth, set fire to

the hearth, (gentle fire,) be triturating until the

aloes take a fine brown colour, add the ingre>

dients (b), and 30 tolas of cow’s ghee, triturate

until every thing becomes a soft mass- Set

aside. Place this mass in a stone mortar (hou8e>

hold) and pound with a wooden pestle, until

the aloes mix well.with other ingredients.

Dose:— i tolas b. d.

Heat produced by Mega rogas. Rickets,

Emaciation of the body. Increases the sexual

appetite and the constituency of the semen.

tolas.

seeds,)
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In women, it is a uterine tonic; cures

various diseases connected with the menses;

and removes sterility.

5. Ui Kattavadi Lekyam,

(a) Nutmeg, Aconitum Hetrophyllum,

Rhus succedanea. Cloves, Dried ginger,

Cubebs, Galls, Cinnamon bark, Peppec,

Banhima tomentosa flowers, Hyocyami niger

seeds. Poppy seeds. Each 3 tolas.

(b) Palmyra Palm Jaggery 36 Tolas.

Process:—Fry the ingredients in (a) to

slightly brown colour after sprinkling and

annointing them with cow’s ghee q. s. and

powder them well.

Pound the jaggery and add the powders

in small quantities until all of them are mixed

up (cold process)

Dose-— I to 2 drachms, 7 days.

In diarrhoea. Dysentery, Atisara and

Grahani.

6. Lekyam for 96 kinds of Sleshma
dueaees.

Such as Bronchitis, Asthma, Pharyngitis,

and Laryngitis.
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Long Pepper 67'§ tolas.

;
Alpinia chinensis 67^ „
Coriander seeds 4^ „

Pepper, Dried ginger, Pepper root,

.

Liquorica root, Phyllanthus Emblica (dried)

Cumin seeds, Nigella sativa. Cardamom seeds,

Clerodendron serratum. Arrow root, Hyo-

cyamus niger, Withania somnifera, Cubebs,

Flacourtia cataphracta, Chebulic myrabolans

(seeds removed) Each 2 tolas.

Cinnamon bark. Cinnamon leaves.

Nutmeg, Mace,. Cloves. Each 1 tola.

Powders of the entire plants of Solanum

tribolatum, Solanum jacquini, Elipta erecta.

Each 20 tolas.

All the above ingredients aie to be

finely powdered, passed through a sieve, and

mixed together, with 80 tolas of boiled honey

and 20 tolas of cow's ghee, to form a soft

mass. (Cold process)

Dose:— i to 1 drachm b. d.

7. A»hta Gunma Lekyam.

Fresh s^nandropsis pentaphylla Juice.

„ Viter quadrangularis „

„ Acalypha Indica ,,
^

Each 2 pints.
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Boil logether until they are reduced to a

thick eyrup, and then triturate with the follow-

ing ingredients to soft mass

(Eluppai Arappu.in tamil.) The remains

of the milled seeds of Bassia Latifolia after

expressing the oil from them, burnt into

Charcoal 45 tolas

Thrikadu; Ajowan seeds each 3 „

Picrorhiza kurroa; Iron sulphite:

Hycyami; Niger seeds;

Asafoetida each I ,,

Palmyra palm Jaggery 15 „

Dose-— to 1 drachm b. d.

Orchitis, Dyspepsia, Gastritis, Enlarged

spleen and Liver, Flatulence, Indigestion,

Obesity, Constipation, Excessive salvation,

Vomitting blood, and all kinds of digestive

troubles.

9. Medicfited Oils (Internal)

/• Manda Ennai.

(a) Fresh juice of:— Ocimum sanctus

Cryonia scabrella, Daemia cxtensa, Tiardiuni

indicum, Cheruppadai (Tamil), Eclipta solanum

nigrum, Ociinurn. Album, Gendarussa vulgaris
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Adenema hyssopufolio, Hydrocotyle asiatica

Each 10 tolas.

(b) Aloe leaves inner plup alone, cut in

small pieces 4 ounces.

(c) Fruits of citrullus coIoc3mth (scrape

oS skin and remove seeds.) 6 fruits.

(d) Nigella sativa, Trigonella foenum

Aplotaxis auriculata Each I ^ tolas.

(e) Buds of michelia champaga flowers

i tola.

(f) Garlic 1 h tolas.

(g) Castor oil 2^ pints.

Bruise (f), powder (d) and (e), mix with

the oil and juices (g) and (a), place the cut

pieces (b) and (c^ into the oil and boil until

the water is evaporated and the cut slices

become brown. Set aside until the sediments

settle down. Decant the oil.

Dose:— I to 4 fluid drachms.

Twelve hours after administering the

oil give the following decoction.—

Pepper burnt or fried to ashes, Trigonella

foenum bruised, onions bruised, Abutilon

ndicaum leaves bruised,each 20 grains, aqual
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8 ounces (fl) Boiled and reduced to half an

ounce.

I to 4 tea-spoonful according to the age

of infants and children.

A specific for Infantile convulsions

Bronchitis, Broncho-Pneumonia, Indigestion,

anorexea Constipation in infants and children

upto 6 years of age.

2. Kalingadi Ennai.

Fruit Juice of citrullus coiocynth 3 seers

Juice of fresh Turmeric :{ „

M Ginger „

., „ Vieex negundu leaves i ,,

„ „ Aloe leaf pulp ,,

Cow’s virine 3 ,,

Goat’s „ 3 ,,

Castor oil 3 ,,

Senna root, solanum Jacquinii root,

Boerhavia Diffusa root (Sathi saranai tamil)

root.

Chebulic myrabolans, Picorrhiza Kurroa,

Embelica ribes, Thri-kadu, Cardamoms, Rctk
Salt Valayaluppu, Kalluppu, Earth salt .Savut-

tuppu). Ammonium Chloride, Impure carbo-

nate of potash (yavakshara). Borax, Aclakar.am
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Cubebs, Scindapsus officinalis, Garlic, each

I ^ tolas.

Boil and decant the oil.

Dose,—.} to 2 ounces.

Once a day for 3 to 5 days, alone or

with hot water.

A specific in Dysmenorrhea, Amenorrhea,

Sterility, Ascites, Dropsy, Hepatitis, Enlarged

spleen. Intestinal colic, Dyspepsia, Jaundice,

Disorders of the ovaries and uterus, except

Metrorrhagia and menorrhagia.

3. Gana Ennai (Cooling oil).

(The author’s favourite formulae)

juice of:— Solanum Nigrum leaves;

Eclipta Erecta (karisalai) leaves; Eclipta Frost

(Ponnangani) leaves; Hydrocotyle Asiatica

leaves; Oxatis corniculata leaves; Agati

Grandiflora leaves; Viola Suffruticosa leaves;

Aegle marmelos leaves; Onions Lemon fruits

Aloe leaves pulp juice; Cephalandra Indica

leaves juice; Red tender cocoanut water;

Each 8 ounces.

2 pints.Cow’s milk

Castor oil.
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Boil together with the following

powders triturated into a paste with cow’s

milk. q. s.

Chebulic myrabolans. Nutmegs, Ajowan

seeds, Cumin seeds. Coriander seeds, Aplotaxis

auriculata. Each 3 tolas.

Trigonella Foenum Graecum seeds,

9 tolas, and decant the oil.

Dt>se:-Children -1 to I fluid drachms b.d.

Adults 2 to 8 „
with cow’s milk butter milk, or cooked rice

preserved water.

Rickets. Bleeding piles. Dysenteries’

Piles, Urethritis. Gonorrhea, Burning sen*

sations of the body, hands or feet. Intestinal

colics. Constipation, Phosphate urea.

A very good tonic for children, better

than cod liver oil.

Also in Gravel or stone in the urethra

or bladder.

4, SkUhttM OH.

Asafoetida

Garlic

Purified croton seeds

Borax

80 grains.

3 tolas.

3 ,.

80 grains.
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Milk of calatropis gigantia plant 80 „

Chebulic myrabolan 3 tolas.

Rock Salt 80 grains.

Niggella sativa

Long peper

Cocoanut pulp juice

Daemia Extensa leaf juice

Castor oil

80 ..

80 „

8 seers.

8 ..

i seer.

Boil and decant the oil

Dose:—Adult i to I fluid drachm,

Children 3 to 20 minims

In ginger juice,

Ginger decoction or pepper decoction*

Infantile convulsions following fevers.

Enlargements of the liver and spleen, ascites,

dropsy* gastritis, nau.sea, anorexia, worms. All

kinds of stomach and intestinal affections with

constipation, A specific in toxemias due to

vegetable or animal poisons,

A carminative febrifuge. Diuretic,

cathartic and vermifuge.

5. Garba Sanjivi Ennai.

Castor oil 18 tolas.

Cow’s milk 18 ,,

Garlic 2 .,
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Ass’s milk 9 „

Nigella sativa 80 grains.

Process:----Remove the outer layer of

Garlic, cut the inner parts into small pieces;

Triturate Nigella Sativa with the oil, mix every-

thing together and boil. When the watery

portions have evaporated and while the

sediment become waxy if a finger is dipped

into the oil it will be felt cool. In this stage

the oil is to be taken out of the hearth. Decant

the oil.

Dose: I to .1 Tola b. d.

This oil is to be administered to

pregnant women for 3 to 5 days every month or

alternate month, from the commencement of

the 5th pregnancy.

Prevents abortions and premature

labour caused by certain bacteria, many compli-

cations that commonly occur during delivery

will be averted and normal delivery will take

place.

The foetus will not be infected with any

of the Venerial affections, skin diseases, or

ony other diseases that the parents suffer from.

After the birth of the child it will not suffer

from Rickets, skin diseases, or abdominal
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diseases. Thus the child will grow well and
become healthy and strong.

6. Ilampiltai Vatha Ennai.

Castor oil 16 tolas.

Cardiospernum Halicacabum leaves,

Toddalia Aculeata leaves Honducella Semina

leaves, each one handful, (fresh leaves bruised)

Boil together until the leaves become

brown.

Dose:— I Teaspoonful twice a day.

Mix with this oil I grain of Poorapathangam

( vide*Reduction of uparasas), for 6 to 8 days.

In Polymyelitis, Infantile Paralysis.

7, Vipruthi Ennai,

.
juice of:- -Indian Senna Iciif; Hydrocotyle

Asiatica leaf; Lipia NodiBora leaf; Cassia

Tor-a leaf;. Indigofera Augustifplia lezd,

Adenema Hissopifolia entire plant; Melia

Azedarach leaf; Chinni (Tamil) plant; Clero-

dendron Inerme leaf; Bonducella Semina leaf;

jatroph'a curcas leaf, Each 9 tolas.

Castor oil 72 „

. Long pepper, Nigellia sativa, Berberis

arislata, Piccrrhiz.-i, Kurroa, Acorus Calamus,
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Hydtocarpus Inebriens seeds, Puribed croton

seeds. Each I ^ tolas.

Garlic and chebuHc myrabolam, (freed

from seeds) 3 tolas each.

Boil and decant the oil.

Dose:— i to I Fluid drachm.

Once a day from 3 to 8 days. Multiple

and deep seated abscesses, boils, buboes,

enlarged glands, any kind of suppurations

(except in diabetes and albumen in urine,)

fistulas, Sinuses, Arthritis suppurating. Chronic

ulcers, whether syphilitic or not.

Diet’ - Boiled Rice and hot water only

to be taken during the days the oil is adminis-

tered (salt free diet).

8. Karappan Ennai,

Bark of Thespesia populnca;

., Sengathari (lit. Red brinjal)

„ Ailanthus excelsa;

Solanum Jacpuinii, entire plant;

Serma Indica plant. Each 30 tolas.

Cut the above into small piecc.s and

bruise, boil with 16 pints of water and recliu i

to two pints, collect the decoction, add to it.
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Castor oil 2 pints, and the following ingredients

made into a paste with Goat's milk q. s.

Piper nigrum, Nigclla sativa, Psoralia

corylifolia. Garlic, Acorus calamus, Anisi

seed, Smilax chinensis, Isora corylifolia.

Each 1 drachm.

Boil and decant the oil.

Dose'- - Children \ to 1 Fluid drachm.
Adult, ^ to I „ ounce.

Once a day for 3 to 3 days,salt free diet.

A specific for skin diseases, such as

Eczema, Scabies, Pempigus, Boils.

9. Sivan Vembu Thailam,

Entire plant of Indigofera asphala-

thoides. Cut into small pieces, dried in the

shade, finely powdered, I lb.

Celestrius Paniculata seeds I lb.

Bulbous root juice of Bryonia Epigaca
q. 8.

Triturate well and make into small

lozenges of the size of half a rupee and dry

them in the shade. Place them in a mud pot

and extract the oil by the “Kushi-Pudam”

process. A tar coloured oil will flow in

drops into the cup. Collect this oil. Add to
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this ^ tola of finely powdered camphor and

preserve in bottle.

Dose;— 5 to 15 minims b. d.

To be taken for 48 days, on a lump of

sugar.

Leprosy, Leucoderma, Chronic skin

diseases, Chronic ulcers (syphilitic or Leprotic)

Fissures of the palm and feet, pain in the

chest. All kinds of muscular and Rheumatic

pains, Arthritis.

Diet:— lcha>Pathiam.

The same oil may be applied externally

in the above diseases as a dressing.

to, Maha Meha Rajanga Ennai.

(a) Fresh Juices of-

Thespesia Populnea Berries; Bark;

and Flowers.

Clerodendron Inerme leaf.

Agathi Grandiflora Bark.

Eclipta Erecta.

Hydrocotyle asiatica.

Daemia Extensa.

Coccinia Indica, entire plant.

Morinda Umbellata leaf.

Each I pint.
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(b) Plumbago zeylanica root bark.

Smilax chinenais.

Paoralia coryfolia.

Nigella Sativa.

Wrightia tinctoia aeeda,

Withania coagulanus bulbous root.

Vemonia anUielmintica.

(Powdered) each 6 Tolas

(c) Purified sulphur

cinnabar.

„ Calomel (Rasa-Kapoor)

„ Yellow orpiment

(Haritala) Each ^ Tola.

(d) Castor oil 4 Pints.

Boil a, b, and d, together till the sedi-

ments become waxy.

Set aside, strain and decant the oil.

Transfer the oil to the bottle and add

the finely powdered ingredients (c).

Dose.—

I

to 1 fluid ounce.

Once a day for 5 to 7 days. A specific

in syphilis and gonorrhea and all their compli-

cations or secondary effects, such as,Gonorrheal

Opthalmia. Tritis, Rheumatism, Arthritis,

Buboes, SalphingitiS' Gleet, Urethnti8,Cy8titis.
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The oil may be repeated after three

months, if necessary, until then the effects of

the first course, will remain in the body.

Diet: - Avoid brinjals, chillies, mustard

and gingelly oil for 3 months.

After the course of treatment is over,

the patient should take oil bath, twice a week

for one year, (castor oil).

Avoid sexual intercourse for one year.

10, Mcilicatcd oils.

(Bathing and internal uses)

I . Mandai Kudachal Ennai.

Fresh juices of: -

Solanum Nigrum leaves; Wedelia

calandulacea; Eclipta Erecta; Phyllanthus

Niruri; Aegle marmelos leaves; Tiardium

Indicum leaves, Each A pint.

Gingelly oil 3 pints.

Boil and decant the oil.

For oil bath. Rub on the scalp and

bathe in hot water, using some kind of vegeta-

ble soap nut or leaf powder for removing the

oil.

A specific in migraine and all kinds of

Head-aches.
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2. Jeeraka Thailam or Sanjeevi Eniui.

Coriander seeds 8 seers

Cumin seeds 1 seer

Bruise and boil with 16 seers of water,

reduce to I seer, filter and collect the decoction.

Boil with I seer of Gingelly oil until the water

evaporates and the sediments become waxy.

Decant the oil while hot and add the

following, finely powdered.

Psoralia Coiylifblia 6 tolas.

Chambaga flowers 3 „
Curcum Zedotia 1 ^ „

Set aside until the oil cools. Again
strain and transfer to bottles.

For oil bath twice a week. Cures all

kinds of biliary troubles, such as, heaviness

of the head, head*aches, sleeplessness, burning

sensations in the eyes, hands, feet or whole

body. The excessive heat of the body will be

relieved.

3. Soorachongashuneer Thailam.

Juice of the entire plant of:

—

Seerachengashuneer I seer.

Pepper ‘i „
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Cow’s milk ^

Gingelly oil I „

Triturate pepper with milk, mix with

the juice and oil. Boil and decant the oil.

For oil bath twice a week. A specific

for conjunctivitis, keratitis Gonorrheal ' opthal-

mia. Removes all kinds of inflammations and

redness of the eyes including secondary atfec*

tions after operations on the eye balls or lids.

4. Peenisa Thailam.

Gingelly oil, and juices of vitex negundu

eclipta erecta. Each 2 seers.

Add the following ingredients triturate

with goat's milk to a soft mass

Rock salt, alpina chinensis, long pepper.

Roots of Ricinis Communis, Root bark of

Holarrhena antidysentrica, Tabemaementana
coronaria. Dried ginger, Aplotaxis auriculata,

Strychnos potatorum seeds, Dill seeds, Embelia

ribes- Liquorice root. Each I } tolas.

Boil and decant the oil. For oil bath

once a week. Also, a few drops to be insuf-

flated into the nostrils every day in Peenisa
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toga. Haemophilia, Epiat&xis, Catarrhal dis-

charges from the nose neuralgic pains in the

forehead with sneezing, ulcer nose, and in bad

smelling pus discharges of the nose, including

conjenital syphilitic affections of the Nose.

Roots of Cynodon Dactyolon Grass

freed of its joints and the bark, 3 viss.

Bruise and boil with 16 seers of water

and reduce to I seer, strain and collect the

decoction and add to it.

Cow’s milk 2 seers, and gingelly oil

h seer.

Boil and decant the oil. For oil bath,

twice a week.

Vatha rogas, like muscular pains;

excessive feelings of heat in the rectum like

constipation piles; feeling heat all over the

body caused by taking such medicines as

mercury, sulphur, plumbago zeylanica, burning

sensation of the generative organs and abdomen
skin diseases with burning sensation and

putrid smell; Pitha rogas like anorxia, vertigo

and Hepatitis Palpitations of the Heart,

valvular diseases of the heart. Migraine

Psoriasis, Peenisa Roga catarrh of the rtosev
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11* Liniments.

I. Mayana Tkailam.

Bees Wax 120 Tolas

Sodium chloride 120 •f

White marble stones 1 120 99

White sands 60 99

Ajovan seeds 15 99

Turmeric 15 99

jatamansi 7.i 99

Braise the hard ingredients. Turmeric

and Jatamansir powder ajowan seeds, mix them

up with sodium chloride, stones, and sands,

keep them in a dish. Melt bees wax and pour

the liquid over the ingredients contained in the

dish. Mix them together, pack them in the

distillation apparatus made of two clay pots.

Seal and distil as directed. The heat should

be regulated as necessary. Apply gentle heat

in the beginning so that the bees wax may
slowly melt and hold the ingredients uniformly

in the mixture so that the ingredients may not

turn into charcoal and thus lose their virtues.

A valuable specific when painted and

gently massaged over the painful parts and

inflamations, such as rheumatism, synovitis,

arthritis, myalgia, neuralgia, contusion, and
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bruises, scorpian stings, and other venomous

bites and stings. Gonorrheal or Tranmatic

orchitis. Balanitis. For painting the gums in

pyorrhea alveolaris, odentalgia and for

plugging the cavities of carious teeth. Paint

also over the inflamed glands- Paint over

the painful parts. Apply hot fomentations after

half an hour and put on a flannel bandage in

arthritis, synovitis, Rheumatism, and orchitis.

This oil acts instantaneously and

relieves the severe pains wherever they may
be. This is far superior to Iodine and other

liniments of the western pharmacopeia, and

also Ksheerabala of Ayurveda.

2. Vatha kesari Thailam.

(a) Juice of Euphorbia Antiquoram

,, Vitex Negundu

„ Clerodendron Phlomidis

Each ;1 Seer.

(b) Goat's milk, Milk of calatropis

Gigantia, Castor oil, and gingelly oil,

Each 1 Seer.

(c) Tri-kadu, Chebulic myrabolans,

Garlic, Asafoetida, sulphur, Aplopaxis

Auriculata and mustard. Each 1 drachm.
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Mix (a) and (b) together, triturate (c)

with some goat’s milk and add to the solution,

boil and decant the oil.

Rub the oil and massage the painful

parts. Useful in all muscular and Rheumatic

pains and also in paraphlegia and Hemiplegias.

3. Oil for 13 kinds of Janni.

(a) Oil seeds of Margosa, Pongamia

Glabra, Alexandrian laurel,and Jatropha cureas

and cow's ghee (Clarified butter) each | Seer.

Ant’s eggs (Musurumuttai- --Tamil -contains

formic acid.) 6 Tolas.

Yolk of hen’s egg No. 10.

(b) Cinnabar, Plumbago Zeylanica root,

sulphur, mercury, white arsenic, aconitum

Ferox, Pepper, long pepper, Scindapsus

officinalis, cloves, purified croton seeds.

Each I drachm.

Triturate with the decoction of Plum-
bago zeylanica root bark q. s. (1 part of root

bark to 1 6 parts of water, reduced to ^ th part)

and mix with (a) and boil. While boiling add

the milks drawn from the following:

Calatropis gigantia, Sarcostcmma,

Brevistigma, Euphorbia antiquorum, euph.
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nerifoHa, and euph. tirucalli, opuntia dillenii,

neruin odorum, each I seer.

And then add 5 panavadai (Tamil)

rnusk triturated with seer Mother’s milk and

also the leaves of Polyganuin of Barlatum and

garlic, each 6 Tolas, to be triturated.and added.

Boil and decant the oil and add

powdered Gorochan 20 grains and preserve.

( internally) in teaspoonful doses once in a day

in Tetanus, fits and convulsions. Hyperpyrexia,

cramps, severe pains in any part of the body,

collapse, shock, syncope, coldness of the

extremities, cold and clammy perspirations,

pneumonia, and similar affections threatening

to death.

Externally, rub and massage the oil in

the above conditions.

12. Surgical Trealmenls.

1. Ear Drops.

Cosciniuin Fencstratum, Garlic, Dried

ginger, Isora corylifolia. Crab’s flesh. Ant’s

eggs, Yellow yolk of (Dark fleshed hen’s) egg,

Nigella sativa. Oyster flesh, each 18 grains.
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Juice of Eiuphotia Nirrelea leaves. 6 Tolas.

Erythrina Indica leaves. 6 ,*

Cow’s milk. 18 ,,

Neem oil 18 ,

Triturate the ingredients with the juices

mixed together, boil slowly until the sediments

turn waxy and decant the oil.

Otorrhea, Otitismedia, and similar ear

troubles, a few drops to be instilled into the

ear and plugged with cotton wool.

2. Porai Ennai.

juice of Argeinone mexicana

Milk squeezed out of cocoanut

pulp

Cocoanut oil

Aconitum Hetrophyl

Nutmeg
Nigella sativa

Psoralea corylifol

Catechu

\ seer

1

li »»

1

I M

1 Tola

Powder the ingredients and boil until

the watery contents evaporate, decant and

strain in a bottle containing tola of powdered

crude calomel (Rasakarpoor),
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A powerful antiseptic dressing in

I .'Mbuncles, leprotic ulcers, suppurating arthritis

of any joint, sinuses, suppurating glands,

syphilitic ulcers, and any unhealthy sores. Fine

linen gauze soaked in this oil may be plugged

to cavities, or the oil alone may be instilled

into and the part bandaged with a few plantain

leaves over the area This- dres.sing need not

be changed for 24 hours even in highly septic

rases with purulent discharges.

3. Oil for skin diseases - A.

Turmeric, rock salt, Berberies Aristeta,

Psoralia ccrylifolia each 1 Tola

Milky juice squeezed out of cocoanut

pulp 72 tolas.

Boil after triturating the ingredients

with tlie milky juice, until the oil is formed

and decant.

Paint the parts affected with the above.

Eczema, scabies, Pempigus, Psoriasis

and other eruptions of the skin.

4 Oil~B.

Aristolochia Bracteata (fresh) entire

plant 24 tolas.

Acorus calamus 12 ,,
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Bruise and mix with 36 tolas of cocoa-

nut oil, in an Iren frying pan and keep under

the sun for a week (Do not boil)

External application as No. 3.

5. Pachai Enna*

Cocoanut oil

Juice of datura plant

Copper sulphate

I viss.

2i ..

I

r tf

Boil and decant the oil. A cheap and

efficient antiseptic dressing for unhealthy

ulcers, wounds, or sinuses even when sepsis

has set in. As a paint on the inflamed glands

and bandaged with cotton wool, reduces the

pain and swelling.

6. Ear Drops-—

B

juice of Datura plant 1 seer

Cocoanut oil 1 „

Boil and decant the oil.

A few drops instilled into the ear and

plugged with cotton wool, relieves all kinds of

pain in the ear. Otorrhea, otitis media, and

other ear troubles.
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7. Datura Liniment;.

(Author’s formulae)

Datura plant juice

Withania somnifera plant Juice

Calatropis Gigantia leaf juice

Vitex Negundu leaf juice

Gingelly oil or ground nut oil

Boil and decant the oil.

Rub the oil exterally in all kinds of

pains. A very cheap and efficient treatment for

use in charitable dispensaries.

8. White ointment,

(For ulcers and burns.)

Green variety of shorea Robusta

(Pachavettu Tamil) 10 Tolas

Cocoanut oil 20 ,,

Rasa Karpoor (crude calomel) i ,,

Powder finely the first ingredient, and

melt with oil in a mud pot- Sprinkle over the

melted liquid the finely powdered calomel and

see that the powders mix well v/ith the liquid

by means of a spoon or rod. Pour them on a

bucket full of water and set aside until the

liquid is cooled and clotted. Put the two palms

1 seer.

1 ..

1 ..

1 ..

2 ..
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of your hands and rub the clots until lather

forms in the water, and the clots turn like

soap lather. Collect the lather and preserve in

wide mouthed jar containing pure water. Take
the required quantity* whenever necessary,

squeeze out the water by rubbing it between the

fingers, spread on a cloth and apply elver the

ulcers or burnt parts once a day.

An excellent ointment for ulcers and

burns; it is an antiseptic without irritating

properties. Heals very rapidly.

9. Ointment A.

Crude calomel, alum, cinnabar, and

litharge each I tola.

Cow*s butter 1 lb.

Powder the ingredients and triturate

with butter in a stone mortar ikalvam) while

triturating them pour some cold water, and

wash. Repeat washing after trituating for half

an hour, 6 to 1 2 times. Then collect the

ointment. An antiseptic dressing for all kinds

of ulceis, wounds bruises suppurating glands

suclh as buboes, and scrofulla and any kinds of

unhealthy sores and skin diseases.
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10. Ointment. B.

Cinnabar, Litharge, crude calomel,

white Daminer, Terminalia Belerica, and

chebiila. Galls each 5 Tolas,

Powder well and triturate wi th 1 lb of

Butter. Place the mass in water for 1 2 hours

and then transfer to a jar.

Use In similar conditions as No. A.

11. Black Plaster.

Red oxide of Lead 6 Tolas

White Dammer 24 .,

Crude calomel

Copper sulphate i ..

Perchloride of mercury 1

:: II

Litharge !

i»

Gingelly oil 24 ,.

Bees wax 24 ..

Melt the bees wax and white dammer
alon«j with oil, add the other ingredients

in an iron frying pan, keep on triturating the

liquids over gentle fire, until it becomes a

plaster mass. Preserve in whide mouthed jar.

Spread on linen or calico and apply to

wounds, superficial ulcers, as a plaster* This
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will stick on the parts like Emplastruin Kesine

and at the same time heals the ulcer. 1/ there

be no oczings or other discharges, the pi istc’"

may be kept on the parts for any number of

days without changing the plaster once applied.

12. Eye Drops.

Pour the white yolk of a hen’s egg in a

porcelain cup, sprinkle over it 10 grains of

finely powdered Alum and churn with thc rool

of Amaranthus campestris until the ingrexlit^nts

become frothy.

Apply this forth into the eyes by th(‘

finger ends

For conjunctivities, catarrhal opthalmia.

13. Eye Paste.

Boil finely powdered 1 crminalia chelmla

in the juice of poinagranate fruit (Acid or sour

variety) q.s. till they form into a soft past<'.

In opthalmia apply the paste all round

the eye, while warm.

14.

Collyrium for all kinds of
Eye diseases.

Make a syrup of the following by boil-

ino them together.
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Cocoanut v/ater (Red variety) 4 pints

Eciipta Erecta root; Amaranthus

Campestris root; Three myrabolans, each

6 tolas.

Sandal wood, aplotaxis auriculata,

cloves, cosinium fenestratum, cardamom seeds,

liquorice root, cumin seeds, Pinus Deodara,
Michelia champaga flowers, Bulbous root

of lotus, prunns, puduin, Vitevera Zizanioides

khus-khus root Each 18 tolas.

Bruise well and boil until a thick syrup

is formed, strain and collect the syrup.

Take 10 grains of each of the following:

Copper sulphate, Ossepic, Antimony Sulphide,

Thalictrum Foliolosum and Alum.

And triturate with the syrup adding in

quantities until the whole syrup is used up.

Dry this mass in the shade.

Finally add 2 grains ot Pachakarpoor

and triturate the dried mass with sufficient

quantity of pure honey from a soft paste.

Just touch the paste with finger and

apply into the eyelids.

Conjunctivities. Iritis, Keratitis, Granular

iids, Follicular Conjunctivitis, Glancoma,
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early Cataract, Blepharitis, and all kinds of

eye diseases (lids and eye ball) and also in

opacity of the cornea or ulcer-

IS. Powder for Eye diseases.

Borax 16 grains, copper sulphate 32

grains, Alum 48 grains, the purified shells of

hen’s eggs 64 grains, and Cypraea Moneta

(porcelaneous shells) 128 grains.

Powder and triturate with the following

Juices for 5 hours in each.

Lemon fruit juice and Amaranthus

campestris entire plant Juice. Prepare a mass

of the whole and let it be dried.

Cover this mass with the paste of the

roots of Amaranthus Campestris, place it In a

clay pot and burn it into ashes.

Triturate the ashes into fine pov/der in

a clean mortar and preserve in suitable

bottle.

Place a grain of the powder between

the eyelids once a day.

Granular or Follicular opthalmia,

Blephaaritis, Chalazion, Keratitis, burning

sensation in the eyes and similar eye diseases.
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16. Sticks for eye diseases.

Prepare sticks by triturating the

following ingredients with lemon fruit juice

for 1 20 hours, and dry them in the shade.

Tortoise shell (small variety, found in

the wells, tanks and Rivers), Tortoise shell (sea

variety),Antimony sulphide,Human skull bone,

Asphaltum (kalmadham~Tamil),Horse*s tooth.

Elephant tusk, wild pig’s horn, cock’s chest

bones, strychnos Potatorum, Copper sulphate,

Zinc sulphate. Conch, Pearl, Bolus Armenia

Rubra, Thalictrum Foliolosum, and symplocos

Racemosa, equal parts.

Rub this stick in breast milk and apply

into the eye lids, twice a day.

In opacity of the cornea, cataract,

opthalmia, Keratitis, Iritis, Granidar lids and

in all kinds of eye diseases, including night

blindness and colour blindness.

17. Another kind of stick

Triturate the following with Lemon
fruit juice for 3 days continuously and prepare

sticks.

The roots of Eciipta Erecta l,ponti.»i;'.;:ini

in Tamil) and Arnaranthus campestris, Long
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pepper, copper sulphate, zinc sulphate and

flowers of tamarind tree, Phylldnthus Reti-

•culatus root (Vara—poola veir Tamil) equal

parts.

18» Neelanjana Mye for Eye dieeases*

Antimony sulphide

Sugar candy

Thalictrum Foliolosum

Saffron

Fried Alum
Pachakarpooram

3 tolas.

67.3 grain

34

I

i*
tola

Triturate the above ingredients with the

following juice for 5 hours in each.

Leaves of Aegle marmelos, Bryonia

Scabrelia, Boerhavia diffusa (swetha Punar*

nava~sans or vellai charanai, Tamil), Eclipta

Erecta (Karisalai Tamil), Tabernae montana

coronaria flowers and palmyra palm (stem)

tender stalk bruised and squeezed.

Finelly triturate with honey q. s. to

form a thick syrup.

Apply into the eye lid.s, twice a day.

In all kinds of eye diseases.
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CHAPTER XXI.

diseases.

Attention is drawn in this chapter to

some special diseases and their treatment, since

such hints will be useful for the physician in

the course of his daily practice. The hints

are given briefly;

—

1 . Appendicitis.

Purified mercury 1 tola

Fresh leaves of Pavania Zeylanica 10 „

Triturate together and make 10 grain pills

preserve in honey.

I Pill every 3 hours until 6 pills are

taken.

Hot fomentations to the painful part.

Castor oil. Turpentine and starch conjee

enema every 4 hours.

If no improvement is found within 24

hours the patient should be submitted to

surgical treatment.

2. Malaria! Fevers-

(1) Ocimum S.ancUim leaves

Leucus Cephalotcs Flowers
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Garlic, Pepper, Each I drachm.

Triturate into a paste and take every

morning for 3 days. After this course,

continue the fever decoction for a fortnight.

(2) Flower buds of Calatropis Gigantia

1 to 3 buds to be chewed and swallowed along

with Betel leaves in empty stomach.

Only one dose should be given and

this should not be repeated.

In chronic cases, a medicated oil

containing lac.Pavonia Zaylanica and Withania

Somnifera should be used for oil bath. Also

during convalsence, the choornams of Aswa-
ganda or Talisapatra should be given for a

month or more, to prevent relapse.

3. Syphilis

(Primary, Secondary or Tertiary)

Chancre, Buboes, and Gonorrhea,

Purified crude calomel

Ajowan seeds

Cardamom seeds

Cloves

Castor oil

I drachm.

1 0 ounces.

Red cotton flower juice q. s.
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Triturate the ingredients with the flower

juice to a soft paste, mix with oil and keep it

under hot sun for a day. Give in 1 to 2 tea>

spoonful doses once a day for 5 or 7 days.

Diet:- ordinary simple diet, avoiding pungent

articles, fish, fowls, sheep and such other

vegetables like bringals, plantains, pumpkins.

4. Syphilitic or Gonorrheal Arthritis-

Purified croton seeds

Cardamom seeds

Dried ginger

Purified crude calomel

Milk drawn from Pongamia;
Glabra tree bark

Castor oil

4 drachms

2 ..

2 ..

2 ..

3 tolas

1 pint

Triturate together and keep under the

Sun for three days.

Dose I to 0 FI. drachms, once a day

for 5 to 7 days. Diet as before.

5. Enlarged Glands. (Buboes)

Melt equal parts of sulphur and

Hydragyri Perchloride after powdering them

and cool. Triturate with lime water (Liquor

calcisj and apply once a day for a couple of

days,
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In acute Cases

(1) Fresh leaves of Anisomelos malabarlca

called Pashampasi in Tamil,

A woolly shrub 3 tolas

Cummin seeds 1 ,,

Triturate with 8 ounces of buffalo’s

curd and administer every morning for 3 days.

(2) Fresh leaves of cherodendron
Ineme 3 tolas

„ Anisomelos Malabarica 3 ,,

, Phylanthus Niruri 3 ,,

Excicated Alum 20 grain

Buffalo’s curd 8 ounce

One dose every mcrning for 3 days.

(3) Pepper and the leaves of Adenema
I lissopifolia equal parts triturated together and

taken in doses of the size of Tamarind .seeds

evcr> morning from 5 to 10 days.

Diet: avoid pungc'nt articles.

(4) Gonorrhea with yellow colcurrd

di.scharge.

Gingelly oil I c3uncc (Fl.)

Juice of fully grown

Vi lex quad-angularis (F!)
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Mix together and give every morning

for 3 days. Diet. Boiled rice and hot water.

In chronic cases.

( 1 ) Melt powdered whi teVateria Indica and

cow’s ghee equal parts and pour them over cold

water. After cooling rub with palms until

they appear like soap froth. Collect in wide
mouthed jars

Dose: 5 grains with milk B.D.

(2) Sandanadi pills.

For enlarged glands, scrofula, Buboes,

Boils, Abscess, and Guinea worm abscess.

1 Marking nuts lb.

2 Bees Wax 1 lb.

3 Raw seeds of croton tiglium 1 tola.

Fry the nuts(l) until the oil is about to

come out of the seeds, and triturate with croton

seeds and then pour over the triturated mass

of seeds the melted Bees Wax. Again melt

together and allow it to cool- Make lozenges

of different sizes to suit the proportionate size

of the inflamed area. Place the lozenge over

the part and tie up with a bandage. This

need not be removed until the swellings

subside.
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8. For Menorrhagia and Metroragia.

1 Tender flowering buds of cocoanut

tree 3 tolas.

Cow’s milk or butter milk 8 FI. ozs.

Triturate filter and administer as a single

draught every morning.

2. Tender flowering buds of Ficus

Glamorata I tola.

Buffalo’s butter milk or curds 4 FI. ozs.

Triturate and administer every morning.

3. Barks of Odina Wobier and Jambul

in equal parts —made into a decoction with

water (1— 16, reduced to h th part ) and given

in 2 fluid ounces doses, twice a day.

9. Preventive of Puerpural Sepsis-

Ammonium chloride, camphor,

frankincense, and purified cinnabar equal

parts.

Triturate into a pill mass and divide into

5 grain pills. I pill B.D. to be chewed along
with pan supari or with betal leaves alone

from the day of child birth for 7 days.
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10. To find out if the foetus in the

womb is alive.

Apply cow's butter to the abdomen. If

the child is alive the butter will melt other-

wise note that the child is dead.

To deliver the dead foetus (exclusive

of abnormal presentation or monster or twins.)

1 Bark of Gmelina Parvifolia 20 grains.

Triturate with water and to be taken

iittemally as a single dose.

2 Daemia Extensa root 20 grains tritu-

rate with cow’s milk and give internally.

Apply over the abdomen in such cases

a paste made of:

Roots of Vitex Quadraiigularis and

„ Tylophora Asthmatics
Each U tolas.

Triturate with water.

11. Lactagoguest

Garlic (freed from external skin) I i tolas.

Cow’s milk 1 pint.

Boil until garlic becomes soft and churn

so that garlic becomes mixed up well.
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Add powdered cardamom seeds 60 grains

White sugar 1 1 tolas.

Fiat Haustus.

To be given every morning in empty

stomach. Externally apply the leaves of castor

plant after warming them over fire, to the

breasts.

12.

Antigalactic.

Apply any one of the following to the

breasts as poultice after warming them. Jas-

mins flowers or the leaves of Portulaca

oleracea.

13.

For Turning Grey hairs dark*

Collect the entire plant of Sphaeranthus

Hirtus or amaramthoides before flowering and

Eclipta Erecta in equal parts-dry-powder-and

mix together, in ten grain doses, twice a day

in honey. Administer for 48 days.

Externally apply a paste made of fresh

and green leaves of Senna Indica and

Lawsonia alba.

14.

For Odentalgia.

Apply a paste of Plumbago Zeylanica

root to the sole of the right foot if the pain is

in the left side and vice versa.
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IS. For Hemicrania.

Make a paste of the following and

apply over the malar bone on the side of the

pain.

Saffron, Opium, Gum of wood apple

tree, Palmyra palm jaggery, equal parts.

16. For Heat boih, Scahiee and Eczema,

Fresh inner bark of Thespesia Populnea

(after removing the external or superficial

irregular dried barks) of old trees 1 0 tolas.

Bruise well with 8 or 1 0 fluid ounces

of fresh cow’s milk (unboiled) and hlur

through linen (our times and administer inter

nally for 3 days in empty stomach every

morning.

Salt free diet.

For children from 1 to 5 years 1 to 3 tolas

5 10 „ 4 to 6 „

„ below I year and suckling.

Mother of the bady should take in the

medicine in doses of 6 to 8 tolas of the bark

and observe the diet restrictions.

This preparation will act as a purgative

If it does not act so, when tried on the first
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day, any purgative like Jeevaratna Pills,

Poomani Pills may be given, dissolved in the

milk along with the bark.

Externally apply the following oil or

any of the oils mentioned already.

Flowers of Pandanus odoratismus

cut into I " pieces 20 tolas.

Gingelly oil 1 pint.

Place them in a mud pot seal the

mouth—place underneath a pit and cover with

earth for 20 days and then apply the oil.

17. For Ringworm.

1 Leaves of cassia Alata to be made
into a paste with the lemon fruit juice, and
applied on.

2 Inner pulp of the seeds of Butea

Frondosa rubbed with lemon juice*

3 A few shells of Cypraea Moneta to be
kept soaked in lemon juice for 3 days until

they become soft, make into a paste and apply
to the parts.

4 A paste made with lemon juice of the

roots of Calatropis Gigantca av.d Cassia Tora
seeds.
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3 Seeds of Hydrocarpus Inebriens tritu-

rated with lemon juice or sour butter milk

6 Red orpiment 3 tolas. Turmeric 2 tolas

and slacked lime I tola, make a paste with

water and apply.

18, For Evacuating the uteri's.

Vegetable or medicinal curette for

evacuating the uterus after child birth. Regu-

lates the discharge when found scanty or

absent, threatening Puerpural sepsis.

Bruise, entire plants of

Mullago Spergula I ounce.

Water 16 FI. oz.

Boil and reduce to 2 fluid ounces. Strain

and add palmyra jaggery I ounce.

Dose:— 1 to 2 FI. oz. B. D,

To be continued for 3 or 4 days until

the desired effect is produced.

19. For delayed expulsion of placenta

after child birth.

Bruised, entire plants of Solanum
Verbascifolium 4 ounces.

Garlic, anethi fructus

and P. jaggery each 1 ounce.

Water 16 FI. oz.
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Boil and reduce to 2 FI. ounces in single

draught.

20. For Insanity.

3 Tolas each—Human Skull and

Alum—to be triturated with Lemon fruit

juice—make lozenges—size of a rupee

coin—dry—enlose and seal in clay pans burn

with 30 cow dung cakes. Cool and power.

In 15 grain doses for adults to be

administered for 12 days—twice a day—with

the following.

Ass’s Milk 1 Teaspoon, Fresh Ginger

juice i Teaspoon, white sugar i teaspoon.

Instill into the nostrils one or two drops

of the juice of Leucus Cephalotes—once a

day.

Rub the following juices on the scalp of

the insane, and pour over his head 1 00 pots

of cold water every day—early morning.

Luffa Amara, Anisomelos Malabarica

Trichosanthes Cucumerina, Colocynth,

Peyathi, Peithumbai and Lemon fruit

juice.

Diet:—Boiled rice and Dhall only to

be taken. Salt free diet for 1 2 days.
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21. For all kinds ofLeprosy.

Prepare oil by destructive pit process,

of the dried roots of oleander IRed flowering)

Give one minim of this oil in water

once a day for 3 days—every morning.

Salt free diet—use only boiled Rice

and Dhall.

Give bath on the 7th day and use fried

salt and Tamarind.

This preparation is especially useful in

Leprotic ulcers—which heal rapidly.

Leprosy (continued)

Seeds of “airashanji” freed from shells

3 Tolas.

Corrected crude calomel 3 Tolas.

Triturate with ass’s milk for 12 hours

and fry over the fire to a pill mass. Make
pills 2 grains each.

1 Pill b. d. in 18 kinds of Leprosies

mentioned- to be swallowed with milk or

water.

Diet: Avoid gingelly oil, fish, sheep,

bringals.
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22.

For Anaesthetic Leprosy.

Dried and powdered root barks of

'irangashunji” 3 tolas.

Fine fillings of Hart's horn or its Basma
3 tolas.

Mix together.

Dose;— 3 to 10 grains in hot water

23.

For Dropsyt Ascites, Bright

disease. Alhuminaria.

(Whether cardiac, hepatic or renal.)

Terminalia Chebula
No. 10 (Remove Seeds)

Goat's Urine 10 FI. CXinces.

Triturate and administer every morning
for 3 days.

Salt free diet

Children may be given in proportionate

doses. This is a specific.

24.

For Haematurea,

Rice of the boiled Paddy 3 Tolas.

Virali llai 3 „

Steap the rice in the cold water for a
couple of hours, pound with the

leaves. (One dose.)
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Give this internally for 3 days, twice

a day. Avoid hot eind pungent foods.

2S. Dropsies.

For all kinds of dropsies whether

they are caused by anaemia* Chlorosis,

Cirrhosis of the liver, heart or kidneys, sprue

or chronic Diarrheas and Dysenteries,

Jaundice.

Amaranthus Campestris,

Roots of Tribulus Lamuginosus

„ Hygrophila Spinosa

„ Spinacca Oleracca (Veeshi—Tamil)

„ Coccinia Indica

„ Eclipta Indica

„ Aema Lanata

„ Tragia Involucratac (Red)

Bark of Thespesia Populnea

„ Oonjal (Tamil)

Tender leaf buds of jambul
Each 18 tolas.

Terminalia Chebula

Picorrhiza Kurroa

Nigella Sativa

Vernoni anthelmintics

Long pepper

Each 12 tolas.
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Braise the above, mix together, and

divide into six parts.

Take one part and boil with 4 seers of

water reduce to i seer. Filter and administer

one half of this decoction in the morning and

another in the evening.

In the above manner administer for

6 days continuously. Salt free diet—use barley

water or boiled Rice and hot water without

salt for 6 days.

26. For Caries tooth.

Heat 50 fruits of solanum Jacquinii in

a heap of Paddy husks, and remove the fruits

before they are charred. Triturate the fruits

with the juice of the leaves of momordica

charantia into a paste for about three hours,

mix with half a seer of gingelly oil and place

it under hot sun for 8 days.

Plug the cavities of the tooth, with this

oil soaked in cotton wool.

27. For Scanty menstrual flow,

). Triturate I to 2 drachms of the

fresh roots of Jatrophacurcas with 8 ounces of

fresh milk of the cow and drink every

morning for 3 days.
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2. drink 2 ounces of cow's milk and

equal quantity of Barleria Prionitis leaves

juice every morning for 3 days.

3. Altkae leaves. Garlic and pepper each

3 tolais and acorus calamus 32 grains, triturate

with water and divide into 3 doses. I dose

every morning for 3 days, at the time of

menses.

4. Tender leaves of Daemia extensa and

peper each 20 grains pill mass 1, Every

morning for 3 days.

5. Garlic andj pepper and hark of

Crataeva Religiosa each I drachm. Pill mass

1 . Every morning for 3 days.

28. To induce vomiting for expelling

the secretion of bile.

1 Root bark of Alangium Lamarchii

Dose:— I to 2 drachms.

Triturate in hot water and administer

internally. To stop this, bathe in cold water

and take butter milk and rice (boiled)

2 Make a hole in a lime fruit and instill

into it 3 drops of the milk of Calatropis

Gigantia set aside for over a night and suck
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the lemon juice in the morning. This will

produce vomiting.

29

.

For Nausea, Anorexia, Biliousness

and vomiting of bile or white

secretions and acidity.

Take 3 fully ripened lempn fruits. Cut

each of them into 4 parts. Press over the cut

parts the following powder,' “set aside for a day

and suck the juice of one fruit every morning

for 3 days.

Trikadu, Ajowan seeds, and asafoetida

each ^ tola.

30.

For Hiccough-

1 Make cigarettes with paper, containing

equal parts of Sandal wood saw dust and

Frankinsence and smoke.

2 Triturate the following with honey

and administer as a single dose. Long pepper

8, and cumin seeds 10.

31.

For Hiccough with fever.

Triturate equal parts of sugarcane

jaggery and frankincense into a paste and

administer in dose of 5 to 1 0 grains every three

hours. In 2 or 3 doses.
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32> For Hiccough, dry and furred

tongue during fever.

Roll the following ingredients in a

piece of black silk cloth into a ball, dip in

honey, place in a clay pan dish, and burn it

ever a hearth until the cloth ball and its

contents become charred. Then triturate with

honey into a syrup and rub on the tongue as

often as necessary until the symptoms sub-

side, including vomiting and nausea.

(Another formulae.)

Terminal! Chebula; Dried ginger; Borax;

Alum; Sugar. Each 20 grain.

Honey 1 drachm.

Lemon juice 4 „

Triturate well and apply to the tongue.

(Another formulae )

Inner pulp of cotton seeds. Cumin seeds.

Liquorice root. Cardamom seeds, Paddy fried

into flour. Long pepper. Sandal wood, each

if Tolas.

Sugar, Honey and Lemon juice q. s.

Triturat into a soft syrup. Apply to

the tongue as often as necessary.
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33* For Rat bite<

The rat bite is considered as injurious

to the health. Periodical troubles like Hectic

fever, bloating of the body, numbness,

anorexia, uneasy feelings, hazy vision appear

during the time of new moon days, and

gradually subside at other times.

Give internally the faecal matter of

Black cat and palmyra palm jaggery equal

parts, twice a day for 3 days consequtively. For

6 days, salt free diet. Give bath on the 7th

day and then follow the usual diet. Say

^ drachm each.

In chronic cases, the treatment should

be repeated in the above manner. Three times

once in every month.

34. For Rabid dog bite.

Administer internally half a pint of the

juice of solanum nigrum leaves (well grown

plants) twice a day for 3 days. Salt free diet

for 6 days. Bath and return to the normal diet

from the 7th day.

Apply the paste of the same leaves to

the bitten parts.
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35. For Cat bite

Give internally half a drachm of the

bark of Acalypha Indica triturated with 2 to 4
fluid ounces of cow’s milk, twice a day, for

3 days—salt free diet for 6 days. Bath and

usual food 7th day forwards.

Externally apply a paste made of the

roots of Indigofera tinctoria, over the bitten

parts.

36. A general treatment for all kinds of

Snake bites.

Take enough of the fruits of nuxvomica,

throw of the seeds, mix with sufficient quantity

of margosa oil, boil to the constituency of a

soft mass. Triturate well and preserve in wide

mouthed bottle or jar.

Administer this wax internally in 2 to 5

grains dose only once.

Instil into the nostrils one or two drops

of the following.

Take a few grain of copper sulphate,

fold it in a piece of cloth, steep it in young

male children’s urine(not exeeding 8 or 9 years),

and squeeze a few drops into each nostril.
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Also apply a grain of the juice of the

leaves of Aerna Lanata, as a collyrium with

the finger into both the eyes of the patient.

Diet:—Boiled rice and hot water— salt

free— until all the symptoms subside.

(2) For the particular kind of snake that

appears finer than the earth worm and of

glossly red colour. The symptoms are, itching

sensation all over the body, urticarial rashes,

uneasiness, biliousness; when once this fine

snake bites, the symptoms recur during new
moon days, if proper treatment is not given.

In Tamil this variety of snake is called "Siru-

Pambu”.

Triturate the roots of gymnea sylvestre

with hot water into a paste. Give this both

morning and evening for three days conse-

qutively in dose of i to 1 drachm.

Salt free diet for 6 days.

Give bath on the 7th day and add fried

salt and tamarind to the diet.

37. Treatment for syphilitic buboes
and chaneres.

Bulbous roots of Bryonia epigaea
(scraped of the external sheaths) 6 tolas.

Bulbous roots of Bryonia Rostrata 6 „
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Plumbago Zeylanica root bark 3 ,•

Hygrophila spinosa (whole plant) 6 „

Cut the above into small pieces and

bruise. Mix with

Gingelly oil i seer.

Castor oil ^ „

Litharge 1 08 grains

Boil until the sediments appear like

sands. Decant the oil and add 6 tolas of sugar

candy (powdered) Preserve in bottles.

Dose:— 2 to 4 fluid drachms.

Twice a day for 6 days.

Allowed Diet:—Boiled rice. Dhall, Salt,

Cow’s ghee and hot water.

All the rest should be avoided. Bath

and change of diet on 7th day.

For oil bath—castor oil should be used

every alternate day.

Ointment.

Ointment for syphilitic ulcers. Chancres,

and incised buboes.

Cinnabar, Litharge Crude calomel, white

Dammar, Terminalia chebula, Galls, Termi-

nalia bellerica. Catechu, each 1 tola.
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Butter I lb. Triturate well, steep in

water for a day and then apply to parts.

38. Purgative—

1

Dry ginger 3 Tolas.

Pepper 3 „

Long pepper 3 „

Cubebs 3 „

Embelia Ribes 3 „

Liquorice root 3 „
Cinnamomum Tamala 3 „

Cyperus Rotundus 6 „

Chebulic myrabolans (without seeds)

30 tolas.

Dry them in sun and flnely powder the

above in quantities noted. Mix well. Take
one tola of this powder and mix with equal

quantity of country sugar and mix with warm
water and drink in the early morning.

A good purgative that will not produce

griping, Vomiting and other troubles.

Increase the dose if the bowels are hard

39. Purgative—2.

Cocoanut rind juice 4 ounces, Momorica
Muricata leaf juice. 1 ounce.
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Mix well and take in the morning;

along with purgative action, the worms are

expelled.

40. Purgative—3.

Dried senna leaves, dried Mrraya

konigii leaves, equal parts, powder and mix

well.

Take 20 to 40 grains at bed time. Re-

moves constipation.

41. Purgative—4.

Take 2 seeds of Butea Frondosa and

insert them in a mass of fresh buffalo’s dung

for a night, wash and remove the outer skin of

the seeds, and triturate with cow’s milk and

take in the morning.

42.

Combined anthelmintic or purgative.

Tender leaves of Cassia fistula,

sufficient quantity to be placed on a linen

and covered over a pot containing water and

cover another pot over it. Boil the lower pot

for an hour. The leaves will be steamed

squeeze the juice of the leaves about 2 to

4 ounces and mix with it some sugar and

take.
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A safe purgative and anthelmintic for

pregnant women and children.

43. Oils.

Cow’s milk J measure.

Castor oil \

Root bark of Daemea Extensa 1 ounce.

Sesamum seeds 12 Tolas.

Triturate the last two with milk and

mix with oil, boil until all traces of water

evaporates, and place in it finely powdered

Butea Frondosa seeds 4. Set aside for 5 days.

Dose:—J to 2 Fluid Drachms.

Purgative and Anthelmintic.

44. Another Oil.

Castor oil

Cow’s milk

Liquorice root

Rock Salt

Chebulic Myrabolans

Picrorrhiza Kurroa

Purified croton seeds

I measure

4 ,.

1 i Tolas.

\l ..

li ..

H ..

li ..

Triturate the last 5 ingredients with

cow’s milk and mix with oil, boil and decant

the oil.

Dose:— 1 to 4 fluid drachms.
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A very useful purgative in all skin

diseases like Eczema, Scabies, etc., and also

in vayu and Pitta troubles.

43. Lavana Ganthi oil.

Cocoanut rind juice

Panchalavana

Trisara

Purified croton seeds

Castor Oil

1 measure

7 Tolas

^ measure

Boil until the sediments appear like

coarse sand.

Dose:— 5 to 30 Minims hot water.

An excellant purgative in gastric

troubles. Rheumatic and other pains and

menstrual pains.

46. Purgative (external use)

Mercury 34 Grains.

Sulphur 54 „

Croton Seeds 324 „

Pulp of seeds of alangium

Decapit 216 „

Borax 270 „

Castor oil seeds pulp 324 .,

Pulp of seeds, of Jatropha

curcas 278 ..
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Fruit seeds of cassia Fistula 432 „

Chebulic myrabolans (free

from seeds) 324 „

Pulp of seeds of butea frondosa 3 tolas.

Triturate the above with the milk juice

of Euphorobia Nerifolia for 3 days and insert

them in a well ripe cocoanut (freed from water)

and cork the hole with a stick, and place this

cocoeuiut into a bag of paddy for 1 3 days and

remove the shell of the cocoanut and triturate

the whole like a jelly and apply this paste

inside a brass vessel and place the vessel

under very hot son. Oil will come out of the

paste. Collect and store.

Apply 1 drop on the navel or apply the

oil a few drops over jasamine flower or lime

fruit and smell.

Acts as a powerful purgative.

To stop superpurgation, take cold bath

or Rice and curd diet and apply sandal wood
paste to abdomen.

47. Another Process.

Pulp seeds of Alangium decap 1 measure
Pulp seeds of croton t „

Triturate and boil and extract the oil.

Apply the oil over red flowers oleander and
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keep it in night dew. Be smelling the flower

in the morning. Purges well.

The above diet and Sandal paste will

stop the motion.

48. PilU.

( 1 ) Picrorrhiza kurroa,

White flowered clitorea ternata root

bark, Punernva root, Pepper, Long pepper.

Borax, Ipomaea turpethum. Each 1 tola and

36 grains. Purified croton seeds 4 tolas and

36 grains.

Triturate with the juice of Hydrocotyle

Asiatics, for 3 days into a pill mass and make

3 grains pills.

Dose;— 1 to 2 pills in fresh ginger

juice, boiled hot water or jaggery.

(2) Poomani pills

Picrorrhiza kurroa 1 tola.

Flowers of Bassialongifolia 1 „

Purified croton seeds 2 „

Triturate with the juice of aloe root for

10 hours and make into 3 and 7 grain pills

and dry under shade.

Dose:— 1 pill.
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In fresh ginger juice boiled and honey

for all kinds of fevers. In garlic oil in tri*

doshas. In castor oil for all vayu rogas. With

hot water a routine purgative.

49. Meshngu or Jelly.

( 1 ) Pavala Kushambu

Cinnabar 2 tolas.

Borax 2 „

Pulp seeds castor 4 „

Purified croton seeds 8 „

Triturate well. Dose;— 5 to 10 grains

with cold water increases the purgative action.

Hot water will stop the motion.

(2) Purified mercury 2 tolas.

, Croton seeds 1 „

Jaggery 2 „

Charcoal burnt of cocoanut shell 2 „

Triturate well for 24 hours with the

milk juice of cocoanut rind.

Dose;— 5 to 10 grains in sugar.

Corrects tridoshas in Hiccough & fevers.

A very good purgative.

SO. Aphrodosiac Remedies.

(I ) Mercury drawn from cinnabar 216 grains.

Cinnabar 68 „
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Borax, Cloves, Cannabis Indica, Seeds

of Drumstick, Nutmeg, Mace, Cyperus

Pertenensis, Opium, Seeds of Muccenapruriens,

Ipomoea digitata, Saraparuppu (Tamil).

Each tolas.

Powder the ingredients and fill in a

water emptied cocoanut. cork, and apply over

it cowdung, dry and burn with lOcowdung

cakes.

Throw off the burnt shells, and triturate

for 7 hours finely with the juice of the flowers

of Drumstick tree.

Make into 20 grain pills—dry.

I pill mixed with milk and sugar before

night meals.

Diet; - -Rice, Milk, Sugar, and ghee.

A powerful aphrodosiac useful in

spermatorrhea and impotency.

Other cheap and simple aphrodosiac

drugs.

I . Sandal wood seeds, Strychnos pota-

torum seeds, Moringa petrogosperma seeds

each i tola. Triturate with J meeisure of milk

and take at bed time.
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2. Mucuna pruriens seeds, Curculigo

root, ipomoca digitata root each 1 tola. Mix

with milk i measure as before.

3, Boil, in 4 measure of milk, I tola

each of the flowers of Moringa petrogosperma

and Tribulus Terrestris.

Some external applications to stimulate

the aphrodosiac action.

1. Take 10 grains of Pachakarpoor

make into a paste with the fruit juice of

Azima Terracantha and apply over the male

organ daily at night.

2. Boil in 1 measure of pure cow’s milk,

60 flowers of white calatropies Gigantia, until

the flowers become spongy.
.
Remove the

flowers and take the milk, curdle, as per home
process, churn and collect the butter. Wash
the butter well with water 1 0 times add to it

equal quantity of civet and bezoar.

Triturate well and preserve. Apply to

the male organ every night.

SI. Cholera and its Treatment.

1. Veera rasa Sinduram.

Rasa sindura I tola, Cinnabar I tola,

Perchloride of mercury \ tola and Silver

nitrate ^ tola.
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Triturate well in a Mortar for J hour

and place in hot sun for half an hour. Repeat

this process 4 or 3 times and store.

Dose:— J to 1 grain. In fresh ginger

juice or juice of flowers of leucas cephalotes.

In cold clammy perspiration, and when
the extremities are cold, one or 2 doses may
be repeated and then stopped.

2> Vishahedi Sangarani.

Perchloride of mercury. Nitre, Borax,

Camphor, Ammon chloride. Alum each 1 tola.

Cinnabar 4 tolas* Triturate well with honey

into a pill mass and preserve in a phial.

Dose:— 4 to 2 grains in honey.

If the medicine is vomited out, or if no

effect is produced with the first dose, repeat

1 hours after. In 2 or 3 doses the effect will

be known.

3. Kadikara Sinduram.

Rasa sindura 2 tolas, purified cinnabar

8 tolas and silver nitrate 1 tola. Triturate for

2 hours and place under hot sun for 2 J hours.

Repeat 7 times. To be used after one month
after preparing this.
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Dose:—J to 2 grains with equal quan-

tity of camphor and honey.

4 . Viihabedi Sanjeevi.

Take 120 tolas of the bark of tamarind

tree, (after removing the irregular external

parts) cut into small pieces and place as a

heap in a corner, and sprinkle in the middle

3 tolas of camphor and tola of perchloride of

mercury and set fire. After every thing is burnt

into ashes, powder the entire ashes well and

preserve.

Dose:— 1 to 2 grains in honey. Repeat

every 2 hours as necessary.

Camphor and genuine musk in 1 grain

doses may be added to any of the above prepa-

ration.

S2. For Rickets in Children.

Juice of Asparagus Adscendens.

Goat’s milk, Cocoanut rind milk. Cow’s
ghee each measure. Sugar candy 1 5 tolas.

Boil together until the water evaporates,

strain and preserve. I Teaspoon twice a day

with food, alone or with cow’s milk.
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An excellent nutritive tonic, Restorative,

Palatable preparation for children, much
superior to codlivei oil, cures Phosphaturea.

For scur%'y and scrofula and chronic

eruptions of the skin of unknown origin (like

urticarial rash) Gout, Myalgia and chronic

Rheumatism and arthritis.

Gingelly oil ^ measure.

Cow's ghee } „

And take 3 tolas of the root bark of

Plumbago Zeylanica. Triturate with water

into a paste and mix with the above. Boil

until the sediments becomes waxy, strain and

preserve.

I teaspoon in warm cow’s milk or alone,

once a day for 48 days.

S3. Smoke for alt kinds of Head aches.

Asafoetida, Ajowan, Dried ginger,

Frankinsence, Pepper, Ammon chloride, Alpina

coinensis, inner pulp of caesalpinia bonducella.

Cumin seeds, cinnabar. Equal parts.

To be triturated with the milk of cala>

tropis gigantea and applied to the surface of

a linen, and rolled into wicks. Dry snd preserve.

Bum like a wick and inhale the smokei
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S4, An Electuary for all kinds of Cough.

Juice of:—Eclipta erecta and Prostrata,

Fruits of Azima Tetiacantha. Each I measure.

Pure honey J „

Cow’s ghee J „

Roasted and finely powdered:— Long

pepper. Pepper, Dried ginger. Alpina chinensis,

Ghebultc myrabolam. Each I h tolas.

Boil to the constituency of a thick paste.

1 Teaspoon plain or with milk, twice a day.

55. Tooth powder.

Nutmeg

Alum
Camphor
Common Salt

Burnt charcoal of the barks of

Acacia Arabica

Burnt charcoal of Almond
nut shells

Powdered bark of mimusops

Elengi

Roasted Kalnaar (asbestos)

I i tolas.

H „

U ..

7^ »•

15

15

»»

fi

Finely triturate in a stone mortar. An
excellent tooth powder in Pyorrhea alveolaris

and prevents any affections of the gum or teeth
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decay. As a daily cleaning of the teeth, this

is a very good tooth powder.

56. Another tooth powder.

Common salt 1 5 tolas.

White flowers of calatropis

Gigantia 13 „

Triturate well and make into lozenge

dry. Place it between 10 cowdung cakes

and burn; finely powder and mix with it

powdered dried bark of acacia arebica

30 tolas, Triturate well and preserve.

A powerful bactericide in Pyorrheca

alveolaris, and all sorts of neuralgic pains

of the gunis and prevents decay.

57. For skin disease.

Chronic—that which looks like the skin

of elephant and scaly.

Take the seeds of cassia tora, seeds of

chalmoogra, grind well with butter milk and

apply all over the part, dry and bathe after

3 or 4 hours. An excellent remedy.
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CHAPTER XXII.

Dieto—Therapy.

One of the most unique features of the

treatment according to this system is the great

emphasis laid on the importance of diet. That
diet plays a prominent part in tissisting the

recuperative process and helping the curing of

the maladies is universally enjoined. The
special feature is the intimate knowledge and
accurate description to the minute details of

forms and matter displayed in the injnctions

laid down. The body subject to the laws of

the three doshas responds as a natural law to

the excitatory processes caused by the digestion

and assimilation of different kinds of food

stuffs cooked in various forms, mixed in certain

proportions, containing as they do, qualities of

Vatha, Pitha, and Kapha. The correction of

doshas and the restoration of their equilli.

brium to enable the engines of the human body

to function effectively and normally being the

main aim of treatment, care should be Uiken to

prescribe from time to time the suitable diets

in relation to the diseases and in respect of the

medicines administered, even the latter being
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the potential forms of the energy of the three

dathus. This forms a separate science in Itself

and here will be indicated a few special forms

of the diet The special diet to be observed

during treatment is commonly called the

system of Pathiam, the expression being

known to all the Tamilians.

/. Salt free. (Strictest)

By means of this diet, the protoplasm

charged with the toxic properties and carried

along the system, will be destroyed by the

Katabolic action and the seventh tissue, the

semen-seed, will be sterilized. Thus, this

helps the radical cure of the disease.

Commonly observed in Albuminurea,

Jandice, Dropsy, Rheumatism, Syphilis etc.

Cook the rice in a new clay pot, mix

with boiled water and use. Avoid all other

articles of food and vessels including the very

flavour of Tamarind and salt and their very

touch. Drink boiled water.

(a) Follow the diet for the prescribed

number days.

(b) Bathe in warm water after applying

a paste of Ajowan seeds and cow’s milk,

Ixiilcd and applied to the Scalp.
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(c) After bath, use fried salt and roasted

tamarind for preparations.

(d) Avoid gingelly oil, mustard and

Black gram for another week.

(e) Return to normal diet by gradual

stages.

2. Icha—Pathiam. (Slightly regulated diet)

Avoid*— -Biller gourd (momordica

charanta), mangoes, Brinjalsi Guarbeans,

Pumpkin, Agati Grandiflora> Indigestablc

articles, mustard, Sesamum, Bengal gram,

cocoanuts, jack fruits, asafoetida, garlic,

tobacco, toddy, intoxicating liquors, narcotic

drugs and cexul intercourse.

Allowed: --Rice cooked in a new clay

pot, tender brinjals. Drum sticks. Angular

gourd (Luffa Acutangual,) salt. Tamarind,

Dhall, pepper, cow’s butter-milk, and ghee.

3, Diet, after medicated oil bathe.

Avoid:—Sour butter-milk and curds,

milk, bitter gourd. Greens, Fish, intton, Agati

Grandiflora, Tobacco, sleeping in day time

Sexual intercourse and other excitements.
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4.

Diet wkile taking mercurial

preparatione.

Avoid:—Fishes, salt, oils, bitter acid

and sour articles, indigestable articles, in>

digestable (oodsi and articles that will induce

cold or heat.

5.

Diet while using iron preparation.

Avoid:—Pumpkins, Horse grimn, mus-

tard, Bamboo rice, Brinjals, Tobacco, cannabis

sativa, opium, and sexual intercourse.

Use:— cows' milk, and less of Tama-
rind and salts.

6.

Diet tor copper preparations.

The preparations of copper are supposed

to correspond with great tire, and hence no
restriction of diet is necessary. Yet certain

restrictions are advantageous.

Avoid:— Acid or sour articles espe-

cially sour curds and butter-milk, flesh of

hare, lemon fruits, vinegar, Phyllanthus

Emblica.

Allowed:— Jack fruit, plantain fruits>

cow’s ghee and milk, and sugar.
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7. Dht while taking preparations

containing amilax Chinnaia.

Avoids— Turmeric, Cingelly oil, Areca

nut, mutton. Pungent articles. Ginger, mustard,

bitter, sour, acid and saltish articles. Bat, and

fishes.

8. in Pitta.

Sansevicria Zeylamica, Trianthema

Decandra, Typhonuim orixense, vitis quadr-

angularis, Amorphanthus Campanulatus,

Plumbago Zeylanica, Adenema Hissopifolia,

cissus camosa, colocasia macrosshiza.

9. General.

The following should be excluded in

every kind of disease, as a matter of general

principle.

Tender cocoanuts, cocoanuts, cccoanut

oil, and its milk. Toddy, vinegar, mustard,

bulbous roots, colocynth, horse gram. Kales

root, tentils, fruits, biller gourd, tobacco,

tamarind, mangoes, Asafoetida, pomegranates,

cakes made of starch, ripe beans, sweet

potato, onions, alcohol, crane, pig, and fishes.
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10, A rticles ofdiet useful for patients.

Allowed: - Rice is the staple food of

the Indians. The other grains such as the

great and small millets, bulrush millets—the

cheap varieties used commonly by the poor-

class, are to be avoided.

Rleusine coracana, washed and pow-
dered as flour may be used as conjee.

Rice is the easily digestable food and it

is preferred in all cases.

The following pickles are allowed:

—

#

Lime fruits, carissa spinarum, solanum

verbasifolunin and Tribolatum, Strychnos

potatorum, citrus vulgaris, Phyllanthus

Emblica, pavetta indica.

The following dried fruits or berries

may be used in various preparations, such as,

frying with ghee or boiled in puddings.

Carissa spinarum, coccinia Indica,

solanum verbasifolium and Tribolactum,

Plantains, Sabre bean (Dolichos bablab)

Mutton of the following are allowed:—

Common snipe, varamus Bengalinsis,

House sparrow, Turnix taigoor, Indian Par-

tridge, Deer, Rabbit, Goat, White rat.
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Dried fishee allowed:—

Herring, Turtle, Whiting, OpKicephalus

punctatus, Macromes vittatus, Shrimp, Sword

fish, Orygon seption, Sparat, Smooth hound,

Prawn.

1 1 . The following articles will consti-

pate the bowels and are allowed in sprue,

diarrhea and dysenteries.

Tender and fresh berries of Plantains

and fiscus Glomerata, Passer Indicus; TurniN

taigoor; Indian Partridge; Varamue Bengal. -

nsis; Hare; the dired fishes found in the tanks.

Note. Raw and fresh fishes will endanger

the life of such patients, if taken

1 2. The following will move the bowels

and are indicated in cases of constipati.m,

Pumdkins, Vikna catiang. .-\gali Grandi*

flora, Brinjals and fresh fishes.
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Appliances.

Figure 1

.
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Figure 4 & 5.
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Figure 9.
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Naralai-Kodi.

Cissus

pedata.

(Lam)

„

Lanceolata.

(Roxb)

Nari-Vengayam.

....

Crinuin

revolutum.

(Herb)



Naruvili.

Sleshmataka.

Cordia

latifolia.

Nathai-choori.

Madanjhanta.

Spermacosae

Hispida.
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Perianangai.

...

Polygala

telophioides,

(Will)

Peria

Thagarai-

Kasamarda.

Cassia

Sophera.

Peru-nari-Vengaram.

....

Crinum

asiaticuni

(Herb)
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Glinus

dictamnoides.

(Linu)

Siru-kanjori.

V
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Tragia
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Siru-katlukodi.

Patalagarudi.

Ccx:ullus

Villosus.

Siru-kurinjan.

Meshasringi.

Gymnea

sylvetsre.



Siru-nari-vengaram.

Siru-Peelai.
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Varavara.

Ocirnum
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ThoodKuvalai.
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Solanum

Tribolatum.
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Lajjalu.

Mimosa

Pudica.
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hulasi.

Tulsi.

Ocimum

Sanctum.
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Leucus

Cephaloles.

Usila
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)

Krishna
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Aibizzia

ainara,
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Ar)
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....
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Monsonia.

(Mart)

Varikuiiiatikai.

Incira

varumi.

Citrullus

ccldcynthidis.
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Vilvtiiri,

)

Bilvrni

ji

Bilva.

Aegle

marmclos.

(Bael)
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Appendix.

Author's contributions.

[The Journal of Ayurveda, Mayy 1926.)

CTulTjin seeds Im Siddha s^^slem.

Croton seedsr Croton Tiglium- Jamalgota

(Hind & Bomb,), Jaipal (Beng.), Nervalam

(Tam.), Naypalam (Tel.), Neervaula (Mai.),

Habitat India, Ceylon, Indian Archipelago.

Identification oj seeds: They are oval or

oblong, dark brown, marked with ramifications

of the raphe. They resemble castor-oil seeds,

which are brighter, polished and mottled.

Composition— (1 ) Glyceryl of drotonoleic

acid, which appears to be the active principle,

(2) Tiglic acid or Methyl crotonic acid,

(3) crotonoe, which is non-purgative, but an

irritant to the skin, (4) several volatile acids,

to which the odour is due, (3) Several fatty

acids.

The seeds of the following are stated to

resemble those of croton tiglium in appearance

and properties: - Baliospermum montanum.
V^ern. Danti. These are often sold as Jamal-
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gota by druggists and croton oblongifolium-

Baragach (Beng-) Ganasur (Bo.), Gonsurong

(Goa).

Allopathy—Pharmacology—Croton oil is a

powerful irritant to the skin,—a drastic purga>

tive due to its direct irritant effect on the

stomach and intestines.

Therapeutics- Internally-croton oil is used

only on rare occasions. As a purgative it is

invaluable in cerebral haemorrhage, coma and

insanity on account of its minute dose add the

rapid and complete evacuation of the bowels

which it causes. In obstinate constipation and

intestinal obstruction from impacted faeces.

Tape worms, Dropsy, Hydrocephalus, Uraemia,

Delirium tremens, etc.

Antidote— In the case of an overdose of,

or poisoning by, croton oil, wash out the

stomach with gruel and mustard, or olive oil

or diluted milk (4 oz. in 1 pint, of water), and

give demulcent drink, such as linseed tea,

milk whey, gruel, etc., opium internally or by

enema, stimulants, etc. The only preparati 'vi

for internal administration in allopathy is

oleum cretenis the oil expressed from the secu.

of croton tiglium and its dose is 1. to 1 minim.
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Siddha system Croton seeds occupy a very

important place in Siddha System. The seeds

undergo various processes of purification in

this system and its irritating and poisonous

effects are removed before its administration.

It is found out in this system that the folia-

ceous cotyledons that lie between the two

halves of the seeds are highly poisonous. This

is carefully removed from each seed and puri-

fied as follows:

—

First, the entire seed is boiled in Buffalo's

dung and its urine. Then the inner seed is

separated from its cover. Then the foliaceous

cotyledons are carefully removed. Then boil

in lime juice. After that in Vinegar. Then
boil with rice and water just like cooking rice.

Then dry them in shade. Then soak them in

human milk for a day, Then dry again in

shade Lastly, fry them with a little ghee or

castor oil and wipe off the oil or ghee adhered

to the seeds before being added to the prepa-

rations. This is the common process of purifi-

cation. There is another form, which is

Sadhu Kriya, /. e., after the 1 st process of

boding in Bun, lo’s dung and u. ine and the

removal of foli&.::ef us cotyk '
> s, the seeds
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are triturated with lime juice into a paste and

this paste is applied to the outer side of n new
mud pot and kept in shade for 24 days. Then
it is scraped off from the pot and added to the

preparations.

Thus many of the poisonous acids are

eliminated from the seeds, the active and use-

ful principles of the seeds only are retained

and thus made safe for internal administration.

This is the common purgative in this

system, The minute dose is an advantage.

Siddha system has many compound pillsi

pawders, oil and pigments out of these seeds

in combination with many costly drugs, such

as, musk, Gorochana, saffron, etc. These pre-

parations not only produce copious watery

motions but also arrest the complications in

many serious diseases, and cure many diseases.

In many instances, after giving this purgative,

no further treatment will be required. Allopathy

states the excellence of the raw oil alone in

many serious cases as mentioned above. The
purified seed is much more effective in very

many such diseases, and more safe to use.

Some of the preparations contain carmin-

tives, febrifuges, hepatics, antilithics, Diuretics
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antiperiodics, anthelmentics. expectorants, etc.

By their judicial use and with different vehicles

(anupans) all the above effects can be noticed.

In many serious cases, the brain and nervous

symptoms subside, temperature is reduced to

normal in many specific fevers, when many
cwts. of Ice has to be used constantly just to

control the temparature. General pain, pain

in the joints, in the muscles and even in the

bone marrow, due to Syphilis or Rheumatism

or for whatever cause will be relieved. Stomach

and intestinal troubles pass off. Cuts short the

duration of certain diseases. Some preparations

are antidotes to many kinds of snake poisons

and other poisonous insects, or animals. Croton

preparations are not the mere flushing agents

of the intestines. They expel from the system

many a pathogenic organism, circulating in

the blood, lodged in the liver, spleen or intesti-

nes that are the cause for many diseases. A
microscopical examination of the blood, etc.,

before and after the administration will prove

the efficiency of these preparations.

The virtues of the Croton seeds are.

—

I . Properly purified seeds can be safely

used as an crdinery purgative even to

children.
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2. Such seeds do not irritate any organ.

3. Proper dose does not produce super-

purgation.

4. Super-purgation can be controlled by
ordinary intestinal astringents.

3. Preparations made with such costly

ingredients detailed above, enhance
the curative action in many diseases.

6. Many alarming symptoms are con-

trolled by a first dose of the compound
croton seeds preparation.

7. The very small quantity of the

medicine that is to be swallowed is

appreciated by the adult and children

alike.

1 beg to detail below one of the prepa-

rations made with purified croton seeds add

its innumerable uses with different vehicles

(anupans), named after Agasthiyar.

Agasthiat. Kushambu.

Process.

Asafetida, Rock (salt), Pierorrhiss Kurroa,

Borax. Nigilla Sativa, Long pepper. Purified

Mercury, Purified Aconite root. Purified Red
arsenic, (Harithala) Yellow orpiment. Each

of the above, I Drachm.
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Purified Croton seeds 3 Tolas.

The inner substance of Jatropha

curcas. 1| Tolas.

Triturate together until it becomes a fine

thick paste. Some say this is to be triturated

with the lime juice for about 12 hours.

Preserve in boxes made of horn.

Cose:-Tamil-Panavidai-8 grains for adult.

Dheaies & Vehicles.

1 . Fever with shivering, Sanni, fever due
to Vadha Dosha, orchitis. Vayu and
Mcola Vayu— Boiled fresh ginger juice

or in decoction of dried ginger.

2. Cough.—Chebulic myrobolans.

3. Fever due to Pitta dosha—Decoction of

myrobolans.

4. Fever due to Kapha—Decoction of

Long pepper.

5. Ordinary purgative- - Decoction of cloves
and sida acuta.

6. Fever with shivering—Decoction of

dried ginger and pepper.

7. Bleeding piles —Cow’s ghee.

8. Panduroga (Tamil) Pernicious anaemia?
Cow’s milk.
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9.

Ascites, General dropsy, Dyspepsia

—

Pepper powder and Garlic.

10. Sannipada—Honey or fresh ginger juiee.

1 1 . Vayu- Dried ginger,gendarussa vulgaris

decoction.

1 2. Stones in the bladder Kidneys and
Urethritis- -Juice of Sanjankuppi (tamil)

or pepper, fried alum sugar candy, all

powdered together and made into a

paste with ghee or juice of tender gourd
or tender cocoanut or vine gar (meant,

cooked rice preserved in water for

subsequent day*s use in the mornings in

South India—such water which is a few
day’s old is called Vinegar here').

13’ 13 varieties of Sannipada— Oil of Garlic

or decoction of Bryonia scabrella.

1 4. Diseases of the female generative organs
- due to pregnancy—Tender leaves of

Ficus Religiosa (the scared tree of

India) made into a paste with cow’s
milk and made into the size of one
arecanut, such 3 nuts. I once a day,

for 3 days.

15. Disease's of the female generative organs

due to menstrual disorders—juice

extracted from Jainbul bark by crushing
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with Goat’s milk and powdered cumin-

seeds added to it.

Or
the root of Cendarussa vuIgari8,Pangam-

palai Ver (Tamil,) dried ginger, pepper,

all together made into a decoction.

16. Diseases:—(Tamil) Ulkuthu and Pura
veechu. Meant probably Tetanus,-.

Fresh ginger. Garlic, bark of Muringa
Pterygosperma tree. Roots of Calatropi^

Euphorbia Terucalli, Butea t-ee, all

these to be pounded and made into a

decoction.

17. In heart diseases—-Palmyra Jaggery,

Plumbago Zeylanicum, both to be
pounded and triturated with the juice

of acalypha Indica and some honey
added to it.

Or

Cloves, Bael leaves* leaves of cloves
tree. Liquorice root, abies webbiana
made into a decoction and butter added.

18. For Snake poisoning - Thali leavss
(Tamil), Indigo leaves, tender leaves
of Jambul, Pepper, Betal leaves and
butter to be made into a paste and the
size of an arecanut used.

19. For external use and internal administra-
tion ill Scorpion sting- - Garlic juice.
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20. Bite of Vanalia (Tamil). Probably a
variety of snake Jaggery, Pugayooral
(Tamil) and seeds of Luffa amara to be
made into a paste with the juice of

acalypha Indica to the size of an areaca-

nut.

21. Fo>- Local inflammations and inflamma-
tions due to Sepsis --Boiled juice of

Gendarussa vulgaris and mustard
powder added.

22. Vomiting -Vinegar.

23. Dysentery due to piles, Pus in the womb,
diseases due to pregnancy—Cow’s milk
or Goat’s milk.

24. Bleeding piles—Cow’s Ghee.

25. Ascites, Gleet- Juice of leaves of Ficus

Gioinerata.

26. Vayu doshas - Castor oil.

27. Orchitis - Juice of cocoanut pulp.

28. Fevers, Anda Vayu.(Tamil) Palmyra

Jaggery.

2). Pitta doshas—Cow’s milk.

30. Sannipada 1 3-- Decoction of five roots:-

Medysaeum Gangeticuin, Doodia Lago-

pioides, Solanum indicum, Solanum
Xanthocarpum. Tribulus Lanugenoscs.
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31 . Dyspepsia 8 kinds—Fresh ginger juice.

32. Thaapha Jwaram (Tamil) Perhap.s

Enteric? —Jaggery.

33. Rheumatic Fever- juice of Gendai issa

Vulgaris.

34. Fever due to Pitta dosha Decoction of

coriander.

35. Dysentery— Butter milk.

36. Syphilitic arthritis, etc.-- Palmyra Jaggery

37. Menstrual disorder— Cow* s curd.

38. Bilious complaint—Decoction of Kus-
Kus.

39. To attain puberty Sheep’s milk or oil

of Fiankinsence

40. For various other diseases in general ^

Dried ginger, Pepper, Long pepper.

41. Poisons. (Meant, snake or other veno-

mous insects or animals)- Juice of betel

leaf.

42. Fevers of all kinds Powdered Nutmeg.

43. Fcr external use for Ulcers— Sesamum
oil.

44. For all septx Ulcers—Sesnmum and
Neem-oil.
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45. Abscess, Bubo, Carbuncles—-Honey.

46. For severe head-ache—To be used as
snuff mixed in human milk.

47. For inflammation (Local)—

F

ot external

application in human milk.

48. For fainting, shock, etc.—Size of a
mustard mixed in human milk and
applied into the eyes.

49. For Palsy, Sannipada. Lockjaw, Snake
poison. Head-ache. Fear of Ghost or

Devil—To be applied to a cloth and
made into a wick and burnt and the

smrdce to be inhaled.

50. Sannipada 1
3—In Neem-oil or decoction

of dried ginger to be applied to the

eyes.

Sannipada—Janni is a term in Tamil meaning

Sannipada, widely used here.
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II

{The Journal of Ayurveda, Oclohert 1930.)

Septic cases.

There is the constant danger of neglecting

to probe into the diagnosis and treatment of

diseases in their initial stages. Trusting upon

external appearances and relying on the for-

mulae of accepted specifics we generally go on

into a rut, irrespective of the justification of

our diagnosis and prognosis of the cases until

the issue turns graver and the situation appears

too serious to admit of any rational treatment

We are apt to lose sight of the convenien.

methods and aids which are easily accessible

to us. The Vaccine treatment adopted in the

western system for various forms of Septic

conditions, the benefits arrived at from their

use are still indefinite and uncertain. The
common abscess due to pathogenic organisms

are found every where in abundance. About

50 per pent or more of the surgical disease^

treated in a mofusil hospital or dispensary

may be under this common disease. Such

abscess do not end with a single operation in

a patient. In most of the cases the individual

affected is in a depressed and unhealthy state
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and the germical power of his tissue is always

defective. In consequence of this state of health,

a number of abscesses spring up in groups or

one after another and takes years sometimes

for all signs to subside, if no constitutional

treatment is given. In the South Indian (Tamil-

Sidha) system of treatment, for boils, abscesses,

and carbuncles (Non-diabetic) the medicine

called ‘"Vipruthi Oil*’ is given internally.

I append herewith the composition of the Oil.

In the early stages, if the oil is administered,

the inflammation disappears by surprise, the

fv>r!nation of pus is arrested and the tissues

J( slroyed in unopened early stage of an

abrcess get absorbed. In a ripe abscess, the

pvis becomes sterile and the cavity shows

r^lready a granulating healthy wound which

iieal \rry soon.

1 here is a noii-irritating antiseptic as well

as aseptic decoction in the Sidha System

u hich effects a cure very rapidly and cleans

I ho septic ar.d non septic wounds and ulcers,

v/riich contains no poisonous ingredients

w!i.*i l as a Icticn prepared out of carbolic acid

ov l^erchloride of mercury irritate the healthy

sissucij also and keeps the wound in a raw
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state for a very long time. This kind of

prolonged treatment costs a good lot on gauze,

cotton and bandages, This simple lotion, rather

decoction which contains the leaves of Margosa,

Vadanarayan, Tamarind, Turmeric, Phyllan-

thus embellica. Galls, Terminalia chebula, and

Thanikai, is a beautiful combination of antise-

ptics and astringents. The antiseptic action

of Margosa has been extensively tried in various

septic conditions including Puerperal Sepsis

by the Calcutta Scholar and found very effective.

It is a parasiticide as well. The fragrant Tur-

meric is a common toilet for Hindu ladies from

time immemorial, used in daily bath on

account of its virtue in Seborrhea, Parasitic

skin diseases, profuse perspiration etc. and a

deodorant. Vadanarayan (Tamil) is used as a

poultice and by its application various inflam-

mations subside. The idea of combining this

leaf is to reduce the inflammation surrounding

the area. The others possess astringent

properties, which pervent oozing from the

wound and contract the gap very soon. Four

ounces each of these drugs are boiled in a

gallon of water and reduced to ^ gallon In

this process of boiling all the germs or

parasites that may be adhering to the drugs
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and leaves and those that may be found in

water will be surely destroyed so that the

decoction becomes aseptic. This decoction is

also useful to wash out the Vagina or Uterus

in puerperal sepsis, Leucorrhoea or Gonorrhoea

in women and for all inflammatory conditions

as well. In discharges from the ear or nasal

cavities and also to wash out the conjunctiva

in eye diseases in place of Boric lotion or

saline. In this connection, I wish to point out

that according to western methods of preparing

the lotion it is clearly stated by Rose and

Carles that nearly all antiseptics are irritants

and if applied in too concentrated a state or

for too long may lower the local resistance and

render the wound more liable to be infected

by any organism that may at the time or subse-

quently gain accidental entrance. There is no

such trouble with this lotion. The efficacy

has been practically tested in my dispensary

on about 1 GCO surgical operations performed

and in about 20,0C0 surgical cases dressed in

the course of two years. All the cases healed

very quickly without any interruption. After

washing with this lotion, a dressing called

“Porai Ennai” is applied on the wound dipped

in gauze and bandaged. The composition of
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this oil 1 have detailed below. The peculiarity

of this Oil is that when applied, whether a

bandage is applied or not, no fly will come
near for 24 hours together and sit on the wound
while for this purpose any amount of sprink>

ling of lodofonn or Tar preparations will be
of no use. The fly is one of the carriers of

many infections and to prevent them from

contaminating a raw surface is equally of

value in treating surgical cases. Another im>

portant advantage of this Oil is that there is

no necessity to frequently change the dressings

in a bed case of septic wound, as this Oil

possesses the virtue of keeping its antiseptic

action for more than 1 2 hours. The continuous

irrigation of septic cases with rmtiseptic lotions

and the consequent posting of an attendant to

regulate the flow of the fluid and the tempe-

rature of the lotion and such tedious processes

are spared with this simple treatment. Any
amount of neglect by the out-patients for

ordinary ulcers in keeping the dressing properly

does not affect in any way in getting it infebted.

Many a case of breast abscess in women that

usually occurs soon after child birth gives a lot

of trouble to the patient and the surgeon alike

by forming pouches and collection of puss
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indiscriminately which necessitates many
openings and insertion of lubes, are mended
by treating the constitution with Vipruthi Oil

and dressing with Poral Cnnai, only once a

day, applied on syringing into the cavity after

opening the abscess. The complicated and

painful method of inserting a gauze or rubber

drainage is completely replaced. The wound
begins to heal from the bottom and does not

burrow the healthy portions any further. In

my dispensary, I had about 50 cases of breast

abscesses, during the last two years of its

existence and <ibout half a dozen cases among
them were complicated with fever, anaemia,

multiple sinuses and threatening collapses.

The wound was very pale and unhealthy with

putrid discharge. All of them got all right

under the system of treatment adopted by me
as stated above.

There were two cases of Diabetic Gang-

rene of the foot Both albumen and sugar

were present with a high specific gravity of

1040. The ulcer was smelling putrid - perhaps

B. coli had entered. In the first instance these

two patients consulted the allopathic surgeon,

who advised them to have their legs amputated
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immediately as sepsis would extend up to thigh

and they would die of diabetic coma. But

these patients as may seem natural were not

willing to part with their legs. So, they

consulted me as the next best. 1 immediately

kept their legs in a warm decoction (Margosa

etc.) bath and dressed them with Porai Ennai.

Starved the patients for 24 hours allowing pure

water to drink. The patients* temperature

when seen first was 104 degrees F. The next

day the temperature came down to 99 degrees

F. Urine Sp. Gravity 1015. Traces of albumen

and sugar. They were given reduced gold,

mica, silver, and pearl in I grain doses twice a

day in honey. On the third day the margins

of the gangrene became well defined and the

infection spreading up became arrested and

the sloughs showed a tendency to separate.

After dressing for a week all the sloughs came
off without interference and a healthy cavity

exposing the tendons of the feet became visible.

Gradually the gap filled up wound contracted

and an uninterrupted and uneventful recovery

took place in a month. In one of these cases

the infection began in the toe, which eventually

turned dry and black, the so-called dry gan-

grens. As the patient did not like to remove
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even the nail of the toe, 1 was continuing the

dressing and to his surprise one day when I

opened the dressing the toe was sticking to

the dressings and a raw granulating surface

was seen in its place. The poor patient pitied

his misfortune but was satisfied that I did not

cut it off. The patient is aged 50. A similar

patient who resides in my jurisdiction had his

leg amputated at the site of election by an

allopathic Surgeon, just before 1 began treat-

ment of the above patients. Even though the

amputation was performed far above the

inflamed area, the edges of Tibia and fibula

began to give trouble and the sutures had to

be removed and drained and small pieces of

sequestra were coming out now and then. It

took one year for healing completely. This

patient also is of the same age as those of

mine and he had sugar and albumen also.

As regards Puerperal Sepsis—in this sys-

tem—no douching is advised—which is of

course a dangerous attempt when the uterus

is coiigested and inflamed and ready to per-

forate if douch is given as a common routine.

Sq, cleaning the external genitals with the

decoction (Margosa etc.) and administering
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internally Panchabanam, Sandamarutham,

Coral with arsenic—Vajrakandi pills -(the

composition 1 give below)— act much better

than the Vaccines and douches. I had to

treat about a dozen of them in my dispensary

and 1 am glad to note that all of them recovered.

In one case, I had to request a lady doctor who
examined the case. I note her opinion here.

I had a doubt first whether it is a genuine case

of sepsis or not. Subsequently 1 treated the

patient as she refused to follow the eulvice of

the allopathic treatment and principles, fearing

that a douche might produce pus in the abdo>
men as is thought of by the lay public, ignorant

of the process.

“Dear Doctor, the patient is having a

septic fever. Temperature 103'’ F., no dis-

charge from the uterus. The uterus is not

contracted well. The cervix is ulcerated. She
needs an injection and douche for a wedc.
Mixture—If you give Ergot and Quinine, it is

good.”

Yours sincerely,

(Sd) A. D. R. (Lady Doctor.)

The patient is all right without a douche
or injection and a nauseating dose of Quinine.
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Our ancients in India have invented su(:h

medicines to combat the septic cases without

the trouble of possessing an elaborate and

costly laboratory to manufacture Vaccines and

highly technical method of injecting them.

1 say the injection is highly technical because

of the unfortunate Mysore P. W. D. Engineer’s

case as an instance of recent proof. It is uni-

versally accepted by the modern scientists that

an autogenous-vaccine is superior to stock

Vaccines. The idea underlying the Vaccine

therapy is to train the body to stand the strain

of a specific disease and to overcome the toxic

effects and thus create immunity. The same

results are produced by administering medi-

cines by mouth in our ancient Indian Science,

without any complicated method of treatment.

The treatment with “Vipruthi Oil*’ for multiple

abscesses is an example for auto therapy in

Indi an medicine. In preparing an auto-Vaccine

we require an expert Bacteriologist in the first

instance, a costly laborartoy, a discharge or pus

from the patient’s own body, culture with

various agars, microscopes, standardisation of

dose etc. according to western methods. Here

you give a specific and immunise the patient.

These medicines are prophylactic and curative.
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How simple the method is! Any ovdinary

medical men, without high academical quali-

fications or specialities, can go on with such

simple methods and we can effect a large

savings of the funds.

So, there are many wonderful methods in

the treatment of septic diseases in the Indigen-

ous system that will serve the country in a

very useful manner, if learned friends in the

medical profession study them by practical

application.

A study of the specifics and treatment

prescribed in the Siddha system will be of

paramount value and nothing will be so fruit-

ful as to go into the unexplored lore of the

medical genius of the glorious past.

The composition of various medicines

detailed in the course of treatment for septic

diseases:

—

2. Porai Ennai. (Vide page 421)

3. Decoction or Lotion.

Margosa leaves, Tamarind leaves.

Turmeric, Teminalia Chebula, Embelica

officindis, Beleric Myrobolans, Galls,

Each 4 ounces
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Water I gallon

Boil and reduce to }, gallon.

4. Pgnchabana Sinduram.

Perchloride oi Mercury. Crude Colomel,

Red Arsenic. Cinnabar. Sulphur. Each I tola

By a special chemical process these should

be kept on Are till the water Is dried up.

Dose:— 1 to 3 grs.

5. Vajrakondi Pills.

Cinnabar 8 parts.

Crude Calomel 1 ..

Perchloride of Mercury 1

H »•

Red Oxide of Mercury 2 ..

Lemon-Juice q. 8.

Ginger-Juice q. 8.

Trituration and pills 3 grains size. 1 to

pills for a dose.

6. Coral toith arsenic.

Coral 3 tolas

Purihed White Arsenic I 2 ,.

To be placed in a covered curcible and

burnt with cowdung cakes. Take out and grind

with the milk of White Calatropis Gigantia.

and make a circular cake— flat. Place in a

covered crucible aird burn with 1 0 cowdung

cakes. Dose;— 1
grain in honey.
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Bright's Disease

{Nephritis)Chronic or Acute, Albuminuria.

(Practical Medicine, Ociofcer 1932.)

The diagnosis of this disease is usually

hased on the ptesence of albumen in the urine

and the exhibition of such symptoms as, severe

headache, backache, pufliness of the face, and

scanty urine The serious and alarming

symptoms are. Eclampsia in pregnant women,
uraemia, anasarca and vomiting.

Supposed Causes:- -Due to the action of

cold or of toxic agents upon the kidneys.

Prognosis :—Is extremely grave. In a case

which has persisted for more than a year

recovery rarely takes place.— Os/er.

Treatment: Sir William Osier opines as

“For the persistent albuminuria, 1 agree with

Roberts and Rosenstein that we have no

remedy of the slightest value. Nothing indi-

cates more clearly our helplessness in con-

trolling kidney metabolism than the inability

to meet this common symptom”.

So, it is imperative that a tried remedy of

value be found out for a radical cure of this

disease.
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I have a personal experience of treating

this disease, and as many as about 32 cases,

were treated in ^ years, with success.

A recent case that was completely cured,

I detail below.

Mr. M. a Veterinary Officer, of Madras,

aged about 40, married. In January 1932-came
from Madras as a guest of a renowned Pattagar.

and I was also there at the time. The weather

was very chilly—we attended a music party

and after dinner retired to bed at 10, P. M.
in the night, in different camps. At 6, A. M.
in the next morning I was taken by the Pattagar

to Mr. M’ s camp, and he was leaning over a

cushion on the cot breathing heavily, with

swollen face and unable to talk freely. 1 was
introduced to this gentleman by the Pattagar.

1 felt his pulse in the wrist as usual and asked

him the history. He simply mentioned that

the strain on his legs while hearing music

caused contusion on one of his legs and that

he has applied belladonna pigment. I was
surprised to hear such a simple ailment, while

he w»as gasping for breath. He evidently

hushed up the fact, as he had no confidence in

physicians of the indigenous system. He would
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have completely avoided me had it not been

for the high praises and recommendations

made by the Pattagar. 1 questioned him if he

had his urine examined before and if it con>

tiined any albumen. This took him by surprise,

as many used to suspect him to be an asthmatic

patient before. Since I rightly guessed his case

he gave the following history of the trouble.

—

That some 1 5 years ago, when he wanted

to insure his life under certain company, he had
his urine examined by his friend—a doctor— in
the King Institute, Guindy—who was surprised

to find lot of albumen in the urine, widiout the

slightest impairment to his health. But the

Doctor would not recommend him to be a fit

person for insurance. Six months passed— still

in good health doing active service. All the

doctors who came to know of this were sur-

prised at him. A few years after this, on one
hot day, he fainted and fell down, while in-

specting cattle, and was removed to a nursing

home and treated, and became alright but the

urine still contained albumen. Then a few
years after this he had a relapse and was
brought round with great difficulty. He used
to loudly snore, and ball out during sleep,

even when' he was j^nounced to have re-
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coverd and looking after his work. Either he

himself, or his relations or his friends took

notice of his trouble during sleep as it had be-

come habitual. The recommendations of the

Pattagar on the one hand and my leading

questions about the history of this illness on

the other, set his mind right and he began to

feel confidence in my treatment, I ran up to my
dispensary. In a car, 6 miles off and brought

my kit, examined the urine and the fact was

plain. The teaspoon of the urine that I was

able to collect from him, became a solid curd

on boiling.

I immediately gave the following treat-

ment.

Jalothari 3 pills

Jeevarathna 2 ..

Decoction Punarnava 1 oz.

Decoction Dasamoola 1 oz.

Fiat Haustus statum. at 9 a. m.

In about a couple of hours the medicine

began to act and he had 4 watery motions

before 4 p. m.

He was given the following powder in the

evening in Barley water.

Karasoodasathu Bf?sma 10 grs.

Nitre Basma 10 grs.
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Pulo I.

The pain and swelling in his leg subsided,

iiiard breathing and other troubles lessened at

night.

From the next day forwards, I continued

to give the powders and decoctions alone

leaving off the pills.

I kept him on salt free diet for one month
living on Milk, Coffee, Barley water, oranges

and sugar.

It is a marvel to note that, how in Chronic

Nephritis, the physiological and pathological

functions of the kidneys that would have been

changed viz: - Atrophy, hypertrophy, granular

or fatty degenerations, would be rectified and

a permanent cure would result.

It is equally marvellous to observe that an

enlarged and hypertrophied liver becomes al-

right in infantile cirrhosis of the liver, by some
indigenous specifics, advertised now-a-days,

and function properly.

The modern scientists should investigate

such theories, suitable to convince the civilized

world, and solve the problem.
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The cancer cure professed by a physician

of Calicut, perplexes the medical world.

All diese things should be taken into head

by the Research Scholars, for the benefit of the

nation, and in earnest.

In appreciation of the treatment rendered

to him, he mentions in the visitor’s book of

my dispensary as follows:

3.1 .32— *1 had an unforeseen necessity to

place myself under the treatment of Dr.

T. G. Ramamurthi Iyer, the Physician attached

to the Taluk Board Dispensary at Avulpimdutai

during my short stay at as the Pattagar’s

guest. Owing to my exposure in the dew 1

was suddenly taken ill and the nature of the

illness was such, that-^had its cure been under*

taken by the allopadiic system of treatment,

would have taken at least a fortnight* Mr*,

who happened to be on the spot quite acci-

dentally undertook my cure though with some

cUffidence which, I may say, 1 also shared at

the beginning. For there was just a couple of

days and 1 was due.at Madras on the 4t|rins<>

tant. To my surprise and glrulness 1 was

bitsiight round to my ncnrmal self within 3 days.*
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1.

/allolhari Pills*

Exsciccated Borax, Pulvis ginger, Pulvis

Pepper, Pulvis Longpepper. Alum, Dried

Seafroth, Induppu, Gourd (Suraikai) Seeds,

Ammonium Chloride Each 3/10 tolas.

Purihed Croton Se^s 3 tolas.

To be rubbed together (or 1 2 hours > with

die juice of kombukalli and made into 2 grains

pills.

2.

Jeevaratria Pills.

Pulvis of:—Chebulic myrobolans. Ginger,

Pepper, Longpepper, Purified Calomel (Rasa*

karpura) Purified Croton Seeds equal parts.

To be rubbed for 4S hours with strained

thin soojee and made into the 5 grs. pills.

3.

Karasooda Saihu Basmc.

Exsciccated Borax Karpoora Silajit. Nitrei

Purified shell of Eggs, Alum Conch, (Palagarai)

equal parts.

To be rubbed for 6 hours with lemon juice

and made into lozenges of the size of a half a

rupee silver piece, dried and inserted into a

crucible made of chunam (Quicklime) and
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covered with cloth soaked i|i clay, dried, jand

burnt with 50 cow-dung cakes. Then the

lozenges to be taken but of the cooled fire,

pov'derbd and stored for use.

4. Nitre Basma:

Nitre 15 tolas.

BombooSalt 2 „

Ammon Chloride 1 \ „

Alum 1 5 „

To be made into a paste with lemon juice

q. s. and fried in a new clay (burnt) Chatti

until all the water evaporates.

The following tonics were given to my

patients for 3 months during convalescence.

(1) Silajit Rasayana 1 grain doses for

48 days twice a day.

(2) Gold and Pearl Basma 1 grain each

for the rest of the period.

The patients are (jlUts; hale and het^thy.
”
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Sandamarudam.

Thii indigenous preparation is extensively

used by the Physicians of Siddha system, in

various acute and chronio disi^ses, with great

success. The preparation contains-only mercury'

and sulphur in different proportions. It contains

only five ingredients which t give below. Four

of the ingredients are the comptounds df mecury.

Even though the individual ingredient contains

both mercury and sulphUr, yet they do not

poMess the virtue of Sandamarudam, when
each of them tried alone.

Purified*

—

Crude Calomel(Rasakarp6oram) tO parts;

Cinnabar (Lingam) 6 .,

Perchloride of mercory (Veeram) 2 „

Sulphur 2 „

Rasa Sindura 2 ;,

" To be triturated with sufficent quantity of

white yolk of eggs and -thade into lozenges of

the size of a quarter anna coin arid dried. These

dried lo^mges are to be dipped in a boiling

water for two seconds and then dried again.

Again they are to be dipped in a boiled

pudding of Rice and gourd for 2 seconds and
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dried. Now are to he finally powdered
and preserved in hottle for use.

Dose:— 1 to 3 grains.

Prescribed for the following disenses.

13 kinds of Janni (Sannipatha), Fistula,

Sprue, Cholera, Vatharogrw, Soolai Rogas,

Paraplegia, Hemiplegia. Facial Paralysis,

Malignant growths, Panduroga, Orchitist

Ascites, Anaemia, Chlorosis, Leprosy, Snake

bite, Gunma, Syphilis, Epilepsy, Menstrual

disorders. Arthritis, Chronic and Septic ulcers,

suppurating infections. Tetanus, Scrofula,

Gastric ulcers. Rabies, Rat bit. Fevers, and
skin diseases.

Western Pharmacopoeia, describes the

actions of Perchloride of mercury and sulphur,

as alternative, purgative, diuretic, antiseptic,

disinfectant, paraciticide, antisyphilitic, and

laxative.

Cinnabar and Rasasindura are not used

in B. P.

The actions described for the preparations

of mercury are identical both in western and

eastern systems. Nptable properties of mercury

salts:

—
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Intestines:- -Arrest putrefactive changes in

the duodenum and intestines.

Lioer:—Antiseptic properties of mercury

check the growth of bacteria.

Blood:—Increase the number of red blood

corpuscles and Haemoglobin. Arrest the move>

ments of the leucocytes.

Kidneys: —Diuretic.

Specific for Syphilis.

Summary:—Mercury Salt have a powerful

action as an antiseptic and bactericide. Possess

diuretic and tonic properties.

Sandamarudam is advised for various

ailments, whether they are caused by a specific

bacteria or not.

It is not a doubtful remedy for the said

diseases, but its action is sure and certain.

The toxic action is lessened by the addi-

tion of “White of Eggs" which is an antidote.

The writer has treated more than a

thousand cases of syphilitic affections, rheuma-

tic fever, arthritis, septic ulcers and wounds,

multiple abscess, myalgia and neuralgia,

migraine, and also Facial Paralysis, Paraplegia

and Hemiplegia, and are completely cured.
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From my experiencci I safely conclude
that Sandamarudam acts as a specific in the

diseases described above.

1 always insist on salt free diet and advise
to live on milk and boiled rice alone.

The medicine is given only for 6 days
both morning arid evening in Palmyra Jaggery.

It is repeated after a month when necessary.

For painful affections of the joints, I

usually rub on “Mayana Thailam”, which is a

volatile oil, distilled out of beeswax, mustard,

Santra rice, nutmeg, cloves etc, and the relief

is miraculous,
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